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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION

Evolution in the Physical Conditions

of Star-Forming Regions

Throughout Cosmic History

by

Ryan Lee Sanders

Doctor of Philosophy in Astronomy

University of California, Los Angeles, 2018

Professor Alice Eve Shapley, Chair

The gas-phase metallicity of the interstellar medium is a powerful probe of the cycle of

baryons into and out of galaxies. Constraining the scaling of metallicity with global galaxy

properties such as stellar mass (M∗) and star-formation rate (SFR) at multiple epochs pro-

vides insight into galaxy growth across cosmic history and the origin of the present-day

galaxy population. In this dissertation, I investigate the evolution of the physical conditions

of ionized gas in star-forming regions, including metallicity, over the past 12 billion years of

cosmic history. This work is contained in five studies that collectively improve our knowl-

edge of galaxy metallicities over the redshift range z = 0− 3. I present measurements of the

mass-metallicity relation at z ∼ 2.3 using a novel high-redshift data set from the MOSFIRE

Deep Evolution Field (MOSDEF) survey. I further show that there is a relation among M∗,

SFR, and metallicity for z ∼ 2.3 star-forming galaxies, unambiguously demonstrating the

existence of this relation at z > 1 for the first time. Knowledge of the physical conditions of

line-emitting gas, including the electron density and ionization state, is required for robust

estimates of metallicity from strong optical emission lines. I show that the electron density

of star-forming regions increases by an order of magnitude from z ∼ 0 to z ∼ 2.3, and

place constraints on the evolution of ionization state. Obtaining unbiased galaxy metallicity

estimates additionally requires proper treatment of the various line-emitting sources falling

within spectroscopic apertures. I characterize systematic metallicity biases from z ∼ 0 global

ii



galaxy spectra using a model framework that treats galaxies as ensembles of H ii and diffuse

ionized gas regions of varying metallicities. The resulting corrections increase the accuracy

of the z ∼ 0 baseline for evolutionary studies. Finally, I present the first temperature-based

metallicity determination at z > 2 from a detection of the auroral emission line [O iii]λ4363.

Measurements of auroral lines provide an independent estimate of metallicity that can be

used to construct metallicity calibrations appropriate at high redshifts. Observational facili-

ties coming online in the near-future will enable temperature-based metallicity measurements

for large samples of high-redshift galaxies, providing unprecedented accuracy in metallicity

measurements and a more complete understanding of gas flows and galaxy growth.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

A major goal of astronomy is to understand the formation and evolution of galaxies, that

is, how galaxies first formed early in cosmic history and grew into the population of galaxies

observed in the present-day universe. Galaxies contain two major components that make

up their mass: dark matter that is non-luminous and only interacts gravitationally, and

baryonic matter that primarily exists in the form of stars and gas. The growth of dark

matter haloes in which galaxies reside is well established, but the assembly of the baryonic

content of galaxies is not yet fully understood due to the complex nature of the physics of

baryonic interactions.

There are three main processes that govern the growth of the baryonic content of galaxies:

gas accretion, star formation, and feedback. There is significant interplay between these

three processes. Gas from the intergalactic medium (IGM) and the circumgalactic medium

(CGM) falls into the gravitational potential well of a galaxy, building up a gas reservoir

in the interstellar medium (ISM) and providing fuel for star formation. Stars form from

dense cold gas in the ISM. Energy is injected into the ISM by feedback processes including

supernovae from recently formed massive stars, stellar winds and radiation pressure, and

accreting supermassive black holes. This feedback can in turn drive galaxy-scale gas outflows,

transporting material from the ISM to the CGM where it may be recycled back into the

ISM over time or escape from the halo entirely into the IGM. The disruption of the ISM by

feedback regulates star formation, while outflows can act preventatively to slow gas accretion

rates. This complex processing and movement of gas into and out of galaxies is known as

the cycle of baryons.
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1.1 Metallicity as a probe of the cycle of baryons

The gas-phase metallicity (Z) of the ISM is a sensitive probe of the cycle of baryons. Metal-

licity is defined as the number density of metals relative to the number density of hydrogen,

where metals are elements heavier than helium and are primarily produced through nucle-

osynthesis by stellar processes. Accretion of metal-poor gas from the IGM and CGM dilutes

metals in the ISM, lowering the metallicity. The process of star formation leads to the pro-

duction of additional metals through nucleosynthesis while consuming hydrogen, increasing

the metallicity. Finally, outflows can remove both metals and hydrogen from the galaxy.

In this way, the gas-phase metallicity of a galaxy is set by the cycle of baryons through an

equilibrium between the accretion, star formation, and outflow rates (Finlator & Davé, 2008;

Davé et al., 2012). The gas-phase oxygen abundance (12+log(O/H)) is a particularly useful

tracer of ISM metallicity since oxygen is the most abundant element besides hydrogen and

helium. In this dissertation, the term “metallicity” refers to the gas-phase oxygen abundance

of the ISM unless specified otherwise.

Of particular interest is the scaling of galaxy metallicity with global galaxy properties,

such as stellar mass (M∗) and star-formation rate (SFR). The shape and normalization of

such metallicity scaling relations encodes information about key parameters of the cycle

of baryons, including the global mass accretion and mass outflow rates (Finlator & Davé,

2008; Peeples & Shankar, 2011; Davé et al., 2012). The latter is often represented by the

mass loading factor of galactic winds, defined as the ratio of the mass outflow and star-

formation rates (e.g., Finlator & Davé, 2008). Observations of metallicity scaling relations

can be combined with analytic galaxy chemical evolution models or compared to results from

numerical simulations of galaxy formation to infer the values of these key parameters and

the manner in which they scale with M∗ (e.g., Davé et al., 2012; Lilly et al., 2013; Davé

et al., 2017).

A tight relation between the M∗ and metallicity of galaxies in the present-day universe

(low-redshift; z ∼ 0) has been observed, known as the mass-metallicity relation (MZR; e.g.,

Tremonti et al., 2004; Andrews & Martini, 2013). The shape of the mass-metallicity relation
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encodes the scaling of outflow mass loading factor with M∗, which can distinguish between

different wind-driving mechanisms (e.g., Finlator & Davé, 2008; Peeples & Shankar, 2011).

A higher-order relation among M∗, SFR, and metallicity (the M∗-SFR-Z relation) has also

been observed at z ∼ 0 (Mannucci et al., 2010; Lara-López et al., 2010). The M∗-SFR-Z

relation is thought to be a direct consequence of baryon cycling, where gas inflows decrease

the ISM metallicity while increasing SFR (e.g., Davé et al., 2017). Characterizing these

metallicity scaling relations at z ∼ 0 has greatly expanded our knowledge of how galaxies

grow their baryonic mass in the local universe.

Observational constraints on the nature of metallicity scaling relations are much weaker

at high redshifts (z > 1, when the universe was less than 7 Gyr old). The MZR has been

found to exist out to z ∼ 3, and evolves such that metallicity decreases at fixed M∗ with

increasing redshift (e.g., Erb et al., 2006; Onodera et al., 2016). No consensus has been

reached regarding the existence of the M∗-SFR-Z relation at z ∼ 1 and whether it evolves

with redshift (e.g., Stott et al., 2013; Zahid et al., 2014b; Salim et al., 2015). Progress at

high redshifts has been limited by small sample sizes, unrepresentative or inhomogeneous

samples of galaxies, and uncertain metallicity estimates due to large measurement and sys-

tematic uncertainties. Both a large, representative sample of high-redshift galaxies for which

metallicities are available and a better understanding of the systematic biases affecting high-

redshift metallicity estimates are required to gain a more complete understanding of galaxy

growth in the early universe.

1.2 Metallicity measurements and ionized gas physical conditions

Galaxy metallicity is typically measured using ratios of emission lines produced in regions of

fully-ionized gas surrounding hot, young, massive stars (H ii or star-forming regions). A sub-

set of the strong rest-frame optical emission lines [O ii]λλ3726,3729, Hβ, [O iii]λλ4959,5007,

Hα, [N ii]λλ6548,6584, and [S ii]λλ6716,6731 are most commonly utilized to estimate metal-

licity. The intrinsic strength of these emission lines relative to one another is set by the

physical conditions of the ionized gas, including the temperature (set by the metallicity),
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electron density, ionization state (determined by the ionization parameter and the shape of

the ionizing spectrum), and the abundance pattern of various chemical elements (e.g., N/O,

the nitrogen-to-oxygen ratio).

The ionization state and N/O of gas in z ∼ 0 H ii regions are tightly correlated with

metallicity. Accordingly, tight relations exist between metallicity and multiple rest-optical

strong-line ratios in the local universe. Calibrations between strong-line ratios and metallic-

ity have been empirically constructed based on measurements of strong emission lines and

temperature-sensitive auroral emission lines (e.g., [O iii]λ4363), where a determination of

the gas temperature provides an independent estimate of metallicity (e.g., Pettini & Pagel,

2004; Curti et al., 2017). Because the physical conditions of z ∼ 0 H ii regions are well con-

strained, theoretical calibrations based on photoionization models have also been produced

(e.g., Kewley & Dopita, 2002; Kobulnicky & Kewley, 2004). These metallicity calibrations

have enabled detailed investigations of metallicity scaling relations for ∼ 100, 000 galaxies in

the local universe (e.g., Tremonti et al., 2004; Mannucci et al., 2010).

At high redshifts, temperature measurements based on auroral lines such as [O iii]λ4363

have not been available up to this point, such that no metallicity calibrations exist that are

based on direct observations of high-redshift star-forming regions. Instead, metallicities of

high-redshift galaxies are estimated using z ∼ 0 metallicity calibrations under the assumption

that these local calibrations are valid at z > 1. Initial measurements of emission-line ratios

of galaxies at z ∼ 1 − 3 suggest that at least some of the physical conditions of ionized

gas in H ii regions evolve with redshift (e.g., Shapley et al., 2005; Erb et al., 2006; Hainline

et al., 2009). Consequently, the relations between metallicity and strong emission-line ratios

may also evolve with redshift. In order to obtain robust metallicity measurements for high-

redshift galaxies, we must place constraints on the physical conditions of ionized gas in

high-redshift star-forming regions. Based on these constraints, we can significantly reduce

systematic biases in current z > 1 metallicity estimates, leading to a more accurate picture

of baryon cycling throughout cosmic history.

In this dissertation, I investigate the evolution of metallicity scaling relations over the past

12 Gyr of cosmic history, constrain the physical conditions of ionized gas in high-redshift
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star-forming regions, make the first robust high-redshift measurement of metallicity inde-

pendent of local calibrations, and characterize systematic uncertainties in galaxy metallicity

estimates. This work is primarily based on data from the MOSFIRE Deep Evolution Field

(MOSDEF) survey, a large observing program that obtained rest-frame optical spectra of

∼ 1500 representative galaxies at 1.4 ≤ z ≤ 3.8, described in Kriek et al. (2015). The

transformative MOSDEF data set provides robust measurements of the full suite of strong

rest-optical emission lines, enabling determinations of SFR, metallicity, electron density,

and ionization state for a sample that is an order of magnitude larger than those of previous

studies of galaxy metallicities at high redshifts.

This dissertation is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, I present a preliminary study of

the evolution of the MZR from z ∼ 0 to z ∼ 2.3 using the first year of data from the MOSDEF

survey. I characterize the electron density and ionization state of z ∼ 2.3 star-forming galax-

ies in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 presents the first detection of the temperature-sensitive auroral

emission line [O iii]λ4363 at z > 2, demonstrating the promise of constructing high-redshift

metallicity calibrations using temperature-based metallicity measurements. In Chapter 5,

I characterize systematic biases in z ∼ 0 metallicity estimates from global galaxy spectra.

Accounting for these biases carries important implications for metallicity evolution studies

comparing high-redshift measurements to a z ∼ 0 baseline. I present the first unambiguous

detection of the M∗-SFR-Z relation at z ∼ 2 in Chapter 6, and discuss implications of the

evolution of the M∗-SFR-Z relation for the cycle of baryons. Finally, I summarize the results

of these investigations and conclude in Chapter 7.
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CHAPTER 2

The MOSDEF Survey: Mass, Metallicity, and

Star-Formation Rate at z ∼ 2.3

2.1 Introduction

The study of chemical abundances in galaxies at various epochs in cosmic history highlights

key processes governing the growth and evolution of galaxies. In the local universe, there is a

clear relationship between the stellar mass (M∗) of a galaxy and its gas-phase oxygen abun-

dance, such that galaxies with lower stellar masses have lower metallicities than those with

higher stellar masses. The z ∼ 0 mass-metallicity relationship (MZR) has been confirmed

by many studies (e.g., Tremonti et al., 2004; Kewley & Ellison, 2008; Andrews & Martini,

2013). Local galaxies follow this relationship with an intrinsic scatter of ∼ 0.1 dex. The

MZR has been confirmed at redshifts up to z ∼ 3.5 and has been observed to evolve with

redshift, such that galaxies of a given stellar mass have lower metallicities at higher redshifts

(e.g., Erb et al., 2006; Maiolino et al., 2008; Henry et al., 2013; Maier et al., 2014; Maseda

et al., 2014; Steidel et al., 2014). The MZR is most commonly understood in terms of the

interplay between star formation and gas flows. As the stellar content of a galaxy grows over

time, the chemical enrichment in the ISM increases due to the recycling of heavy elements

produced in stars back into the ISM. This process of pure enrichment is modulated by gas

inflows and outflows (e.g., Finlator & Davé, 2008; Mannucci et al., 2010; Davé et al., 2011,

2012) which may either increase or decrease the enrichment depending on the metallicity of

the gas flow.

Much insight can be gained from the form and evolution of the MZR if the details of the

underlying physical processes are understood. It has been suggested that the MZR arises
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from the interaction of a galactic wind with the gravitational potential of a galaxy (Dekel &

Silk, 1986; Tremonti et al., 2004). In this scenario, less massive galaxies are naturally less

enriched as it is easier for winds to escape the gravitational potential well and remove metals

in the process. At high stellar masses, winds are unable to escape and the galaxy retains all

of the heavy elements injected into the ISM, naturally explaining the asymptotic behavior

of the MZR assuming a constant stellar yield. Alternatively, in the equilibrium model of

Finlator & Davé (2008) and Davé et al. (2011, 2012), outflows remove some metals, but have

a more important effect of decreasing the fraction of inflowing gas from the intergalactic

medium that is able to form stars and produce metals. In these models, the mass-loading

factor quantifies the efficiency with which winds remove material from galaxies. Since the

mass-loading factor of the momentum-driven winds in the equilibrium model scales inversely

with M∗, the star-formation efficiency in low-M∗ galaxies is drastically lowered and fewer

metals are produced. In this context, the low-mass slope of the MZR can probe how the

mass-loading factor scales with galaxy mass (Finlator & Davé, 2008). Other explanations

attribute the MZR to variations in the star formation efficiency (Tassis et al., 2008) or the gas

mass fraction (Zahid et al., 2014a) without referencing gas flows, although these processes

are undoubtedly linked.

The local MZR has been observed to have a significant star-formation rate (SFR) depen-

dence. Mannucci et al. (2010) found that local star-forming galaxies lie on a two-dimensional

surface in M∗-SFR-metallicity space with a scatter of only 0.05 dex in metallicity. This sur-

face is a strong function of SFR at low stellar masses such that galaxies of a given M∗ with

higher SFRs have lower metallicities, while only showing weak SFR dependence at high stellar

masses. This relationship among M∗, SFR, and metallicity is referred to as the “fundamental

metallicity relation” (FMR), and the MZR is a projection of the FMR in the M∗-metallicity

plane. The existence of a local FMR has been confirmed by recent studies (Andrews & Mar-

tini, 2013; Lara-López et al., 2013). The connection between SFR and metallicity has been

interpreted as a signature of infalling pristine gas which dilutes the metals in the ISM while

simultaneously fueling additional star formation. If there is no inflow, the ISM enrichment

increases while star formation naturally decreases as gas is used up. Mannucci et al. (2010)
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find that high-redshift galaxies fall on the same FMR as local galaxies, naturally explaining

redshift evolution in the MZR as a result of the SFR at fixed M∗ increasing with redshift.

More recently, Lilly et al. (2013) showed that a non-evolving FMR is a natural consequence

of a physical model of galaxies in which the SFR is regulated by the mass of the gas reservoir

if the dependence of the gas depletion timescale and the mass-loading factor on stellar mass

is constant with redshift. However, the existence of the FMR has not been confirmed at

redshifts above z ∼ 1 as large and unbiased samples have been difficult to obtain up to

this point and inconsistencies between different metallicity indicators and calibrations make

comparisons difficult. Whether or not high-redshift galaxies lie on an extension of the local

FMR, or follow an FMR at all, remains controversial (Belli et al., 2013; Stott et al., 2013;

Cullen et al., 2014; Steidel et al., 2014; Troncoso et al., 2014).

In this work, we present early observations from the MOSFIRE Deep Evolution Field

(MOSDEF) survey, which will contain rest-frame optical spectra of ∼1500 galaxies at z ∼
1.5− 3.5 when completed. Here, we focus on an initial sample of 87 star-forming galaxies at

z ∼ 2.3 with estimates of stellar masses, gas-phase oxygen abundances, and Hα-based dust-

corrected SFRs. We study the MZR at z ∼ 2.3 with a representative sample of individual

high-redshift measurements with a wide wavelength coverage and a large dynamic range

in stellar mass and [N ii]/Hα ratio. While this initial MOSDEF sample already surpasses

nearly all samples in the literature used to study the MZR at this redshift, the full sample

will provide a much larger dataset than has previously been available. In Section 2.2, we

introduce and give a brief overview of the MOSDEF survey and describe our observations,

measurements, and sample selection. In Section 2.3, we describe the metallicity calibrations,

present the z ∼ 2.3 MZR, and investigate dependence on SFR. Finally, we summarize and

discuss our results in Section 4.5. We assume a standard ΛCDM cosmology throughout with

Ωm = 0.3, ΩΛ = 0.7, and H0 = 70 km s−1 Mpc−1. Throughout this dissertation, the term

metallicity refers to the gas-phase oxygen abundance (12 + log(O/H)), which acts as a proxy

for the true gas-phase metallicity.
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2.2 Data

2.2.1 The MOSDEF Survey

The MOSDEF survey is a four-year project using the MOSFIRE spectrograph (McLean

et al., 2012) on the 10 m Keck I telescope to survey the physical properties of galaxies at

1.4 ≤ z ≤ 3.8. The full details of the survey are presented in Kriek et al. (2015), but here

we describe its basic parameters. With MOSDEF, we target galaxies in the regions of the

AEGIS, COSMOS, and GOODS-N extragalactic legacy fields with Hubble Space Telescope

(HST ) imaging coverage from the CANDELS survey (Grogin et al., 2011; Koekemoer et al.,

2011), totaling 500 square arcminutes. All MOSDEF targets have extensive multi-wavelength

ancillary data including Chandra, Spitzer, Herschel, HST, VLA, and ground-based optical

and near-IR observations. The majority of this area is also covered by the 3D-HST grism

survey (Brammer et al., 2012a).

When complete, the MOSDEF survey will consist of rest-frame optical spectra for ∼ 1500

galaxies in three distinct redshift intervals (∼ 750 galaxies at 2.09 ≤ z ≤ 2.61, ∼ 400 at

1.37 ≤ z ≤ 1.70, and ∼ 400 at 2.95 ≤ z ≤ 3.80). Each range is dictated by the redshifts at

which strong rest-frame optical emission features fall within windows of atmospheric trans-

mission. Based on photometric catalogs compiled by the 3D-HST team (Skelton et al., 2014),

galaxies are targeted down to limiting HST /WFC3 F160W magnitudes of 24.0, 24.5, and

25.0, respectively, at z ∼ 1.5, 2.3, and 3.4. Target priorities are determined by both apparent

brightness and existing redshift information, according to which brighter galaxies and those

with more secure redshift information are assigned higher priority. We adopt photometric

and grism redshifts from the 3D-HST survey, while additional redshift information is assem-

bled in the form of ground-based spectroscopic redshifts from various sources. We note that

only ∼ 40% of MOSDEF targets observed to date had prior spectroscopic redshifts.
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2.2.2 Observations, Data Reduction, and Measurements

As described in Kriek et al. (2015), MOSDEF observations are designed to maximize the

number of strong rest-frame optical spectroscopic features covered at 3700−7000 Å that are

accessible from the ground. In this study, we focus on the z ∼ 2.3 redshift interval, for which

we obtain J, H, and K-band spectra. The nominal wavelength coverage in each of these

bands is 1.153 − 1.352µm (J-band), 1.468 − 1.804µm (H-band), and 1.954 − 2.397µm (K-

band), but varies slightly depending on the horizontal slit location in the mask. The average

exposure time for each mask is 2 hours per filter, reaching unobscured SFRs of ∼ 1 M� yr−1

as traced by Balmer emission lines.

The data presented here are drawn from the first observing season of the MOSDEF

survey, spanning five observing runs from 2012 December to 2013 May and comprising eight

MOSFIRE masks.1 Due to the range of field visibility, two of the masks observed during a

pilot run in 2012 December target additional CANDELS legacy fields: one mask in GOODS-S

and one in UDS. Each mask typically had ∼ 30 0′′. 7 slits, yielding a resolution of, respectively,

3300 in J, 3650 in H, and 3600 in K. As motivated in Kriek et al. (2015), masks were

generally observed using an ABA’B’ dither sequence with 1′′. 5 and 1′′. 2 outer and inner nod

amplitudes. However, during the first MOSDEF run in 2012 December, we experimented

with an ABBA dither pattern. Individual exposure times within a dither sequence consisted

of 180 seconds in K, and 120 seconds in J and H. The seeing as measured in individual

exposures ranged from 0′′. 35 to 1′′. 65, with a median value of 0′′. 65, and photometric conditions

ranged from clear to variable. For galaxies at z ∼ 2.3, the strongest features of interest

are [O ii]λλ3726,3729 in the J band, Hβ and [O iii]λλ4959,5007 in the H band, and Hα,

[N ii]λ6584, and [S ii]λλ6717,6731 in the K band. Specifically, we use combinations of Hβ,

[O iii], Hα, and [N ii] emission-line fluxes for metallicity estimates, Hα/Hβ line ratios for

estimates of dust extinction, and dust-corrected Hα luminosities for estimates of SFRs.

The data were reduced using a custom IDL pipeline (see Kriek et al., 2015, for a full

1In addition to data collected on observing runs specifically scheduled for the MOSDEF project,
H- and K-band observations were obtained by K. Kulas, I. McLean, and G. Mace in 2013 May for
one MOSDEF mask in the GOODS-N field.
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description). In brief, science frames were cut up into individual two-dimensional slits, flat-

fielded, sky-subtracted, wavelength-calibrated, cleaned of cosmic rays, rectified, combined,

and flux-calibrated. The relative spectral response was estimated using observations of B8

– A1 V standard stars matched in air mass to the science observations, while an initial

absolute calibration was achieved by forcing the flux density in the spectrum of a reference

star on the mask to match its cataloged photometry. Flux densities between different fil-

ters were verified to be consistent for those objects with detected continuum, confirming

that the absolute calibration is valid across all filters. Two-dimensional error spectra were

calculated including the effects of both Poisson counts from the sky and source as well as

read noise. One-dimensional science and error spectra for the primary target in each slit

were then optimally extracted (Horne, 1986), along with those of any serendipitous objects

detected (Freeman et al., 2017). The initial absolute flux calibration for each spectrum was

refined by estimating the amount of slit loss for each target relative to that for the reference

star – a function of a two-dimensional elliptical Gaussian fit to the HST F160W image of the

galaxy convolved with the average seeing profile estimated for each mask and filter. After slit

loss correction, the flux densities of objects with detected continuum were consistent with

broadband photometric measurements, and the systematic offset between spectroscopic and

photometric flux densities was small compared to other sources of uncertainty.

Emission-line fluxes were measured by fitting Gaussian line profiles to the extracted, flux-

calibrated one-dimensional spectra. Uncertainties on the emission-line fluxes were estimated

by perturbing the one-dimensional spectrum many times according to the error spectrum,

refitting the line profile, and measuring the width of the resulting distribution of fluxes.

Redshifts were measured from the observed centroids of the highest signal-to-noise (S/N)

emission lines, typically Hα or [O iii]λ5007.

Stellar masses were estimated using the MOSDEF redshifts and pre-existing photometric

data assembled by the 3D-HST team (Skelton et al., 2014). We modeled the photometric

dataset for each galaxy with the SED-fitting program FAST (Kriek et al., 2009), assuming

the stellar population synthesis models of Conroy et al. (2009) and a Chabrier (2003) IMF.

Star-formation histories were parameterized using so-called delayed-τ models of the form

11



SFR(t)∝ te−t/τ , where t is the stellar-population age, and τ is the e-folding timescale in

the SFR. Dust extinction was described using the Calzetti et al. (2000) attenuation curve.

For each galaxy, a grid in stellar population age, e-folding timescale, metallicity, and dust

extinction was explored and χ2 minimization was used to find the best-fitting model. The

normalization of the best-fit model yielded the stellar mass. Confidence intervals in each

stellar population parameter were determined using Monte Carlo simulations where the input

SED was perturbed and refit 500 times. SFRs are based on dust-corrected Hα luminosities.

Dust corrections are estimated from the ratio of Hα/Hβ, in which Hα and Hβ fluxes have

been corrected for underlying Balmer absorption (Reddy et al., 2015). Balmer absorption

equivalent widths for Hα and Hβ are measured from the best-fit SED model for each galaxy.

E(B-V)neb is calculated assuming an intrinsic ratio of 2.86 and using the dust-attenuation

curve of Calzetti et al. (2000). Dust-corrected Hα luminosities are translated into SFRs

using the calibration of Kennicutt (1998), converted to a Chabrier (2003) IMF.

2.2.3 Sample Selection

We select a sample of z ∼ 2.3 star-forming galaxies from early MOSDEF observations,

requiring the following criteria:

1. Redshift in the range 2.08 ≤ z ≤ 2.61 in order to have spectral coverage of Hα, Hβ,

[O iii]λ5007, and [N ii]λ6584.

2. S/N ≥ 3 for Hα and Hβ to reliably measure the dust-corrected star formation rate.

3. Objects must not be flagged as an active galactic nucleus (AGN) in the MOSDEF

catalog, identified by X-ray luminosity and infrared colors (Donley et al., 2012). Ad-

ditionally, we require log([N ii]λ6584/Hα) < −0.3.

These criteria result in a sample of 88 z ∼ 2.3 star-forming galaxies. One object is excluded

from the sample because of a lack of wavelength coverage of [O iii]λ5007 due to the location

of the slit on the mask. Our final sample is therefore 87 galaxies with an average redshift of

〈z〉 = 2.296±0.126. The sample redshift distribution is shown in the left panel of Figure 2.1.
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The right panel of Figure 2.1 shows the specific SFR (SFR/M∗; sSFR) as a function of stellar

mass for this sample, where sSFR values are based on dust-corrected Hα luminosities. The

red dashed line shows the broken power-law fit to the star-forming sequence at 2.0 < z < 2.5

by Whitaker et al. (2014), where SFR was determined using IR and UV luminosity. Our

MOSDEF sample of z ∼ 2.3 star-forming galaxies is consistent with this sequence and does

not show any obvious bias towards high SFR at a given stellar mass. To better understand

the biases of our sample, we divide the sample into four bins in stellar mass such that each

bin contains approximately the same number of galaxies and take the median sSFR and

M∗ of each bin, shown as green stars. Our high-redshift sample is quite representative across

the mass range log(M∗/M�) ∼ 9.4 − 10.5, although there may be a very slight bias toward

high-SFR galaxies at low stellar masses.

In order to study the evolution of the MZR from z ∼ 0 to z ∼ 2.3, we select a sample

of local galaxies from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS; York et al., 2000) Data Release

7 (DR7; Abazajian et al., 2009) catalog. Emission-line measurements and galaxy properties

are taken from the MPA-JHU catalog of measurements for SDSS DR7.2 We require the

following criteria:

1. Minimum redshift restriction of z ≥ 0.04 to avoid aperture effects.

2. Maximum redshift restriction of z < 0.1 to keep the sample local and avoid any redshift

evolution in the MZR, observed at redshifts as low as z ∼ 0.3 (Lara-López et al., 2013).

3. Measured stellar mass (Kauffmann et al., 2003a).

4. S/N ≥ 5 for Hα, Hβ, [O iii]λ5007, and [N ii]λ6584.

AGN are rejected using the criterion of Kauffmann et al. (2003b), producing a comparison

sample of 70,321 local galaxies.

2Available at http://www.mpa-garching.mpg.de/SDSS/DR7/
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Figure 2.1: Properties of the z ∼ 2.3 MOSDEF MZR sample, containing 87 star-forming
galaxies. Left: Redshift distribution, in which the vertical dotted line shows the mean
redshift of 〈z〉 = 2.296 with a standard deviation of 0.126. Right: sSFR vs. M∗ for the
z ∼ 2.3 sample. Black points show individual MOSDEF galaxies. The red dashed line shows
the broken power-law fit to the 2.0 < z < 2.5 star-forming sequence from Whitaker et al.
(2014), with SFRs based on IR and UV luminosity. Green stars show the median sSFR and
M∗ after dividing the MOSDEF sample into four bins in stellar mass such that each bin
contains ∼ 22 galaxies.

2.3 Metallicity

We use the N2 (log ([N ii]λ6584/Hα)) and O3N2 (log (([O iii]λ5007/Hβ)/([N ii]λ6584/Hα)))

indicators to estimate oxygen abundances. For both indicators, we use the calibrations of

Pettini & Pagel (2004) based on a sample of H ii regions with direct electron temperature

measurements. These calibrations are given by

12 + log (O/H) = 8.90 + 0.57× N2 (2.1)

12 + log (O/H) = 8.73− 0.32×O3N2 (2.2)

where 12 + log (O/H) is the oxygen abundance. The N2 and O3N2 calibrations have sys-

tematic uncertainties of 0.18 and 0.14 dex, respectively. Analyses were also performed using

the N2 calibration of Maiolino et al. (2008), but these results are omitted from this study as

they are very similar to those based on the Pettini & Pagel (2004) N2 calibration.

The MZR for z ∼ 2.3 star-forming galaxies from the MOSDEF sample is shown in
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Figure 2.2 with metallicities determined using the N2 indicator (left) and O3N2 indicator

(right). We present 53 individual detections and 34 upper limits: the largest rest-frame

optical selected sample of individual measurements for which the MZR has been observed at

z > 2. Black points indicate z ∼ 2.3 MOSDEF galaxies with detections of all lines, downward

arrows indicate 3σ upper limits where [N ii]λ6584 was not detected at 3σ significance or

greater, and gray blocks show the density of local SDSS galaxies. The mean uncertainty on

a single MOSDEF point, excluding the calibration uncertainty, is shown by the black error

bar in the lower left-hand corner. We observe a progression in metallicity with increasing

mass among the individual z ∼ 2.3 galaxies, with the upper limits suggesting this trend

continues to lower metallicities at low stellar masses. The scatter amongst individual points

is large with respect to the range of parameter space covered, with smaller scatter in the

O3N2 MZR than in the one based on N2. When we include only detections, the N2 and O3N2

MZRs have Spearman correlation coefficients of 0.31 and 0.53, respectively, corresponding

to likelihoods of 0.022 and 4.0× 10−5 that M∗ and metallicity are uncorrelated.

There are three detections in the mass range log(M∗/M�) ∼ 9.5 − 10 with unusually

large [N ii]λ6584/Hα ratios for their stellar masses, causing these galaxies to appear as

outliers with high metallicities in the N2 MZR. Of these three objects, two also have high

[O iii]λ5007/Hβ ratios and are offset in the [O iii]/Hβ vs. [N ii]/Hα diagnostic diagram

(BPT diagram; Baldwin et al., 1981) into a region occupied by AGN in the local universe,

lying slightly above both the Kewley et al. (2001) z ∼ 0 “maximum- starburst” line and the

“evolved” z ∼ 2 line from Kewley et al. (2013a). Thus, we consider these two objects to be

potential optical AGN candidates. However, given that high-redshift star-forming galaxies

are offset from the local star-forming sequence in the BPT diagram (Shapley et al., 2005; Liu

et al., 2008; Kewley et al., 2013b; Shapley et al., 2015; Steidel et al., 2014), local demarcations

dividing star-forming galaxies and AGN in this parameter space likely need to be revised for

application at high redshifts (see Coil et al., 2015). There is no indication based on X-ray

properties and rest-frame near-IR colors that these two objects are AGN (Coil et al., 2015),

although the X-ray upper limits on these objects are not very constraining, and furthermore

none of the N2 outliers are offset in the O3N2 MZR. For these reasons, we retain these
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Figure 2.2: The MZR for z ∼ 2.3 star-forming galaxies with metallicities determined using
the N2 (left) and O3N2 (right) indicators. Black points indicate MOSDEF galaxies with
3σ or greater significance in Hα, [N ii]λ6584, Hβ, and [O iii]λ5007. Black arrows indicate
3σ upper limits where [N ii]λ6584 was not detected. The black error bar in the lower
left-hand corner shows the mean uncertainty in 12+log (O/H) and stellar mass for individual
MOSDEF galaxies, excluding the calibration error. The gray two-dimensional histogram
shows the density of local SDSS galaxies in this parameter space. Green points with error
bars represent stacks of individual z ∼ 2.3 galaxies containing ∼ 22 galaxies each, in which
the oxygen abundance was estimated from the emission-line measurements of composite
spectra and the stellar mass is plotted at the mean log(M∗/M�). The vertical error bar
indicates the uncertainty in oxygen abundance estimated from the uncertainty on composite
emission-line fluxes, excluding the calibration error. The horizontal error bar shows the
range of M∗ for a given bin. The cyan dashed line shows the best-fit line to the z ∼ 2.3 N2
and O3N2 MZR as observed by Steidel et al. (2014).
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objects in the sample as star-forming galaxies, although removing them from the sample has

a negligible effect on the results presented in Figure 2.2.

The cyan dashed line in Figure 2.2 shows the best fit to the z ∼ 2.3 N2 and O3N2

MZR as observed by Steidel et al. (2014) based on independent datapoints. While generally

consistent in normalization, the MOSDEF sample suggests a steeper slope of the MZR than

the sample of Steidel et al. (2014). This inconsistency can be at least partially attributed to

a difference in selection criteria. The sample of Steidel et al. (2014) is rest-frame ultraviolet

selected, which results in biases against galaxies with low SFRs and low stellar masses, as

well as abundantly dusty galaxies at all masses (Reddy et al., 2012). The MOSDEF sample

is rest-frame optical selected and less susceptible to these biases, as shown in Figure 2.1. It

is interesting to note that Steidel et al. (2014) observe higher metallicities at low M∗ where

their sample has higher typical SFRs than the MOSDEF sample. This offset is contrary

to what one would expect based on the local FMR. Steidel et al. (2014) also use a lower

detection threshold, considering lines with 2σ significance as detections, which could have an

effect on the observed low-mass slope of the MZR where the [N ii]λ6584 line is very weak.

To determine more clearly where the z ∼ 2.3 MZR lies with respect to the local MZR, we

separated the MOSDEF galaxies into four bins in stellar mass such that each mass bin had

approximately the same number of galaxies and created a composite spectrum for each mass

bin. Individual spectra were first shifted into the rest-frame, converted from flux density to

luminosity density, and normalized by Hα luminosity in order to obtain mean line ratios of

the galaxies in the bin, as well as prevent high-SFR galaxies from dominating the composite

spectrum. The Hα-normalized spectra were interpolated on a grid with wavelength spacing

equal to the rest-frame wavelength spacing of the average redshift of the sample. This

yields wavelength spacings of 0.49 Å in the H-band and 0.66 Å in the K-band. At each

wavelength increment, the median value of the normalized spectra in the bin was selected

to create a normalized composite spectrum. The normalized composite spectrum was then

multiplied by the average Hα luminosity in that bin to give the final composite spectrum in

units of luminosity density (erg s−1 Å−1). In order to create error spectra for the composite

spectra, we first perturbed the stellar masses according to their uncertainties assuming a
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log-normal distribution, then separated the objects into four stellar mass bins with the

same mass ranges used to produce the original composite spectra. Within each bin, we

bootstrap resampled to account for sample variance and perturbed the spectrum of each

object in the bootstrap sample according to the error spectrum of that object to account

for measurement uncertainty. The resulting perturbed spectra were combined to form a

new composite spectrum. This process was repeated 2500 times to build up a well-sampled

distribution of luminosities for each wavelength increment. The magnitude of the error

spectrum at a given wavelength is half of the 68th-percentile width of this distribution. The

composite spectra and composite error spectra of the four stellar mass bins for the z ∼ 2.3

sample are shown in Figure 2.3.

Emission-line fluxes were measured by fitting Gaussian line profiles to emission lines

in the composite spectra. As can be seen in the composite spectra, none of the lines of

interest are blended, so lines were fit separately with single Gaussian profiles. We required

[N ii]λ6584 to have the same width as Hα. Uncertainties on the line fluxes were estimated

using the 68th-percentile half-width of the distribution of line fluxes obtained by perturbing

the composite spectrum according to the composite error spectrum and remeasuring the line

fluxes 1000 times. Measured emission-line fluxes and uncertainties for the composite spectra

were converted into metallicities using equations (6.7) and (6.8). Emission-line measurements

and oxygen abundances from the composite spectra are presented in Table 2.1, as well as the

average galaxy properties of the bins. We note that in the lowest stellar mass bin, [N ii]λ6584

has a significance lower than 3σ with respect to the uncertainty on the emission-line flux.

However, the significance is greater than 3σ when using the RMS scatter of a blank portion

of the composite spectrum as the error spectrum. Past studies have used this technique to

estimate uncertainties on emission-line fluxes from stacked spectra (Erb et al., 2006; Andrews

& Martini, 2013). Given our very conservative process for estimating uncertainties, and in

order to be comparable to other works, we treat all measurements of the composite spectra

that have significance greater than 3σ when using the RMS scatter as detections, and as

limits otherwise. This practice is adopted throughout this chapter. Plotted error bars still

denote the uncertainty estimated by the process described above.
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Measurements from the four mass bins are shown in green in Figure 2.2. Bin points

are plotted at the average log(M∗/M�), the vertical error bar is the uncertainty in the

oxygen abundance, and the horizontal error bar shows the range of stellar masses in that

bin. The calibration uncertainty is not included in the metallicity uncertainty. Note that

the calibration uncertainty should be reduced by a factor of
√

N when using stacked spectra,

where N is the number of galaxies in the stack (Erb et al., 2006). The reduction in the

calibration uncertainty is approximately a factor of
√

22 ≈ 4.7 for our mass bins, yielding

binned calibration uncertainties of 0.038 and 0.030 dex respectively for the N2 and O3N2

calibrations.

After binning z ∼ 2.3 MOSDEF galaxies according to stellar mass, we find a clear pro-

gression in which metallicity increases monotonically as stellar mass increases, in agreement

with previous studies (Erb et al., 2006; Maiolino et al., 2008; Steidel et al., 2014). This

progression is well described by a single power law when determining metallicities with the

O3N2 indicator, while it appears to flatten at high stellar masses when metallicities are based

on the N2 indicator. We note that the two indicators yield different values for the low-mass

slope of the MZR, which is an important test of outflow models. This difference is further

evidence that care must be taken interpreting results that are dependent on the metallic-

ity calibration used (Kewley & Ellison, 2008; Andrews & Martini, 2013), and demonstrates

that disagreement between metallicity indicators persists at high redshifts. We find that the

z ∼ 2.3 MZR is offset below the local MZR by ∼ 0.15 − 0.3 dex and ∼ 0.3 dex based on

the N2 and O3N2 indicators, respectively. The offset observed with the N2 indicator is very

similar to that found by Erb et al. (2006) using stacked spectra of z ∼ 2.2 galaxies and the

Pettini & Pagel (2004) N2 metallicity calibration. However, the N2 indicator must be used

with caution at high redshifts due to secondary dependences on the ionization parameter,

N/O abundance ratio, and hardness of the ionizing spectrum, some or all of which may

evolve with redshift. In addition to these parameters, the N2 line ratio can be significantly

affected by the presence of shock excitation which could be present in high-redshift galaxies

due to large gas flows (Newman et al., 2014). It is likely that the true offset in the N2 MZR

is larger than that shown in Figure 2.2 since the N2 indicator is believed to overestimate
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the metallicity at high redshifts (Liu et al., 2008; Newman et al., 2014). While changes in

parameters such as the N/O abundance ratio could also bias metallicity estimates of the

O3N2 indicator, Liu et al. (2008) and Steidel et al. (2014) have found that O3N2 is signif-

icantly less biased than the N2 indicator. One aspect of the z ∼ 2.3 MOSDEF sample is

the requirement of both Hα and Hβ detections in order to estimate dust-corrected SFRs.

We tested that the S/N requirement for Hβ does not bias the z ∼ 2.3 sample against dusty

metal-rich galaxies by including galaxies with Hβ upper limits in the composite spectra.

Emission line measurements from such composite spectra agreed with those presented in

Table 2.1 to better than 1σ and displayed no systematic offset.

In order to investigate the SFR dependence of the z ∼ 2.3 MZR, we divide the sample

into high-SFR and low-SFR subsamples at the median SFR, as shown in Figure 2.4. The

median SFR of the total sample is 25.9 M� yr−1, while the median SFRs of the high- and

low-SFR subsamples are 41.1 M� yr−1 and 11.8 M� yr−1, respectively. The abundance of

upper limits, especially in the low-M∗, low-SFR regime, makes it difficult to determine if

SFR dependence is present. There is only a narrow mass range of log(M∗/M�) ∼ 10.0−10.5

that is populated by detections from both the high- and low-SFR subsample without a

significant number of limits. Although this region may appear to suggest SFR dependence

among individual z ∼ 2.3 galaxies, a larger dynamic range in stellar mass is needed to

confirm any trend. Additionally, much of the division seen between the high- and low-SFR

subsamples in Figure 2.4 is a manifestation of the M∗-SFR relation for star-forming galaxies,

according to which lower SFRs are more common among low-mass galaxies. Indeed, dividing

a sample by SFR alone results in an offset between the average stellar masses for the two

SFR subsamples (see Figure 2.4), with high-SFR objects characterized by higher stellar

masses on average than those in the low-SFR subsample. In order to overcome the difficulty

of interpreting upper limits in 12 + log(O/H) and avoid stellar mass selection effects, we

created composite spectra in four bins of stellar mass for each SFR subsample. Binning

in both SFR and stellar mass is equivalent to selecting galaxies with a narrow range of

sSFR, a property which has a weaker mass dependence than SFR. The median SFRs of

the high-SFR bins range from 37.1 − 74.2 M� yr−1, while the median SFRs of the low-
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SFR bins range from 9.3 − 14.5 M� yr−1. Composite spectra were produced by applying

the same binning and stacking process outlined above to each subsample. Emission-line

measurements and metallicity estimates were obtained in the same manner as before. Bin

properties, emission-line measurements, and oxygen abundances for the high- and low-SFR

subsamples are presented in Table 2.1.

In Figure 2.5, the high-SFR, low-SFR, and full sample bins are shown in blue, red, and

green, respectively, with error bars as in Figure 2.2. Horizontal bars with downward arrows

denote 3σ upper limits where [N ii]λ6584 was not detected. For a comparison to the local

universe, we use measurements from the stacked SDSS spectra of Andrews & Martini (2013).

These stacks constitute a fair comparison to the z ∼ 2.3 MOSDEF stacks as the galaxies are

also binned according to M∗ and SFR and the spectra are combined in a very similar manner

to our method. We use published emission-line measurements for the Andrews & Martini

(2013) stacks to estimate the metallicities using equations (6.7) and (6.8). The SDSS stacks

are shown in Figure 2.5 as squares, where the color represents the SFR range of that bin.

The SDSS stacks can be compared directly to the z ∼ 2.3 stacks as they are produced using

the same methods, same metallicity calibrations, and consistent SFR estimates.

We do not see evidence of significant SFR dependence in the z ∼ 2.3 MZR. Bins of the

high- and low-SFR subsamples do not follow a different MZR from that of the full sample

bins within the uncertainties. Error bars of the high- and low-SFR subsample bins overlap

with the full sample and each other, and the SFR subsamples appear to scatter about the

full sample. While there may still be SFR dependence of the MZR at z ∼ 2.3, our current

sample lacks the size and possibly the dynamic range required to resolve it. By comparing the

Andrews & Martini (2013) SDSS M∗-SFR bins to the z ∼ 2.3 MOSDEF bins, we find that

z ∼ 2.3 galaxies have lower metallicities at a given M∗ and SFR than is observed locally, with

the high-redshift bins being offset ∼0.1 dex below the local bins. This result is confirmed

using both the N2 and O3N2 indicators. According to the median SFRs of the MOSDEF

bins, the low-SFR subsample matches the medium blue SDSS bins (10− 31.6 M� yr−1) and

the high-SFR subsample matches the dark blue SDSS bins (31.6−100 M� yr−1). Due to the

increase with redshift of the typical sSFR at a given stellar mass, we can only compare the
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Figure 2.4: SFR dependence in the MZR at z ∼ 2.3. Individual galaxies in the z ∼ 2.3
sample are divided into high- and low-SFR subsamples at the median SFR of 25.9 M� yr−1.
The high- and low-SFR subsamples have median SFRs of 11.8 M� yr−1 and 41.1 M� yr−1,
respectively.
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Figure 2.5: Comparison of M∗, metallicity, and SFR between z ∼ 2.3 and local galaxies.
The z ∼ 2.3 high- and low-SFR subsamples are separated into four stellar mass bins, with
metallicities determined using the N2 (left) and O3N2 (right) indicators. The blue and red
points and error bars indicate bins of the high- and low-SFR subsamples, respectively. The
green points with error bars indicate stellar mass bins from the full sample. Error bars for all
binned points are the same as in Figure 2.2. The gray two-dimensional histogram shows the
density of local SDSS galaxies in this parameter space. Colored squares are M∗-SFR bins of
local SDSS star-forming galaxies from Andrews & Martini (2013), with the color indicating
the range of SFRs in a bin (see colorbar). Red MOSDEF z ∼ 2.3 bins are comparable
to SDSS bins with log (SFR) = 1.0 − 1.5 (medium blue), while blue MOSDEF bins are
comparable to those with log (SFR) = 1.5− 2.0 (dark blue).

z ∼ 2.3 MOSDEF sample with the high-SFR tail of the local distribution of star-forming

galaxies. However, given the large size of the local sample, this high-SFR tail contains a

sufficient number galaxies for a robust comparison (∼ 104).

Given that there are SDSS bins across the entire range of stellar masses probed by

the MOSDEF sample, the MOSDEF bins should have the same metallicities as the SDSS

bins with comparable M∗ and SFR if the local FMR holds at this redshift. This is not

the case. We conclude that z ∼ 2.3 star-forming galaxies do not lie on the local FMR.

An alternate explanation of this offset is that local metallicity calibrations do not hold at

high redshifts, discussed further in Section 4.5. However, there is evidence that the N2

indicator may overestimate the oxygen abundance in high-redshift galaxies (Liu et al., 2008;

Newman et al., 2014), in which case the true offset would be larger than the one displayed

in Figure 2.5, strengthening the claim that z ∼ 2.3 galaxies do not fall on the local FMR.
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The O3N2 indicator is not expected to be significantly affected by redshift evolution (Steidel

et al., 2014).

2.4 Summary and Discussion

In this chapter, we used early observations from the MOSDEF survey to investigate the

z ∼ 2.3 mass-metallicity relationship. Results were based on 87 galaxies with individual

measurements from a rest-frame optical selected sample with coverage of all strong optical

emission lines. We find a clear positive correlation between M∗ and metallicity using com-

posite spectra of galaxies binned by stellar mass. At this point, we defer measurements of

the scatter and slope of the z ∼ 2.3 MZR due to uncertainty regarding the reliability of local

metallicity calibrations at high redshifts, discussed below.

We investigated the SFR dependence of the z ∼ 2.3 MZR by dividing the sample at

the median SFR and making composite spectra of galaxies binned according to stellar mass

within the high- and low-SFR subsamples. We do not observe a significant dependence

of metallicity on SFR at a given M∗. However, there is not strong SFR dependence of

metallicity within local SDSS galaxies at comparable SFRs, as seen in the medium and dark

blue squares in Figure 2.5. Given the uncertainties in oxygen abundance measurements for

the z ∼ 2.3 SFR bins, we are unable to resolve SFR dependence at the level that is observed

in bins of local galaxies. Larger samples at z ∼ 2.3 will be required to confirm or rule out

such SFR dependence.

An outstanding question in galaxy evolution is whether or not high redshift galaxies

fall on the local FMR. If the FMR is universal and redshift independent, then high- and

low-redshift galaxies have similar metallicity equilibrium conditions for the balance between

gas inflows and outflows, and star formation. To address this question, we compared the

z ∼ 2.3 MOSDEF stacks to composite spectra of local star-forming galaxies from Andrews

& Martini (2013). We find z ∼ 2.3 star-forming galaxies are ∼ 0.1 dex lower in metallicity

for a given M∗ and SFR than the local FMR predicts, in agreement with some high redshift

studies (Zahid et al., 2014b; Cullen et al., 2014; Troncoso et al., 2014; Wuyts et al., 2014).
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Other studies have found agreement with the local FMR at these redshifts (e.g., Belli et al.,

2013).

Of key importance to our study is the ability to directly compare SFR, stellar mass,

and metallicity between the z ∼ 2.3 MOSDEF sample and the local comparison sample.

The SFRs used by Andrews & Martini (2013) were estimated following Brinchmann et al.

(2004) which utilizes multiple emission lines simultaneously to estimate the SFR, but heavily

weights Hα and Hβ, and is thus consistent with SFRs estimated using dust-corrected Hα. We

have independently confirmed this consistency with SDSS DR7 measurements. Furthermore,

both MOSDEF and SDSS SFRs are corrected to total galaxy SFRs, with estimates for slit

losses in the case of MOSDEF, and fiber losses in the case of SDSS. Stellar masses for

both MOSDEF and SDSS galaxies3 are based on SED-fitting to broadband photometry.

Finally, we use a stacking procedure nearly identical to that of Andrews & Martini (2013)

and estimate metallicity using the same indicators and calibrations for each dataset. In

summary, our comparison to the Andrews & Martini (2013) stacks constitutes a fair and

direct FMR comparison because the two samples use the same metallicity calibrations and

methods for stacking galaxy spectra, as well as consistent SFR and stellar mass estimates.

One difference between the z ∼ 2.3 MODSEF sample and the local comparison sample

is the method of obtaining spectra. MOSDEF data are obtained by placing a 0′′. 7 slit on

the target which typically contains a large fraction of the total light from the galaxy, while

SDSS spectra are obtained by placing a 3”-diameter fiber on the centers of galaxies. Measured

metallicities can be sensitive to the method of obtaining spectra if radial metallicity gradients

are present. In the local universe, star-forming galaxies exhibit negative radial metallicity

gradients such that the inner regions of galaxies (probed by SDSS fibers) are more metal-rich

than the outer regions (e.g., Vila-Costas & Edmunds, 1992). At z > 2, observations have not

yet confirmed the existence of ubiquitous metallicity gradients among star-forming galaxies,

with various groups reporting negative, flat, or even positive (inverted) metallicity gradients

3Stellar mass estimates from the MPA-JHU SDSS DR7 spectroscopic catalog are based on
fits to the photometry rather than spectral indices of stellar absorption features which were used
for previous releases. See http://www.mpa-garching.mpg.de/SDSS/DR7/mass comp.html for a
comparison of SDSS stellar masses based on indices and photometry.
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(Cresci et al., 2010; Jones et al., 2010, 2013; Queyrel et al., 2012; Stott et al., 2014). It is

not currently possible to estimate how metallicity measurements at high redshifts may be

biased because of metallicity gradients. However, due to the optimal extraction method we

used, the line ratios measured for the MOSDEF sample are dominated by light from the

inner regions of galaxies where the surface brightness is greatest. Thus, both MOSDEF and

SDSS measure the metallicity of the innermost regions of star-forming galaxies.

An additional strength of our comparison is that it does not depend on any extrapolation

of a parameterization of the local FMR and is thus free of the effects that the choice of

extrapolation used can have on conclusions regarding the FMR, described in Maier et al.

(2014). We emphasize that proper investigation of the universality of the FMR with redshift

requires both checking for consistency with the local FMR or its projections and looking for

SFR dependence within the high-redshift sample. Many previous studies have overlooked

SFR dependence within the sample, or have been unable to investigate this aspect of the

FMR due to small or incomplete samples. We have done both in this investigation, and

additionally used dust-corrected Hα SFRs which are independent of the SED fitting used to

determine stellar masses. A consistency of the bulk properties of a high-redshift sample with

the local FMR is not sufficient proof that the relationship between SFR, M∗, and metallicity

is the same at high redshifts.

If the observed z ∼ 2.3 offset from the local FMR is real and not an artifact arising

from unreliable metallicity calibrations at high redshifts, it may be evidence of the “gas

accumulation phase” described by Davé et al. (2012). This phase occurs during galaxy

growth when a galaxy cannot process inflowing gas and form stars as quickly as gas is

accreted, building up the gas reservoir. In this case, metallicities are lower than expected at

a given M∗ and SFR because the ISM metallicity is diluted faster than metals are produced

in stars. Large accretion rates can cause this imbalance, suggesting the possibility that the

environments of z ∼ 2.3 star-forming galaxies lead to high gas accretion rates. There is

some evidence in the literature of extreme accretion rates at z & 2, as suggested by gas

mass fractions and sSFR (Tacconi et al., 2010, 2013; Reddy et al., 2012). However, the end

of the gas accumulation phase is predicted to occur at z & 4 (Davé et al., 2012), as has
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been suggested by models of the star-formation histories of Lyman-break galaxies (Papovich

et al., 2011).

We present these results with one very important caveat. Accurately determining metal-

licities at different redshifts is of key importance to studying the evolution of the MZR. In

the local universe, relationships between strong emission line ratios and metallicity can be

calibrated to “direct” electron temperature-determined metallicities from measuring auroral

lines such as [O iii]λ4363 (Pettini & Pagel, 2004; Pilyugin & Thuan, 2005) or photoionization

models of star-forming regions (Zaritsky et al., 1994; Kewley & Dopita, 2002; Kobulnicky

& Kewley, 2004; Tremonti et al., 2004). At redshifts above z ∼ 1, it is nearly impossible to

detect weak auroral lines for directly determining metallicity (but see Yuan & Kewley, 2009;

Rigby et al., 2011; Brammer et al., 2012b; Christensen et al., 2012; Maseda et al., 2014).

Creating photoionization models that suitably represent high-redshift star-forming regions

requires knowledge of physical parameters which have been poorly constrained up to this

point. Thus, it is unknown if local metallicity calibrations hold at high redshifts. Figure 2.6

shows a comparison between metallicities determined using the O3N2 indicator and the N2

indicator for both local SDSS galaxies (grey points) and MOSDEF z ∼ 2.3 galaxies (black

points). The black dashed line indicates a one-to-one relationship. If local calibrations do

indeed hold at high redshifts, then the relationship between metallicities determined from

different indicators should not evolve with redshift. It is clear that the z ∼ 2.3 galaxies

are offset below the local galaxies. The dotted line is the best-fit line of slope unity to the

individual z ∼ 2.3 galaxies, yielding an offset of -0.1 dex from a one-to-one correspondence,

over twice that displayed by the SDSS sample. Steidel et al. (2014) found an offset slightly

larger than this at z ∼ 2.3. This offset demonstrates that the two metallicity indicators are

not evolving in the same way with redshift, and shows the need of metallicity calibrations

appropriate for high redshift galaxies.

There is mounting evidence in the literature that high-redshift star-forming galaxies have

markedly different emission line ratios from those of local star-forming galaxies (Shapley

et al., 2005; Liu et al., 2008; Hainline et al., 2009; Masters et al., 2014; Steidel et al., 2014).

This has been observed as an offset of the star-forming sequence in the BPT diagram for
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Figure 2.6: Comparison of metallicities estimated using the N2 and O3N2 indicators. The
gray blocks show the density of local SDSS galaxies. Individual z ∼ 2.3 galaxies with
detections in Hβ, [O iii]λ5007, Hα, and [N ii]λ6584 are indicated by black points. Green
points and error bars represent stellar mass bins of the full z ∼ 2.3 sample, while blue and
red points and error bars indicate the high- and low-SFR subsamples, respectively. The
black dashed line indicates a one-to-one correspondence. The dotted line is the best-fit line
of slope unity through the individual MOSDEF galaxies, offset 0.1 dex below the one-to-one
line. The cyan dashed line indicates the best-fit line to z ∼ 2.3 star-forming galaxies from
Steidel et al. (2014).
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high-redshift galaxies (Shapley et al., 2015). The difference in diagnostic emission line ratios

suggests that the physical conditions of high-redshift star-forming regions are different from

what is seen locally. If true, photoionization models of local H ii regions are unsuitable

to describe their high-redshift counterparts and one would expect the relationship between

metallicity and strong emission line ratios to differ. One avenue forward is to use emission

line ratios to constrain the physical conditions of high-redshift star-forming regions with a

statistically significant sample and re-calibrate to photoionization models using these new

constraints as input parameters. When complete, the MOSDEF survey will provide a sample

of galaxies in three redshift bins spanning z ∼ 1.5 − 3.5 with rest-frame optical spectra

covering all strong optical emission lines that is an order of magnitude larger than similar

existing samples. Using this dataset, we will constrain the physical conditions of high-redshift

star-forming regions in order to provide input parameters for photoionization models that

are appropriate for these redshifts. Predictions from these models can then be used to

produce new metallicity calibrations that are suitable for high redshift galaxies that have

more extreme interstellar media and star-forming regions than typically observed in the

local universe. We will also consider additional line ratios used as metallicity indicators in

order to more fully understand the bias of local metallicity calibrations at high redshifts, a

critical step to estimating reliable abundances at these redshifts. Such robust metallicities are

required to accurately measure the evolution, slope, and scatter of the MZR and investigate

the existence of the FMR at high redshifts and, by extension, uncover the nature of gas flows

at high redshifts.
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CHAPTER 3

The MOSDEF Survey: Electron Density and

Ionization Parameter at z ∼ 2.3

3.1 Introduction

The star-formation rate density of the universe peaked at z ∼ 2 (Hopkins & Beacom, 2006;

Madau & Dickinson, 2014). Understanding the physical conditions in star-forming regions

during this epoch is essential for a complete description of the evolution of the stellar and

gaseous content of galaxies. One method of probing these conditions is observing recently

formed stars embedded in ionized gas clouds. Rest-frame optical emission lines from HII

regions encode a significant amount of information about the ionizing source and the physical

conditions of the ionized gas. A small set of physical properties appears to determine the

strong optical emission line fluxes produced in HII regions, including the chemical abundance,

the shape and normalization of the ionizing spectrum, the ionization state of the gas, and

the gas density (Dopita & Evans, 1986; Kewley & Dopita, 2002; Dopita et al., 2006a,b).

Over the past decade, a body of work has been produced showing that galaxies at z ∼ 1−2

display certain emission line ratios that are atypical of local star-forming galaxies (e.g.,

Shapley et al., 2005; Erb et al., 2006; Liu et al., 2008; Hainline et al., 2009; Holden et al.,

2016; Nakajima & Ouchi, 2014; Steidel et al., 2014; Shapley et al., 2015). These observations

suggest that at least some of the physical conditions that influence emission line production

in star-forming regions must be different in high-redshift galaxies. It is well-established that

galaxies at z > 1 have lower metallicities than local galaxies at fixed stellar mass (Erb et al.,

2006; Maiolino et al., 2008; Belli et al., 2013; Henry et al., 2013; Stott et al., 2013; Cullen

et al., 2014; Steidel et al., 2014; Troncoso et al., 2014; Sanders et al., 2015). The electron
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density and ionization state of the gas also affect emission line production, but are less

well-constrained and have fewer measurements at z > 1.

Estimates of the electron density at z ∼ 2 have suggested that densities in high-redshift

star-forming regions are significantly higher than what is typically observed locally (Hainline

et al., 2009; Lehnert et al., 2009; Bian et al., 2010; Shirazi et al., 2014). However, the small

and heterogeneous galaxy samples used in these studies leave the electron density of typical

star-forming regions at z ∼ 2 poorly constrained. Electron density estimates in a large,

representative sample of z ∼ 2 galaxies are needed to obtain robust constraints on the

typical electron densities at high redshift.

The typical ionization state of gas in z ∼ 2 star-forming regions appears to differ from

that of local star-forming regions. Galaxies at z > 1 display higher values of [O iii]λ5007/Hβ

and [O iii]λλ4959,5007/[O ii]λλ3726,3729 than are typical of local galaxies, leading to the

conclusion that high-redshift galaxies have higher ionization parameters than local galaxies,

on average (Brinchmann et al., 2008; Hainline et al., 2009; Holden et al., 2016; Nakajima &

Ouchi, 2014; Shirazi et al., 2014). A systematic investigation of the variation of the ionization

state with other galaxy properties at z ∼ 2 is necessary to uncover the cause of these elevated

ionization parameters.

In this chapter, we investigate the physical properties of star-forming regions at z ∼ 2.3,

specifically the electron density and ionization state, using a large, systematically-selected

sample from the MOSFIRE Deep Evolution Field (MOSDEF) survey. Until recently, sam-

ples of rest-frame optical spectra of z ∼ 2 galaxies were small, heterogeneous, and usually

included only a subset of the strongest nebular emission lines. These samples reflected the

difficulty of obtaining spectra of faint galaxies in the near-infrared, typically using long-slit

spectrographs covering one near-infrared band at a time. With the development of sensitive

near-infrared detectors and multi-object near-infrared spectrographs on 8-10 m class tele-

scopes, large samples of z ∼ 2 galaxies with rest-frame optical emission line measurements

across multiple near-infrared bands are being assembled for the first time (Steidel et al., 2014;

Kriek et al., 2015). These spectra contain a wealth of diagnostic information that probes

the star-formation rate (SFR), dust attenuation, gas density, ionization state, chemical en-
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richment, and more for z ∼ 2 galaxies. Building on the work of Shapley et al. (2015), we

utilize the full range of strong optical emission lines to investigate the physical properties of

HII regions using various diagnostic line ratios. In combination with rich datasets at lower

redshifts, such measurements make it possible to understand how conditions in star-forming

regions have evolved over the past ∼ 10 Gyr of cosmic history.

Changes in the physical conditions of star-forming gas are thought to be the cause of the

offset of z > 1 galaxies from the local sequence of star-forming galaxies in the [O iii]λ5007/Hβ

vs. [N ii]λ6584/Hα excitation diagram (Shapley et al., 2005; Liu et al., 2008; Hainline et al.,

2009; Steidel et al., 2014; Shapley et al., 2015). It has been proposed that this offset is

caused by higher gas density/pressure (Kewley et al., 2013a), systematically harder ionizing

spectra (Steidel et al., 2014), higher ionization parameters (Brinchmann et al., 2008), or an

enhancement in the N/O ratio (Masters et al., 2014; Shapley et al., 2015) in high-redshift

galaxies in comparison to what is typically observed in the local universe. The offset could be

caused by a combination of some or all of these parameters. By characterizing the differences

in the density and ionization state of z ∼ 2 and z ∼ 0 star-forming galaxies, as we do here, we

can gain a better understanding of which parameters drive the offset in the [O iii]λ5007/Hβ

vs. [N ii]λ6584/Hα excitation diagram, and the relative importance of each. Determining

the evolution of these properties with redshift also has implications for the applicability of

local metallicity calibrations at z ∼ 1− 2.

This chapter is structured as follows. In Section 4.2, we briefly describe the MOSDEF

survey, along with the observations, reduction, and measurements. We estimate the typical

electron density in z ∼ 2.3 star-forming regions and characterize the evolution of density with

redshift in Section 3.3. In Section 3.4, we investigate the ionization state of z ∼ 2.3 galaxies

and its dependence on global galaxy properties and metallicity indicators. We propose a

scenario in which galaxies at z ∼ 2.3 have the same ionization parameter as galaxies at

z ∼ 0 at fixed metallicity. In Section 3.5, we provide evidence supporting our proposed

scenario and discuss the implications for the interpretation of observed emission-line ratios

of z ∼ 2.3 galaxies, including the offset in the [O iii]λ5007/Hβ vs. [N ii]λ6584/Hα diagram.

We conclude by summarizing our main results in Section 5.7.
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We adopt the following shorthand abbreviations to refer to commonly used emission line

ratios:

O32 = [O iii]λλ4959, 5007/[O ii]λλ3726, 3729 (3.1)

R23 = ([O iii]λλ4959, 5007 + [O ii]λλ3726, 3729)/Hβ (3.2)

O3N2 = ([O iii]λ5007/Hβ)/([N ii]λ6584/Hα) (3.3)

N2 = [N ii]λ6584/Hα (3.4)

Throughout this dissertation, the term “metallicity” is used synonymously with gas-phase

oxygen abundance (O/H) unless otherwise mentioned. We adopt a Λ-CDM cosmology with

H0 = 70 km s−1 Mpc−1, Ωm = 0.3, and ΩΛ = 0.7.

3.2 Observations

We use data taken during the first two years (2012B-2014A) of the MOSFIRE Deep Evolution

Field survey. We briefly describe the MOSDEF survey, observations, reduction, and derived

quantities here. Full technical details of the survey strategy, observations, reduction pipeline,

and sample characteristics can be found in Kriek et al. (2015). We additionally use data

from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS; York et al., 2000) Data Release 7 (DR7; Abazajian

et al., 2009) catalog to select local comparison samples for studying evolution with redshift.

Emission-line measurements and galaxy properties are taken from the MPA-JHU catalog of

measurements for SDSS DR7.6

3.2.1 The MOSDEF Survey

The MOSDEF survey is an ongoing multi-year project in which we are obtaining rest-frame

optical spectra of galaxies at z ∼ 1.4−3.8 with the goal of transforming the understanding of

the gaseous, stellar, dust, and black hole content of galaxies at that epoch in cosmic history.

This project utilizes the Multi-Object Spectrometer For Infra-Red Exploration (MOSFIRE;

6Available at http://www.mpa-garching.mpg.de/SDSS/DR7/
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McLean et al., 2012) on the 10 m Keck I telescope. Potential for scientific gain from the

MOSDEF dataset is maximized by targeting objects in the AEGIS, COSMOS, and GOODS-

N extragalactic fields with extensive multi-wavelength ancillary data. These data include

Hubble Space Telescope (HST ) imaging from the Cosmic Assembly Near-infrared Deep Ex-

tragalactic Legacy Survey (CANDELS; Grogin et al., 2011; Koekemoer et al., 2011) and

grism spectroscopy from the 3D-HST survey (Brammer et al., 2012a), as well as observa-

tions from Chandra, Spitzer, Herschel, VLA, and ground-based observatories in the optical

and near-infrared.

In the MOSDEF survey, we target galaxies in the three redshift windows 1.37 ≤ z ≤ 1.70,

2.09 ≤ z ≤ 2.61, and 2.95 ≤ z ≤ 3.80, where the redshift ranges are selected such that strong

optical emission-line features fall within windows of atmospheric transmission in the Y, J,

H, or K near-infrared bands. This targeting strategy leads to coverage of [Oii]λλ3726,3729,

Hβ, and [O iii]λλ4959,5007 for all three redshift bins, as well as [N ii]λλ6548,6584, Hα, and

[S ii]λλ6716,6731 for the z ∼ 1.5 and z ∼ 2.3 bins. These strong optical emission lines are

powerful diagnostics for determining physical properties of galaxies including dust content

(Reddy et al., 2015), star-formation rate (SFR) (Shivaei et al., 2015), chemical abundance

(Sanders et al., 2015), gas density, ionization state, and black hole activity (Coil et al., 2015).

Targets are selected from the 3D-HST photometric and spectroscopic catalogs (Skelton et al.,

2014) based on their rest-frame optical (observed H-band) magnitudes and redshifts (grism

or spectroscopic redshifts, if available, and photometric redshifts otherwise). Galaxies are

targeted down to HST /WFC3 F160W AB magnitudes of 24.0 at z ∼ 1.5, 24.5 at z ∼ 2.3,

and 25.0 at z ∼ 3.4. Targets with pre-existing spectroscopic redshifts, including grism

redshifts or ground-based spectroscopic redshifts, are given higher priority, as are galaxies

with brighter F160W magnitudes. As described in Kriek et al. (2015), the MOSDEF survey

will obtain spectra for ∼ 1500 galaxies when complete, with ∼ 750 at z ∼ 2.3, and ∼ 400

each at z ∼ 1.5 and z ∼ 3.4.
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3.2.2 Observations and Reduction

We use data from the first two observing seasons of the MOSDEF survey. Observations were

taken on ten observing runs from 2012 December to 2014 May, during which 21 MOSFIRE

masks were observed. The first observing run, taking place in 2012 December, was a pilot

program during which we observed one mask each in the GOODS-S and UDS CANDELS

fields due to the limited visibility of the primary target fields. This work focuses on the

z ∼ 2.3 redshift bin, and, accordingly, we only describe the observations for this redshift

interval. MOSDEF targets at z ∼ 2.3 are observed in the J, H, and K near-infrared bands,

with [Oii]λλ3726,3729 in J, Hβ and [O iii]λλ4959,5007 in H, and [N ii]λλ6548,6584, Hα, and

[S ii]λλ6716,6731 in K. Observed MOSFIRE masks each contain ∼ 30 slits with widths of

0′′. 7, yielding a spectral resolution of 3300, 3650, and 3600 in J, H, and K bands, respectively.

One slit on each mask was placed on a reference star used in the reduction. Masks were

typically observed using an ABA’B’ dither pattern, with individual exposure times at each

dither position of 120 seconds in J and H, and 180 seconds in K. The total exposure time

per filter per mask was typically 2 hours.

The raw data were reduced using a custom IDL pipeline developed by the MOSDEF

team and described in detail in Kriek et al. (2015). The raw science frames were flatfielded

and sky subtracted, cosmic rays were identified and masked, and the two-dimensional spec-

tra were rectified. Individual exposures were combined and the resulting spectrum was flux

calibrated. Shape correction due to varying spectral response with wavelength and telluric

absorption features was achieved using observations of B8-A1 V standard stars matched to

the typical air mass of science observations. Flux calibration was performed by requiring the

flux density of the reference star on a mask to match its cataloged broadband photometry.

For each slit, a two-dimensional error spectrum was produced accounting for Poisson count-

ing uncertainty for the observed intensity per pixel and read noise. From the two-dimensional

science and error spectra, one-dimensional spectra were produced using the optimal extrac-

tion technique. Spectra for any detected objects serendipitously falling on the slit were also

extracted (Freeman et al., 2017). The final flux calibration was achieved by applying a slit-
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loss correction term to the extracted science spectra on an individual basis. The fraction

of light from an object falling outside of the slit was estimated using a two-dimensional

Gaussian fit to the F160W image of a galaxy convolved with the seeing estimate for each

mask and filter. The flux calibration was checked by verifying that objects with detected

continuum had flux densities consistent with broadband photometry.

3.2.3 Measurements and Derived Quantities

Emission line fluxes were measured by fitting Gaussian profiles to emission lines in the one-

dimensional spectra, while the uncertainty on the emission line flux was based on the 68th

percentile width of the distribution of measured fluxes obtained by perturbing the spectrum

according to the error spectrum and refitting the emission line 1,000 times (Reddy et al.,

2015). All emission lines were fit with a single Gaussian profile except for the cases of

[N ii]λλ6548,6584 and Hα, fit simultaneously with a triple Gaussian, and [O ii]λλ3726,3729,

fit simultaneously with a double Gaussian and described in detail in Section 3.3.2. The

highest signal-to-noise emission line of each object, typically Hα or [O iii]λ5007, was used

to constrain the centroid and width of the other emission lines and measure the redshift.

Stellar masses were estimated by utilizing the stellar population synthesis models of Conroy

et al. (2009) with the SED-fitting code FAST (Kriek et al., 2009) using the measured MOS-

DEF spectroscopic redshifts and broadband photometric catalogs assembled by the 3D-HST

team (Skelton et al., 2014) spanning observed optical to mid-infrared. The Calzetti et al.

(2000) attenuation curve and a Chabrier (2003) IMF were assumed. Uncertainties on the

stellar masses were estimated using a Monte Carlo method where the input photometry was

perturbed according to the errors and the SED was refit 500 times (Kriek et al., 2015). SFRs

were estimated from dust-corrected Hα luminosities using the Kennicutt (1998) calibration

converted to a Chabrier (2003) IMF (Shivaei et al., 2015). Balmer line fluxes were first

corrected for stellar Balmer absorption using the best-fit SEDs (Reddy et al., 2015), and

the dust correction was estimated using Hα/Hβ assuming an intrinsic ratio of 2.86 and the

Cardelli et al. (1989) extinction curve.
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Emission line fluxes are dust-corrected in line ratios involving lines significantly separated

in wavelength (O32 and R23), but are not dust-corrected in line ratios featuring lines with a

close wavelength spacing (O3N2, N2, [O iii]/Hβ, and [S ii]/Hα). Uncertainties on emission

line ratios are estimated using a monte carlo method by perturbing each individual line flux

according to its uncertainty, recalculating the emission line ratio, and repeating the preceding

steps 10,000 times to build up a distribution of perturbed line ratios. The uncertainty on the

line ratio is determined from the 68th percentile width of this distribution. Error estimates

on O32 and R23 values include uncertainty in the Balmer decrement by recalculating the dust

correction for each realization.

After removing those objects identified as AGN based on their X-ray or IR properties

(Coil et al., 2015), there are 225 star-forming galaxies confirmed to be in the z ∼ 2.3 redshift

interval spanning a stellar mass range of 108.97 − 1011.64 M� with a median stellar mass of

109.99 M�. The subset of these galaxies with Hα and Hβ detected (67%) has SFRs spanning

1.61 − 323 M�/yr with a median SFR of 21.6 M�/yr, and spans a range in stellar mass

of 108.97 − 1011.22 M� with a median stellar mass of 1010.0 M�. Shivaei et al. (2015) have

shown that the SFR-M∗ relation of MOSDEF z ∼ 2.3 star-forming galaxies is similar to

what is observed in other studies that employ different SFR indicators (see their Figure 8).

Accordingly, the z ∼ 2.3 star-forming galaxy population recovered by the MOSDEF survey

appears to be representative of the range of SFRs spanned by star-forming galaxies at these

stellar masses and this redshift (Reddy et al., 2012; Whitaker et al., 2014; Shivaei et al.,

2015).

3.3 Electron Densities

The electron density of star-forming regions affects the fluxes of collisionally excited lines and

is thus an important quantity to measure as an input parameter to photoionization models.7

7The models described in Section 3.5 actually use the hydrogen gas density as an input parame-
ter. In HII regions, the hydrogen gas is fully ionized such that the electron density is a good proxy
for the hydrogen gas density.
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The electron density can be estimated using the line fluxes of components of a doublet of

a single species in which the two levels of the doublet have different collision strengths and

radiative transition probabilities (Osterbrock & Ferland, 2006). The flux observed in each

component of the doublet is dependent on the relative population in each energy level, which

is sensitive to the density of electrons available for collisional excitation and de-excitation.

Rest-frame optical spectra provide access to two strong emission line doublets useful for

estimating the electron density, namely [O ii]λλ3726, 3729 and [S ii]λλ6716, 6731. We use

the ratios of the components of these doublets to estimate densities for local SDSS galaxies

and high-redshift galaxies from the MOSDEF sample.

3.3.1 Methods

We have written a python script that solves a 5-level atom approximation of the O ii and S ii

ions for the relative populations in the second and third energy levels. Decays from these two

energy levels produce the two components of the [O ii]λλ3726, 3729 and [S ii]λλ6716, 6731

doublets. We set up a detailed balance of transitions into and out of each of the five energy

levels via radiative decay and collisional excitation and de-excitation, assuming the system

is in thermal equilibrium. The detailed balance provides a system of equations that can

be solved for the relative populations at a given density. Given n2 and n3, the relative

populations in the second and third energy levels, the ratio of the line fluxes is given by

F3

F2

=
E31n3A31

E21n2A21

≈ n3A31

n2A21

(3.5)

where Fi is the emission line intensity of decay from the ith level to the ground state, Ei1 is

the energy difference between the ith level and the ground state, and Ai1 is the transition

probability of the ith level to the ground state.

Calculating the proper emission line ratio corresponding to a given density requires ac-

curate knowledge of the transition probabilities and collision strengths of each transition

between the five energy levels. Recent investigations (Nicholls et al., 2013; Dopita et al.,

2013) have suggested advantages in using the most up-to-date collision strength and tran-
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sition probability atomic data instead of outdated values included in the IRAF routine

temden (Shaw & Dufour, 1994). Motivated by these studies, we adopt the effective collision

strengths from Tayal (2007) for O ii and Tayal & Zatsarinny (2010) for S ii, while the tran-

sition probabilities for both species are taken from the NIST MCHF database (Fischer &

Tachiev, 2014). Using other estimates of the collision strengths and transition probabilities

can change the calculated electron densities by up to ∼ 30%. We verified that our script can

exactly match IRAF temden when using the same atomic data.

The effective collision strengths have some temperature dependence and have been cal-

culated over a range of electron temperatures from 2000 K to 100,000 K for O ii and 5000 K

to 100,000 K for S ii. We adopt the effective collision strengths calculated with an elec-

tron temperature of 10,000 K, a representative equilibrium temperature of HII regions that

are neither metal-rich nor metal-poor. We note that the temperature dependence is not

negligible. Assuming an electron temperature of 7,000 K yields electron densities that are

∼ 15 − 20% lower at a fixed line ratio, while an electron temperature of 15,000 K gives

densities that are higher by the same amount. Because we assume a fixed electron tempera-

ture of 10,000 K, we are likely overestimating the electron density in metal-rich galaxies, and

underestimating the density in galaxies that are metal-poor. However, the uncertainty intro-

duced by this assumption is smaller than the typical measurement uncertainty for individual

z ∼ 2.3 galaxies.

We calculate the line ratios [O ii]λ3729/λ3726 and [S ii]λ6716/λ6731 over a range of

electron densities of log
( ne

cm−3

)
= 0 to 5 in 0.01 dex steps. The result is well fit by a

function of the form

R(ne) = a
b+ ne
c+ ne

(3.6)

where R=[O ii]λ3729/λ3726 or [S ii]λ6716/λ6731 is the line flux ratio. The best-fit param-

eters using up-to-date atomic data are shown in Table 3.1 for [O ii] and [S ii]. Figure 3.1

shows this diagnostic relation for the new atomic data (black) and the relation from IRAF

temden (red) for both [O ii] (solid) and [S ii] (dashed). It can be seen in Figure 3.1 that the

line ratio asymptotically approaches a theoretical maximum value in the low-density limit
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Table 3.1: Coefficients and limiting line ratios for [O ii] and [S ii] in equations 3.6 and 3.7

R a b c Ra
min Rb

max

[O ii]λ3729/λ3726 0.3771 2,468 638.4 0.3839 1.4558

[S ii]λ6716/λ6731 0.4315 2,107 627.1 0.4375 1.4484
(a) Theoretical minimum line ratio calculated in the high-density limit of 100,000 cm−3

(b) Theoretical maximum line ratio calculated in the low-density limit of 1 cm−3

100 101 102 103 104 105

ne (cm−3)

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

1.2

1.4

1.6
R

[O ii] updated

[O ii] IRAF temden

[S ii] updated

[S ii] IRAF temden

Figure 3.1: R vs. ne curves (equation 3.6) from IRAF temden (red) and our five-level
atom python script using new atomic data (black), where R =[O ii]λ3729/λ3726 (solid)
or [S ii]λ6716/λ6731 (dashed).

and a theoretical minimum value in the high-density limit. We calculate the theoretical

maximum and minimum line ratios at densities of 1 cm−3 and 100,000 cm−3, respectively,

and show these values in Table 3.1. Inverting equation 3.6 yields the density as a function

of the line ratio

ne(R) =
cR− ab
a−R (3.7)

which we use to calculate electron densities. Uncertainties on individual density measure-

ments are estimated by converting the upper and lower 68th percentile uncertainties on the

line ratio into electron densities, where the upper (lower) uncertainty in line ratio corresponds

to the lower (upper) uncertainty in density.
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3.3.2 Sample

For objects with electron densities in the range∼ 100−1, 000 cm−3, the line ratio will be fairly

close to unity, as can be seen in Figure 3.1. In this regime, relatively small changes in the line

flux can result in large changes to the inferred electron density. Therefore, it is imperative

that the doublets used to infer electron densities be free of any contamination from skylines

or poor line profile fitting. The [S ii] doublet is well separated and the two components are

fit separately with single Gaussian profiles. The [O ii] doublet is well-resolved but the two

components are blended and must be fit with two Gaussian profiles simultaneously. When

fitting the [O ii] doublet, we constrain the separation of the centroids of the two components

to be within 0.5 Å of the nominal separation of 2.78 Å in the rest frame. We also require

the widths of the two components to match each other exactly and to be no more than 10%

larger than the velocity width inferred from the highest signal-to-noise line in the object’s

spectrum, typically Hα or [O iii]λ5007. This method yields robust fits to [O ii] doublets.

We select MOSDEF galaxies in the redshift range 2.0 < z < 2.6 with S/N≥3 in

[O ii]λλ3726,3729 or [S ii]λλ6716,6731 which have not been flagged as AGN based on their

IR and X-ray properties (Coil et al., 2015). This gives a sample of 97 [O ii] doublets and

36 [S ii] doublets at z ∼ 2.3. We visually inspected each of these doublets and removed

those with significant skyline contamination or spurious detections. One additional [S ii]

object with a very high value of log ([Niiλ6584/Hα) = −0.11 indicating a probable AGN

was also removed, giving a final density sample of 43 [O ii] doublets and 26 [S ii] doublets

from 61 different targets at 〈z〉 = 2.24 ± 0.12. This sample spans a range of stellar mass

from 108.97 − 1011.22 M� with a median stellar mass of 1010.10 M�. Of the 61 galaxies, 8

(13%) do not have measured SFRs, of which 3 galaxies do not have wavelength coverage of

Hβ, 2 galaxies do not have wavelength coverage of Hα, and the remaining 3 galaxies show

significant skyline contamination of the Hβ line. The other 53 objects have SFRs spanning

4.65− 228 M�/yr with a median SFR of 29.7 M�/yr. The density sample has only slightly

higher median M∗ and SFR than the parent sample of MOSDEF z ∼ 2.3 star-forming galax-

ies (Section 3.2.3) and is still representative of the fairly massive z ∼ 2.3 star-forming galaxy
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population. The 8 galaxies without SFR measurements are included in all parts of the anal-

ysis for which SFR is not required. Examples of [O ii] and [S ii] doublets from six different

objects in the MOSDEF z ∼ 2.3 sample are shown in Figure 3.2, along with fits and inferred

line ratios.

We use a local comparison sample from SDSS to investigate evolution in the typical

densities of star-forming regions. We select galaxies from SDSS in the redshift range 0.04 <

z < 0.1 to attain a sample that is relatively free of aperture effects and limited to the

local universe. We require galaxies to have S/N≥3 in Hβ, [O iii]λ5007, Hα, [N ii]λ6585,

[S ii]λ6716, and [S ii]λ6731. Detections in the first four of these lines are required to reject

AGN using the empirical demarcation of Kauffmann et al. (2003b). We do not require

detection of the [O ii] doublet. The SDSS spectra have a spectral resolution of ∼ 2000,

corresponding to a resolution element of ∼ 1.9 Å at 3727 Å. This resolution is insufficient

to properly resolve and sample the [O ii]λλ3726,3729 doublet separated by 2.78 Å (see

Section 3.3.3). Therefore, we only use the [S ii] doublet to probe the electron density in

the local comparison sample. The local comparison sample contains 99,291 galaxies with

〈z〉 = 0.0678.

3.3.3 The consistency of [O ii] and [S ii] electron densities

Since our high-redshift electron density sample has a mixture of [O ii] and [S ii] doublet mea-

surements while the local comparison sample only has reliable [S ii] measurements, it is a use-

ful exercise to evaluate the consistency of densities determined using these two ionic species

to see if they can be directly compared. To this end, we have assembled a sample of local HII

regions from the literature with high-resolution, high-signal-to-noise spectroscopic observa-

tions with sufficient wavelength coverage to span [O ii]λλ3726,3729 and [S ii]λλ6716,6731.

We performed a literature search and identified 32 galactic and extragalactic HII regions

observed at high spectral resolution (R ∼ 8, 000− 23, 000) with detections of both the [O ii]

and [S ii] doublets (Garćıa-Rojas et al., 2005, 2006, 2007; López-Sánchez et al., 2007; Esteban

et al., 2009, 2013, 2014).
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Figure 3.2: [O ii]λλ3726,3729 doublets (left column) and [S ii]λλ6716,6731 doublets (right
column) from six different objects over a range of line ratios and densities. The black line
shows the continuum subtracted spectrum for each object. The light gray band indicates
the error spectrum for each object, while the blue and red lines show the Gaussian profile
fits to the blueward and redward component of each doublet, respectively. The green line
shows the total [O ii] profile. In each panel, the spectrum has been normalized so that the
blue component has a peak height of unity. The line ratio R, density (ne) in cm−3, and
redshift is displayed for each object, with R =[O ii]λ3729/λ3726 in the left column and
R =[S ii]λ6716/λ6731 in the right column.
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Electron densities and uncertainties are calculated with the same method outlined above

using the published line fluxes and errors. Densities and uncertainties are presented in

Figure 3.3. Four of the 32 individual measurements have [S ii]λ6716/λ6731 ratios that are

higher than the theoretically allowed maximum in the low-density limit, and thus cannot be

assigned a density. While these four objects have [S ii]λλ6716,6731 detected at greater than

3σ indicating they are in the low-density limit, we plot them as upper limits (red squares)

where the data point is plotted at the [S ii] density corresponding to the lower 1σ uncertainty

on the [S ii] line flux ratio. Fitting a line in logarithmic space yields the relationship

log

(
[S ii] ne

cm−3

)
= 1.00+0.29

−0.12 × log

(
[O ii] ne

cm−3

)
− 0.01+0.32

−0.80 (3.8)

where the 68th percentile confidence intervals are determined by perturbing the data points

according to their uncertainties and refitting. This best-fit line is shown in Figure 3.3 as

a solid blue line while the light blue shaded region shows the 68th percentile confidence

region around the best-fit line. The relation between electron densities determined by [O ii]

and [S ii] is completely consistent with a one-to-one relation (dashed black line). All four

objects plotted as upper limits are also consistent with a one-to-one relation within the

1σ uncertainties. There are 8 objects in the z ∼ 2.3 density sample that have density

estimates from both the [O ii] and [S ii] doublets, but the number of galaxies is too small

and measurement uncertainties are too large to perform a similar investigation at z ∼ 2.3.

We assume that the relationship between densities of star-forming regions determined using

[S ii] and [O ii] does not change with redshift. Thus, we conclude that densities determined

from either ionic species in the z ∼ 2.3 sample can be directly compared with each other

and with SDSS density measurements from [S ii] doublets.

For this test, we specifically selected a sample with high S/N and very high spectral

resolution so that each component of the doublets was well-detected and the [O ii] dou-

blet was well resolved. We note that repeating this exercise with medium-resolution spectra

(R ∼ 1, 000 − 2, 000) of local HII regions (Peimbert et al., 2012; Garćıa-Rojas et al., 2014;

Berg et al., 2015) yields a relation in which [O ii] electron densities are systematically over-
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Figure 3.3: Comparison of density estimates from the [O ii] and [S ii] doublets for a sample of
local HII regions with high-S/N, high-resolution spectra. Black points denote density mea-
surements for individual HII regions. The four red squares show limits plotted at the upper
1σ uncertainty bound on the [S ii] density for objects that have higher [S ii]λ6716/λ6731
than the maximum theoretically allowed value. The black dashed line shows a one-to-one
relationship. The blue line and shaded blue region show the best-fit line and 1σ confidence
interval, respectively. Parameters of the best-fit line are shown in equation 3.8.
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estimated with respect to [S ii] electron densities. This effect is very similar to what is seen

in the SDSS sample (R ∼ 2, 000). In order to have at least two resolution elements to sample

the separation of the [O ii] doublet components, a spectral resolution of ∆λ = 1.39 Å at

λ = 3727 Å is needed, corresponding to R ∼ 2, 700. MOSDEF observations adequately

sample the [O ii] doublet at z ∼ 2.3 with R ∼ 3, 300 in the J band.

3.3.4 Typical electron density at z ∼ 2.3 and z ∼ 0

We would like to characterize the typical electron density in star-forming regions of z ∼ 2.3

galaxies and z ∼ 0 galaxies. However, given the shape of the function in equation 3.7

and Figure 3.1, a fairly symmetric distribution of line ratios leads to a very asymmetric

distribution in electron densities. Furthermore, the diagnostic curve translating from line

ratio to electron density is insensitive to the electron density at very low and very high

densities, asymptotically approaching the theoretical maximum and minimum line ratio,

respectively, in those two regimes. Measured line ratios that fall outside of the theoretically

allowed region due to measurement uncertainty can only be assigned limits in the low-

or high-density extremes. We consider the low-density limit to refer to a density below

∼ 10 cm−3 and the high-density limit to denote density above ∼ 10, 000 cm−3. For these

reasons, we perform statistics on the line ratio distributions for each sample rather than

the electron density distributions and infer typical electron densities based on the statistical

properties of the line ratio distribution.

The distributions of line ratios of the z ∼ 2.3 star-forming galaxies are shown in the top

and bottom panels of Figure 3.4 for the [O ii] and [S ii] doublets, respectively. We determine

the typical electron density from the median line ratio of a given sample. The uncertainty on

the median is calculated using a bootstrap technique in which we randomly resample with

replacement, perturb the emission line fluxes according to their uncertainties and recalculate

the line ratio for each object in the new sample, take the median of the new perturbed

sample, and repeat the preceding steps 1,000 times to build up a well-sampled distribution of

median values. The reported lower and upper uncertainties on the median are determined to
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Figure 3.4: [O ii]λ3729/λ3726 (top) and [S ii]λ6716/λ6731 (bottom) line ratio distributions
for 43 and 26 z ∼ 2.3 star-forming galaxies, respectively. In each panel, the dotted black
line shows the median line ratio (corresponding to an electron density of 225 cm−3 for [O ii]
and 290 cm−3 for [S ii]), while the dashed red lines show the minimum and maximum
theoretically-allowed line ratios from Table 3.1.
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Figure 3.5: [S ii]λ6716/λ6731 line ratio distribution for local star-forming galaxies from
SDSS, with lines as in Figure 3.4. The median line ratio for local galaxies (corresponding to
an electron density of 26 cm−3) falls near the low-density limit.
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be the 15.8-percentile and 84.2-percentile values, respectively, of the cumulative distribution

function of the median. At z ∼ 2.3, we find a median [O ii]λ3729/λ3726 ratio of 1.18+0.01
−0.10

corresponding to an electron density of 225+119
−4 cm−3. We find a median [S ii]λ6716/λ6731

value of 1.13+0.16
−0.06 which gives an electron density of 290+88

−169 cm−3, consistent within the

uncertainties with the density determined using [O ii]. We measure a range of individual

electron densities from the low-density limit to 2,500 cm−3 and find that z ∼ 2.3 star-forming

regions have a typical electron density of ∼ 250 cm−3.

The typical density that we infer for high-redshift galaxies (∼ 250 cm−3) is in excellent

agreement with what Steidel et al. (2014) observed by stacking J-band observations of 113

galaxies at z ∼ 2.3, finding an average [O ii]λ3729/λ3726 ratio of 1.16, corresponding to a

density of 243 cm−3 using the atomic data adopted in this study. Shimakawa et al. (2015)

found a median electron density of 291 cm−3 among 14 Hα emitters at z ∼ 2.5 using

the [O ii] doublet. Previous observations of individual gravitationally lensed galaxies at

z ∼ 2 suggested electron densities of ∼ 1000 cm−3 (Hainline et al., 2009; Bian et al., 2010),

somewhat higher than the value we infer. Lehnert et al. (2009) presented electron densities

in the range 400− 1200 cm−3 for 4 galaxies at z ∼ 2.3 in the SINS survey (Förster Schreiber

et al., 2009), also higher than our sample median. As noted in Section 3.3.1, different choices

of atomic data can change the inferred densities by ∼ 30% and can lead to differences of

this magnitude in measured densities reported by different authors. In comparison to these

previous estimates, except for that of Steidel et al. (2014), our sample is larger and selected

in a more systematic way, and the galaxies in our sample display properties representative

of the SFR-M∗ relation at z ∼ 2, as shown in Section 3.2.3. As such, the density estimate

presented here should hold true for a population of typical star-forming galaxies at z ∼ 2.3

with M∗ & 109.5 M�.

For the local comparison sample, we find SDSS star-forming galaxies have a distribution

with a median [S ii]λ6716/λ6731 ratio of 1.41, shown in Figure 3.5, corresponding to an

electron density of 26 cm−3. The uncertainty on the SDSS median line ratio is less than

0.04% due to the large number of galaxies in the sample. We find that the typical electron

density in star-forming regions increases by a factor of 10 from z ∼ 0 to z ∼ 2.3. The
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local median [S ii]λ6716/λ6731 ratio is close to the theoretical maximum ratio of 1.4484,

suggesting that local star-forming galaxies typically fall close to the low-density limit. From

the slope of the function in Figure 3.1, it is apparent that the line ratios of both [O ii] and

[S ii] are almost completely insensitive to the density when the electron density is below

∼ 10 cm−3, and are only mildly sensitive to the density below ∼ 50 cm−3. Even if we

assume a conservative upper limit of 50 cm−3 for the typical local density, we still observe a

significant increase in electron density from z ∼ 0 to z ∼ 2.3.

The measurements above suggest that z ∼ 2.3 star-forming regions are typically denser

than local star-forming regions by an order of magnitude. We perform some tests to in-

vestigate the significance of the observed evolution in electron density. First, note that the

SDSS line ratio distribution shown in Figure 3.5 is well-sampled and fairly narrow. We find

that 89% of the SDSS sample has higher [S ii] ratios (lower electron densities) than the

median z ∼ 2.3 [S ii] ratio, while 64% of the z ∼ 2.3 sample has lower [S ii] ratios (higher

electron densities) than the SDSS sample median. A two-sided Kolmogorov-Smirnov test

on the z ∼ 0 and z ∼ 2.3 [S ii] distributions yields a K-S statistic of 0.452 and a p-value

(the probability that the two samples were drawn from the same underlying distribution)

of 7.63 × 10−6, indicating that the z ∼ 0 and z ∼ 2.3 density distributions are significantly

different.

We are attempting to estimate the electron density in HII regions, but [S ii] emission

coming from other components of the ISM could contaminate measured [S ii] ratios from

integrated-light galaxy spectra. The S ii ion has an ionization energy of 10.36 eV, somewhat

lower than that of hydrogen. Because of its lower ionization energy, the S ii zone can extend

beyond the boundary of an HII region. Additionally, [S ii]λλ6716,6731 emission can be

produced in diffuse ionized gas that is shock excited (Reynolds, 1985; Martin, 1997). To

investigate the effects of contamination from a diffuse ionized ISM component, we used

measurements of [S ii] ratios of 44 HII regions in the star-forming spiral galaxy NGC 628

observed as part of the CHAOS survey (Berg et al., 2015). The spectra of these HII regions

were attained by placing slits on top of individual HII regions and should contain very

little light from the diffuse ISM. We find that the median [S ii]λ6716/λ6731 ratio of these
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HII regions is 1.39, corresponding to an electron density of 38 cm−3. This ratio is nearly

equivalent to the median [S ii] ratio of 1.41 for the SDSS sample, suggesting that our estimate

of the typical local HII region density from SDSS is not significantly biased by emission

from diffuse ionized gas. However, all of these HII regions are from a single galaxy, and

their median density may not be representative of the entire local HII region population.

Currently, there is insufficient knowledge of the ISM structure of z ∼ 2 galaxies to determine

whether integrated-light spectra are significantly contaminated by emission from a diffuse

component at that redshift.

3.3.5 Electron density vs. galaxy properties

We investigate whether the density of star-forming regions varies with other galaxy prop-

erties. As stated previously, the nature of the function converting between line ratio and

electron density makes it difficult to work with distributions in density space, especially when

some objects have measured line ratios that are outside of the theoretically allowed values.

For this reason we will look for relationships between density and galaxy properties using

the line ratio as a proxy for the density. We plot the line ratios against stellar mass (M∗),

star-formation rate (SFR), and specific star-formation rate (sSFR; SFR/M∗) in Figure 3.6.

The middle and right panels of Figure 3.6 only include the subset of the z ∼ 2.3 density

sample with Hα and Hβ detections. We note that the z ∼ 2.3 sample has significant overlap

with the SDSS sample in M∗, but the two are almost completely disjoint in SFR and sSFR.

This difference is consistent with the evolution of the SFR-M∗ relation with redshift (Shivaei

et al., 2015). We do not see evidence for any significant trends in line ratio (electron density)

as a function of stellar mass, SFR, or sSFR among the local SDSS sample or the MOSDEF

z ∼ 2.3 sample. This observation is confirmed by performing a Spearman correlation test

on each sample in each parameter space. No correlations are more significant than ∼ 1σ.

This result is in conflict with the recent work of Shimakawa et al. (2015), who found a

correlation between electron density and sSFR at the 4σ level for 14 z ∼ 2.5 Hα emitters,

and observed this correlation when stacking the spectra in two density bins. We do not see
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Figure 3.6: [S ii]λλ6716,6731 (bottom row) and [O ii]λλ3726,3729 (top row) as a function of
stellar mass (left), SFR (middle), and sSFR (right). Blue and green points show the z ∼ 2.3
[O ii] and [S ii] density samples, respectively. The gray two-dimensional histogram in the
bottom row shows the distribution of the local comparison sample. Spectra from SDSS do
not have a high enough spectral resolution to resolve the components of the [O ii] doublet.
The blue, green, and gray dashed lines show the median line ratios for the corresponding
sample. Dotted lines show the line ratios corresponding to denities of 10, 100, 1,000, and
10,000 cm−3.
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evidence for correlation among these properties with a larger and more representative sample

that is generally consistent with that of Shimakawa et al. (2015) in stellar mass and SFR.

Shimakawa et al. (2015) found no correlation between electron density and stellar mass, in

agreement with our results.

3.4 Ionization Parameter

The ionization state of ionized gas in star-forming regions refers to the interaction between

the ionizing source and ionized gas. This interaction modulates the relative populations of

different ionic species, which directly influence the observed emission line ratios. Multiple

lines of evidence suggest that the ionization state in high-redshift star-forming regions may

be systematically different from what is typically observed in the local universe in galaxies of

similar masses (e.g., Holden et al., 2016; Nakajima & Ouchi, 2014; Steidel et al., 2014). The

ionization parameter is useful for quantifying the ionization state, and encodes information

about both the ionizing source and the surrounding ionized gas. In this section, we will

use emission line measurements of z ∼ 2.3 galaxies to investigate the relationship between

ionization parameter and other galaxy properties in order to probe the ionization state of

gas in z ∼ 2 star-forming regions.

3.4.1 Definition of the ionization parameter

We begin with some useful definitions related to the ionization state. Ionic species in HII

regions are in ionization equlibrium, where the rate of ionization is equal to the rate of

recombination. The ionization equilibrium condition for ionic species i can be written as

ni
Qi

4πr2
σ̄i = n+

i neαi (3.9)

where ni is the number density of the ionic species, Qi is the rate of production of photons that

can ionize species i, σ̄i is the effective ionization cross-section, n+
i is the number density of

the once-ionized state of ni, ne is the electron density, and αi is the recombination coefficient.
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If the ionization energy of ni is close to that of hydrogen, which is the case for many of the

ions that produce strong optical emission lines, then we can rearrange this expression and

approximate the ratio of the relative populations in the higher and lower ionized states.

n+
i

ni
≈ σ̄i
αi

Q0

4πr2ne
(3.10)

Here, Q0 is the rate of production of hydrogen-ionizing photons (hν ≥ 13.6 eV). The first

term (σ̄i/αi) on the right hand side of this expression is a constant that will change for each

ionic species. The second term (Q0/4πr
2ne) contains only properties of the ionizing source

and the gas, and is not dependent on the specific ionic species. The dimensionless ionization

parameter U is defined as the second term on the right-hand side of equation 3.10 divided

by the speed of light, c.

U =
Q0

4πr2cne
(3.11)

Accordingly, the ratio of the relative population in an upper ionization state to that in

a lower ionization state scales directly with the ionization parameter. Since the electron

density is approximately the hydrogen gas density in a fully-ionized plasma, the ionization

parameter can be thought of as the ratio of the number density of hydrogen-ionizing photons

to the number density of the hydrogen gas. When working with HII regions it is convenient

to define the dimensionless ionization parameter using the radius of a canonical Strömgren

sphere, RS, as the distance between the gas and the ionizing source.

U =
Q0

4πR2
Scne

(3.12)

Often, the dimensional ionization parameter, q = c×U , is used instead, which is the ratio of

the flux of ionizing photons at the Strömgren radius to the hydrogen number density. The

definition of the Strömgren radius, based on a balance between ioniziation and recombination

rates assuming case B recombination, is

RS =

(
3Q0

4παBεn2
H

)1/3

≈
(

3Q0

4παBεn2
e

)1/3

(3.13)
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where ε is the volume filling factor of the gas. The volume filling factor can be defined by

assuming that the gas is structured in dense clumps that are surrounded by a lower-density

medium. In this case, the volume filling factor is defined as

ε =
〈ne〉2
n2
e,c

(3.14)

where 〈ne〉 is the global average electron density and ne,c is the electron density of the

clumps. The volume filling factor is equal to unity for a homogeneous constant-density gas,

while its value decreases as the density of the clumps increases relative to the average density.

We note that the density estimates from [S ii] and [O ii] are based on luminosity-weighted

measurements of emission line strengths. Since emission strength scales as the square of the

density, we are effectively measuring the clump density if a clumpy gas geometry exists, not

the global average density (Kennicutt, 1984). Using the definition of the Strömgren sphere

radius, we can simplify the ionization parameter and resolve its dependence on only the rate

of ionizing photon production, the electron density, and the volume filling factor.

U ∝ Q
1/3
0 n1/3

e ε2/3 (3.15)

The ionization parameter has a weak dependence on both the rate of ionizing photon pro-

duction and the gas density, and is somewhat more sensitive to the volume filling factor,

through which this definition of the ionization parameter contains information about the

geometry of the gas.

Defining the ionization parameter assuming the geometry of a Strömgren sphere is con-

venient, but likely does not hold for real HII regions. The Strömgren geometry assumes a

sphere of constant density gas that immediately surrounds the central ionizing source. In

local HII regions, feedback from stellar winds can clear out a cavity around the ionizing star

cluster such that the ionized gas is a shell instead of a filled sphere (e.g., Watson et al.,

2008). Accordingly, the Strömgren radius is not necessarily a good representative radius

for the separation of the illuminated gas and the ionizing source. It is possible that the

wind-blown bubble geometry exists at high redshifts where the intensity of star formation is
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concentrated, or some entirely different geometry such as intersecting bubbles. The scalings

presented in equation 3.15 should then be used with caution because of the breakdown of

the Strömgren approximation. Real HII regions show a variety of complicated substructure

and geometry (e.g., Pellegrini et al., 2011). The Strömgren sphere definition of the ioniza-

tion parameter also assumes that the nebula is radiation-bounded (i.e. no hydrogen-ionizing

photons escape) instead of density-bounded (Nakajima & Ouchi, 2014), which may not hold

true at high redshifts. Additionally, in an integrated spectrum the measured ionization pa-

rameter is a luminosity-weighted average of all of the sources of emission inside the aperture,

which includes multiple HII regions and emission from other ISM components.

While the ionization parameter carries interesting information about the ionizing source

and gas geometry, it can be difficult to determine because it is not directly observable, but

can only be estimated using calibrations derived from physically motivated models. The

ionization parameter is often estimated using measurements of sets of emission line ratios

that have some sensitivity to the ionization state of the gas (e.g., lower- and higher-ionization

states), in conjunction with the predictions of a suite of photoionization models (Dı́az et al.,

2000; Kewley & Dopita, 2002; Dors et al., 2011; Levesque & Richardson, 2014; Shirazi et al.,

2014). Because of differences in the translation between observables and ionization parame-

ter for different photoionization models, it is convenient to instead use an empirical emission

line ratio as a proxy for the ionization parameter. Line ratios featuring both higher and lower

ionization state transitions from the same element can be used to estimate the ionization

parameter because of the relation between the ionization parameter and the relative popu-

lations in the two ionization states. Here, we use O32=[O iii]λλ5007,4959/[O ii]λλ3726,3729

as a proxy for the ionization parameter. Systematic uncertainties in this approach result

from the way in which a given ionization parameter-sensitive line ratio depends also on the

shape of the ionization spectrum and the metallicity of the gas, unless these two properties

can be independently constrained.
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Table 3.2: Properties of the full ionization parameter sample, and [N ii] and [S ii] subsamples

〈z〉a σb
z log ( M∗

M�
)
c

log ( M∗
M�

)
d

med
SFRe SFRf

med

Full sample 2.29 0.11 8.97− 11.22 10.0 1.61− 228 23.8

[N ii] subsample 2.28 0.11 9.3− 11.22 10.22 4.71− 228 33.2

[S ii] subsample 2.29 0.11 9.3− 11.22 10.26 5.77− 228 33.3
(a) Average redshift of galaxies in the sample.

(b) Standard deviation of the redshift distribution.
(c) Range of log(M∗/M�) of galaxies in the sample.
(d) Median log(M∗/M�) of galaxies in the sample.

(e) Range of SFR in M�/yr−1 of galaxies in the sample, determined from dust-corrected Hα
luminosity.

(f) Median SFR in M�/yr−1 of galaxies in the sample, determined from dust-corrected Hα
luminosity.

3.4.2 Sample selection

In order to study the ionization state of high-redshift galaxies, we selected a sample of star-

forming galaxies from the MOSDEF parent spectroscopic sample requiring objects to fall in

the redshift range 2.0 < z < 2.6 and have S/N≥ 3 in [O ii]λλ3726,3729, Hβ, [O iii]λ5007,

and Hα. The flux of [O iii]λ4959 is taken to be 1/2.98 of the [O iii]λ5007 flux (Storey &

Zeippen, 2000). Hα and Hβ detections were necessary in order to correct line fluxes for

dust attenuation, which is important for O32 because of the large wavelength separation

of the emission lines. Objects with Hα and Hβ detections also have robust dust-corrected

SFRs based on Hα luminosities. AGN were identified and removed based on their X-ray

and IR properties (Coil et al., 2015) and objects with [N ii]λ6584 detected at 3σ or greater

were removed if log([N ii]λ6584/Hα) > −0.3. Any AGN not removed by these selection

criteria would introduce a bias in emission line ratio diagrams. We discuss reasons why we

are confident that our sample does not contain any AGN in Sections 3.4.4 and 3.5.4. Six

additional objects were removed because of significant skyline contamination in the relevant

emission lines. These criteria yield an ionization parameter sample of 103 MOSDEF galaxies

and the properties of the sample are shown in Table 3.2. This sample has properties that

are nearly identical to those of the parent MOSDEF spectroscopic sample at z ∼ 2.3, and is

representative of star-forming galaxies with similar stellar masses at this redshift.
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In the discussion that follows, we will examine multiple line ratio diagrams, some of which

involve additional emission lines along with oxygen and hydrogen Balmer-series strong lines.

Therefore, we selected subsamples of the ionization parameter sample that have additional

line detection criteria to plot in these spaces. We selected a subsample of 61 galaxies that

additionally have S/N≥ 3 in [N ii]λ6585. We also selected a subset of 53 galaxies with

S/N≥ 3 in both [N ii]λ6585 and [S ii]λλ6716,6731. The sample properties of the [N ii] and

[S ii] subsamples are presented in Table 3.2. These stringent emission line cuts, requiring all

or nearly all of the optical strong lines to be detected, introduce a bias against low-mass, low-

SFR galaxies. However, the typical galaxy properties of the subsamples are not significantly

different from those of the full ionization parameter sample or the MOSDEF parent z ∼ 2.3

spectroscopic sample. While the [N ii] and [S ii] subsamples have slightly higher M∗ and

SFR than the full sample, the median values are still consistent with these galaxies falling

on or near the z ∼ 2 SFR-M∗ relation (Whitaker et al., 2014; Shivaei et al., 2015).

We select a sample of typical star-forming galaxies in the local universe from SDSS DR7.

We require 0.04 < z < 0.1 and S/N≥3 in [O ii]λλ3726,3729, Hβ, [O iii]λ5007, Hα, and

[N ii]λ6585. Once again, the flux of [O iii]λ4959 is assumed to be equal to 1/2.98 of the

[O iii]λ5007 flux (Storey & Zeippen, 2000). A detection in [N ii] is required because AGN are

rejected using the demarcation of Kauffmann et al. (2003b) in the [O iii]/Hβ vs. [N ii]/Hα

diagram. These criteria yield a local sample of 68,453 star-forming galaxies at z ∼ 0.07.

We also selected a subsample of 65,000 local galaxies that additionally have S/N≥ 3 in

[S ii]λλ6716,6731.

3.4.3 O32 and global galaxy properties

Many studies have suggested that z & 2 galaxies have systematically higher ionization

parameters than are typical for local galaxies (Holden et al., 2016; Nakajima et al., 2013;

Nakajima & Ouchi, 2014; Shirazi et al., 2014; Steidel et al., 2014). However, it is imperative

to consider the evolution in global galaxy properties with redshift when interpreting the

apparently high ionization parameters observed at high redshifts. To this end, we investigate
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Figure 3.7: O32 vs. SFR (top) and sSFR (bottom) for local star-forming galaxies from SDSS
(gray histogram) and z ∼ 2.3 star-forming galaxies from MOSDEF (red circles).

the dependence of the ionization parameter on global galaxy properties through the proxy

of O32, motivated by the comparisons performed in Nakajima & Ouchi (2014). Figure 3.7

presents O32 vs. SFR and sSFR for local star-forming galaxies (gray histogram) and the

z ∼ 2.3 ionization parameter sample (red circles), while Figure 3.8 shows the dependence of

O32 on stellar mass for the same samples. As described in Section 3.3.5, the z ∼ 2.3 galaxies

span a similar range in M∗ as local SDSS galaxies, but have significantly higher SFR and

sSFR at a given stellar mass, consistent with the evolution of the SFR-M∗ relation with

redshift (Reddy et al., 2012; Whitaker et al., 2014; Shivaei et al., 2015).

Figure 3.7, top panel, shows that there is a weak anti-correlation between O32 and SFR

for local galaxies, although there is significant scatter in O32 at fixed SFR. Performing a

Spearman correlation test yields a correlation coefficient of -0.19, indicating a weak anti-

correlation, with a p-value8 that is essentially zero due to the large sample size from SDSS.

It is known that there is an anti-correlation between metallicity and ionization parameter

in the local universe (Dopita & Evans, 1986; Dopita et al., 2006a,b; Pérez-Montero, 2014;

Sánchez et al., 2015), while SFR and metallicity are correlated with large scatter (Mannucci

8In the Spearman correlation test, the p-value represents the probability of the dataset being
drawn from an uncorrelated underlying distribution. A correlation or anti-correlation with a p-value
less than 0.003 has a significange greater than 3σ.
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Figure 3.8: O32 vs. stellar mass for local star-forming galaxies from SDSS (gray histogram)
and z ∼ 2.3 star-forming galaxies from MOSDEF (red circles). The solid white line shows
the running median O32 in bins of stellar mass for local galaxies. The solid dark red line
shows the running median of z ∼ 2.3 galaxies.
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et al., 2010; Lara-López et al., 2013). Therefore, SFR and ionization parameter are anti-

correlated (with large scatter) and the top panel of Figure 3.7 confirms that O32 acts as a

proxy for the ionization parameter. The z ∼ 2.3 galaxies also show a weak anti-correlation

between O32 and SFR, with a Spearman correlation coefficient of -0.30 and a p-value of

0.002.

In the bottom panel of Figure 3.7, there is a tight correlation between sSFR and O32

for z ∼ 0 galaxies, with a Spearman correlation coefficient of 0.42. The bulk of local star-

forming galaxies lie on this relation, while a small fraction of local galaxies with the least

star formation (log(sSFR) . −1.0) do not show any correlation. It is possible that these

low-sSFR galaxies have a very low level of ongoing star formation and are transitioning to the

red sequence via secular evolution or some other mechanism associated with the cessation of

star formation. The ISM conditions in these low-sSFR galaxies may be different from those

in typical local star-forming galaxies and would not be expected to follow the same trends.

While z ∼ 2.3 galaxies inhabit much of the same parameter space as highly star-forming local

galaxies, they do not exhibit the same tight correlation between sSFR and O32. Performing

a Spearman correlation test yields a correlation coefficient of 0.28 with a p-value of 0.004,

indicating a weak but significant correlation. There is significant scatter in O32 at fixed

sSFR, and a non-negligible fraction of the high-redshift sample has high sSFR and low O32,

a region of the parameter space where essentially no local galaxies are found. The difference

between z ∼ 0 and z ∼ 2.3 galaxies in this space is interesting, but outside of the scope of

this investigation.

The most intriguing of these diagrams is that of O32 vs. M∗, shown in Figure 3.8. Lo-

cal galaxies show a clear anti-correlation between O32 and M∗ that is fairly tight, with a

Spearman correlation coefficient of -0.52. In order to make the local trend more clear, Fig-

ure 3.8 shows the running median O32 at a given M∗ as a white line. This anti-correlation

is consistent with the existence of a tight correlation between M∗ and metallicity, known

as the mass-metallicity relation (MZR; Lequeux et al., 1979; Tremonti et al., 2004; Kewley

& Ellison, 2008; Mannucci et al., 2010; Andrews & Martini, 2013), and an anti-correlation

between metallicity and ionization parameter (Pérez-Montero, 2014; Sánchez et al., 2015).
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In fact, O32 has been shown to be a metallicity indicator for objects up to z ∼ 0.8 (Maiolino

et al., 2008; Jones et al., 2015). The relation between O32 and M∗ appears to flatten out at

high stellar masses, consistent with the observed behavior of the local MZR.

The z ∼ 2.3 sample also displays a fairly tight relation between O32 and M∗such that

higher M∗ corresponds to lower O32, with a Spearman correlation coefficient of -0.57 and a

p-value of 3.7 × 10−10. We show the running median O32 of the high-redshift galaxies at a

given M∗ as a dark red line in Figure 3.8. The high-redshift anti-correlation shows nearly

the same slope as that of the local relation, only offset towards higher O32 at fixed M∗. We

find that z ∼ 2.3 galaxies have O32 values ∼ 0.6 dex higher at a given M∗, suggesting that

high-redshift galaxies have significantly higher ionization parameters than local galaxies of

the same stellar mass if the translation between O32 and ionization parameter is the same at

both redshifts. Stellar mass and metallicity are correlated at z ∼ 2.3 as well (e.g., Erb et al.,

2006; Maiolino et al., 2008; Steidel et al., 2014; Sanders et al., 2015), but the MZR evolves

such that galaxies at a given M∗ have lower metallicities than are observed locally. The

existence of a clear O32 vs. M∗ anti-correlation at z ∼ 2.3 is suggestive of an anti-correlation

between metallicity and ionization parameter existing at high redshifts as well.

The striking similarity of the shape of the O32 vs. M∗ relation for local and z ∼ 2.3

galaxies suggests that a similar mechanism may set the observed ionization parameter at

both redshifts, but must evolve with redshift such that high-redshift galaxies have higher

ionization parameters at a given stellar mass. The evolution of the MZR from z ∼ 0 to

z ∼ 2.3 provides a natural explanation for the apparent change in ionization parameter

at fixed stellar mass. We further investigate the interplay of O32, M∗, and metallicity by

employing the use of emission line ratio diagrams.

3.4.4 O32 and metallicity

We have shown that there is a relation between O32 and M∗, the shape of which is similar for

local and z ∼ 2.3 galaxies, that has a higher normalization in O32 at high redshift. However,

stellar mass is a global property that is not directly related to the production of emission lines
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Figure 3.9: O32 vs. R23 (left panel) and O3N2 (right panel). The gray histogram shows the
distribution of local star-forming galaxies from SDSS. The red points and error bars denote
z ∼ 2.3 star-forming galaxies from the MOSDEF survey. In both panels, the white line
shows the running median of the local sample. The dark red line shows the running median
of the z ∼ 2.3 in the left panel, and the best-fit linear relation to the z ∼ 2.3 galaxies in the
right panel. The right panel only includes galaxies in the [N ii] subsample.

in individual star-forming regions that are an observable probe of the ionization parameter.

The metallicity of the gas in star-forming regions, on the other hand, has a direct impact

on both the ionizing spectrum, assuming the gas-phase metallicity is related to the stellar

metallicity of the ionizing cluster, and the intrinsic emission line fluxes. Therefore, comparing

O32 values at fixed metallicity rather than fixed M∗ utilizes a property that directly influences

the physical conditions in star-forming regions, including ionization parameter, and removes

systematic effects introduced by the evolution of galaxy scaling relations with M∗.

Figure 3.9 shows the dependence of O32 on R23 (left) and O3N2 (right) for local SDSS

galaxies (gray histogram) and the z ∼ 2.3 ionization parameter sample. Note that the right-

hand panel only includes high-redshift galaxies in the [N ii] subsample since the O3N2 ratio

requires [N ii]λ6584. Figure 3.9 demonstrates that the z ∼ 2.3 sample is likely free from AGN

contamination. AGN are found at low O3N2, high R23, and high O32. No galaxies in the

z ∼ 2.3 sample fall on the AGN sequence in the O3N2 diagram. In the R23 diagram, there

are several z ∼ 2.3 galaxies in the same region of parameter space as the AGN sequence

(log(R23) > 0.95), but these galaxies fall below the Kauffmann et al. (2003b) line in the

[O iii]/Hβ vs. [N ii]/Hα diagram and tend to have large uncertainties in R23.
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The R23 index is sensitive to metallicity, but is double-valued (Kewley & Dopita, 2002).

This problem can be overcome by using a second excitation-sensitive line ratio in tandem

with R23. Shapley et al. (2015) used direct-method abundances of stacks of local galaxies

(Andrews & Martini, 2013) to show that the local sequence in the O32 vs. R23 diagram is a

sequence in monotonically increasing metallicity from the high-O32, high-R23, high-excitation

tail towards the low-O32, low-R23, low-excitation region. The O3N2 index is also a metallicity

indicator, reflecting the fact that the narrow sequence of star-forming galaxies in the BPT

diagram is also a sequence in metallicity, and has been used as such in empirical metallicity

calibrations (e.g., Pettini & Pagel, 2004). The position on either of these diagrams reflects

the ionization parameter at a given oxygen abundance.

Using a smaller sample from the early MOSDEF dataset, Shapley et al. (2015) showed

that z ∼ 2.3 star-forming galaxies seem to follow the same distribution as local galaxies in

the low-metallicity, high-excitation tail of the O32 vs. R23 diagram. We confirm this finding

with the current MOSDEF z ∼ 2.3 sample. The z ∼ 2.3 galaxies display no systematic

offset with respect to the local galaxies, and the bulk of the high-redshift sample inhabits

the region in which 12+log(O/H) . 8.6 for local galaxies. The running median of the z ∼ 2.3

sample (dark red line) closely follows that of z ∼ 0 galaxies (white line) in the O32 vs. R23

diagram.9 We also find that z ∼ 2.3 galaxies closely follow the subsolar abundance tale of

the local distribution in the O32 vs. O3N2 diagram, although there is a slight systematic

offset towards lower O3N2 at fixed O32. By comparing the best-fit linear relation of the

z ∼ 2.3 sample (dark red line) to the running median of the z ∼ 0 sample (white line), we

find the mean value of this offset to be 0.23 dex in O3N2 at fixed O32. We will discuss the

offset in the O3N2 diagram further in Section 3.5.2.

We propose the following scenario to explain the observed position of high-redshift galax-

ies in the O32 vs. R23, O32 vs. O3N2, and O32 vs. M∗ diagrams. Taken together, the two

9A running median creates a smooth representation of the local sequence of star-forming galaxies
because of the large number of galaxies in the local sample. The small number of galaxies in the
z ∼ 2.3 sample and subsamples can cause the running median to be uneven and erratic. A linear
fit better represents the z ∼ 2.3 subsample distributions in the O3N2 diagram, while a running
median is still used in the R23 diagram because the O32 vs. R23 sequence displays curvature.
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plots in Figure 3.9 suggest that the ionization parameter at fixed metallicity is the same for

galaxies at z ∼ 2.3 and z ∼ 0. Galaxies at high redshift must then follow the same anti-

correlation between oxygen abundance and ionization parameter that is observed locally.

This U vs. O/H relation shows little to no redshift evolution between z ∼ 0 and z ∼ 2.3.

The nearly constant offset towards higher O32 at fixed M∗ observed in Figure 3.8 is then

simply a consequence of the evolution of the MZR with redshift. In Sanders et al. (2015),

we found z ∼ 2.3 galaxies have metallicities ∼ 0.3 dex lower than local galaxies at fixed M∗

using the O3N2 calibration of Pettini & Pagel (2004). If z ∼ 0 and z ∼ 2.3 galaxies follow

the same metallicity-ionization parameter relation, then the decrease in metallicity at fixed

M∗ leads to an increase in O32, as observed in Figure 3.8.

Earlier results suggesting that high-redshift galaxies have higher ionization parameters

than are seen locally were based on either a comparison at fixed stellar mass (e.g., Holden

et al., 2016) or a comparison of the average ionization parameter of the entire local star-

forming population to that of high-redshift galaxies (e.g., Hainline et al., 2009). At fixed

metallicity, which is more directly related to the ionization state of the gas, we find that

z ∼ 2.3 galaxies have roughly the same ionization parameters compared to local galaxies.

The ionization state of star-forming regions in galaxies in our high-redshift sample must then

be similar to what is observed in metal-poor local galaxies.

In Section 3.3, we found that the density of star-forming regions increases significantly

from z ∼ 0 to z ∼ 2.3. Here, we are suggesting that galaxies at z ∼ 0 and z ∼ 2.3 have

the same ionization parameter at fixed metallicity despite the difference in density. This

initially seems to be at odds with the scaling of ionization parameter with density presented

in equation 3.15. An increase in density of an order of magnitude would correspond to an

increase in the ionization parameter of more than a factor of two. Shirazi et al. (2014) used

the relation between ionization parameter and electron density to explain the high ionization

parameters observed at z ∼ 2 − 3 by an increase in the density of star-forming regions. If

the scalings in equation 3.15 hold at z ∼ 0 and z ∼ 2.3, then an increase in density does

not guarantee an increase in the ionization parameter unless the volume filling factor is the

same at both redshifts. If high-redshift HII regions are clumpier, the volume filling factor
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would decrease with redshift and could offset the effect of an increase in density. However,

the scalings presented in equation 3.15 are derived assuming the Strömgren approximation,

which does not apply to many local HII regions and likely does not hold at z ∼ 2.3. Thus,

an increase of a factor of 10 in density from z ∼ 0 to z ∼ 2.3 does not necessitate higher

ionization parameters at fixed metallicity.

Our proposed scenario is only valid if some assumptions hold true. A location in O32

vs. R23 space must correspond to the same metallicity regardless of redshift. The rela-

tion between O3N2 and metallicity must not evolve significantly with redshift. Finally, the

translation between ionization parameter and O32 must not evolve significantly from z ∼ 0

to z ∼ 2.3. We investigate the validity of these assumptions in the following section.

3.5 Discussion

In this section, we present evidence in support of our proposed scenario that z ∼ 2.3 star-

forming galaxies have roughly the same ionization parameter as z ∼ 0 galaxies when compar-

ing at fixed metallicity. In Section 3.5.1, we investigate whether the translation between O32

and ionization parameter evolves with redshift using a set of simple photoionization models

in combination with the observed position of z ∼ 2.3 galaxies in emission line ratio diagnostic

diagrams. We explore whether or not there is evidence that the metallicity dependence of

R23 and O3N2 changes significantly from z ∼ 0 to z ∼ 2.3 in Section 3.5.2. In Section 3.5.3,

we discuss additional evidence for the existence of an anti-correlation between O/H and U
and how the existence of this anti-correlation affects the interpretation of photoionization

model grids. In Section 3.5.4, we use our results to explore the cause of the well-known

offset of z ∼ 2 galaxies in the [N ii] BPT diagram compared to local galaxies. Finally, we

discuss the uncertainty that diffuse ionized gas introduces in the interpretation of emission

line ratios from integrated-light galaxy spectra in Section 3.5.5.
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3.5.1 Is the ionization parameter-O32 relation redshift invariant?

We first address whether or not the relationship between ionization parameter and O32 is

the same at z ∼ 0 and z ∼ 2.3. We describe the simple photoionization models used for

this analysis, discuss the interdependence of the shape of the ionizing spectrum, ionization

parameter, and O32, and estimate the typical ionization parameter of z ∼ 2.3 and local

galaxies based on the models.

3.5.1.1 Description of the Cloudy photoionization models

As previously mentioned, the chief difficulty in determing the ionization parameter is that

it can only be done with reference to a specific set of photoionization models. The extent

to which the value of the estimated ionization parameter can be trusted depends on how

well the models represent the observed objects and can produce self-consistent predictions

in multiple line ratio spaces. Given the uncertainty of photoionization models both locally

and at high-redshift where the physical properties are less constrained, we use a suite of

simple photoionization models to understand qualitatively the trends in emission line ratios

when changing the different input parameters of the models. We do not, however, use these

models to place tight constraints on the metallicity or ionization parameter of any local or

high-redshift galaxies.

We use the photoionization code Cloudy10 to model emission line ratios from star-forming

regions with a range of physical conditions. These models are very similar to those used

by Steidel et al. (2014) to investigate the position of z ∼ 2.3 galaxies in the [O iii]/Hβ

vs. [N ii]/Hα diagram. There are five main input parameters that determine the location

of a grid point in various emission line ratio diagrams: hydrogen gas density, gas-phase

metallicity, ionization parameter, shape of the ionizing spectrum, and N/O abundance ratio.

In Section 3.3, we presented a robust characterization of the typical electron density in

local and z ∼ 2.3 galaxies, finding densities of ∼ 25 cm−3 and ∼ 250 cm−3, respectively. In

10Calculations were performed with version 13.02 of Cloudy, last described by Ferland et al.
(2013).
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HII regions, the gas is fully ionized and the electron density provides a good estimate of the

hydrogen gas density. Since we have measured the typical density at z ∼ 0 and z ∼ 2.3,

we only allow the density to be either 25 cm−3 or 250 cm−3 in the models. The metallicity

sets the global abundance scale of the gas, which is assumed to follow a solar abundance

pattern with the exception of nitrogen. We vary the metallicity between 0.2 Z� and 1.0

Z� (12 + log(O/H) = 8.0 − 8.69) in 0.2 Z� steps with solar metallicity corresponding to

12 + log(O/H)� = 8.69 (Asplund et al., 2009). The ionization parameter sets the ionization

state of the gas and is allowed to vary between log(U) = −3.6 and −1.5 (log( q
cm/s

) = 6.9−9.0)

in 0.1 dex steps.

As described in Section 3.4.1, the shape of the ionizing spectrum affects the relative

populations of an element in different ionized states. A harder ionizing spectrum results in

a larger fraction of oxygen in O iii compared to O ii, for example. We use a blackbody

spectrum with an effective temperature of 40,000 K, 50,000 K, or 60,000 K as the input

ionizing spectrum. Steidel et al. (2014) showed that, when properly normalized, a blackbody

spectrum is a good approximation of the spectrum of massive stars bluewards of 912 Å using

BPASS stellar models that include effects from binarity (Eldridge et al., 2011; Eldridge &

Stanway, 2012). We have found this observation to hold true when using Starburst99 (SB99)

stellar models that include effects of rotation in massive stars (Leitherer et al., 2014). We note

that the effective temperature of the blackbody is not the same as the effective temperature

of a star. It is simply a parameter that allows us to specify the shape of the input spectrum.

When referring to a “harder” ionizing spectrum, we are referring to an increase in the

blackbody effective temperature of the input spectrum. We additionally utilize input spectra

produced by SB99 using the Geneva 2012/13 tracks (Ekström et al., 2012; Georgy et al.,

2013) that include the effects of rotation in massive stars (Leitherer et al., 2014). We create

two input spectra from SB99 that create bracketing cases of a very hard ionizing spectrum,

which we refer to as “SB99 hard”, and a softer ionizing spectrum, which we refer to as “SB99

soft.” SB99 hard is produced assuming a single burst of star-formation that formed 0.5 Myr

ago with stellar metallicity of 1/7 Z�. SB99 soft instead assumes a 10 Myr-old population

with solar metallicity formed with a continuous SFR of 1 M�/yr. An age of 10 Myr was
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chosen to ensure that the ionizing spectrum of the stellar population had reached a steady

state, occuring after ∼ 5 Myr (Kewley et al., 2001). In both cases, a Salpeter (1955) IMF

slope is assumed above 0.5 M�. These two cases roughly bracket the range of ionizing spectra

appropriate for HII regions contributing significantly to integrated-light galaxy spectra.

In reality, the shape of the ionizing spectrum should be related to the gas-phase metal-

licity, which traces the stellar metallicity since recently formed massive stars are ionizing the

remnants of their birth cloud. In lower metallicity stars, there is less metal line blanketing

and opacity in the stellar atmospheres, leading to hotter effective temperatures and harder

ionizing spectra. However, we allow the shape of the ionizing spectrum to vary separately

from the metallicity to accomodate the possibility that the hardness of the ionizing spectrum

at fixed metallicity evolves with redshift.

A solar abundance pattern is assumed for all elements except nitrogen. In the local

universe, the N/O abundance ratio is observed to have a dependence on O/H, such that N/O

is a constant value at low abundance but begins to rise roughly linearly with O/H at higher

abundance (Pérez-Montero & Contini, 2009; Pilyugin et al., 2012b; Andrews & Martini, 2013;

Pérez-Montero, 2014). At low metallicity, nitrogen is a primary nucleosynthetic product of

hydrogen and helium burning. At high metallicity, nitrogen is produced as a secondary

product through the CNO cycle where the yield of nitogren depends on the amount of pre-

existing C and O, which leads to the dependence of N/O on O/H (van Zee & Haynes, 2006).

There is disagreement about the shape of the N/O vs. O/H relation (see Fig. 12 in Steidel

et al., 2014). We assume the relation found by Pérez-Montero & Contini (2009), which is a

simple linear relation over the range of metallicities considered in the models. We note that

the assumed N/O ratio can strongly affect those line ratios involving [N ii]λ6584, but has

negligible effects on other line ratios.
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Figure 3.10: O32 vs. ionization parameter, U , from simple photoionization models of HII
regions assuming a gas density of 25 cm−3 (top panel) and 250 cm−3 (bottom panel). The
dependence of O32 on U is extracted from a set of models assuming different ionizing spec-
tra, denoted by the color of the line, and different gas-phase metallicities. Input ionizing
spectra are assumed to be either a blackbody spectrum with an effective temperature of
40,000-60,000 K or one of two spectra produced by Starburst99 (SB99 hard and SB99 soft).
Each line of a single color connects models with the same gas-phase metallicity, from 0.2 Z�
to 1.0 Z�.
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3.5.1.2 Ionization parameter and the hardness of the ionizing spectrum at z ∼ 0

to z ∼ 2.3

From the set of models with density, gas-phase metallicity, ionization parameter, ionizing

spectrum, and N/O ratio defined as above, we extract the relationship between O32 and

ionization parameter to resolve its dependence on the various input parameters. Figure 3.10

shows O32 vs. log(U) for models with electron density of 25 cm−3 (top panel) and 250 cm−3

(bottom panel). The line color denotes the input spectrum, while the different lines of a

single color connect grid points with the same metallicity. We note that the SB99 hard

models behave very similarly to the 60,000 K blackbody models. The SB99 soft spectrum

appears to be slightly softer than a 50,000 K blackbody based on the position of the model

grids. Variation in N/O has no effect on the relationship between O32 and U . In addition,

Figure 3.10 shows that this relation has very little dependence on the gas density. Lines of

constant metallicity show that the relation between O32 and U has only a small dependence on

gas-phase metallicity when the shape of the input spectrum is fixed. The one exception is for a

soft ionizing spectrum with high ionization parameter and low gas density (Teff = 40, 000 K,

log(U) > −2.5, ne = 25 cm−3), a region in which real objects are unlikely to be found.

Calibrations of O32 and the ionization parameter typically show significant dependence on

metallicity because the ionizing spectrum is tied to the metallicity (e.g., Kewley & Dopita,

2002). On the other hand, the hardness of the ionizing spectrum has a significant effect

on the O32 vs. log(U) relation, such that a harder ionizing spectrum produces a larger O32

value at fixed ionization parameter. Therefore, the translation between O32 and ionization

parameter will only show significant evolution if the hardness of the ionizing spectrum at a

given metallicity evolves with redshift.

We investigate the possibility of the shape of the ionizing spectrum evolving with redshift

by combining the observed line ratios for our z ∼ 2.3 sample with grids from the Cloudy

models in emission line ratio diagrams. It has been proposed that the position of high-redshift

galaxies in the [O iii]/Hβ vs. [N ii]/Hα diagram can be explained by a systematically harder

ionizing spectrum compared to that of local galaxies with similar metallicity (Kewley et al.,
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2013a; Steidel et al., 2014). If true, this explanation would lead to evolution of the ionization

parameter-O32 relation.

Figure 3.11 shows the [O iii]/Hβ vs. [N ii]/Hα ([N ii] BPT) diagram (left column) and

the [O iii]/Hβ vs. [S ii]/Hα ([S ii] BPT) diagram (right column). The local distribution of

star-forming galaxies is shown as the gray histogram in all panels. The top row presents

the observed line ratios for the z ∼ 2.3 [N ii] subsample (top left) and [S ii] subsample (top

right). The middle and bottom rows show the Cloudy model grid points as circles. The

size of the circle indicates the metallicity, with the largest size indicating solar metallicity

and the smallest size indicating 0.2 Z�. The color indicates the input ionizing spectrum,

with the effective temperature listed for blackbodies in the middle row and the bracketing

SB99 models shown in the bottom row. Solid lines connect points of constant ionization

parameter, with ionization parameter increasing to the upper left. The model grids are only

shown for a density of 250 cm−3. Displaying models at a single density will suffice since

we are only interested in discerning trends in line ratio with the model input parameters

instead of making quantitative predictions. While the absolute line ratios change, the trends

with metallicity, ionization parameter, and hardness of the ionizing spectrum are the same

regardless of the assumed density. Qualitatively, increasing the electron density while keeping

all other parameters fixed increases [O iii]/Hβ, [N ii]/Hα, and [S ii]/Hα.

In the top right panel of Figure 3.11, we observe the well-documented offset of z ∼ 2.3

galaxies towards higher [O iii]/Hβ and/or [N ii]/Hα compared to the local star-forming

sequence. The magnitude of this offset can be observed by comparing the running median of

the z ∼ 2.3 sample (dark red line) to that of the z ∼ 0 sample (white line). However, we do

not observe a significant offset between z ∼ 0 and z ∼ 2.3 galaxies in the [S ii] BPT diagram

(top left panel), in agreement with results from early MOSDEF data (Shapley et al., 2015).

Masters et al. (2014) found a similar result using a composite spectrum of 24 z ∼ 2 emission-

line galaxies from the WISP survey. In the [S ii] BPT diagram, the running median of the

z ∼ 2.3 sample is marginally offset to lower [O iii]/Hβ and/or [S ii]/Hα, although this offset

is not significant given the sample size and measurement uncertainty. In the middle and

lower left panels, it can be seen that an increase in the hardness of the ionizing spectrum
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Figure 3.11: [N ii] (left column) and [S ii] (right column) BPT diagrams. The local sequence
of star-forming galaxies from SDSS is shown as the gray histogram in all panels. The top
row shows the position of z ∼ 2.3 star-forming galaxies in the [N ii] and [S ii] BPT diagrams
as red points with error bars. The white and dark red lines show the running median of
the local and z ∼ 2.3 samples, respectively. The bottom two rows show grids from simple
photoionization models of HII regions produced using Cloudy. Different colors represent
different input ionizing spectra. In the middle row, the input ionizing spectrum is assumed
to be a blackbody spectrum and the effective temperature is listed, representing the hardness
of the ionizing spectrum. In the bottom row, the input ionizing spectrum is assumed to be
one of two spectra produced by the stellar population synthesis code Starburst99 (SB99
hard and SB99 soft). Colored circles show the model grid points, where the size of the circle
represents the gas-phase metallicity, from 0.2 Z�(smallest circles) to solar metallicity (largest
circles). Grid points of constant ionization parameter with the same input ionizing spectrum
are connected with solid lines. All model grids shown are calculated assuming a hydrogen
gas density of 250 cm−3.
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generally moves grid points to higher [O iii]/Hβ and [N ii]/Hα at fixed metallicity and

ionization parameter, which could potentially explain the z ∼ 2.3 offset. In the [S ii] BPT

diagram (middle and lower right), the models show that an increase in the hardness of the

ionizing spectrum increases [O iii]/Hβ at fixed [S ii]/Hα. We emphasize that we are using

these models to demonstrate how predicted line ratios change qualitatively as the hardness

of the ionizing spectrum varies. We are less concerned with a match between a specific

blackbody or SB99 spectrum and either the local or high-redshift excitation sequences.

In both BPT diagrams, an increase in the hardness of the ionizing spectrum leads to

a significant increase in [O iii]/Hβ at fixed [N ii]/Hα or [S ii]/Hα for the same ionization

parameter and metallicity. If a harder ionizing spectrum was the cause of the offset of

high-redshift galaxies in the [N ii] BPT diagram, simple photoionization models predict that

there should also be an offset of similar magnitude towards higher [O iii]/Hβ in the [S ii]

BPT diagram. We observe no significant offset between the z ∼ 2.3 and z ∼ 0 galaxies

in the [S ii] BPT diagram. We note that in the [N ii] BPT diagram, the 60,000 K and

50,000 K blackbody models approximately match the position of the z ∼ 2.3 and local

galaxies, respectively. The same 60,000 K and 50,000 K blackbody models are offset from

one another in the [S ii] BPT diagram, and yet no offset is observed in the corresponding

observations of z ∼ 2.3 and local galaxies. We conclude that there is not a systematically

harder ionizing spectrum in high-redshift star-forming regions compared to local star-forming

regions of similar metallicity. We will revisit the cause of the [N ii] BPT diagram offset in

Section 3.5.4. Having established that the relation between ionization parameter and O32 is

only significantly sensitive to changes in the hardness of the ionizing spectrum, we further

conclude that the U -O32 relation does not strongly evolve with redshift.

3.5.1.3 Estimating the typical ionization parameter at z ∼ 2.3

Having shown that the translation between O32 and ionization parameter does not appear

to evolve significantly with redshift, we will now estimate the range of ionization parameters

that would be inferred from the local and z ∼ 2.3 galaxy samples. We advise caution when
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using these ionization parameter estimates because a different ionizing spectrum should be

used for the low- and high-metallicity galaxy populations and the use of different stellar

models will change these estimates. Matching the appropriate stellar models to a given

object is further complicated by uncertainty in the metallicity estimates used to tie the

observed metallicity to the absolute metallicity built into the stellar models. Since we do not

know which input ionizing spectrum is appropriate for each sample, we provide estimates

of the ionization parameter assuming each of the five ionizing spectra considered in the

models. The median log(O32) value of the z ∼ 2.3 sample is 0.10 and the middle 68% span

log(O32) = −0.11 to 0.37. The local SDSS sample has a median log(O32) value of −0.53

and the middle 68% span log(O32) = −0.71 to −0.24. Estimates of the corresponding values

of log(U) are presented in Table 3.3 using the curves in Figure 3.10. We note that the

median ionization parameter is approximately the same for z ∼ 0 and z ∼ 2.3 galaxies if the

ionizing spectrum of local galaxies is well-described by a 40,000 K blackbody and that of

z ∼ 2.3 galaxies is described by a 60,000 K blackbody. However, we have shown that z ∼ 0

and z ∼ 2.3 galaxies have similar ionizing spectra at fixed metallicity. While the ionizing

spectrum at the median metallicity of each sample will be different, it is unlikely that the

magnitude of that difference is as large as the difference between a 40,000 K and 60,000 K

blackbody spectrum. Therefore, z ∼ 2.3 galaxies have a higher median ionization parameter

than local galaxies.

3.5.2 Is the dependence of R23 and O3N2 on metallicity redshift invariant?

We proposed that the relationship between metallicity and ionization parameter is the same

locally and at z ∼ 2.3. In Figures 3.10 and 3.11, we have shown evidence that the relationship

between ionization parameter and O32 does not significantly change with redshift. In order

for the proposed scenario to hold in concordance with Figure 3.9, we must also show that the

dependence of R23 and O3N2 on metallicity does not significantly evolve with redshift. In

Figure 3.12, we show the local star-forming sample (gray histogram) and the z ∼ 2.3 [N ii]

subsample (red circles) in the spaces of O32 vs. R23 (left), O3N2 (middle), and N2 (right).
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Table 3.3: Ionization parameter estimates of local SDSS and z ∼ 2.3 star-forming galaxies
based on O32 for each of the five input ionizing spectra assumed in our photoionization
models.

log(U) assuming an ionizing spectrum of:

log(O32) 40,000 K 50,000 K 60,000 K SB99 soft SB99 hard

SDSS

median -0.53 -2.90 -3.20 -3.40 -3.20 -3.45

lower 68%a -0.71 -3.05 -3.35 -3.50 -3.35 -3.60

upper 68%b -0.24 -2.60 -3.05 -3.20 -3.00 -3.25

z ∼ 2.3

median 0.10 -2.10 -2.75 -2.95 -2.70 -3.00

lower 68%a -0.11 -2.45 -2.95 -3.10 -2.90 -3.15

upper 68%b 0.37 & −1.5c -2.50 -2.70 -2.40 -2.75
(a) The lower bound on the middle 68% of the distribution of log(O32)
(b) The upper bound on the middle 68% of the distribution of log(O32)

(c) The range of ionization parameters considered in this set of models did not extend high
enough to give log(O32) = 0.37 for a 40,000 K blackbody input spectrum, so a lower limit is

assigned.

As previously mentioned, no systematic offset is observed between z ∼ 0 and z ∼ 2.3

galaxies in the O32 vs. R23 diagram, although z ∼ 2.3 objects only occupy the low-metallicity

tail of the local distribution. We also pointed out the 0.23 dex offset z ∼ 2.3 galaxies show

towards low O3N2 at fixed O32 in Section 3.4.4. We find a larger systematic offset between

local and high-redshift galaxies in the O32 vs. N2 diagram of 0.33 dex higher N2 at fixed O32.

There is an assymetric scatter towards high N2, such that no z ∼ 2.3 galaxies scatter below

the local sequence. We additionally observed no significant offset in the [S ii] BPT diagram

(Fig. 3.11). These results collectively suggest that, on average, high-redshift galaxies have

higher [N ii]λ6584 flux compared to the strength of other strong optical emission lines than

typical local galaxies with the same ionization parameter. Outside of line ratios involving

nitrogen, high-redshift galaxies appear to behave similarly to the low-metallicity tail of the

local distribution. We have measurements constraining the evolution of density with redshift,

and have found no evidence suggesting the ionization parameter or hardness of the ionizing

spectrum evolve significantly at fixed metallicity. Therefore, we conclude that metallicity

indicators involving nitrogen will evolve with redshift, but the relation between metallicity

and location in the O32 vs. R23 diagram is likely the same at z ∼ 0 and z ∼ 2.3. Jones et al.

(2015) recently found that the relationship between R23, O32, and direct-method metallicity
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Figure 3.12: O32 vs. R23 (left), O3N2 (middle) and N2 (right) for local star-forming galaxies
(gray histogram) and the z ∼ 2.3 [N ii] subsample (red points). In all panels, the white line
shows the running median of the local sequence of star-forming galaxies. The dark red line
shows the running median of the z ∼ 2.3 sample in the left panel, and the best-fit linear
relation in the middle and right panels.

does not evolve out to z ∼ 0.8. Liu et al. (2008) and Steidel et al. (2014) concluded that

the N2 indicator significantly over-estimates the metallicity of objects offset from the local

star-forming sequence, while the O3N2 indicator has a much smaller bias. In conjunction

with the arguments presented in Section 3.5.1, these results support our proposed scenario

that galaxies at fixed metallicity have the same ionization parameter locally and at z ∼ 2.3.

3.5.3 Additional evidence for the existence of the metallicity-ionization param-

eter anti-correlation

The argument for an anti-correlation between O/H and ionization parameter arises from

the fact that low-metallicity stars produce more ionizing photons in total and have harder

ionizing spectrum (Leitherer et al., 2014). Observational evidence for this anti-correlation

comes from finding that O32 and [O iii]/Hβ increase with decreasing metallicity (Maiolino

et al., 2008; Jones et al., 2015). However, in Figure 3.10 it can be seen that harder ionizing

spectra give higher values of O32 at fixed ionization parameter. We must then consider

the possibility that high- and low-metallicity star-forming regions have similar ionization

parameters while having higher O32 values because of the change in the hardness of the

ionizing spectrum with metallicity. At fixed U , the range of ionizing spectra considered in
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the models spans ∼ 0.9 dex in O32. Local star-forming galaxies from SDSS span a range of

∼ 1.9 dex in O32 from log(O32) ∼ −1.0 to 0.9 (see Fig. 3.9). Based on physically-motivated

input spectra, it is not possible for the models to span a range that large in O32 at fixed

U . It would require spectra that are harder or softer than what is reasonably expected from

models of the young stellar populations responsible for ionizing HII regions. Because the

hardness of the ionizing spectrum increases with decreasing metallicity and low-metallicity

objects are observed to have higher O32 values on average, the only way to produce the

dynamic range in O32 observed among the SDSS sample is for high-metallicity objects to

have low ionization parameters, and vice versa. The relation between O/H and ionization

parameter must exist in the local universe, along with a changing ionizing spectrum with

metallicity, to reproduce the observed range in O32.

Once established, the existence of an anti-correlation between O/H and ionization pa-

rameter lends insight into the interpretation of the simple models presented in Figure 3.11.

Using similar photionization models to those presented above, Steidel et al. (2014) argued

that the sequence of galaxies in the [N ii] BPT diagram at low or high redshift is primarily

a sequence in ionization parameter because increasing ionization parameter with all other

inputs fixed moves grid points along the star-forming sequence. Given the dependence of

the ionization parameter and hardness of the ionizing spectrum on O/H, many of the grid

points shown in Figure 3.11 are not descriptions of real objects. We do not expect to see

galaxies with high metallicities, high ionization parameters, and hard ionizing spectra. Like-

wise, galaxies with low metallicities, low ionization parameters, and soft ionizing spectra are

not likely to be observed. In fact, it has been previously observed that local HII regions and

star-forming galaxies only occupy a narrow subset of the parameter space in photoionization

model grids (e.g., Dopita & Evans, 1986; Dopita et al., 2006a,b). While individual HII re-

gions can simultaneously demonstrate low metallicity and low ionization parameter, as in the

sample discussed in van Zee & Haynes (2006), such objects would contribute negligibly to a

luminosity-weighted galaxy-averaged spectrum for galaxies that are actively star-forming.

The star-forming sequence in the [N ii] BPT diagram can be understood as a sequence in

both ionization parameter and metallicity because the two are fundamentally linked (Bresolin
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et al., 2012; Sánchez et al., 2015). Steidel et al. (2014) did mention the relations between

ionization parameter, metallicity, and ionizing spectrum as a way to reconcile the utility of

strong-line metallicity indicators in the local universe with the apparent lack of dependence

of the star-forming sequence on metallicity in photoionization models. Our results suggest

that these relations hold in similar form at z ∼ 2.3 as well. We note that these relations are

traced by the typical properties of the galaxy population, and do not preclude the existence

of a small number of galaxies in unexpected regions of the parameter space due to scatter in

the relations or significantly different conditions caused by some rare process or event, such

as a major merger.

3.5.4 Nitrogen abundance and the cause of the [N ii] BPT diagram offset

A significant amount of effort has been put forth to find the cause of the offset high-redshift

galaxies display in the [N ii] BPT diagram (Kewley et al., 2013a,b; Masters et al., 2014;

Steidel et al., 2014; Shapley et al., 2015). Proposed causes include systematically higher ion-

ization parameters (Brinchmann et al., 2008), systematically harder ionizing spectra (Steidel

et al., 2014), elevated nitrogen abundance at fixed metallicity (Masters et al., 2014; Shapley

et al., 2015), and higher gas density/ISM pressure (Kewley et al., 2013a). It has additionally

been proposed that the offset in the BPT diagram is an artifact arising from widespread,

weak AGN in the high-redshift galaxy population (Wright et al., 2010). Coil et al. (2015)

have shown that such global AGN contamination does not appear to be present among

z ∼ 2.3 galaxies from the MOSDEF survey.

In this chapter, we have sought to characterize the physical properties influencing the

ionization state of high-redshift galaxies, and can now use the results presented herein to

investigate the cause of the [N ii] BPT diagram offset. Figure 3.13 shows the [N ii] and

[S ii] BPT diagrams (Fig. 3.11) and the O32 vs. R23, O3N2, and N2 diagrams (Fig. 3.12)

with the z ∼ 2.3 galaxies color-coded according to the magnitude of the offset in the [N ii]

BPT diagram. We divided the z ∼ 2.3 sample in the [N ii] BPT diagram at the running

median [O iii]/Hβ in bins of [N ii]/Hα, shown by the solid purple line in the top right panel.
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Galaxies above and to the right of this line in the [N ii] BPT diagram are shown in blue,

while those galaxies that show a smaller offset and overlap the local sequence are shown in

red. We have verified that our results do not change if other dividing lines in the [N ii]

BPT diagram are used, including a linear fit and the best-fit line to the z ∼ 2.3 star-forming

sequence from Shapley et al. (2015) (red dashed line).

We find that the blue and red data points are well mixed and are not systematically

offset from the local distribution in the O32 vs. R23 diagram. The running median of the

three samples follow a very similar sequence where there is overlap at log(O32) ∼ −0.1 to

0.4. Similarly, the blue data points do not appear to follow a different distribution from that

of the red data points or the low-metallicity local sequence in the [S ii] BPT diagram. There

is some separation in the two subsamples in the [S ii] BPT diagram because the blue data

points have higher [O iii]/Hβ a priori due to the selection. In the O3N2 diagram, the red

points fall close to the local distribution, while the blue points appear to be slightly more

offset towards lower O3N2 at fixed O32. The blue data points display less overlap with the

red data points in the N2 diagram and a larger offset compared to local galaxies. We use the

best-fit linear relations to the blue and red datapoints, respectively, to quantify the mean

offsets and make the offsets clearer. The red line has a mean offset of -0.11 dex in O3N2 at

fixed O32 compared to the local median, while the blue line is offset -0.30 dex on average.

In the N2 diagram, the red and blue lines are offset 0.08 and 0.40 dex, respectively, towards

higher N2 at fixed O32.

To summarize, we find that, as a whole, the z ∼ 2.3 sample shows no significant offset

in line ratio diagrams that do not include nitrogen ([S ii] BPT and O32 vs. R23 diagrams).

We find a slight offset in a diagram that utilizes a line ratio including nitrogen as well as

oxygen (O32 vs. O3N2 diagram). This offset increases in the N2 diagram, in which nitrogen

is the only metal species in the line ratio. Additionally, we find that galaxies showing the

largest offset in the [N ii] BPT diagram do not distinguish themselves from galaxies showing

a smaller offset when plotted in diagrams that do not include nitrogen. The most-offset

galaxies in the [N ii] BPT diagram display systematically lower O3N2 values at fixed O32

than galaxies showing a small offset in the [N ii] BPT diagram. This effect increases in
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Figure 3.13: Emission line ratio diagrams with z ∼ 2.3 galaxies color-coded by the offset in
the [N ii] BPT diagram. In each panel, the gray histogram shows the distribution of local
star-forming galaxies from SDSS. The top row shows the [N ii] (top left) and [S ii] (top right)
BPT diagrams. The O32 vs. R23, O3N2, and N2 diagrams are shown in the left, middle, and
right panels, respectively, of the bottom row. In each panel, the white line shows the running
median of the z ∼ 0 sample. In the top left panel, the solid purple line shows the running
median of the z ∼ 2.3 star-forming galaxies, while the dashed red line shows the fit to the
MOSDEF z ∼ 2.3 star-forming sequence from Shapley et al. (2015). In all panels, z ∼ 2.3
galaxies falling above and to the right of the dashed red line are color-coded blue, while
z ∼ 2.3 galaxies falling below and to the left of this line are color-coded red. In the lower left
panel, the red and blue curves show the median R23 in bins of O32 for the red and blue data
points, respectively. The solid red and blue lines in the lower middle and right panels show
the best linear fit to the red and blue data points, respectively. See Footnote 9 regarding
the use of running medians and best-fit lines.
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magnitude in the O32 vs. N2 diagram, in which those galaxies showing a large offset in

the [N ii] BPT diagram display significantly larger N2 values at fixed O32 than the less-

offset subsample of the z ∼ 2.3 galaxies. A simple way to change the [N ii]λ6584 flux

without affecting the flux of the other strong optical emission lines is to change the nitrogen

abundance. Our observations suggest that the N/O ratio at fixed O/H is higher on average

in z ∼ 2.3 star-forming galaxies compared to local star-forming galaxies. The high-redshift

galaxies showing the largest offset in the [N ii] BPT diagram appear to have higher N/O

ratios than less offset z ∼ 2.3 galaxies of the same metallicity.

In Sections 3.5.1 and 3.5.2, we showed that our data are inconsistent with a systematically

harder ionizing spectrum or higher ionization parameter in high-redshift galaxies at fixed

metallicity. An increase in the gas density or ISM pressure can also move galaxies in the

direction of the observed offset. We utilize Cloudy photoionization models to quantify the

magnitude of this effect using the characteristic densities obtained in Section 3.3. Figure 3.14

shows the local star-forming sequence for reference, along with two photoionization model

grids produced with the same ionizing spectrum (blackbody with Teff = 50, 000 K) while

varying the electron density between 25 cm−3 and 250 cm−3. The grids are shown over the

metallicity range 0.2-0.6 Z� in which the typical metallicity at z ∼ 2.3 is expected to fall.

The lowest metallicity grid points show negligible change in line ratios with density, while

the dependence on density increases with metallicity. With an increase of a factor of 10 in

density, [O iii]/Hβ and [N ii]/Hα are increased by . 0.1 dex at fixed ionization parameter

and metallicity. This is not a large enough shift to account for the observed offset in the

[N ii] BPT diagram. If our density estimate for local star-forming regions is underestimated,

then the magnitude of the line ratio shift caused by density will be even smaller. Thus, the

increase in density from z ∼ 0 to z ∼ 2.3 plays only a minor role in the [N ii] BPT diagram

offset.

We conclude that the observed offset of z ∼ 2.3 galaxies from the local star-forming

sequence in the [N ii] BPT diagram is mostly caused by elevated N/O at fixed O/H compared

to local galaxies, while an increase in density/pressure of the star-forming regions plays a

minor role. We do not find evidence that a change in the ionizing spectrum or ionization
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Figure 3.14: Model grids assuming a gas density of 25 cm−3 (light green) and 250 cm−3

(cyan) with gas-phase metallicity spanning 0.2-0.6 Z� and an input ionizing spectrum of a
50,000 K blackbody. Grid points are displayed as in Figure 3.11.

parameter at fixed metallicity plays a part in the offset. This finding is consistent with earlier

MOSDEF results from Shapley et al. (2015) attributing the offset in the BPT diagram to

higher N/O in high-redshift galaxies with M∗< 1010 M�. Our results are also in agreement

with the interpretation of Masters et al. (2014), in which anamolous nitrogen abundance

was first proposed as a cause of the offset. Steidel et al. (2014) also found an elevated N/O

among their z ∼ 2.3 sample, but argued that the primary cause of the offset lies in harder

ionizing spectra and higher ionization parameters in comparison to what is observed locally.

The cause of the higher N/O ratios observed at high-redshift is not yet clear. Mas-

ters et al. (2014) speculated that a larger-than-normal population of Wolf-Rayet stars could

produce a nitrogen enhancement, although a mechanism to produce such a population exclu-

sively at high redshifts was not proposed. If the nitrogen enhancement is due to a significant

difference in the stellar population at a given metallicity, there would likely be a difference

in the overall ionizing spectrum that population produces, for which we do not see evi-

dence. Another possibility is that gas flows lead to a larger nitrogen abundance at fixed

O/H. If a large amount of unenriched gas is accreted and mixed into the star-forming re-
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gions before intermediate-mass stars enrich the ISM with nitrogen, O/H will decrease. The

intermediate-mass stars will then release an amount of nitrogen that is larger than what is

expected at that O/H because the gas is now less enriched than the stars. This scenario, or

another mechanism involving gas inflows and outflows, is perhaps more likely in high-redshift

galaxies which are known to have large gas fractions and concentrated star formation that

could correspond to active accretion of metal-poor gas (Tacconi et al., 2013). We found

evidence consistent with an accumulation of unenriched gas in z ∼ 2.3 galaxies through the

mass-metallicity relation in Sanders et al. (2015). Observations of the rest-frame UV could

determine if exotic stellar populations are present, while more observations of the cold gas

content of high-redshift galaxies with, e.g., ALMA could help uncover the role of gas flows.

The presence of AGN within the z ∼ 2.3 sample could significantly bias conclusions drawn

from excitation diagrams. We did not use a locally-determined demarcation to separate star-

forming galaxies from AGN in the [N ii] BPT diagram (e.g., Kewley et al., 2001; Kauffmann

et al., 2003b) because such a selection would introduce a bias against objects with high N/O

at fixed [O iii]/Hβ. While some of the galaxies in the z ∼ 2.3 sample fall in the local AGN

region of the [N ii] BPT diagram, we do not see any z ∼ 2.3 galaxies present where the AGN

sequence would fall in the other four panels of Figure 3.13. Therefore, we are confident that

our z ∼ 2.3 sample is free of AGN.

3.5.5 Diffuse ionized gas and the interpretation of global galaxy spectra

The observed positions of local and z ∼ 2.3 galaxies in the [N ii] and [S ii] BPT diagrams are

key pieces of evidence in our arguments regarding the hardness of the ionizing spectrum of

local and high-redshift star-forming regions (see Section 3.5.1 and Figure 3.11). One source of

uncertainty in the interpretation of these plots is the inclusion of light from the diffuse ionized

component of the ISM in integrated-light galaxy spectra. Emission from diffuse ionized gas

can be significant, with roughly half of the total Hα emission of local spiral galaxies coming

from a diffuse component (Zurita et al., 2000). If the diffuse ionized component has line

ratios that are not equivalent to those of HII regions, which is probable because diffuse gas
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and HII regions are characterized by different ionizing sources and ionization states, then

light from the diffuse component can act as a contaminant when investigating properties

of star-forming regions. This issue is especially concerning for low ionization states such as

[N ii] and [S ii] which are easily ionized and can have elevated flux compared to that of Hα

when shock-excited (Martin, 1997; Hong et al., 2013). Characterizing the impact of diffuse

emission requires knowledge of both the fraction of emission and the emission line ratios

coming from the diffuse ionized component, at both low and high redshift.

In the local universe, comparison of integrated galaxy spectra with those of individual

HII regions can give insight into the effect of emission from other components of the ISM.

Local HII regions have been found to follow a similar sequence to that of local star-forming

galaxies in the [N ii] BPT diagram, but appear to have systematically lower [S ii]/Hα at fixed

[O iii]/Hβ in the [S ii] BPT diagram (Veilleux & Osterbrock, 1987; Pilyugin et al., 2012b;

Berg et al., 2015; Croxall et al., 2015). Every emission line in an integrated galaxy spectrum

contains a luminosity-weighted contribution from each HII and diffuse emission region falling

in the slit or fiber, complicating the comparison of HII region and integrated galaxy spectra.

Ongoing spatially-resolved spectroscopic surveys, such as the SDSS-IV/MaNGA IFU (Law

et al., 2015) and SAMI (Bryant et al., 2015) galaxy surveys, will provide a dataset capable of

unraveling the relative contributions of HII regions and diffuse ionized gas to global galaxy

spectra.

The situation is much more uncertain at high redshifts because the structure of the ISM in

z ∼ 2 galaxies is poorly constrained. The ISM is almost certainly different in z ∼ 2 galaxies,

considering the high gas fractions (Tacconi et al., 2013) and compact sizes (van der Wel et al.,

2014), combined with high rates of star formation (Shivaei et al., 2015), significant feedback

driving outflows (Shapley et al., 2003; Steidel et al., 2010), and high level of turbulence

observed in z ∼ 2 disk galaxies (Förster Schreiber et al., 2009). If high-redshift galaxies

are dominated by giant kpc-scale HII regions ionized by super-star clusters that fill a large

fraction of the galaxy volume, the filling factor of the diffuse ionized component may be

small along with the fraction of line emission originating there. In this case, it may be

more appropriate to compare the integrated emission-line spectra of high-redshift galaxies
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to those of luminous local HII regions rather than global galaxy spectra. We are only starting

to gain rudimentary knowledge of the spatially-resolved structure of the ionized ISM at z ∼ 2

(Förster Schreiber et al., 2011; Genzel et al., 2011; Jones et al., 2013; Newman et al., 2014).

Adaptive optics observations of increased sensitivity and spatial resolution will be required

to map the spatially-resolved structure of the ionized component of the ISM at high redshift,

including the strength of the [N ii] and [S ii] emission lines.

3.6 Summary

We have investigated the physical conditions of star-forming regions at z ∼ 2.3, specifically

the electron density and ionization parameter, and made comparisons to local star-forming

galaxies in order to understand how these properties evolve with redshift. We performed this

investigation using rest-frame optical spectra of z ∼ 2.3 galaxies from the ongoing MOSDEF

survey. We summarize our main conclusions below and discuss future observations that

could shed additional light on the ionization state of high-redshift galaxies.

1. We explored the evolution of the electron density in star-forming regions using the

[O ii]λλ3726,3729 and [S ii]λλ6716,6731 doublets. We found that z ∼ 2.3 galaxies have

median [O ii]λ3729/λ3726 = 1.18 and median [S ii]λ6716/λ6718 = 1.13, correspond-

ing to electron densities of 225 cm−3 and 290 cm−3, respectively. Local star-forming

galaxies from SDSS have median [S ii]λ6716/λ6718 = 1.41 which yields a density of

26 cm−3. We found an evolution in electron density of an order of magnitude between

z ∼ 0 and z ∼ 2.3.

2. We investigated the ionization state of z ∼ 2.3 and local star-forming galaxies, using

O32 as a proxy for the ionization parameter. We found that O32 decreases with in-

creasing stellar mass in both the local and z ∼ 2.3 samples. The slope of the O32−M∗
anti-correlation is very similar for both samples, but the z ∼ 2.3 sample is offset ∼ 0.6

dex higher in O32 relative to the local sample at fixed M∗. This offset can be explained

by the evolution of the mass-metallicity relation with redshift, such that high-redshift
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galaxies have lower metallicities at fixed M∗, and the existence of an anti-correlation

between ionization parameter and O/H.

3. We found that z ∼ 2.3 galaxies show no systematic offset from local galaxies and follow

the distribution of the low-metallicity tail of local galaxies in the O32 vs. R23 diagram.

The high-redshift sample behaves similarly to the local sample in the O32 vs. O3N2

diagram, displaying a slight systematic offset from the local distribution. We propose

that z ∼ 2.3 galaxies follow the same anti-correlation between ionization parameter

and O/H that is observed in the local universe.

4. Using simple photoionization models, we demonstrated that the translation between

O32 and ionization parameter is only strongly dependent on the shape of the ionizing

spectrum, and has little dependence on the assumed gas density and gas-phase metal-

licity. This translation will only evolve with redshift if the hardness of the ionizing

spectrum at fixed metallicity evolves with redshift.

5. We utilized the position of z ∼ 2.3 and local galaxies in the [N ii] and [S ii] BPT

diagrams combined with simple photoionization models to show that the hardness of

the ionizing spectrum does not significantly increase or decrease with redshift. Pho-

toionization models predict that a hardening of the ionizing spectrum will increase

[O iii]/Hβ at fixed [N ii]/Hα and [S ii]/Hα. The z ∼ 2.3 sample displays an offset

from the local sequence in the [N ii] BPT diagram but is not significantly offset in

the [S ii] BPT diagram. We conclude that there is not a significant increase in the

hardness of the ionizing spectrum at fixed metallicity between z ∼ 0 and z ∼ 2.3.

6. Galaxies at z ∼ 2.3 show no significant systematic offset from local galaxies in line

ratio diagrams involving only lines of oxygen, sulfur, and hydrogen, while they show a

systematic offset in line ratio diagrams involving nitrogen. These results suggest that

metallicity indicators using line ratios excluding nitrogen (e.g. the combination of O32

and R23) do not evolve up to z ∼ 2.3, while indicators using nitrogen are biased due

to an evolution in N/O at fixed O/H.
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7. A consequence of conclusions 6 and 7 is that z ∼ 2.3 have similar ionization parameters

to z ∼ 0 galaxies at fixed metallicity. Higher typical ionization parameters are inferred

for z ∼ 2.3 galaxies compared to those of local galaxies because z ∼ 2.3 galaxies have

lower typical metallicities. The ionization state appears to be set by the metallicity

both locally and at z ∼ 2.3.

8. We investigated the offset between z ∼ 2.3 and local galaxies in the [N ii] BPT diagram.

We found that the z ∼ 2.3 galaxies that display the largest offsets in the [N ii] BPT

diagram are not significantly offset from the local distribution or the remainder of the

z ∼ 2.3 sample in the O32 vs. R23 and [S ii] BPT diagrams, but are systematically offset

in the O32 vs. O3N2 and N2 diagrams. We conclude that higher N/O at fixed O/H

drives the z ∼ 2.3 offset in the [N ii] BPT diagram. We previously provided evidence

against significant evolution of the hardness of the ionizing spectrum or ionization

parameter at fixed O/H. We used simple photoionization models to show that an

evolution of a factor of 10 in the gas density cannot account for the full offset in the

[N ii] BPT diagram. We further conclude that an increase in the gas density plays a

minor secondary role in driving the z ∼ 2.3 offset in the [N ii] BPT diagram.

There still remain many questions to be answered regarding the ionization state of local

and z ∼ 2.3 galaxies. Emission line contribution from the diffuse ionized component of the

ISM is uncertain both locally and at high redshifts. Variety in photoionization modeling

leads to variation in estimated ionization parameters. There are some observations that

would allow us to test our proposed scenario that z ∼ 2.3 galaxies have the same ioniza-

tion parameter as z ∼ 0 galaxies with the same metallicity. The most obvious of these is

direct-method oxygen abundance measurements from auroral lines at z ∼ 2. Direct-method

abundances are insensitive to changes in the electron density, showing variations of . 0.01

dex from 25 cm−3 to 250 cm−3 (i.e., the observed evolution in density from z ∼ 0 to z ∼ 2.3),

an advantage over some strong-line methods (see Jones et al., 2015). Currently, only a hand-

ful of direct-method abundance measurements have been attained at z & 1, often utilizing

gravitational lensing (Villar-Mart́ın et al., 2004; Yuan & Kewley, 2009; Erb et al., 2010; Rigby
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et al., 2011; Brammer et al., 2012b; Christensen et al., 2012; Maseda et al., 2014). Current

sensitive near-infrared spectrographs on 10 m class telescopes and upcoming instruments

on the Thirty Meter Telescope will allow for observations of auroral lines for more typical

galaxies at z > 1. Additionally, observations of other ionization-parameter-sensitive emission

line ratios could provide a test of this scenario, including [Ne iii]λ3869/[O ii]λλ3726,3729

(Levesque & Richardson, 2014) and [S iii]λλ9069,9532/[S ii]λλ6716,6731 (Kewley & Dopita,

2002). Finally, improved stellar and photoionization models that can make self-consistent

predictions of the physical properties of star-forming galaxies across the entire local star-

forming sequence are needed to create more reliable ionization parameter calibrations. Such

models would provide a local foundation for reliable photoionization models of the full suite

of strong rest-frame optical emission lines out to z ∼ 2.
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CHAPTER 4

The MOSDEF Survey: Detection of [O iii]λ4363 and

the Direct-Method Oxygen Abundance of a

Star-Forming Galaxy at z = 3.08

4.1 Introduction

The gas-phase metallicity of a galaxy is intimately connected to the processes governing

galaxy formation and growth, namely the fueling and regulation of star formation. This

connection is observed as the mass-metallicity relation (MZR), a correlation between stellar

mass (M∗) and gas-phase oxygen abundance for local star-forming galaxies (e.g., Tremonti

et al., 2004; Andrews & Martini, 2013). The MZR exists for high-redshift galaxies as well,

and is observed to shift toward lower metallicity at fixed M∗ out to z ∼ 3 (e.g., Erb et al.,

2006; Troncoso et al., 2014; Sanders et al., 2015; Onodera et al., 2016). Constraining the

evolution of the shape and normalization of the MZR with redshift provides insight into how

the interplay among star formation, gas accretion, and feedback changes over cosmic history.

This approach requires robust estimates of the gas-phase metallicity at all epochs.

The ratio of the flux of the auroral [O iii]λ4363 line to that of [O iii]λλ4959,5007 is

sensitive to the electron temperature of the ionized gas. Based on estimates of the electron

temperature and density, the oxygen abundance can be inferred from ratios of strong oxygen

lines (e.g., [O iii]λλ4959,5007 and [O ii]λ3727) to Balmer lines. Measurements of [O iii]λ4363

have now been obtained for several hundred local H ii regions and galaxies (e.g., Izotov et al.,

2006; Marino et al., 2013). However, the direct electron-temperature based method cannot be

applied to the majority of local galaxies with spectroscopic observations because [O iii]λ4363
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is typically ∼ 100 times weaker than [O iii]λ5007 at low metallicity, and much weaker still

at solar and higher abundances. For this reason, calibrations to determine metallicity from

strong optical emission-line ratios have been constructed based on observations of H ii regions

and galaxies with direct metallicity measurements (e.g., Pettini & Pagel, 2004; Pilyugin &

Thuan, 2005).

Strong-line calibrations have been widely applied at both low and high redshifts, but it

is uncertain whether these local calibrations can accurately predict the metallicities of high-

redshift galaxies. There is evidence that the physical conditions of the interstellar medium

(ISM) in high-redshift galaxies differ from those observed locally. In order to explain off-

sets between z ∼ 0 and high-redshift galaxies in diagnostic plots such as the [O iii]/Hβ

vs. [N ii]/Hα diagram, it has been proposed that high-redshift galaxies may have higher

ionization parameters (Kewley et al., 2015; Cullen et al., 2016), harder ionizing stellar spec-

tra (Steidel et al., 2014), higher density/ISM pressure (Kewley et al., 2013a; Sanders et al.,

2016b), and/or anomalous nitrogen abundance at fixed O/H (Masters et al., 2014; Shap-

ley et al., 2015; Sanders et al., 2016b) compared to z ∼ 0 galaxies. Depending on which

conditions evolve and the magnitude of that evolution, the relation between emission-line

ratios and metallicity may change with redshift, potentially rendering current strong-line

calibrations significantly biased at high redshifts.

Unbiased metallicity estimates for high-redshift galaxies based on the direct method are

needed to evaluate the applicability of local metallicity calibrations at high redshift. However,

due to the weakness of [O iii]λ4363 and the difficulties of observing in the near-infrared, this

line has only been detected in 7 galaxies at z > 1 (Yuan & Kewley, 2009; Brammer et al.,

2012b; Christensen et al., 2012; Stark et al., 2013; James et al., 2014; Maseda et al., 2014),

most of which are gravitationally lensed, and has not been detected at z > 1.9. The small,

inhomogeneous sample of direct-method metallicities at z > 1 has made it difficult to assess

the state of metallicity calibrations at high redshifts.

In this letter, we present observations of COSMOS-1908, an unlensed star-forming galaxy

at z = 3.08 with a detection of [O iii]λ4363, observed as part of the MOSFIRE Deep Evolu-

tion Field (MOSDEF) survey (Kriek et al., 2015). We investigate the physical conditions of
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nebular gas in COSMOS-1908, considering multiple emission lines to evaluate the utility of

locally-calibrated strong-line metallicity relations at z ∼ 3. In Section 4.2, we present details

about the observations and data reduction. We describe measurements of the spectral fea-

tures in Section 4.3. In Section 4.4, we derive galaxy and ionized gas properies of COSMOS-

1908. Finally, we discuss the implications of our results in Section 4.5. Throughout this dis-

sertation, the term “metallicity” refers to the gas-phase oxygen abundance (12+log(O/H)).

We adopt a Λ-CDM cosmology with H0 = 70 km s−1 Mpc−1, Ωm = 0.3, and ΩΛ = 0.7.

4.2 Observations and Reduction

We utilized data from the MOSDEF survey, described in detail in Kriek et al. (2015). The

data were obtained on 23 December 2012 and 1 April 2013 using the MOSFIRE spectrograph

(McLean et al., 2012) on the 10 m Keck I telescope. COSMOS-1908 was observed in H and

K bands on a MOSFIRE mask with 0′′. 7 wide slits, resulting in spectral resolutions of ∼ 3650

and ∼ 3600 in H and K, respectively. Individual exposures were 120 seconds in H and 180

seconds in K. The mask was observed for 72 minutes in H and 144 minutes in K using an

ABBA dither pattern with a 1′′. 2 nod in December, and 64 minutes in H using an ABA’B’

dither pattern with 1′′. 5 and 1′′. 2 outer and inner nods in April. The total integration time

was 136 minutes in H and 144 minutes in K.

The data were reduced using a custom IDL pipeline that produces a two-dimensional sci-

ence and error spectrum for each slit on the mask that has been flatfielded, sky-subtracted,

cleaned of cosmic rays, wavelength-calibrated, and flux-calibrated (Kriek et al., 2015). One-

dimensional science and error spectra were optimally extracted from the two-dimensional

spectra. Science spectra were corrected for slit losses on an individual basis using Hubble

Space Telescope F160W images and the average seeing for each filter. Emission-line fluxes

were measured by fitting Gaussian profiles to the one-dimensional science spectrum. Un-

certainties on line fluxes and all derived and measured quantities were estimated using a

Monte Carlo technique, where the 1σ uncertainty bounds were taken to be the 16th and

84th percentile of the cumulative distribution function for each value.
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In addition to our MOSFIRE observations, we utilized extensive multiwavelength pho-

tometric data that are available in the COSMOS field. COSMOS-1908 has coverage in 44

broad-, medium-, and intermediate-band filters from optical to infrared (rest-UV to rest-

NIR), assembled by the 3D-HST team (Skelton et al., 2014; Momcheva et al., 2016).

4.3 The detection of auroral [O iii]λ4363

Deep observations with MOSFIRE allow us to identify several emission lines in the H- and

K-band spectra of COSMOS-1908, presented in Figure 4.1. We measure a nebular redshift

of z = 3.0768 using the best-fit centroid of [O iii]λ5007, the line with the highest signal-

to-noise ratio (S/N). In addition to the strong rest-optical lines [O iii]λλ4959, 5007, Hβ,

and [O ii]λλ3726,3729, there are many weak emission lines detected in the H band. These

include [Ne iii]λ3869, [Ne iii]λ3968 blended with Hε, Hδ, Hγ, and [O iii]λ4363. The observed

emission-line fluxes and uncertainties are presented in Table 4.1. COSMOS-1908 displays

a high level of excitation and ionization based on the strength of [Ne iii] and the large

[O iii]λ5007 flux compared to that of Hβ and [O ii].

The auroral [O iii]λ4363 line is detected with a formal signifiance of 4.0σ. The redshift of

COSMOS-1908 fortuitously places [O iii]λ4363 in a wavelength region that is free of skylines.

The centroid of [O iii]λ4363 implies a redshift (z = 3.0769) that closely matches the one

measured from stronger lines. Additionally, emission can be seen at the expected location of

[O iii]λ4363 in the two-dimensional spectrum (Fig. 4.1, right), and the S/N spectrum shows

a coherent peak centered at the expected location of the line, where 7 consecutive pixels

have S/N> 1. We conclude that [O iii]λ4363 is real and significantly detected, making

COSMOS-1908 the highest-redshift galaxy for which [O iii]λ4363 has been detected.
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Figure 4.1: Spectrum of COSMOS-1908. Left: H- and K-band spectra of COSMOS-1908.
The gray shaded region displays the magnitude of the error spectrum. Emission lines are
labeled, and the spectral regions around [O ii] and [O iii]λ4363 are highlighted. Right:
Zoom-in of the wavelength region around Hγ and [O iii]λ4363, showing the one-dimensional
spectrum (bottom), signal-to-noise ratio spectrum (middle), and two-dimensional spectrum
(top).
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Table 4.1: Properties of COSMOS-1908.
Observed emission-line fluxes

Line Flux Uncertainty
(10−17 erg

s cm2 ) (10−17 erg
s cm2 )

[O ii]λ3726 1.09 0.19
[O ii]λ3729 1.09 0.18
[Ne iii]λ3869 1.84 0.21
Hδ 1.49 0.32
Hγ 2.21 0.34
[O iii]λ4363 0.56 0.14
Hβ 4.72 0.25
[O iii]λ4959 10.8 0.28
[O iii]λ5007 33.3 0.70

Galaxy properties
Property Value
Right Ascension (J2000) 10h 00m 23.36s

Declination (J2000) 02◦11′55′′. 9
z 3.0768

log(M∗/M�) 9.33+0.18
−0.17

E(B − V )gas 0.0+0.14
−0.0

SFR (M� yr−1) 49+30
−3

sSFR (Gyr−1) 23+23
−6

Area (kpc2) 4.4

ΣSFR (M� yr−1 kpc−2) 11+7
−1

ne (cm−3) 520+600
−400

Te([O iii]) (K) 14000+1950
−1400

Te([O ii]) (K) 12800+1350
−1000

12+log(O+/H+) 6.87+0.17
−0.14

12+log(O++/H+) 7.96+0.13
−0.14

12+log(O/H) 8.00+0.13
−0.14
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4.4 Properties of COSMOS-1908

4.4.1 The stellar content of COSMOS-1908

We estimate the stellar mass of COSMOS-1908 via spectral energy distribution (SED) fitting.

The photometry is shown in Figure 4.2. There is a clear excess in the K-band photometry

due to emission-line flux from [O iii]+Hβ on top of the stellar continuum, as well as a

probable excess in the H-band from weaker lines. For this reason, we exclude the H- and

K-band photometric points when fitting the SED. The intermediate-band photometry at

5050 Å and 7670 Å were also excluded from the fit because of contributions from strong

Lyα and C iii]λ1909 emission, respectively. COSMOS-1908 additionally displays excess flux

bluewards of the Balmer break in the J-band, which may be due to nebular continuum

emission indicatave of a young stellar population (Reines et al., 2010). Since our models are

not tuned to fit nebular continuum emission, we exclude the J-band photometry as well. The

remaining photometry was fit using the SED-fitting code FAST (Kriek et al., 2009), with

the Conroy et al. (2009) stellar population synthesis models, assuming a Chabrier (2003)

initial mass function, a delayed-τ star-formation history (SFR ∝ te−t/τ ), and the Calzetti

et al. (2000) attenuation curve. We assume a stellar metallicity of 0.16 Z�, the closest

metallicity in the library of models to the measured gas-phase metallicity for COSMOS-1908

(see Section 4.4.5). The photometry and best-fit SED model are shown in the left panel of

Figure 4.2. The best-fit age of the stellar population is t = 160+200
−110 Myr with an e-folding

time of τ = 10 Gyr, indicating a rising star-formation history. The extinction of the stellar

continuum in the best-fit model is E(B − V )stars = 0.12+0.03
−0.05. The stellar mass is found to

be log(M∗/M�)= 9.33+0.18
−0.17. Fitting including H- and K-band photometry that have been

corrected for emission-line contamination using measured line fluxes changes E(B − V )stars

by < 0.05, age by . 100 Myr, and stellar mass by < 0.2 dex.

The right panel of Figure 4.2 shows HST postage stamp images of COSMOS-1908 in the

F160W (rest-optical) and F606W (rest-UV) filters. The galaxy displays a compact morphol-

ogy that is slightly elongated towards the south. Using the F606W image, we measure a

rest-UV area of 4.4 kpc2 from the number of pixels that are 2σ or more above the background
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noise. It is unlikely that COSMOS-1908 is dominated by ionization from an active galactic

nucleus (AGN) due to its low stellar mass and the lack of a strong brightness peak in the

central region.

4.4.2 Nebular extinction and star-formation rate

The reddening of nebular emission lines can significantly affect the inferred star-formation

rate (SFR), line ratios, and derived metallicities. The amount of nebular extinction can

be estimated using ratios of hydrogen Balmer-series lines. Balmer-series line fluxes are

first corrected for stellar absorption using the best-fit SED model. Due to the strength

of the emission lines, this correction is small, only 0.7%, 2%, and 3.5% for Hβ, Hγ, and

Hδ, respectively. Nebular reddening is estimated using Balmer-series line ratios, assuming

intrinsic ratios of Hγ/Hβ = 0.468 and Hδ/Hβ = 0.259 (Osterbrock & Ferland, 2006) and

the extinction curve of Cardelli et al. (1989). The observed Balmer ratios of COSMOS-1908

are consistent with no reddening; E(B − V )gas = 0.0+0.14
−0.0 , an upper limit that is consistent

within the uncertainties with the stellar reddening. The SFR is estimated from Hβ using the

relation of Kennicutt (1998) converted to a Chabrier (2003) IMF, assuming an intrinsic ratio

of Hα/Hβ=2.847 (Osterbrock & Ferland, 2006). COSMOS-1908 is vigorously forming stars,

with SFR= 49+30
−3 M� yr−1, specific SFR (sSFR; SFR/M∗) of 23+23

−6 Gyr−1, and SFR surface

density (ΣSFR; SFR/Area) of 11+7
−1 M� yr−1 kpc−2. The galaxy properties of COSMOS-1908

are presented in Table 4.1.

4.4.3 [O iii]λ5007 equivalent width

We measure a large [O iii]λ5007 rest-frame equivalent width of EW([O iii])=1600 Å using

the continuum level from the best-fit SED model. Objects with EW([O iii]) > 1000 Å are

extremely rare at z . 2.3 (Atek et al., 2011), but appear to be common at z ∼ 6 − 7

(Smit et al., 2014). Observing an object with such a high EW in the small survey volume

of the MOSDEF z > 3 observations suggests a significant increase in the occurrence rate of

high-EW galaxies from z ∼ 2 to z ∼ 3. Analysis of objects like COSMOS-1908 can provide
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insight into the nature of z ∼ 7 star-forming galaxies with similar nebular EWs. COSMOS-

1908 displays similar properties to the Lyman-continuum leaking galaxy Ion2 at z = 3.2 (de

Barros et al., 2016), including EW([O iii]) > 1000 Å and [O iii]λ5007/[O ii]λ3727 > 10, and

may be a good candidate for Lyman-continuum detection.

4.4.4 Electron density

The electron density serves as a robust proxy for the hydrogen gas density in H ii regions

and can affect the strength of collisionally-excited lines. We calculate the electron density

using the [O ii]λ3729/λ3726 ratio (roughly unity) and the IRAF routine nebular.temden

(Shaw & Dufour, 1994) with updated O ii atomic data following Sanders et al. (2016b). We

assume an electron temperature of 12,800 K, the estimated Te([O ii]) for COSMOS-1908 (see

Section 4.4.5). We find the electron density to be ne = 520+600
−400 cm−3. This high electron

density compared to those of local star-forming galaxies and H ii regions is in agreement

with the order-of-magnitude increase in electron density from z ∼ 0 to z ∼ 2.3 observed in

Sanders et al. (2016b).

4.4.5 Electron temperature and oxygen abundance

We estimate the oxygen abundance following the prescription of Izotov et al. (2006). The

relative population of oxygen in ionization states higher than O++ is assumed to be negligible,

such that the total oxygen abundance is

O

H
≈ O+

H+ +
O++

H+ . (4.1)

The analytic equations of Izotov et al. (2006) for O+/H+ and O++/H+ require knowledge

of the electron density, electron temperatures in the O+ and O++ zones, and dust-corrected

emission-line fluxes for [O ii], Hβ, and [O iii].

We calculate Te([O iii]) using nebular.temden with updated O iii collision strengths

from Storey et al. (2014) and transition probabilities from the NIST MCHF database (Fischer
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& Tachiev, 2014). In the density regime ne . 1, 000 cm−3, Te is insensitive to changes in

density, so we do not iteratively solve for ne and Te simultaneously. For COSMOS-1908, we

find [O iii]λλ4959,5007/λ4363 = 80.0+23.1
−20.0, which corresponds to an electron temperature

in the O++ zone of Te([O iii])=14,000+1950
−1400 K. We do not have wavelength coverage of the

auroral [O ii]λλ7320, 7330 lines to determine Te([O ii]) directly. Instead, we assume the linear

Te([O iii])−Te([O ii]) relation of Campbell et al. (1986). We find an electron temperature in

the O+ zone of Te([O ii])=12,800+1350
−1000 K. The total oxygen abundance of COSMOS-1908 is

found to be 12+log(O/H)= 8.00+0.13
−0.14 (0.2 Z�; Asplund et al., 2009). The oxygen abundance,

ionic abundances, electron temperatures, and density are listed in Table 4.1.

4.5 Discussion

We investigate the evolution in the relationship between emission-line ratios and metallicity

by comparing COSMOS-1908 to galaxies at lower redshifts with abundance determinations

based on [O iii]λ4363. Recently, Jones et al. (2015) found that relations between direct-

method oxygen abundance and ratios of neon, oxygen, and hydrogen emission lines do not

evolve from z = 0 − 1, using a sample of 32 star-forming galaxies at z ∼ 0.8 from the

DEEP2 Galaxy Redshift Survey (Newman et al., 2013). We perform a similar comparison

using galaxies at higher redshifts. The low-redshift comparison sample includes the z ∼ 0.8

galaxies from Jones et al. (2015) and 126 star-forming galaxies at z ∼ 0 from Izotov et al.

(2006) that have spectral coverage of [O ii]. We additionally compare to three galaxies at

z ∼ 1.5 (Christensen et al., 2012; James et al., 2014; Stark et al., 2013, Mainali et al., in

prep.). All galaxies in the comparison samples have detections of [O iii]λ4363, and reddening

corrections and oxygen abundances recalculated with the methods described in Section 4.4.

Uncertainties on emission-line ratios are calculated using a Monte Carlo technique, and

include uncertainties in measurement and reddening correction.

The emission-line ratios and oxygen abundances are shown in Figure 4.3. The line ratios

displayed in each panel are sensitive to O/H, with the exception of [Ne iii]/[O iii], which

should remain approximately constant with metallicity because it is a ratio of similar ion-
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Figure 4.3: Emission-line ratios vs. direct-method oxygen abundance for COSMOS-1908
and lower-redshift comparison samples. In each panel, the red star indicates COSMOS-1908.
Gray points show the z ∼ 0 sample from Izotov et al. (2006, I06), while blue errorbars show
the positions of z ∼ 0.8 galaxies from Jones et al. (2015, J15). The red solid and dashed
lines display the best-fit relations to the z ∼ 0 sample and 1σ scatter (Jones et al., 2015),
offset +0.045 dex in 12+log(O/H) to account for the different Te([O iii])−Te([O ii]) relation
and O iii atomic data used in this study. The magenta, green, and cyan squares show the
z = 1.4 galaxy from Stark et al. (2013, S13; Mainali et al., in prep.), the z ∼ 1.4 galaxy
from James et al. (2014, J14), and the z ∼ 1.8 galaxy from Christensen et al. (2012, C12),
respectively.
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ization states of α-capture elements. In all 5 panels with metallicity-sensitive line ratios,

COSMOS-1908 is consistent with the local best-fit relations within the uncertainties and

instrinsic scatter. There are few galaxies in the low-redshift comparison samples that have

the levels of low-metallicity and high-excitation that COSMOS-1908 displays, so this result

relies on a small level of extrapolation of the z ∼ 0 relations. Of the four galaxies at z > 1,

COSMOS-1908 lies slightly towards the high-excitation side of the local relations, the Stark

et al. (2013) and James et al. (2014) galaxies fall very nearly on each local relation, and the

Christensen et al. (2012) galaxy lies towards the low-excitation side. Collectively, galaxies

at z > 1 do not show a systematic offset towards higher excitation at fixed metallicity, and

the relation between these line ratios and O/H does not strongly evolve.

The close proximity of COSMOS-1908 to the local relations implies that evolution of

the ionization parameter or ionizing spectrum at fixed O/H is small, if present. It has

been suggested that high-redshift galaxies may have higher ionization parameters than local

galaxies because of a scaling up of the radiation field due to more concentrated star formation

(Kewley et al., 2015; Cullen et al., 2016; Kashino et al., 2017). This scenario predicts

that COSMOS-1908 should have a much higher ionization parameter than local galaxies at

similar O/H due to its extreme sSFR and ΣSFR, which would be observed as large offsets in

[O iii]/[O ii], [O iii]/Hβ, and [Ne iii]/[O ii] at fixed O/H. The models presented in Cullen

et al. (2016) predict that [O iii]/Hβ at fixed metallicity will be > 0.1 dex larger at z = 3.1

due to an increase in ionization parameter at fixed O/H. Such offsets are not observed in

Figure 4.3.

Our results instead suggest a scenario in which high-redshift and z ∼ 0 galaxies have

similar ionization parameters at fixed metallicity, while high-redshift galaxies have higher

ionization parameters than local galaxies at fixed M∗ due to the evolution of the MZR.

This scenario is consistent with our earlier findings in Sanders et al. (2016b) using a sample

of ∼ 100 star-forming galaxies at z ∼ 2.3 from the MOSDEF survey. The properties of

COSMOS-1908 and the z ∼ 1.5 and z ∼ 0.8 comparison samples suggest that the same

relationship between metallicity and ionization parameter holds out to z ∼ 3. Since changes

in electron density minimally affect line ratios at subsolar metallicities (Sanders et al., 2016b),
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the agreement of the high- and low-redshift samples in Figure 4.3 implies that strong-line

metallicity calibrations using only lines of oxygen, neon, and hydrogen can reliably predict

abundances from z ∼ 0 to z ∼ 3.

Currently, these results are based upon a handful of galaxies at z ∼ 1 − 3.5, which is

not sufficient to statistically constrain the behavior of the entire galaxy population at high

redshifts. More detections of [O iii]λ4363 for high-redshift galaxies are required to gain a

complete understanding of the behavior of metallicity indicators at z > 1. One way forward

is selecting objects similar to COSMOS-1908 from photometric surveys by identifying objects

with large excess flux in the photometric band covering [O iii]λλ4959,5007, suggestive of a

large [O iii] equivalent width and low metallicity. Such objects are good candidates for

[O iii]λ4363 detection in deep spectroscopic observations. Detections of weak features such

as [O iii]λ4363 for large samples at high redshift will be enabled by the next-generation

near-infrared facilities such as the James Webb Space Telescope and Thirty Meter Telescope.
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CHAPTER 5

Biases in Metallicity Measurements from Global

Galaxy Spectra: The Effects of Flux-Weighting and

Diffuse Ionized Gas Contamination

5.1 Introduction

The formation and growth of galaxies over cosmic history are governed by the relationship

between gas accretion, star formation, and feedback. Understanding this process, known as

the “cycle of baryons,” is of critical importance to gaining a full picture of galaxy growth,

but directly observing gas in inflow and outflow stages is observationally challenging. In

lieu of direct observations, the cycle of baryons can be probed indirectly by measuring the

chemical abundances of galaxies. In particular, the scaling of gas-phase oxygen abundance,

which we refer to in this work as “metallicity,” with global galaxy properties such as stellar

mass (M∗) and star-formation rate (SFR) can give insight into the interplay between inflows,

outflows, and star formation.

A monotonic increase in metallicity with increasing stellar mass has been observed for

local star-forming galaxies, and is known as the “mass-metallicity relation” (MZR; e.g.,

Tremonti et al., 2004; Kewley & Ellison, 2008; Andrews & Martini, 2013). The z ∼ 0 MZR

has been found to have a secondary dependence on SFR, with the relationship among M∗,

SFR, and metallicity known as the “fundamental metallicity relation” (FMR; e.g., Man-

nucci et al., 2010; Lara-López et al., 2010; Andrews & Martini, 2013; Salim et al., 2014, but

see Sánchez et al. 2013; Barrera-Ballesteros et al. 2017 for conflicting results using spatially-

resolved data). Chemical evolution models make predictions for the shape and normalization
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of these metallicity scaling relations under different sets of assumptions about the nature of

galactic winds and the balance between inflow, outflow, and SFR (e.g., Finlator & Davé,

2008; Peeples & Shankar, 2011; Zahid et al., 2014a; Davé et al., 2017). An accurate com-

parison between chemical evolution models and the observed MZR and FMR can elucidate

the nature of feedback and cosmological accretion. However, such a comparison depends

critically on robust measurements of metallicity for observed star-forming galaxy samples,

and additionally requires the measurement of a metallicity that is compatible with metal-

licities extracted from cosmological hydrodynamical simulations. It is thus of paramount

importance to eliminate observational biases in galaxy metallicity estimates.

The gas-phase oxygen abundances of galaxies in the local universe are typically estimated

using one of two methods. In the so-called “direct method,” the temperature-sensitive ra-

tio of the intensities of an auroral emission feature (e.g., [O iii]λ4363, [O ii]λλ7320,7330,

[N ii]λ5755) to strong emission lines from the same ionic species (e.g., [O iii]λλ4959,5007,

[O ii]λλ3726,3729, [N ii]λλ6548,6584) is used to measure the electron temperature of the

ionized gas (Osterbrock & Ferland, 2006). The cooling efficiency of ionized gas increases

as the metal abundance increases. Thus, the gas-phase metallicity can be determined from

the equilibrium electron temperature, assuming a heating and cooling balance (Izotov et al.,

2006; Pilyugin et al., 2012a). This method is the most accurate method of metallicity deter-

mination that can be applied to reasonably large samples (N > 100) of low-redshift galaxies.

The utility of the direct-method has been demonstrated by the observation that direct-

method metallicities tightly correlate with metallicities obtained from oxygen recombination

lines that more directly measure the oxygen abundance, where the relation has a slope of

unity but an offset of ∼ 0.2 dex from a one-to-one relation (Blanc et al., 2015). Metal

recombination lines are ∼ 104 times weaker than strong lines and thus are not a practical

metallicity indicator for any large sample. While the accuracy of the direct method is de-

sirable, its use is limited because auroral lines are typically ∼ 50 − 100 times weaker than

strong optical emission lines at low-metallicities (12+log(O/H). 8.2) and become weaker

exponentially as metallicity increases, making it extremely difficult to detect these lines in

individual metal-rich galaxies. For these reasons, samples of local galaxies with auroral line
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detections have sizes of only a few hundred and do not extend to 12+log(O/H)& 8.4 (Izotov

et al., 2006; Pilyugin et al., 2010).

When auroral lines are not detected, galaxy oxygen abundances may be estimated from

methods using only strong optical emission lines. The “strong-line method” utilizes empirical

or theoretical calibrations between strong optical emission line ratios and oxygen abundance.

Empirical calibrations are based on samples of individual H ii regions with direct-method

metallicities (e.g., Pettini & Pagel, 2004). Theoretical calibrations instead make use of the

predictions of photoionization models to determine the relations between line ratios and

oxygen abundance (e.g., Kewley & Dopita, 2002; Kobulnicky & Kewley, 2004; Tremonti

et al., 2004; Dopita et al., 2016). Because the strong-line method does not depend on the

detection of any intrinsically weak emission lines, it can be applied to much larger samples

of galaxies than the direct method. Strong-line metallicities have been estimated for sample

sizes of > 104 galaxies (e.g., Tremonti et al., 2004) thanks to large spectroscopic surveys

such as the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS; York et al., 2000).

Both the strong-line and direct methods share an inherent flaw when used to determine

galaxy metallicities: they assume that the object of interest is a single H ii region. Empirical

strong-line calibrations utilize H ii regions as the calibrating dataset, and will therefore

not produce a reliable metallicity if the target does not follow the same relations between

line ratios and oxygen abundance as H ii regions. Theoretical strong-line calibrations are

produced from photoionization models of single H ii regions (or in many cases a single slab of

illuminated gas) and thus also assume that the target behaves similarly to an individual star-

forming region. When modeling galaxy emission spectra, it is common practice to illimunate

the gas with the spectrum of a stellar population synthesis model (e.g., Starburst99; Leitherer

et al., 2014) instead of a single stellar population (as in classical H ii regions). However,

this treatment fails to account for the variety of physical conditions of gas throughout the

galaxy and the correlation of stellar properties with those variations. The direct method

suffers from a similar problem, in that it assumes that the auroral and strong emission lines

are produced in a single homogeneous H ii region ionized by a single star cluster.

Galaxies are not single H ii regions, but are instead complex objects with a multiphase
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gaseous interstellar medium (ISM) and intricate substructure. The warm (∼ 104 K) ionized

phase includes H ii regions with a range of properties, as well as diffuse ionized gas (DIG)

not contained in H ii regions. H ii regions are the line-emitting component associated with

recent star formation, in which gas in close proximity to young, massive stars is ionized and

emits both recombination and collisionally-excited lines.

While the light from H ii regions is of primary interest in determining gas-phase metallic-

ity, other important sources of line emission exist in the ISM. DIG contributes significantly

to optical line emission in local galaxies. Studies based on narrowband Hα imaging sug-

gest that DIG emission contributes 30 − 60% of the total Hα flux in local spiral galaxies

(Zurita et al., 2000; Oey et al., 2007). Additionally, DIG has different physical conditions

and ionizing spectra from those of H ii regions, and therefore likely follows different line

ratio excitation sequences (Zhang et al., 2017). Hard ionizing radiation from accreting black

holes incident on the ISM also produces line emission in galaxies harboring an active galactic

nucleus (AGN), but in this study we ignore this source of line emission and focus only on

galaxies dominated by star formation. Because of the diversity of ISM sub-components, ap-

plying the aforementioned methods to estimate galaxy metallicities while treating the galaxy

as a single H ii region will inevitably result in some level of bias.

The observed global galaxy spectrum is a flux-weighted combination of light on a line-by-

line basis from each of these line-emitting components falling in the spectroscopic slit or fiber.

For typical spectroscopic apertures (i.e., SDSS fibers), this mixture includes multiple H ii and

DIG regions with a spread in physical properties. A proper interpretation of the observed

galaxy emission line spectrum cannot be obtained unless the mixture of these components

is accounted for.

Robust galaxy gas-phase oxygen abundances are absolutely required when comparing

observed metallicity scaling relations such as the MZR and FMR with simulations of galaxy

chemical evolution. In this work, we reevaluate the reliability of oxygen abundances esti-

mated from the emission lines of global galaxy spectra. For this analysis, we create simple

models based on empirical auroral and strong emission line relations. These models include

flux-weighting effects from the combination of emitting regions with a spread in physical
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properties, incorporating up-to-date line ratio and electron temperature relations for H ii

regions. An important novel component of our models is the inclusion of emission from

DIG regions based upon recent empirical results on DIG line ratios from the ongoing SDSS-

IV MaNGA IFU survey (Zhang et al., 2017). In Section 5.2, we motivate and describe

the models and empirical relations upon which they are based. We present results from

the models and compare to both composites and individual local galaxies from SDSS in

Section 5.3. We characterize the biases in line ratios, electron temperature, and oxygen

abundance measurements from global galaxy spectra in Section 5.4, and discuss the effects

on metallicity measurements for local galaxies. In Section 5.5, we apply corrections to the

local mass-metallicity and fundamental metallicity relations and discuss DIG contamination

in the context of other recent z ∼ 0 galaxy line-ratio studies. In Section 5.6, we discuss the

implications for metallicity measurements from both the direct and strong-line methods for

high-redshift galaxies. Finally, we summarize and make concluding remarks in Section 5.7.

Those readers who wish to skip over the details of the model framework may refer to Sec-

tion 5.4 for the presentation of the biases in properties derived from global galaxy spectra,

and subsequent sections for applications of the results.

Throughout this chapter, we adopt shorthand abbreviations to refer to emission line ratios

and present them here for the convenience of the reader. We normalize strong emission line

fluxes to the Hβ flux, following the practice of H ii region studies. We use the following

abbreviations for strong-line ratios throughout this chapter:

O3 = log([O iii]λλ4959, 5007/Hβ), (5.1)

O2 = log([O ii]λλ3726, 3729/Hβ), (5.2)

N2 = log([N ii]λλ6548, 6584/Hβ), (5.3)

S2 = log([S ii]λλ6716, 6731/Hβ), (5.4)

O3N2 = O3− N2. (5.5)
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These strong-line ratios are always reddening-corrected unless otherwise noted. The strong-

line ratios that utilize a single doublet component and/or the Balmer line with the closest

proximity in wavelength to the forbidden line, more common in galaxy studies, can be found

from these ratios: log([O iii]λ5007/Hβ) = O3 − 0.125; log([N ii]λ6584/Hα) = N2 − 0.581;

log([S ii]λλ6716,6731/Hα) = S2 − 0.456; and log[([O iii]λ5007/Hβ)/([N ii]λ6584/Hα)] =

O3N2 + 0.456. We also adopt abbreviations for the strong-to-auroral line ratios from which

electron temperatures are estimated:

Q3 = [O iii]λλ4959, 5007/λ4363, (5.6)

Q2 = [O ii]λλ3726, 3729/λλ7320, 7330, (5.7)

Q2N = [N ii]λλ6548, 6584/λ5755. (5.8)

Whenever it occurs, the term “metallicity” is used synonymously with gas-phase oxygen

abundance (O/H) unless otherwise mentioned. We assume a ΛCDM cosmology with H0 =

70 km s−1 Mpc−1, Ωm = 0.3, and ΩΛ = 0.7.

5.2 Modeling galaxies as ensembles of line-emitting regions

There is clear evidence that global galaxy spectra cannot be described by H ii region pho-

toionization models or H ii region empirical datasets alone. Local star-forming galaxies

follow distinct excitation sequences from those of H ii regions in the [O iii]λ5007/Hβ vs.

[S ii]λλ6716,6731/Hα, [O iii]λ5007/Hβ vs. [O ii]λλ3726,3729/Hβ, and [O iii]λ5007/Hβ vs.

[O i]λ6300/Hα diagrams (Croxall et al., 2015). Such differences, alongside other pieces of ev-

idence from past studies presented below, motivate a modeling approach that treats galaxies

as collections of multiple emitting regions spanning a range of excitation levels and oxygen

abundances.

In this section, we discuss past work modeling global galaxy spectra as ensembles of

emitting regions, describe the H ii region and DIG datasets, present the line ratio relations
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and other inputs to the models, and outline the method by which the mock galaxy spectra

are created. We evaluate the performance of these models in Section 5.3 by comparing to

observations of galaxies from SDSS.

5.2.1 Previous investigations of global galaxy biases

Kobulnicky et al. (1999) investigated the question of whether chemical abundances could be

reliably estimated from global galaxy spectra. Using a sample of six dwarf galaxies with both

individual H ii region and global galaxy spectra, the authors found that the global spectra

systematically overestimated electron temperatures by ∼ 1, 000 − 3, 000 K while underesti-

mating direct-method 12+log(O/H) by ∼ 0.05 − 0.2 dex compared to the mean properties

of the individual H ii regions. These offsets were attributed to flux-weighting effects when

combining light from multiple H ii regions with different levels of excitation. Kobulnicky

et al. also investigated the same question for local spiral galaxies by comparing measure-

ments from individual H ii regions to mock global spectra constructed using a weighted sum

of the H ii region spectra in radial bins. This analysis suggested that strong-line methods

reproduced the mean metallicity of the individual H ii regions without significant systematic

effects despite the range of abundances in the individal H ii region distributions. However,

their spiral galaxy models did not incorporate dust reddening and, critically, contributions

from DIG emission, which were poorly constrained at the time. Additionally, their sample of

spiral and dwarf galaxies with direct-method measurements was very small (N=6) and only

contained metal-poor (12+log(O/H)≤ 8.15), low-mass objects. An analysis utilizing a more

representative sample spanning a wide dynamic range in mass and metallicity is needed to

test metallicity estimates from modern spectroscopic surveys.

Pilyugin et al. (2010) found that SDSS galaxies with auroral temperature measurements

do not follow the H ii region relationship between electron temperature as measured from O+

(T2) and O++ (T3), known as the T2−T3 relation, but instead have lower T2 at fixed T3. A

similar galaxy ionic temperature offset of ∼ 1, 000− 1, 500 K lower T2 at fixed T3 compared

to the H ii region T2−T3 relation has been observed when T2 and T3 are inferred from
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composite spectra constructed from local SDSS star-forming galaxies (Andrews & Martini,

2013; Curti et al., 2017). Such composite spectra leverage the large-number statistics of

SDSS to measure auroral-line ratios over an unprecedentedly wide range of galaxy properies.

Pilyugin et al. (2010) were able to roughly reproduce this offset by combining the spectra

of 2-3 H ii regions falling on the T2-T3 relation but spanning a wide range of temperatures,

suggesting that such an offset could be the result of combining light from multiple line-

emitting regions with different physical properties. However, the models of Pilyugin et al.

(2010) did not include any DIG component and thus were not representative of typical

z ∼ 0 star-forming galaxies. Pilyugin et al. (2012b) expanded on these results by simulating

composite nebular spectra using a set of high-quality, self-consistent H ii region observations

as input components. These authors combined emission on a line-by-line basis from multiple

H ii regions with abundances within a certain range of a central metallicity value, and found

that the combination of multiple H ii regions can explain observed auroral-line properties

of SDSS galaxies. Furthermore, the bias in inferred nebular abundances relative to the

central metallicity value increases with increasing width of the metallicity range. We note

that Pilyugin et al. (2012b) did not include any DIG emission regions in their composite

spectra models. Collectively, these results imply that galaxy auroral and strong-line ratios

do not behave in the same manner as those of individual H ii regions. We build upon these

previous studies of global galaxy spectra by creating models that treat galaxies ensembles of

line-emitting regions with varying physical conditions, and crucially include a prescription

for DIG emission.

5.2.2 An empirical approach to modeling galaxy spectra

In order to characterize the biases in measurements of electron temperature, oxygen abun-

dance, and strong-line ratios from global galaxy spectra, we constructed a set of models that

are based on observed line-ratio relations of H ii and DIG regions. We treat a galaxy as

a collection of H ii and DIG regions with a distribution of physical properties, and create

mock global galaxy spectra by summing the line fluxes from each individual component.

These models are simple in nature, and minimize the number of free parameters that can be
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tuned to match observations of real galaxies. In the description that follows, we will attempt

to make it clear when we were forced to make assumptions due to a lack of constraining

observations.

We chose to base our models on empirical relations rather than photoionization models

for two reasons. First, photoionization models have a large number of free parameters that

can be fine-tuned to match a set of observations, often allowing for multiple degenerate

solutions. The interpretation of emission lines through photoionization models depends on

the various required assumptions such as the shape of the relation between N/O and O/H,

the method of accounting for the depletion of gas-phase elements onto dust grains, and

the properties of the ionizing stellar population. In contrast, we prioritize simplicity over

flexibility, minimizing the number of free parameters.

Second, DIG emission cannot be properly represented in photoionization models because

the relative contributions of various ionization sources for DIG are still not agreed upon.

The DIG ionization mechanism appears to be photoionization from some combination of

leaking Lyman-continuum from O and B stars in H ii regions (Voges & Walterbos, 2006;

Haffner et al., 2009; Reynolds et al., 2012) and evolved intermediate-mass post-AGB stars

(Flores-Fajardo et al., 2011; Zhang et al., 2017). Although O and B stars appear to provide

most of the DIG ionization energy, there is an ongoing discussion about the importance of

evolved stars. It has been suggested that additional nonionizing heating sources such as

shocks are required to explain DIG observations (Reynolds et al., 1999; Seon et al., 2011).

Some emission attributed to DIG may also originate from dust-scattering of emission line

photons produced in H ii regions (Barnes et al., 2015; Ascasibar et al., 2016). These effects

are difficult to include in photoionization models, and introduce significant uncertainties.

By utilizing observed line ratio relations for both DIG and H ii regions, we minimize the

number of free parameters and only sample regions of parameter space where real objects

are found. Thus, the main uncertainty concerning the applicability of these models stems

from how representative the input datasets are of the full range of such emitting regions.
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5.2.3 Abundances and line emission of H ii regions

We obtain line ratio relations for H ii regions from the sample of Pilyugin & Grebel (2016),

which includes 965 observations of H ii regions with auroral line measurements and direct-

method abundances. We supplement this sample with recent observations of extragalactic

H ii regions from Croxall et al. (2016) and Toribio San Cipriano et al. (2016), bringing the

total sample size to 1052. While all of the H ii regions in this sample have measurements

of at least one auroral line, some of these auroral-line measurements have low S/N or are

otherwise unreliable. In order to construct a representative sample of H ii regions with a

range of metallicities and ionization parameters, we select a reference sample of high-quality,

self-consistent observations from this parent sample using the counterpart method following

Pilyugin et al. (2012a).

The counterpart method is a technique for estimating metallicity that is based on the

assumption that a set of H ii regions with the same physical properties such as density,

electron temperature, and chemical abundance will have identical strong-line ratios. A high-

quality reference sample of H ii regions with reliable auroral measurements can be selected

by requiring the auroral-line ratios of an H ii region to closely match those of H ii regions

with similar strong-line ratios, automatically excluding low-S/N measurements and strong

outliers. Here, we only use the counterpart method to cull the H ii region parent sample

of low-quality measurements. All electron temperatures and metallicities are determined

using the direct method in our analysis. For the selection of the reference sample, we require

the difference between the direct method and counterpart method oxygen and nitrogen

abundances to be less than 0.1 dex, and we interpolate over a metallicity interval of 0.2 dex

around the metallicity of the closest counterpart when determining the counterpart-method

O/H and N/H. After iterating over the parent sample several times, the selection converges,

yielding a reference sample of 475 objects that we refer to as the “reference H ii region

sample.” Objects in this sample have detections of [O ii]λλ3726,3729, Hβ, [O iii]λ5007,

Hα, [N ii]λ6584, [S ii]λλ6716,6731, and at least one of the auroral lines [O iii]λ4363 and

[N ii]λ5755. All line fluxes have been corrected for dust reddening.
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Electron temperatures are calculated using a five-level atom approximation and up-to-

date atomic data (Sanders et al., 2016b). For the transition probabilities, we use values from

the NIST MCHF database (Fischer & Tachiev, 2014) for all ions. We obtain the collision

strengths from Stott et al. (2014) for O iii, Hudson & Bell (2005) for N ii, and Tayal (2007)

for O ii. The O ii ion is only relevant for the models and galaxy comparison samples since

auroral [O ii]λλ7320,7330 is not tabulated for the reference H ii region sample. The vast

majority of the H ii region sample has electron densities of ne < 200 cm−3 and thus falls

in the low density regime where electron temperature calculations are insensitive to the

density. We assume an electron density of ne = 100 cm−3 for all temperature calculations.

Because the five-level atom code is not optimized for speed and we need to calculate electron

temperatures many times for each mock galaxy spectrum, we fit analytic formulae to the

strong-to-auroral line ratio as a function of temperature obtained from the five-level atom

code. Electron temperatures are calculated for a range of line ratios and we fit a function

of the form R = aeb/Te , where R is the strong-to-auroral line ratio and Te is the electron

temperature for each ionic species. We obtain the following best-fit equations, which are

accurate to < 1.5% between 5,000 K and 30,000 K:

Q3 = 7.892exp(3.278× 104 K/T3), (5.9)

Q2 = 7.519exp(1.928× 104 K/T2). (5.10)

Q2N = 7.789exp(2.493× 104 K/T2), (5.11)

To infer the electron temperature from an observed line ratio, we invert these expressions.

For objects that have measurements of both [O iii]λ4363 and [N ii]λ5755, T3 and T2 are

calculated using equations 5.9 and 5.11. For objects with a measurement of only one of these

auroral lines, we calculate the corresponding ionic temperature and infer the temperature of

the other ionic zone assuming the T2−T3 relation of Campbell et al. (1986):

T2 = 0.7T3 + 3, 000 K. (5.12)
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We note that calculating the oxygen abundance requires T2([O ii]), while T2([N ii]) is mea-

sured for the reference H ii region sample because [O ii]λλ7320,7330 fluxes were not tab-

ulated. We make the assumption commonly adopted that O ii and N ii predominantly

trace the same ionic zone in the nebula such that T2([O ii])=T2([N ii]) as expected from

photoionization models. We note for completeness that recent observations of H ii regions

with measurements of both ionic temperatures have shown that this relation has a large

dispersion and called the one-to-one correspondence into question (Berg et al., 2015; Croxall

et al., 2015, 2016).

Ionic oxygen abundances are calculated using the formulae from Izotov et al. (2006) in

the low-density limit:

12 + log(O+/H+) = O2 + 5.961 +
1.676

T2

− 0.040 log(T2)− 0.034T2, (5.13)

12 + log(O++/H+) = O3 + 6.200 +
1.251

T3

− 0.55 log(T3)− 0.014T3. (5.14)

Total oxygen abundance is calculated assuming the fraction of oxygen in higher ionic and

neutral states is negligible (Izotov et al., 2006; Pilyugin et al., 2012a):

O

H
≈ O+

H+ +
O++

H+ . (5.15)

In order to create a distribution of realistic H ii regions with known metallicities in

a mock galaxy, we first need to parameterize the strong line ratios of the observed H ii

region sample because calculating direct-method metallicities requires the strong-line ratios

O2 and O3. Since we are interested in biases in abundance measurements, an obvious

choice of parameter is the oxygen abundance. However, because the direct-method oxygen

abundance calculation depends on the strong line ratios O3 and O2, parameterizing by

O/H will introduce covariances that are not observed in real H ii region samples. We

instead parameterize the strong line ratios as a function of T3, which has no dependence on

the strong-line ratios and is a good proxy for the oxygen abundance since the relationship

between T3 and 12+log(O/H) is nearly linear over the range of metallicities of interest here,
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Figure 5.1: Direct-method 12+log(O/H) vs. T3 for the 475 individual H ii regions in the
reference H ii region sample. Metallicities are calculated using up-to-date atomic data.
12+log(O/H) is nearly linearly dependent on T3, which provides a good proxy for the direc-
t-method metallicity.

as shown in Figure 5.1. Figure 5.2 presents the strong line ratios O3, O2, N2, and S2 as a

function of T3 for the reference H ii region sample. For each line ratio, we find the median

relation in bins of T3 and fit polynomials to the median points to obtain functional forms of

these relations:

O3 = −16.6 log(T3)3 + 189 log(T3)2 − 711 log(T3) + 884, (5.16)

O2 = −5.89 log(T3)2 + 46.8 log(T3)− 92.8, (5.17)

N2 = −5.48 log(T3)2 + 40.3 log(T3)− 73.9, (5.18)

S2 = −2.67 log(T3)2 + 20.5 log(T3)− 38.3. (5.19)

In Figure 5.2, the points in the right three panels are color coded by O3. It is apparent

that at fixed T3, each of these low-ionization line ratios is anticorrelated with O3. This

anticorrelation encodes the range of ionization parameters at fixed T3: higher ionization
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Figure 5.2: Strong-line ratios O3, O2, N2, and S2 as a function of T3 for the reference
H ii region sample. In each panel, black squares display the median strong-line ratio in
bins of T3. The black lines show best-fit polynomials to the median points presented in
equations 5.16-5.19. In the right three panels, the points are color-coded according to O3.
The anticorrelation between O3 and O2, N2, and S2 at fixed T3 reflects ionization parameter
dependence in the strong-line ratio vs. T3 relations. The solid colored lines display contours
of constant O3 according to the analytic parameterization of ionization parameter presented
in equations 5.20-5.22. Mock H ii region distributions are drawn from the analytic functional
fits presented here, including the secondary ionization parameter dependence.

parameter H ii regions have higher O3 and lower low-ionization line ratios (N2, O2, and

S2) at fixed T3. We include variations in ionization parameter in our models by encoding

ionization parameter changes using ∆X, the difference in line ratio X between the data point

and the best-fit polynomial at fixed T3. We subtract the best-fit polynomials from the data

shown in the right three panels of Figure 5.2 and fit linear functions with y-intercept of zero

to ∆O2, ∆N2, and ∆S2, all as a function of ∆O3. In this way, we obtain fits with the

following values:

∆O2 = −0.47∆O3 (5.20)

∆N2 = −0.42∆O3 (5.21)

∆S2 = −0.56∆O3 (5.22)

Thus, the residuals of the O3 fit, ∆O3, are used as input for the low-ionization line ratios.

The standard deviation of the O3 residuals is 0.14 dex and is independent of T3. Adding

the ionization parameter (i.e., ∆O3) terms to the best-fit polynomials yields good fits to the

data, with residuals having standard deviations of . 0.15 dex for O2, N2, and S2. We note
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that the measurement uncertainty in T3 is the main source of uncertainty in Figure 5.2, and

accounts for some of the scatter about these fits. The solid lines in Figure 5.2 show contours

of constant O3 based on the combination of the polynomial fits and ionization parameter

terms presented above. These analytic functions represent the relationships between strong-

line ratios and T3 well for observed H ii regions.

These formulae allow us to obtain realistic strong-line ratios for H ii regions using in-

put T3 distributions. The strong-line emission from mock H ii regions is combined with

strong-line emission from DIG in order to produce global galaxy strong-line ratios that are

a necessary component for the calculation of direct-method metallicity inferred from global

galaxy spectra. We also investigate the impact of DIG emission and flux-weighted combi-

nation effects on diagnostic strong-line ratio diagrams and strong-line metallicity indicators.

Additionally, we test whether our models simultaneously match the position of real galaxies

in multiple strong-line ratio diagrams, a requirement for any realistic model of galaxy line

emission.

5.2.4 Line emission from diffuse ionized gas

The models presented herein include emission from DIG, in addition to line emission from

multiple H ii regions with varying abundances, for the first time. It is of critical importance to

account for DIG emission when studying emission-line spectra of local star-forming galaxies

since ∼ 30 − 60% of Hα emission in local spiral galaxies can be attributed to DIG (Zurita

et al., 2000; Oey et al., 2007). Because of the diffuse nature of DIG, its line emission has

a low surface brightness compared to that of H ii regions and is thus difficult to observe.

DIG was first identified with the discovery of a layer of warm ionized hydrogen permeating

the Milky Way ISM (i.e., the Reynolds Layer; Reynolds et al., 1973). Initial observations

of DIG line ratios in other galaxies have come from longslit spectroscopy of extra-planar

emission around edge-on galaxies (e.g., Otte et al., 2001, 2002) or of low-surface-brightness

emission in face-on galaxies probing only a small number of DIG regions (e.g., Hoopes &

Walterbos, 2003). These observations showed that low-ionization line ratios (N2, S2) of DIG
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are enhanced relative to those typical of H ii regions, but sample sizes were too small to

establish DIG line ratio trends over a range of physical conditions.

5.2.4.1 MaNGA observations of DIG line ratios

In order to estimate DIG contribution to line emission in local star-forming galaxy spectra

with a wide range of stellar masses and metallicities, we need to characterize DIG line ratios

over a wide range of excitation levels throughout star-forming disks and tie DIG line ratios

in a galaxy to the H ii region abundances in the same galaxy in some realistic way. To

achieve this task, we characterize the DIG emission line ratios using data from the SDSS-IV

Mapping Nearby Galaxies at APO (MaNGA; Bundy et al., 2015; Yan et al., 2016; Law

et al., 2016) integral field spectroscopic (IFS) survey. The MaNGA IFS dataset provides

spatially-resolved spectroscopic observations of a large number of local star-forming galaxies

for which such an analysis of DIG emission is possible (Zhang et al., 2017).

Zhang et al. (2017) recently showed how optical strong emission-line ratios in local galax-

ies vary with Hα surface brightness (ΣHα), with the strength of low ionization lines ([N ii],

[S ii], [O ii], and [O i]) relative to Balmer lines increasing with decreasing ΣHα at fixed radius.

However, Zhang et al. also found that O3 did not increase or decrease with ΣHα on average.

Under the assumption that high-ΣHα regions are dominated by H ii region emission and DIG

emission becomes increasingly important as ΣHα decreases, this result indicates that the O3

ratios of DIG and H ii regions are the same on average within a single galaxy. Thus, we can

match a sample of model H ii regions with DIG emitting regions in a way that mimics the

ISM of real galaxies by matching in O3. We note that Zhang et al. (2017) found some stellar

mass dependence for ∆O3 vs. ∆ΣHα, such that DIG O3 is higher than that of H ii regions

in the most massive third of their sample. We do not include this stellar mass effect in our

models because we have no direct way of assigning stellar mass to a mock galaxy, but this

effect could be included in future models to increase the accuracy of the DIG representation.

In order to realistically match model distributions of DIG and H ii regions, we characterize

the DIG excitation sequences of [N ii]/Hα, [S ii]/Hα, [O ii]/Hβ, and [O iii]/Hβ as a function
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of O3N2. We utilize the sample of galaxies from SDSS Data Release 13 (Albareti et al., 2017)

presented in Zhang et al. (2017). From their sample of 365 blue, low-inclination galaxies, we

selected a sample of 266 star-forming galaxies by requiring that the central region does not

host an AGN according to the demarcation of Kauffmann et al. (2003b) in the [O iii]/Hβ

vs. [N ii]/Hα diagram. In order to determine the line ratios of the central region of a galaxy,

we construct a 3′′ pseudo-fiber by summing the line fluxes of all spaxels within a 1.5′′ radius

of the galaxy center. This pseudo-fiber mimics the aperture of an SDSS fiber, matching the

observations upon which the Kauffmann et al. (2003b) demarcation are based.

For each galaxy in the DIG galaxy sample, we select all spaxels that have a signal-to-noise

ratio S/N≥3 for [O ii]λλ3726,3729, Hβ, [O iii]λ5007, Hα, [N ii]λ6584, and [S ii]λλ6716,6731.

We assume that the highest ΣHα spaxels are dominated by H ii region emission, while the

lowest ΣHα spaxels are dominated by DIG emission. We identify spaxels with ΣHα below the

10th percentile of the ΣHα distribution in each galaxy as DIG-dominated. The threshold of

10% was selected in order to provide the purest probe of DIG emission while still yielding

a large sample of spaxels. Results do not change significantly when varying this threshold

from 5% to 15%. The DIG-dominated spaxel sample can be thought of as the diffuse analog

of the H ii region sample. Before calculating [O ii]/Hβ, the [O ii] and Hβ fluxes are first

corrected for reddening on a spaxel-by-spaxel basis assuming the attenuation law of Cardelli

et al. (1989) and an intrinsic ratio of Hα/Hβ = 2.86. The line ratios [O iii]/Hβ, [N ii]/Hα,

and [S ii]/Hα are calculated without correcting for dust reddening given the close proximity

in wavelength of the relevant emission lines.

We construct the DIG strong-line excitation sequences by taking the median line ratios

of the DIG spaxel sample in bins of O3N2. We chose to bin in O3N2 rather than O3

because O3N2 monotonically increases with T3 in a nearly linear fashion for the reference

H ii region sample, while O3 is double-valued as a function of T3. We assume that O3 of DIG

regions is also double-valued as a function of T3, in which case the median relation in bins

of O3 would not be a good representation of the actual excitation sequence in the regime

where the temperature-dependence of O3 weakens. While there are no constraints on the

electron temperatures of DIG, we work under the assumption that DIG electron temperature
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Figure 5.3: The O3N2 (left), O3S2 (middle), and O3O2 (right) strong-line ratio diagrams
for DIG-dominated spaxels from MaNGA galaxies (Zhang et al., 2017). The blue two-di-
mensional histogram shows the distribution of strong-line ratios for the 10% lowest sur-
face-brightness spaxels for each galaxy in the DIG galaxy sample. These spaxels are dom-
inated by emission from DIG rather than H ii regions. The running median of the DIG
spaxel distribution in bins of O3N2 is displayed as a solid blue line. The maroon line shows
the median strong-line excitation sequences of the reference H ii region sample in bins of T3.

decreases with increasing metallicity as for H ii regions. Binning excitation sequences and

matching H ii and DIG regions in O3N2 instead of O3 alone is also motivated by the fact

that the sequences of H ii regions, z ∼ 0 star-forming galaxies, and DIG regions are nearly

identical in the [O iii]/Hβ vs. [N ii]/Hα diagram as shown below in Section 5.2.4.2, in

agreement with the results of Zhang et al. (2017) that O3 and N2 are minimally affected

by DIG compared to other strong-line ratios. The DIG line ratio distributions and median

excitation sequences in the [O iii]/Hβ vs. [N ii]/Hα, [O iii]/Hβ vs. [S ii]/Hα, and [O iii]/Hβ

vs. [O ii]/Hβ diagrams are presented in Figure 5.3, which we refer to as the O3N2, O3S2,

and O3O2 diagrams, respectively. For comparison, the median line ratios of the reference

H ii region sample in bins of T3 are shown. As implied by the results of Zhang et al. (2017),

we find that at fixed O3, DIG regions display larger low-ionization line ratios than those of

H ii regions.
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5.2.4.2 Extrapolations of DIG excitation sequences

We note that the reference H ii region sample spans a wide range of excitation levels with

−1.0 . O3 . 1.0, while the DIG spaxel sample only has sufficient statistics over a smaller

range (−0.6 . O3 . 0.4). This limitation in the range of DIG excitation levels stems from

the nature of the MaNGA sample used here, which mostly comprises moderate-metallicity

galaxies leaving the low- and high-metallicity tails of the distribution poorly sampled. The

dearth of low-O3 DIG measurements is also present due to the trend observed by Zhang et al.

(2017) in which DIG O3 is higher than H ii region O3 on average in massive (log(M∗/M�) >

10.08) star-forming galaxies. Once the survey is completed, the full MaNGA sample will

contain ∼ 10 times more galaxies than were available at the time of this study, which should

allow for direct constraints of the metal-rich and metal-poor tails of the DIG excitation

sequences. To allow our models to be applicable for galaxies over a wide range of metallicities,

we extend the DIG excitation sequences by making assumptions about the behavior of DIG

line ratios in the low- and high-metallicity tails based on the position of H ii regions and

z ∼ 0 SDSS galaxies in strong-line excitation diagrams.

In order to compare the positions of galaxies and H ii regions in line ratio diagrams,

we select a comparison sample of z ∼ 0 star-forming galaxies from SDSS Data Release 7

(DR7; Abazajian et al., 2009) for which strong-line measurements are available. We take

global galaxy properties and emission-line measurements from the MPA-JHU SDSS DR7

catalogs.3 We use the same selection criterion employed by Andrews & Martini (2013) ,

and later compare our models to their stacks of SDSS galaxies constructed from this sample

of individual star-forming galaxies. We require SDSS galaxies to have 0.027 ≤ z ≤ 0.25

and S/N≥ 5 for each of the lines Hβ, Hα, and [N ii]λ6584. AGN are rejected by requiring

log([N ii]λ6584/Hα) < −0.4 as well as a location below the star-forming/AGN demarcation

of Kauffmann et al. (2003b) in the [O iii]/Hβ vs. [N ii]/Hα diagram when S/N≥ 3 for

[O iii]λ5007. This selection yields a sample of 209,513 local star-forming galaxies with a me-

3Available online at http://www.mpa-garching.mpg.de/SDSS/DR7
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dian redshift of zmed = 0.08, which we refer to as the “SDSS strong-line comparison sample.”4

Before calculation of the line ratios, the emission-line fluxes were corrected for reddening us-

ing the attenuation law of Cardelli et al. (1989), assuming an intrinsic Balmer decrement

of Hα/Hβ = 2.86. In line-ratio diagrams involving [O ii]λλ3726,3729, [O iii]λ5007, or

[S ii]λλ6716,6731, only the subset of galaxies with S/N ≥ 3 in the relevant emission lines

are plotted.

The excitation sequences of H ii regions and z ∼ 0 SDSS star-forming galaxies in the

O3N2, O3S2, and O3O2 diagrams are presented in Figure 5.4. These plots demonstrate the

necessity of including DIG emission in order to properly interpret SDSS star-forming galaxy

line ratios. In the O3N2 diagram, H ii regions and SDSS galaxies follow nearly identical

sequences, suggesting that the DIG O3N2 sequence is similar to that of H ii regions, as

observed in the DIG line ratios from MaNGA data (Zhang et al., 2017). In the O3S2 and

O3O2 diagrams, SDSS galaxies are offset towards significantly higher [S ii]/Hα and [O ii]/Hβ

at fixed [O iii]/Hβ compared to H ii regions, suggesting that the galaxy spectra contain a

significant DIG contribution based on the observed DIG line ratio relations in Figure 5.3.

The interpretation that DIG is largely responsible for the offset between H ii regions and

SDSS galaxies in these diagrams is supported by the observation of Masters et al. (2016) that

SDSS galaxies display a dependence on Hα surface-brightness (ΣHα) perpendicular to these

excitation sequences, such that those galaxies with the lowest ΣHα are offset farthest from

the H ii region sequences. Under the assumption that DIG accounts for a larger fraction of

line emission in galaxies with lower ΣHα (Oey et al., 2007), the results of Masters et al. imply

that DIG emission is most important in those galaxies farthest offset from the H ii region

sequences, while galaxies with large ΣHα and highly-concentrated star formation appear more

similar to H ii regions in these line ratio spaces.

In the O3S2 diagram, H ii regions and SDSS galaxies show the largest offset at moderate

4Andrews & Martini additionally rejected galaxies for which the SDSS photometric flags indi-
cated that the spectroscopic fiber targeted the outskirts of a large galaxy instead of a galaxy center,
and removed low-mass targets for which the stellar mass was obviously incorrect through visual
inspection. We do not apply these additional criteria since such issues affect less than 0.5% of the
sample.
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Figure 5.4: Excitation sequences of H ii regions, SDSS star-forming galaxies, and DIG regions
in the O3N2 (left), O3S2 (middle), and O3O2 (right) diagrams. The gray two-dimensional
histogram shows the distribution of z ∼ 0 star-forming galaxies from the strong-line com-
parison sample, where the white line represents the running median of the galaxies in bins
of O3N2. Individual H ii regions in the reference H ii region sample are represented by red
points, where the maroon line gives the running median of the H ii regions. The solid blue
line shows the running median of the DIG-dominated spaxels from the MaNGA DIG galaxy
sample in bins of O3N2, while the dashed blue lines denote the linear extrapolations that we
assume for the DIG excitation sequences. In the left and middle panels, the solid black line
shows the “maximum-starburst” line of Kewley et al. (2001), while the empirical demarca-
tion between AGN and star-forming galaxies of Kauffmann et al. (2003b) is displayed as the
black dashed line in the left panel.
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excitation ([O iii]/Hβ ∼ 0) where the DIG [S ii]/Hα reaches a maximum. Above and below

this point, the H ii region and SDSS sequences appear to converge suggesting that the DIG

line ratios become similar to H ii region line ratios in the low- and high-excitation tails. A

similar behavior is observed in the O3O2 diagram, where the H ii regions and SDSS galaxies

converge at the lowest and highest metallicities. We therefore adopt simple linear extrapola-

tions of the DIG excitation sequences that approach the point of convergence of H ii regions

and SDSS galaxies at both high and low metallicities. This behavior is consistent with the

turnover in DIG [N ii]/Hα and [S ii]/Hα at moderate [O iii]/Hβ observed in the data. The

adopted extrapolations are shown as blue dashed lines in Figure 5.4. It is possible that

these linear extrapolations are not accurate representations of the DIG excitation sequences,

however the relative locations of the H ii region and SDSS sequences suggest these extrap-

olations provide a good approximation. The region of largest uncertainty is the extreme

metal-poor regime in which the H ii region sequences turn over in [O iii]/Hβ while the DIG

sequence extrapolations continue increasing in [O iii]/Hβ. Zhang et al. (2017) demonstrated

that [O iii]/Hβ of DIG and H ii regions is the same on average at fixed galactocentric radius

for the least-massive third of their sample (log(M∗/M�) < 9.43), suggesting an agreement

between DIG and H ii region [O iii]/Hβ in low-metallicity environments. However, the

MaNGA survey only targeted galaxies with log(M∗/M�) & 9.0 that do not have low enough

stellar masses to populate the extreme low-metallicity tail. The nature of DIG line ratios in

this regime therefore cannot be directly constrained. It is possible that the DIG sequences

also turn over like the H ii region sequences, but this uncertainty only affects a regime where

a small fraction of SDSS galaxies lie, and will therefore minimally impact our results.

The low- and high-metallicity convergence of the SDSS and H ii region sequences could

also arise from a changing DIG contribution with metallicity, such that emission line contri-

bution from DIG is largest at moderate metallicity and is small at low and high metallicities.

In this case, the DIG line ratios need not converge with the galaxy and H ii region line ratios

in either extreme regime. However, individual SDSS galaxies do not show any evidence for a

strong dependence of the fractional DIG contribution on O3 or M∗ (see Section 5.3.1 below),

disfavoring an explanation based on a dynamic level of DIG contribution.
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5.2.5 Model framework

We create the individual line-emitting components of mock galaxies using the line-ratio re-

lations of H ii and DIG regions described above, and construct fake global galaxy spectra

by combining light from the individual components in a manner that mimics the ISM struc-

ture of real galaxies. Below we describe the methodology used to create one mock galaxy

spectrum, which is repeated many times using a range of input parameters to build up a

statistical sample of mock galaxies.

First, we begin with a population of H ii regions. As described in Section 5.2.3, the strong

line ratios are parameterized by the electron temperature T3, and thus the oxygen abundance

is primarily a function of T3 in the models. We produce a population of H ii regions by

randomly selecting NHII samples from an input distribution of T3. We adopt a log-normal

shape for this T3 distribution, in which the free parameters are the central temperature

Tcent and the logarithmic width σT. A log-normal distribution is observationally motivated

by the distributions of T3 and T2 of individual H ii regions in local star-forming spirals.

These distributions are shown in Figure 5.5 using data from three galaxies in the CHAOS

survey (Berg et al., 2015; Croxall et al., 2015, 2016). The central temperature Tcent is

representative of the characteristic metallicity of the galaxy star-forming regions, while the

width of the distribution σT corresponds to the range of metallicities spanned by individual

H ii regions. The CHAOS galaxies are characterized by σT = 0.03− 0.08 dex. We note that

a log-normal distribution has symmetric wings in log(T), but the CHAOS galaxies display

high-temperature wings, with no corresponding low-temperature wings. This absence is

likely an observational bias because of the exponential decline in auroral line strength with

decreasing temperature, supported by the fact that the lowest-temperature measurements

in each CHAOS galaxy tend to fall only just above the S/N≥ 3 cut on auroral line strength.

We obtain the strong-line ratios for the H ii regions using the T3 distribution as input

to equations 5.16-5.19. We add an ionization parameter term to these median relations by

assigning ∆O3 to each mock H ii region by randomly drawing from a normal distribution

with a mean of zero and a standard deviation of 0.14 dex, equal to the observed scatter about
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Figure 5.5: T3 and T2 distributions of individual H ii regions within the local spiral galaxies
NGC 628 (Berg et al., 2015), NGC 5194 (Croxall et al., 2015), and NGC 5457 (Croxall
et al., 2016). Black lines show log-normal fits to the electron temperature distribution in
each panel, where the best-fit width of the log-normal is given in the upper right corner.
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the median in the O3 vs. T3 diagram for the reference H ii region sample. ∆O2, ∆N2, and

∆S2 are then calculated for each mock H ii region using equations 5.20-5.22. The final

strong-line ratios for each mock H ii region are obtained by adding ∆O3, ∆O2, ∆N2, and

∆S2 to the O3, O2, N2, and S2 values obtained from the polynomial fits of equations 5.16-

5.19. Each of these strong-line ratios has Hβ as the denominator, so we assume an H ii region

Hβ flux distribution in order to obtain the strong-line fluxes. For simplicity, we assign the

same Hβ flux to each H ii region. This assumption does not affect our results because Hβ

flux does not show any dependence on either T3 or 12+log(O/H) in the CHAOS H ii regions

on a galaxy-by-galaxy basis, suggesting that the brightness of an H ii region does not depend

on its abundance properties (Berg et al., 2015; Croxall et al., 2015, 2016). Thus, using a

distribution of Hβ fluxes is simply a source of scatter but has no systematic effect on any of

our results. The combination of strong-line ratios and Hβ fluxes yields the intrinsic fluxes

of [O ii]λλ3726,3729, Hβ, [O iii]λλ4959,5007, [N ii]λλ6548,6584, and [S ii]λλ6716,6731 for

each H ii region. The Hα flux is obtained assuming an intrinsic ratio of Hα/Hβ = 2.86

We then combine the [O iii]λλ4959,5007 and [O ii]λλ3726,3729 fluxes with the T3 values

to produce the intrinsic fluxes of the auroral lines [O iii]λ4363 and [O ii]λλ7320,7330 using

equations 5.9 and 5.10.

The emission lines from each individual H ii region are then reddened. The E(B-V) values

of individual H ii regions in the CHAOS sample do not correlate with T3 or 12+log(O/H) on

a galaxy-by-galaxy basis, suggesting that using a random E(B-V) assuming some distribution

shape is appropriate. For each H ii region, we draw an E(B-V) value from a normal distribu-

tion with a width of 0.15 magnitudes, with negative E(B-V) values set to zero. The E(B-V)

distributions of the CHAOS H ii regions suggest that this shape and width is appropriate

for local star-forming spirals. While individual H ii region E(B-V) shows no correlation with

metallicity, E(B-V)gal inferred from the global galaxy spectrum does correlate with global

galaxy properties such as O3gal, the O3 ratio inferred from global galaxy spectra, as shown

in Figure 5.6 for the strong-line comparison sample. The anticorrelation between E(B-V)gal

and O3gal suggests that the center of the E(B-V) distribution for the H ii regions depends on

the characteristic metallicity of the galaxy, reflecting the relationship between galaxy red-
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Figure 5.6: E(B-V)gal as a function of O3gal for the SDSS strong-line comparison sample.
The amount of reddening increases with increasing metallicity and decreasing excitation,
as represented by decreasing O3gal. The red line shows the linear representation of this
relationship, given by E(B-V)gal = −0.25×O3gal + 0.23.

dening and chemical enrichment (Heckman et al., 1998). We adopt a linear representation

of the data in Figure 5.6, and use the median O3 of the simulated H ii regions to set the

center of the E(B-V) distribution using this linear relation. We note that the relationship

shown in Figure 5.6 is derived from the global galaxy ratio O3gal, which we later conclude

is biased with respect to the median H ii region ratio O3HII. Iteratively including this bias

in the E(B-V) relation changes the central E(B-V) values by < 0.04 magnitudes, which has

no impact on our results. We redden the strong and auroral line fluxes from each modeled

H ii region individually using its assigned E(B-V), assuming the attenuation law of Cardelli

et al. (1989).

We produce a number of DIG regions equal to the number of H ii regions, and each DIG

region is associated with an H ii region. DIG emission is observed to be spatially correlated

with H ii regions (Zurita et al., 2000) and the diffuse gas immediately surrounding an H ii

region likely has a similar metallicity to that of the gas in that H ii region. Each DIG region

is assigned the same O3N2 value as its associated H ii region. While the results of Zhang

et al. (2017) suggest that DIG and H ii region O3 is the same on average, O3 is double-

valued as a function of electron temperature and metallicity and thus does not provide a
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good parameterization of these properties, as described in Section 5.2.4 above. If we matched

DIG and H ii regions in O3, the double-valued nature of the line ratio would make it unclear

how to match DIG and H ii regions in the regime where O3 vs. T3 is flat. We instead match

in O3N2, which increases monotonically with increasing T3 for H ii regions. Matching in

O3N2 instead of O3 alone should still provide a realistic way of associating DIG and H ii

regions based on the close agreement of the DIG and H ii region sequences in the O3N2

diagram and on the result of Zhang et al. (2017) that the systematic difference between H ii

and DIG region N2 is small. Given O3N2, the strong-line ratios O3, N2, S2, and O2 of each

DIG region are assigned using the DIG excitation sequences shown in Figure 5.4. We use

the running median of the DIG sequences if −0.6 <log([O iii]λ5007/Hβ) < 0.4 and use the

linear extrapolations of the DIG sequences otherwise.

The DIG fraction, fDIG, is defined as the fraction of the total intrinsic Balmer line flux

of the galaxy that originates from DIG. The Hα and Hβ line fluxes of each DIG region

are assigned such that the intrinsic DIG Balmer line fluxes account for the fraction fDIG

of the combined intrinsic Balmer line flux of the H ii and DIG region. The same fDIG

is used for each H ii -DIG region pair in a single mock galaxy. The [O iii]λλ4959,5007,

[N ii]λλ6548,6584, [S ii]λλ6716,6731, and [O ii]λλ3726,3729 fluxes are then calculated using

the strong-line ratios and Balmer line fluxes. In order to calculate the auroral line fluxes of

the DIG regions, we need the DIG electron temperatures T3 and T2. However, there are

no observational constraints on the electron temperature of DIG because of its low surface

brightness and the intrinsic weakness of the auroral lines. We initially assume that the

electron temperatures T3 and T2 of each DIG region are equal to the electron temperatures

of the associated H ii region, but we reevaluate this assumption in Section 5.3.1 below.

With the assumed DIG T3 and T2, the intrinsic DIG auroral-line fluxes [O iii]λ4363 and

[O ii]λλ7320,7330 are calculated using equations 5.9 and 5.10. The line fluxes of each DIG

region are then reddened assuming the same extinction as the associated H ii region.

The global galaxy spectrum is produced by summing the reddened flux from each H ii and

DIG region on a line-by-line basis for [O ii]λλ3726,3729, [O iii]λ4363, Hβ, [O iii]λλ4959,5007,

[N ii]λ5755, Hα, [N ii]λλ6548,6584, [S ii]λλ6716,6731, and [O ii]λλ7320,7330. We then
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analyze the global galaxy spectrum as if it were real global galaxy spectroscopic data. The

global line fluxes are corrected for reddening using the summed Hα and Hβ fluxes assuming

an intrinsic ratio Hα/Hβ = 2.86 and the attenuation law of Cardelli et al. (1989). The

strongline ratios are calculated using the dereddened global line fluxes.

The global electron temperatures are calculated from the global dereddened strong-to-

auroral line ratios using equations 5.9 and 5.10, and global direct-method oxygen abundances

are calculated using equations 5.13 and 5.14. We calculate global 12+log(O/H) under three

assumptions: (1) both [O iii]λ4363 and [O ii]λλ7320,7330 are detected, (2) only [O iii]λ4363

is detected, and (3) only [O ii]λλ7320,7330 is detected. We refer to the three metallicities

as 12+log(O/H)T2,T3, 12+log(O/H)T3, and 12+log(O/H)T2, respectively. In cases 2 and

3, the unknown electron temperature is estimated from the known electron temperature

using equation 5.12. These three oxygen abundance values will be useful for comparing with

different real datasets since it is not uncommon for only one of the auroral oxygen lines to

be detected in galaxy spectra, even in stacks.

The process described above is repeated many times while varying Tcent in order to build

up a statistical sample of mock galaxy spectra, allowing us to average over sources of scatter

to find median trends. In order to quantify the bias between the distribution of H ii region

properties and the global properties as inferred from the galaxy spectrum, for each line ratio

or physical property we save both the global value inferred from the galaxy spectrum and the

median value of the distribution of individual H ii regions for every mock galaxy. Properties

derived from the global galaxy spectra will be indicated with the superscript “gal,” while

median properties of the H ii region distribution will be denoted by the superscript “HII.”

There are only four free parameters in these models. These free parameters are the

number of H ii regions per galaxy, NHII, the central temperature of the H ii region T3

distribution, Tcent, the width of the H ii region T3 distribution, σT, and the fraction of

intrinsic Balmer flux originating from DIG emission, fDIG. In practice, σT and fDIG are set

to observationally-motivated values appropriate for the real dataset being modeled, while

Tcent is freely varied to produce galaxies with a range of metallicities. The value of NHII

determines how well the T3 distribution is sampled, and thus simply corresponds to a source
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of scatter if NHII is small, but does not change any trends.

5.3 Comparison datasets and fiducial models

We compare our models to observations of local star-forming galaxies in order to verify that

the mock galaxy spectra produced following the methodology of Section 5.2.5 resemble spec-

tra of real galaxies. Auroral emission lines are detected for a few hundred individual SDSS

galaxies (Izotov et al., 2006; Pilyugin et al., 2010), and we assemble a sample of such galaxies

for comparison in Section 5.3.2. However, samples of individual SDSS galaxies for which au-

roral lines are detected are not representative of typical star-forming galaxies from which the

z ∼ 0 MZR is constructed, generally having much higher SFR at fixed M∗ than average and

sampling only the low-mass, low-metallicity tail of the local population. Auroral line mea-

surements across a wide dynamic range of galaxy properties have been obtained by stacking

SDSS spectra (Andrews & Martini, 2013; Brown et al., 2016; Curti et al., 2017), providing

a comparison sample that is more representative than samples of individual galaxies with

auroral line detections. We therefore focus primarily on constructing models representing

typical z ∼ 0 star-forming galaxies. We compare these models to the SDSS stacks from

Andrews & Martini (2013), Brown et al. (2016), and Curti et al. (2017) (hereafter AM13,

B16, and C17, respectively), and quantify biases in metallicity measurements made from

global galaxy spectra. The electron temperatures and oxygen abundances for all comparison

samples are calculated using the same methods as for the mock galaxy spectra, outlined in

Section 5.2.

5.3.1 SDSS stacks with auroral line detections

Auroral line measurements have been obtained across a wide range of stellar masses, SFRs,

and excitation levels by stacking the spectra of z ∼ 0 star-forming galaxies from SDSS.

Creating composite spectra in bins of global galaxy properties allows for the detection of the

weak auroral lines [O iii]λ4363 and [O ii]λλ7320,7330 by leveraging the statistical power of

hundreds or thousands of galaxies per bin to increase sensitivity. This method has progressed
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metallicity studies of local galaxies by reducing the reliance on strong-line indicators. AM13

utilized measurements of composite spectra binned in M∗ alone, as well as M∗ and SFR, to

investigate the MZR and FMR using direct-method metallicities. B16 constructed composite

spectra for SDSS galaxies in bins of M∗ and position above or below the mean z ∼ 0 relation

between M∗and specific star-formation rate (SSFR; SFR/M∗), demonstrating a systematic

dependence of strong-line indicators on position relative to the M∗-SSFR relation. C17

binned galaxies in O3 and O2, and utilized auroral line measurements from stacked spectra

to provide fully empirical strong-line metallicity calibrations based on global galaxy spectra

rather than H ii regions for the first time. Strong and auroral line ratio measurements of

the stacked spectra from these studies provide a comparison sample that both spans a wide

range of metallicities and is representative of the z ∼ 0 star-forming population.

Our goal is to quantify the mean bias in metallicity measurements inferred from global

galaxy spectra relative to the characteristic metallicity of the H ii regions within a galaxy

as a function of global galaxy properties. Thus, it is imperative that the samples that are

used to test the performance of the models are themselves representative of the normal star-

forming population of galaxies. While the stacked spectra from AM13, B16, and C17 are

constructed from samples that largely overlap (AM13 and B16 use identical sample selection,

while the selection criteria of C17 only slightly differ), we simultaneously compare to stacks

from all three works in order to average over differences in selection, binning, and stacking

methods. Because of the binning methods of each work, some bins will contain galaxies

that are wholly unrepresentative of the typical local population (e.g., M∗-SFR bins that fall

far from the mean z ∼ 0 M∗-SFR relation). We only compare to those stacks from each

work that closely follow the mean galaxy property relations of the local population. We use

the stacks binned in M∗ only from AM13. From B16, we use those stacks that fall within

±0.5 dex in SSFR of the mean z ∼ 0 M∗-SSFR relation. We select the C17 stacks for

which the central O3 and O2 of the bin fall within ±0.1 dex of the median relation of the

strong-line comparison sample of individual SDSS galaxies. As described below, we choose

observationally-motivated values of the DIG fraction fDIG, the number of H ii regions per

mock galaxy NHII, and the T3 distribution width σT appropriate for the sample of galaxies
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from which the stacked spectra were created.

We place constraints on fDIG using the Hα surface brightness, ΣHα, given by

ΣHα =
Ltot

Hα

2πR2
half,Hα

, (5.23)

where Ltot
Hα is the total Hα luminosity, and Rhalf,Hα is the half-light radius of the galaxy

Hα emission. Oey et al. (2007) demonstrated that fDIG decreases with increasing ΣHα.

The authors argued that a scenario in which H ii regions occupy a larger fraction of the

ionized ISM volume as star formation becomes more concentrated predicts a dependence of

fDIG∼ Σ
1/3
Hα , which agreed well with the data. Using the dataset from Oey et al. (2007),

we fit fDIG as a function of ΣHα assuming this theoretically-predicted functional form, and

obtain

fDIG = −1.50× 10−14 × Σ
1/3
Hα + 0.748, (5.24)

where ΣHα is given in units of erg s−1 kpc−2. The data and best-fit function are shown in

Figure 5.7.

We constrain fDIG for the SDSS stack samples using ΣHα of the individual SDSS galaxies

in the strong-line comparison sample, which is nearly identical to the sample from which

the AM13 and B16 stacks were constructed (see Section 5.2.4). We note that results do not

change if the strong-line comparison sample is instead selected using the criteria of C17. To

determine ΣHα for the strong-line comparison sample, we first aperture-correct the intrinsic

fiber Hα luminosities. We obtain aperture corrections by dividing the total SFR by the

fiber SFR, and apply these correction factors to the fiber Hα luminosities to obtain total Hα

luminosities (Brinchmann et al., 2004). While measurements of the Hα half-light radii are

not available, we instead use the optical sizes. R-band sizes of local star-forming galaxies

have been shown to be similar to Hα sizes (James et al., 2009). We use the elliptical Petrosian

R-band half-light radii from the NASA-Sloan Atlas v1.0.15. Galaxy sizes are not available

for all galaxies in the strong-line comparison sample. The NASA-Sloan Atlas contains size

5http://www.nsatlas.org
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Figure 5.7: The fraction of Balmer emission originating from DIG, fDIG, vs. ΣHα for galaxies
from the SINGG Hα survey (Oey et al., 2007), displayed as gray diamonds. The best-fit

function of the form fDIG∼ Σ
1/3
Hα , as suggested by Oey et al. on theoretical grounds, is

displayed as a black line and presented in equation 5.24.

measurements for 79% of the full sample (∼ 165, 000 galaxies) for which we compute the

dust-corrected ΣHα according to equation 5.23. The DIG fraction for each galaxy is then

estimated using equation 5.24.

The distribution of fDIG values and fDIG vs. O3gal for the strong-line comparison sample

are shown in Figure 5.8. The strong-line comparison sample has a median fDIG of 0.55

with a standard deviation of 0.08. The distribution shape is nearly Gaussian, with a more

significant tail towards low fDIG. The DIG fraction shows no significant dependence on

excitation across a wide dynamic range, with the median fDIG changing by < 5% as a

function of O3gal. Additionally, the scatter in fDIG also shows no strong dependence on

O3gal. We therefore assign fDIG to each mock galaxy by randomly drawing values from

a normal distribution with a mean value of 0.55 and a standard deviation of 0.08. It is

important to note that fDIG is not dependent on any line ratios, and is thus independent of

all of the line-ratio diagrams that we use to test the models.

As noted above, the number of H ii regions per galaxy, NHII, does not affect any trends
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Figure 5.8: The distribution of fDIG (top) and fDIG as a function of O3 (bottom) for SDSS
galaxies in the strong-line comparison sample. The fDIG distribution has a median value of
0.55 and a standard deviation of 0.08, and is nearly Gaussian in shape. The DIG fraction
fDIG does not show a strong dependence on excitation, as encoded by O3.
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but instead corresponds to a source of uncorrelated scatter, which decreases as NHII increases

and the T3 distribution is better sampled. The chosen value of NHII has no systematic effects

on our results. Nevertheless, we choose a value of NHII that is appropriate for SDSS fiber

observations of local star-forming galaxies. At zmed = 0.08, the median redshift of the strong-

line comparison sample, the 3′′ diameter of an SDSS fiber corresponds to a physical diameter

of 4.5 kpc. Based on H ii region identification in narrowband Hα surveys (e.g., Zurita et al.,

2000), a ∼ 4.5 kpc diameter aperture will typically contain tens of H ii regions, but may

contain as few as a handful of H ii regions depending on fiber placement, the ISM structure,

and level of star-formation activity in the galaxy. We choose a value of NHII = 25 to roughly

match the number of H ii regions expected to fall within an SDSS fiber aperture.

We set σT = 0.07 dex, a value that appears to be reasonable for z ∼ 0 star-forming

galaxies as described below. This value is within the range of observed σT for local spirals

in the CHAOS galaxy survey (see Fig. 5.5, Berg et al., 2015; Croxall et al., 2015, 2016). We

note that the T3 distribution width, σT, encodes both stochastic variations in metallicity due

to inhomogeneities in the ISM and systematic variations from radial metallicity gradients,

if the observed aperture covers a large area of the disk compared to the steepness of the

gradient. Radial oxygen abundance gradients of local star-forming galaxies tend to have

slopes ranging from ∼ −0.01 to ∼ −0.1 dex kpc−1 for galaxies with 8.5 < log(M∗/M�) < 11.,

with less massive galaxies displaying steeper gradients on average (Sánchez et al., 2014; Ho

et al., 2015). At the median redshift of the strong-line comparison sample, zmed = 0.08, 1′′

corresponds to a physical length of 1.5 kpc. With the assumption that the 3′′ SDSS fiber is

placed on the center of each galaxy, the light falling in the fiber probes the inner ∼ 2 kpc

radially. Thus, the additional temperature variations due to metallicity gradients are likely

only significant for the least-massive galaxies in SDSS. After measurement uncertainty is

accounted for, the intrinsic scatter of H ii regions about the metallicity gradients in local

spirals is ∼ 0.05 − 0.1 dex (Kennicutt et al., 2003; Rosolowsky & Simon, 2008; Bresolin,

2011; Berg et al., 2013; Croxall et al., 2015, 2016), corresponding to ∼ 0.02− 0.07 dex in T3

indicitave of the minimum σT in the absence of metallicity gradients for local star-forming

galaxies. The shallow gradients of the CHAOS galaxies (0.02-0.04 dex kpc−1) suggest that
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stochastic variations in metallicity account for the majority of the width of the electron

temeperature distributions in Figure 5.5.

In summary, the model matched to typical SDSS star-forming galaxies assumes a Gaus-

sian fDIG distribution characterized by a mean and standard deviation of 0.55 and 0.08,

respectively, NHII = 25, and σT = 0.07 dex. We create 2500 mock galaxy spectra following

the method described in Section 5.2.5, where Tcent is drawn from a logarithmic uniform dis-

tribution from log(Tcent/K) = 3.7 to 4.3 (5,000 to 20,000 K), the T3 range of the reference

H ii region sample. We infer median line ratio and electron temperature relations from these

2500 mock galaxy spectra. We create an additional model for comparison with the same

parameters except fDIG= 0 such that the mock galaxies are constructed from H ii regions

only and include no DIG emission. We refer to this model with no DIG emission as the

hiionly model.

We compare the model with fDIG=0.55 matched to SDSS stacks to AM13, B16, and C17

stacks in Figures 5.9-5.11, and include the hiionly model for comparison. The O3N2, O3S2,

and O3O2 strong-line ratio diagrams are shown in Figure 5.9. The fDIG=0.55 model shows

excellent agreement with excitation sequences followed by the SDSS stacks. The hiionly

model fails to reproduce the O3S2 and O3O2 sequences, displaying lower S2 and O2 at fixed

O3 than the AM13, B16, and C17 stacks at nearly all values of O3. The largest disagreement

occurs in the moderate metallicity regime where O3 ∼ 0.0. This failure of the hiionly model

confirms that combinations of H ii regions alone cannot simultaneously reproduce line ratio

sequences in all line-ratio spaces. DIG emission properties are distinct from those of H ii

regions in S2 and O2, which strongly affects global galaxy line ratios and must be taken into

consideration. The close agreement of the fDIG=0.55 model to the observations in the O3S2

and O3O2 diagrams suggests that both the DIG excitation sequences in Figure 5.4 and the

fDIG relation in equation 5.24 are reasonable.

The strong-line ratios O3gal, O2gal, N2gal, and S2gal are shown as a function of Tgal
3

and Tgal
2 in Figure 5.10. Tgal

3 measurements are only available for the SDSS stacks with

Tgal
3 > 104 K. The reason for this limited range is twofold. First, the strong-to-auroral line

ratio [O iii]λλ5007,4959/λ4363 becomes exponentially weaker at lower T3 while O3 also drops
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Figure 5.9: The O3N2 (left), O3S2 (middle), and O3O2 (right) strong-line ratio diagrams for
stacks of SDSS galaxies and models under different sets of assumptions and input parameters.
The stacks of z ∼ 0 SDSS star-forming galaxies from AM13, B16, and C17 are shown as green
squares, light blue circles, and dark blue diamonds, respectively. The blue line shows the
running median of mock galaxies in bins of O3N2gal for the model with fDIG=0.55 and equal
H ii and DIG T2 at fixed metallicity. The shaded gray region represents the 68th-percentile
width of the distribution of mock galaxies around this running median. The black line
displays the running median for the SDSSstack model with fDIG=0.55 under the assumption
that DIG T2 is 15% lower than H ii region T2 at fixed metallicity, and is identical to the
blue line in these strong-line ratio diagrams. The red line shows the hiionly model that does
not include DIG emission (fDIG=0.0).
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off significantly due to a smaller fraction of oxygen in the O++ state, leading to an extremely

weak [O iii]λ4363 at low Tgal
3 that may not even be detected in stacks. Second, [O iii]λ4363

is blended with [Fe ii]λ4360, which significantly contaminates [O iii]λ4363 measurements

for high-metallicity, low-Tgal
3 galaxies in which [Fe ii]λ4360 is stronger (Andrews & Martini,

2013; Curti et al., 2017). Tgal
3 measurements are not shown for AM13, B16, and C17 stacks

with [Fe ii]λ4360/[O iii]λ4363 > 0.5 for which [O iii]λ4363 measurements were deemed

unreliable. Due to the combined effect of these two limitations, Tgal
3 measurements are only

shown for stacks of galaxies with log(M∗/M�) . 9.4. The fDIG=0.55 model matches the

observed SDSS stacks well in the Tgal
3 diagrams within the amount of scatter displayed by

the SDSS stacks. The hiionly model fails to produce high enough O2gal and S2gal values

at moderate Tgal
3 to match the observations. Due to the limited dynamic range of the Tgal

3

measurements for the SDSS stacks, the turnover points of the models (log(Tgal
3 ) ≈ 3.95 for

O2gal and S2gal) that would provide an excellent test for agreement are not sampled by the

SDSS stacks.

In the right column of Figure 5.10, we again compare the predicted model line ratios

with those observed in the SDSS composites, this time as a function of Tgal
2 . The auroral

line [O ii]λλ7320,7330 does not suffer from contamination or severe dropoff in brightness at

high metallicities, and is thus robustly measured across a much wider range of temperatures

than [O iii]λ4363. The hiionly model shows large discrepancies in O2gal and S2gal again

demonstrating the importance of accounting for DIG emission in global galaxy spectra. The

shapes of the fDIG=0.55 model sequences match those of the observed sequences well, but

with a systematic offset towards higher Tgal
2 at fixed line ratio that is seen in all four strong-

line ratios.

Since strong-line ratios of H ii regions as a function of T3 and T2 are directly constrained

by observations, this offset in Tgal
2 must either originate from incorrect assumptions about

DIG region line ratios or electron temperatures, or from a systematic effect in the binning

and stacking process that is not captured in our models that only produce individual galaxy

spectra. It is improbable that incorrect strong-line DIG excitation sequences (see Figure 5.4)

are the cause of this offset, because shifting the strong-line ratios of DIG regions alone would
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Figure 5.10: Global galaxy strong-line ratios O3gal, O2gal, N2gal, and S2gal as a function of
Tgal

3 (left column) and Tgal
2 (right column). Lines and points are the same as in Figure 5.9.

The fDIG=0.55 model is systemtacially offset towards higher T2 at fixed line ratio compared
to the SDSS stacks. This offset is not present in the SDSSstack model, in which we assume
that DIG T2 is lower than H ii region T2 by 15% at fixed metallicity.
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lead to a mismatch in the strong-line vs. strong-line sequences shown in Figure 5.9, which

agree well under the current set of assumptions. Additionally, no systematic offset is observed

the strong-line vs. Tgal
3 plots in Figure 5.10, and changing the DIG strong-line excitation

sequences would introduce a disagreement in these diagrams as well. The Tgal
2 offset also

cannot be resolved by decreasing fDIG as Tgal
2 increases. This adjustment would introduce

disagreement in Figure 5.9 and the left column of Figure 5.10 while still failing to match the

high-Tgal
2 tail of the observations where even the hiionly model overestimates O2gal, N2gal,

and S2gal and underestimates O3gal at fixed Tgal
2 .

The T2-T3 diagram is shown in Figure 5.11. In this diagram, the SDSS stacks display

lower Tgal
2 at fixed Tgal

3 than the H ii region relation of Campbell et al. (1986) (equation 5.12).

Both the hiionly and fDIG=0.55 models fall below the H ii region T2-T3 relation, but neither

show as large of an offset as the SDSS stacks. The small difference between the hiionly

(fDIG=0.0) and fDIG=0.55 models is predominantly due to the different relation between

O2 and T2 for DIG regions compared to that of H ii regions, which changes the relative

weight of regions of different T2 to the Tgal
2 estimate from the global galaxy spectrum. In

order to match the observations, the fDIG=0.55 model must have higher Tgal
3 at fixed Tgal

2 or

lower Tgal
2 at fixed Tgal

3 . No systematic offset in Tgal
3 is observed in Figure 5.10, suggesting

that the mismatch between model and observations in the T2-T3 diagram is caused by a

mismatch in Tgal
2 alone. The Tgal

2 offsets in Figure 5.10 appear to be roughly equivalent for

each strong-line ratio, with the model being ∼ 0.05 dex higher in Tgal
2 at fixed line ratio than

the observations, corresponding to an offset of ∼ 1, 000− 1, 500 K at T2= 8, 000− 12, 000 K

that closely matches the Tgal
2 discrepancy between the fDIG=0.55 model and observations

at fixed Tgal
3 . We conclude that the discrepancy between the fDIG=0.55 model and SDSS

composites originates from Tgal
2 alone.

The Tgal
2 discrepancy between model and observations could arise from either an incorrect

assumption about DIG electron temperatures in the models or some aspect of the stacking

process that is not captured by our individual galaxy models, since we are comparing to

data from stacked spectra. We do not have a way of testing the latter hypothesis without

matching the scatter in SDSS excitation sequences in detail and obtaining actual line profiles
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Figure 5.11: The global galaxy ionic temperature diagram of Tgal
2 vs. Tgal

3 . The dashed black
line shows the H ii region T2-T3 relation of Campbell et al. (1986) given in equation 5.12.
All other lines and points are the same as in Figure 5.9.

from the models in addition to line fluxes, which our models do not do since they are only

designed to investigate mean properties of the local galaxy population. However, both AM13

and C17 performed their stacking procedures on individual SDSS galaxies with auroral-line

detections and found that the inferred electron temperatures and metallicities of the stacks

were not systematically offset from the mean values of the individual galaxies. These tests

suggest that the offset in Tgal
2 does not originate from a systematic effect of the binning and

stacking procedures.

The Tgal
2 discrepancy then most likely arises from an incorrect assumption about T2 of

DIG regions. Up to this point, we have assumed that T2 and T3 of a DIG region are the

same as those of the associated H ii region. The observed Tgal
2 offset instead suggests that

the DIG T2 is lower than that of H ii regions at fixed metallicity, while T3 remains roughly

equivalent. We find that the model can be brought into excellent agreement with the SDSS

composities if the T2 of each DIG region is assumed to be 15% (0.06 dex) lower than that of

the associated H ii region. Models incorporating the revised DIG T2 assumption are shown

in Figures 5.9-5.11 as black lines, and we refer to this model as the SDSSstack model. Results

are unchanged for diagrams that do not involve Tgal
2 , while the shift towards lower Tgal

2 brings

the adjusted model into excellent agreement with the SDSS stacks in Figures 5.10 and 5.11.
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We adopt the SDSSstack model as the fiducial description for typical z ∼ 0 star-forming

galaxies for the remainder of this work.

Our assumption that DIG T2 is lower than T2 of H ii regions on average is in conflict

with past studies of Milky Way and extragalactic DIG, which suggest that DIG electron

temperature is higher on average than that of H ii regions. Studies of DIG strong-line ratios

in the Milky Way (Haffner et al., 1999) and other galaxies (Otte et al., 2001, 2002; Hoopes

& Walterbos, 2003) have suggested that DIG is hotter than H ii regions on average based

on the larger N2, S2, and O2 ratios observed for DIG. Additionally, Reynolds et al. (2001)

detected the auroral line [N ii]λ5755 for DIG along one line-of-sight in the Milky Way, and

found that DIG along this line-of-sight has a higher temperature than bright Galactic H ii

regions. However, the Milky Way results only probe a number of distinct sight lines and most

extragalactic studies of DIG line-ratios observe extra-planar DIG in edge-on galaxies. It is

not clear how representative such observations are of the DIG regions observed in face-on disk

galaxies in the MaNGA DIG galaxy sample, and if past comparisons between DIG and H ii

region temperature have been made at fixed nebular abundance. Additional observations

of temperature-sensitive auroral lines for DIG regions are required to unequivocally settle

the question of DIG electron temperature. Even if DIG T2 is not lower than that of H ii

regions in reality, adopting this assumption in our model framework captures an important

systematic effect that is present in global galaxy spectra and will contribute to the bias in

direct-method metallicity.

One concern is whether the disagreement in the T2-T3 diagram and strong-line ratio

vs. T2 diagrams can be resolved by adjusting other model parameters instead of making

an assumption that DIG T2 is 15% lower than H ii region T2 at fixed metallicity. In

particular, the width of the T3 distribution, σT, can change the magnitude of the offset in

the T3-T2 diagram. This effect has been previously shown by Pilyugin et al. (2012b), who

demonstrated that the T2-T3 offset increases as the range of metallicities of combined H ii

regions increases (equivalent to increasing σT in our framework). We have set σT = 0.07 dex

based on empirical observations of H ii regions in individual galaxies (Berg et al., 2015;

Croxall et al., 2015, 2016), but it is worthwhile to investigate whether different values of σT
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may resolve the T2 discrepancies. Such an investigation is presented in Appendix 5.A.2. To

briefly summarize, while increasing σT can reproduce the SDSS stack T2-T3 offset without

any different assumptions regarding DIG T2, the required values of σT lead to significant

changes in the predicted global galaxy strong-line ratios that do not match the observations.

Adjusting σT is thus not a viable option for resolving the T2 discrepancies, and we continue

under the assumption that DIG T2 is 15% lower than H ii region T2 at fixed metallicity.

5.3.2 The SDSS auroral-line comparison sample

We also test our model framework against observations of individual SDSS galaxies with

electron temperature measurements. We use the sample of 181 SDSS galaxies from Pilyugin

et al. (2010) for which both [O iii]λ4363 and [O ii]λλ7320,7330 have been detected. We

expand this sample by adding 271 galaxies from Izotov et al. (2006). Izotov et al. identified

309 SDSS galaxies for which [O iii]λ4363 was measured, and we add those galaxies that were

not already included as part of the Pilyugin et al. (2010) sample. We note that while all

of these additional galaxies have measurements of [O iii]λ4363 and [O ii]λλ7320,7330, only

86 have measurements of [O ii]λλ3726,3729 due to their redshifts, and thus not all of them

have estimates of Tgal
2 . Those objects lacking [O ii]λλ3726,3729 observations are not plotted

in diagrams involving O2gal or Tgal
2 . We refer to this combined sample as the “auroral-line

comparison sample.”

We determine the DIG fraction for the auroral-line comparison sample following the

same method used for the larger SDSS sample. We apply aperture correction factors to the

reddening-corrected Hα luminosities, and determine ΣHα using the R-band half-light radius

for each galaxy in the auroral-line comparison sample. The DIG fractions are found using

equation 5.24. The auroral-line comparison sample has an fDIG distribution that is nearly

Gaussian, with a mean and standard deviation of 0.4 and 0.13, respectively, and no strong

dependence on the level of excitation in the global galaxy spectrum. The lower average fDIG

for this sample compared to that of the full SDSS sample reflects the extreme star-forming

nature of galaxies in the auroral-line comparison sample. Model fDIG values are drawn
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randomly from this normal distribution. We adopt the same value as in the SDSSstack model

for the number of H ii regions per fiber, NHII = 25, but find that a smaller width of the T3

distribution better fits the auroral-line sample, instead using σT = 0.02 dex. A smaller value

of σT is likely more appropriate for the low-mass, high-sSFR galaxies in the auroral-line

comparison sample. Metals can be distributed more homogeneously throughout the ISM

in such galaxies than in massive or low-sSFR galaxies because of an increase in feedback

efficiency, as suggested by flatter metallicity gradients with decreasing M∗ and increasing

sSFR (Ho et al., 2015; Ma et al., 2017). We continue to assume that DIG T2 is 15% lower than

H ii region T2 at fixed metallicity, as described in Section 5.3.1. Despite the comparatively

narrow Tgal
3 range of the auroral-line comparison sample, we again randomly draw 2500

samples of Tcent from a logarithmic uniform distribution over log(Tcent/K) = 3.7 to 4.3, and

create mock galaxy spectra following the method described in Section 5.2.5. We refer to this

model as the auroral model.

We compare the auroral model to individual galaxies in the auroral-line comparison sam-

ple in Figures 5.12-5.14. We find that the strong-line ratio diagrams (Fig. 5.12), line ratios

as a function of Tgal
2 (Fig. 5.13, right column), and the T2-T3 diagram (Fig. 5.14) show

excellent agreement between the auroral model and observations. However, as a function

of Tgal
3 (Fig. 5.13, left column) the model overestimates N2gal, S2gal, and O2gal at fixed

Tgal
3 in the high-temperature regime (log(Tgal

3 ) > 4.1). The discrepancies are largest in the

high-temperature, low-metallicity regime for which we had to extrapolate the DIG excita-

tion sequences, and thus may suggest that the DIG excitation sequence extrapolations are

not completely accurate in this regime, especially for O2gal. We caution that results for

metal-poor galaxies with observed O3N2gal& 2.0 and log(T3)& 4.15 rely heavily on the ex-

trapolation of the DIG sequences and should therefore be treated with caution. It is also

possible that the extreme star-forming and metal-poor nature of some of the galaxies in the

auroral-line comparison sample require some physics that is not captured in the framework of

our simple models. However, the model framework appears to perform well overall even for

a sample of extreme star-forming galaxies that are unrepresentative of the local star-forming

galaxy population. It is also of note that the assumption that DIG T2 is lower than H ii
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Figure 5.12: The O3N2 (left), O3S2 (middle), and O3O2 (right) strong-line ratio diagrams
for individual SDSS galaxies with auroral line detections and models under different sets of
assumptions and input parameters. Orange triangles show SDSS galaxies in the auroral-line
comparison sample from Pilyugin et al. (2010) and Izotov et al. (2006). The green line
displays the running median of mock galaxies in bins of O3N2gal for the auroral model with
fDIG=0.40 and σT = 0.02 dex, under the assumption that DIG T2 is 15% lower than H ii
region T2 at fixed metallicity. The red line shows the hiionly model that includes no DIG
emission (fDIG=0.0) and follows the same DIG T2 assumption as the auroral model.

region T2 at fixed metallicity is required to match observations of individual galaxies with

auroral-line measurements in addition to stacks of SDSS galaxies, suggesting that the T2

offset is not a result of some systematic effect introduced by the stacking process.

5.4 Results

Using these models, we characterize the biases in strong-line ratios, electron temperatures,

and direct-method metallicity measurements from global galaxy spectra. These biases arise

as a consequence of DIG contamination of emission lines and flux-weighting effects when

combining emission from multiple H ii regions with a range of excitation levels. The bias of

a particular property is quantified by taking the difference between the value measured from

a mock global galaxy spectrum and the median value of the same property for the individual

H ii regions in that mock galaxy. We represent the bias in property X with the symbol ∆X.

For each property, the superscript “gal” (Xgal) indicates that the property is derived from the
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Figure 5.14: The global galaxy ionic temperature diagram of Tgal
2 vs. Tgal

3 . The dashed black
line shows the H ii region T2-T3 relation of Campbell et al. (1986) given in equation 5.12.
All other lines and points are the same as in Figure 5.12.

observed global galaxy spectrum, while the superscript “HII” (XHII) is used to indicate the

median value of the property for the distribution of H ii regions within each galaxy. Obtaining

measurements that are representative of the H ii region distribution in a galaxy is desirable

because both strong-line and direct-method metallicity estimates are based on H ii regions

(real or simulated) rather than ensembles of H ii regions surrounded by DIG. Furthermore,

the H ii regions trace only the most recent generation of star formation. Therefore, they

provide a metallicity that is ideal for comparing to cosmological hydrodynamical simulations,

which trace the metallicity of star-forming particles.

The bias determinations presented below can be used to correct properties measured

from global galaxy spectra in order to obtain values representative of the median H ii region

distributions. The SDSSstack model is designed to reproduce the mean properties and trends

of z ∼ 0 star-forming galaxies, but does not accurately represent deviations of individual

galaxies from mean relations.
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5.4.1 Biases in the strong-line ratios

We quantify the typical global galaxy bias in the strong-line ratios O3, O2, N2, and S2

for z ∼ 0 star-forming galaxies from SDSS. These strong-line ratios can be combined to

construct strong-line metallicity indicators used in calibrations that are widely applied to

estimate galaxy metallicities. Additionally, the strong-line ratios O3 and O2 are used in

the calculation of direct-method metallicity (equations 5.13 and 5.14). It is thus of great

importance to eliminate biases in galaxy strong-line ratios before using either the direct

method or strong-line calibrations to determine galaxy metallicities.

In Figure 5.15, we present the global galaxy biases in O3, O2, N2, and S2 as a function

of O3N2gal, the O3N2 ratio as observed in global galaxy spectra. To determine the typical

biases, we take the running median of individual mock galaxy spectra from each model in bins

of O3N2gal. The biases are quantified as a function of O3N2gal instead of each individual

line ratio (i.e., we show ∆O3 vs. O3N2gal as opposed to ∆O3 vs. O3gal) because O3N2

increases monotonically with metallicity and T3, and does not saturate over the range of

metallicities of interest here. O3 and O2 are double-valued such that it would be necessary

to determine on which branch a galaxy lies in order to correct the line ratio, and S2 and N2

saturate at high metallicities, limiting the utility of bias estimates as a function of these line

ratios. Parameterizing by O3N2 instead should not severely limit the number of galaxies to

which these corrections may be applied since O3N2 only involves strong lines that are easily

detected in low-redshift star-forming galaxies down to low metallicities and stellar masses.

We include the hiionly model for comparison in order to understand how much of the bias

arises from DIG contamination. Biases in the hiionly model arise purely from flux-weighting

effects due to combining light on a line-by-line basis from multiple H ii regions with different

metallicities. Any additional bias in models including DIG is driven by the inclusion of DIG

emission in the global spectrum.

The top panel of Figure 5.15 shows the bias in O3. O3gal can be biased high by as

much as +0.3 dex in typical local star-forming galaxies, with the maximum bias occuring

at O3N2gal& 2.0. The SDSSstack and hiionly models display a similar level of O3gal bias at
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Figure 5.15: The difference between the global galaxy line ratio and median line ratio of the H ii

region distribution, ∆X, as a function of O3N2gal for the strong-line ratios X=O3, O2, N2, and S2.

The red line shows the running median of the 2500 mock galaxy realizations in bins of O3N2gal for

the hiionly model with fDIG=0.0. The running median of the SDSSstack model with fDIG=0.55 is

displayed as a black line, where the gray shaded region corresponds to the 68th-percentile width of

the distribution of mock galaxies around the running median. In each panel, the dashed magenta

line shows the best-fit fourth-order polynomial to the bias in the global galaxy line ratio, ∆X, for

the SDSSstack model. The best-fit coefficients are presented in Table 5.1.
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O3N2gal< 1.5. In this regime, DIG emission has little effect on the global O3 bias because

DIG and H ii regions are matched in O3N2, and SDSS galaxies, DIG, and H ii regions

follow similar excitation sequences in the O3N2 diagram. The positive bias at O3N2gal< 1.5,

reaching +0.2 dex at O3N2gal ∼ −0.5, is predominantly driven by flux-weighting effects

when combining light from H ii regions with a range of metallicities due to the shape of the

O3 vs. T3 relation of H ii regions (Figure 5.2). Since Hβ luminosity does not correlate with

electron temperature for H ii regions within a single galaxy (Berg et al., 2015; Croxall et al.,

2015, 2016), when the slope of the O3 vs. T3 relation is steep the global [O iii]λλ4959,5007

flux is dominated by high-O3 H ii regions while H ii regions of all metallicities contribute

equally to the global Hβ flux on average. Thus, a steep slope in the O3 vs. T3 relation leads

to an O3gal value that is higher than O3HII, the median of the individual H ii regions. The

positive bias is largest where the slope is steepest. In contrast, when the O3 vs. T3 relation

is flat near the turnover point (O3N2HII ∼ 1.9, log(T3) ∼ 4.1) the bias from flux-weighting

effects becomes small, as seen in the hiionly model at high O3N2gal. At O3N2gal> 1.5, the

SDSSstack model diverges from the hiionly model, displaying a significant positive ∆O3. In

this low-metallicity regime, the DIG and H ii region sequences diverge in the O3N2 diagram

such that DIG regions have higher O3 and N2 than H ii regions at fixed O3N2. This

divergence leads to a positive O3gal bias that increases with increasing O3N2gal. We note

that mock galaxy spectra with O3N2gal& 2.0 rely almost entirely on the linear extrapolation

of the DIG excitation sequence, and predictions in this regime should therefore be used with

caution.

A similar relative behavior between the SDSSstack and hiionly models is observed in the

N2gal bias, shown in the second panel from the bottom in Figure 5.15. At O3N2gal< 1.5,

the two models closely follow one another, while they diverge at O3N2gal> 1.5 where DIG

emission plays a role in the SDSSstack model. The explanation is the same as for the O3gal

bias, except that in this case the N2 vs. T3 relation is flat at low T3 (low O3N2) and becomes

steeper with increasing T3. Flux-weighting effects therefore lead to no bias at low O3N2gal

and a slight increase in the bias at higher O3N2gal reaching +0.1 dex due to H ii regions

alone. The additional bias in the SDSSstack model at O3N2gal> 1.5 is again due to the
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divergence of DIG and H ii regions in the O3N2 diagram, such that DIG regions have higher

N2 than H ii regions at fixed O3N2.

DIG emission plays a much more important role in the O2gal bias, displayed in the

second panel from the top in Figure 5.15. The hiionly model shows a negligible O2gal bias

of < 0.1 dex at all O3N2gal values. The lack of a significant bias in the hiionly model results

from the shape of the O2 vs. T3 relation, which peaks at log(THII
3 ) ∼ 4.0 (O3N2HII ∼ 1.4)

and does not have a severely steep slope in either extreme. The SDSSstack model displays

a larger ∆O2 of > 0.1 dex over most of the O3N2gal range, peaking at +0.25 dex, and

is primarily caused by DIG contamination in global galaxy spectra. DIG displays higher

O2 at fixed O3N2 than H ii regions, as can be seen in the O3N2 and O3O2 diagrams

(Figure 5.3), leading to an overestimate of O2 relative to the median O2 of the the H ii

region distribution. The behavior of the SDSSstack O2gal bias can be understood through

the divergence of the DIG excitation sequence from that of H ii regions in the O3O2 diagram

at both low metallicities (O3N2gal& 1.75) and moderate metallicities (O3N2gal∼ 0.5).

The S2gal bias, shown in the bottom panel of Figure 5.15, behaves similarly to that of

O2gal. A flux-weighted combination of H ii regions alone only leads to a small positive ∆S2

at O3N2gal& 1.75. Elevated S2 in DIG regions leads to a bias in S2gal values as high as

+0.35 dex at O3N2gal∼ 0.5. S2gal displays a larger bias than O2gal because the DIG and H ii

region excitation sequences have a larger separation in the O3S2 diagram than in the O3O2

diagram (Figure 5.3).

In order to correct for these strong-line ratio biases in observed galaxy samples, we fit

each bias as a function of observed O3N2gal with a fourth-order polynomial of the form

∆R = c0 + c1x+ c2x
2 + c3x

3 + c4x
4, (5.25)

where x = O3N2gal and R is the strong-line ratio O3, O2, N2 or S2. The best-fit polynomials

are shown in Figure 5.15 and the coefficients are given in Table 5.1. These bias functions may

be subtracted from observed galaxy strong-line ratios to obtain the median strong-line ratios

of the H ii region distributions, correcting for DIG contribution and flux-weighting effects.
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Table 5.1: Global galaxy bias coefficients.

Strong-line ratiosa

∆R c0 c1 c2 c3 c4

O3 0.138 -0.168 -0.0749 0.140 -0.0262

O2 0.208 0.118 -0.173 -0.00540 0.0260

N2 0.0312 -0.0111 -0.0277 0.0640 -0.0103

S2 0.296 0.188 -0.214 -0.0463 0.0457

Electron temperaturesb

∆Te c0 c1 c2 c3 c4

T3 -2,171 6,813 -2,537, -2,278 1,109

T2 18,280 -75,610 114,500 -78,200 19,690

Direct-method oxygen abundancesc

∆log(O/H) c0 c1 c2 c3 c4

T3 and T2
d 0.121 -0.337 0.629 -0.267 0.0333

T3 onlye -0.0266 -0.591 0.530 0.311 -0.362

T2 onlyf 0.340 -0.459 0.420 -0.0143 -0.00841

(a) Coefficients for equation 5.25.
(b) Coefficients for equation 5.26.
(c) Coefficients for equation 5.27.

(d) The direct-method 12+log(O/H) case where both T3 and T2 are directly determined from the
galaxy spectrum.

(e) The case where only T3 is estimated directly, while T2 is inferred using equation 5.12.
(f) The case where only T2 is estimated directly, while T3 is inferred using equation 5.12.

We note that the corrections presented above are only appropriate for a sample of galaxies

representative of typical z ∼ 0 star-forming galaxies with fDIG=0.55, and should not be ap-

plied to unrepresentative samples of galaxies. See Appendix 5.A.1 for bias characterizations

over a range of fDIG.

5.4.2 Biases in the electron temperatures

Electron temperatures as inferred from global galaxy spectra also display biases with respect

to the median electron temperature of the H ii regions. We quantify the bias in Tgal
3 (Tgal

2 )

by taking the running median of ∆T3 (∆T2) of the individual mock galaxy spectra in bins

of Tgal
3 (Tgal

2 ). The typical biases in T3 and T2, as inferred from global galaxy spectra, are

shown in Figure 5.16.

In the hiionly model, Tgal
3 is biased by as much as ±1, 000 K with respect to T3

HII, the
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Figure 5.16: The difference between the global galaxy electron temperature, inferred from
the observed galaxy spectrum, and the median electron temperature of the H ii region
distribution as a function of electron temperature. Results for T3 are shown in the top
panel, while the bias in T2 is presented in the bottom panel. Lines and shading are the same
as in Figure 5.15. The best-fit coefficients are given in Table 5.1.
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median value of the H ii region distribution. Below Tgal
3 = 14, 000 K, the hiionly Tgal

3 is

biased high, while ∆T3 is negative at Tgal
3 = 14, 000 − 19, 000 K. Since the hiionly model

does not include any DIG emission, these biases are a result of flux-weighting effects when

combining light from multiple H ii regions of different electron temperatures. T3 sets the

strong-to-auroral line ratio Q3 = [O iii]λλ4959,5007/λ4363. As T3 increases, Q3 decreases

exponentially (equation 5.9) such that hotter H ii regions contribute more strongly to the

global strong-to-auroral line ratio. In isolation, this trend would lead to ∆T3 that is always

positive and increases significantly at high Tgal
3 . However, since Hβ luminosity does not

correlate with T3 for individual H ii regions in single galaxies, on average [O iii]λ5007

luminosity depends on T3 according to the O3 vs. T3 relation shown in Figure 5.2. Thus,

hotter H ii regions have more luminous [O iii]λ5007 on average below T3 < 14, 000 K

(log(T3/K) < 4.15). On the other hand, at T3 > 14, 000 K, hotter H ii regions typically

have lower [O iii]λ5007 luminosity. Thus, in the hiionly model, there is a positive bias in

Tgal
3 at Tgal

3 < 14, 000 K due to the increased weight of hotter H ii regions that have both

higher O3 and lower Q3. At Tgal
3 = 14, 000 − 19, 000 K, cooler H ii regions with higher O3

and higher Q3 contribute more to Tgal
3 because the steepness of the dropoff in the O3 vs. T3

relation dominates over the decrease in Q3 with increasing T3 in this regime. However, the

exponential nature of the Q3 vs. T3 relation eventually dominates over the falling O3 vs. T3

relation, leading to a sharp increase in the Tgal
3 bias above T3 = 19, 000 K as hotter H ii

regions again receive more weight in the global Tgal
3 calculation.

In the SDSSstack model, the Tgal
3 bias mimics that of the hiionly model at Tgal

3 <

12, 000 K, the regime where H ii regions and DIG follow similar excitation sequences in

the O3N2 diagram. At Tgal
3 > 12, 000 K, the DIG and H ii region sequences diverge in the

O3N2 diagram, such that DIG O3 continues increasing with T3 whereas H ii region O3 turns

over. This difference in the DIG O3 vs. T3 behavior leads to ∆T3 that is always positive in

the SDSSstack model that includes DIG emission. Similar to the hiionly model, the expo-

nential dependence of Q3 on T3 begins to dominate at Tgal
3 > 19, 000 K due to flux-weighting

effects, as evidenced by a sharp increase in ∆T3.

The Tgal
2 bias for the hiionly model ranges from −1, 000 K to +500 K. The bias can
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again be understood as a consequence of combining light from H ii regions with a range

of temperatures. The strong-to-auroral line ratio Q2 = [O ii]λλ3726,3729/λλ7320,7330

depends on T2 according to equation 5.10. As before, the global bias is determined by

the interplay of the auroral-line Q2 vs. T2 and strong-line O2 vs. T2 relations. The O2

vs. T3 relation is shown in Figure 5.2. Since T2 is linearly dependent on T3, the O2 vs. T2

relation will have the same shape as the O2 vs. T3 relation modulo a linear transform to the

temperature axis. At T2 < 10, 000 K, hotter H ii regions have both higher [O ii]λλ3726,3729

luminosity and lower Q2, leading to a positive ∆T2, although this bias is fairly small since

the O2 vs. T2 relation slope is not extreme in this regime. At T2 = 10, 000−15, 000 K, the O2

vs. T2 relation drops off steeply such that cooler H ii regions have higher [O ii]λλ3726,3729

luminosity and dominate the Tgal
2 measurement, leading to a negative ∆T2 that reaches

−1, 000 K at Tgal
2 = 14, 000 K. The exponential fall of Q2 with increasing T2 begins to

dominate at Tgal
2 > 15, 000 K, leading to a rapid increase in ∆T2.

The Tgal
2 bias for the SDSSstack model is always negative and can be large, underesti-

mating THii
2 by as much as 2,000 K. There are two effects driving the difference between the

Tgal
2 bias of the SDSSstack and hiionly models. First, inclusion of DIG emission significantly

increases the O2gal ratio. However, ∆O2 is not a strong function of O3N2gal (a good proxy

for electron temperature), and will thus not have a large effect on the Tgal
2 bias, which is

sensitive to the slope of the ∆O2 vs. O3N2gal relation rather than the normalization. When

the slope of the ∆O2 vs. O3N2gal relation is flat, the bias in O2gal is not a function of elec-

tron temperature and thus does not strongly affect the globally-derived Tgal
2 . The dominant

factor separating the SDSSstack and hiionly models in ∆T2 is our inference that DIG T2 is

15% lower than H ii region T2 at fixed metallicity. This choice was motivated by differences

between observations and a model in which DIG and H ii region T2 was always equal. An

offset between model and stacks of SDSS galaxies was observed in all plots involving T2 but

was not present in plots that only include T3, suggesting that DIG T2 is not equivalent to

H ii region T2 at fixed metallicity. The difference in DIG and H ii region T2 effectively

shifts the globally-derived Tgal
2 lower and results in a large negative ∆T2 when DIG emission

is included, ultimately resulting in a significant underestimation of THii
2 from global galaxy
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spectra at all metallicities.

We fit ∆T3 and ∆T2 as a function of Tgal
3 and Tgal

2 , respectively, using a fourth-order

polynomial:

∆Te = c0 + c1y + c2y
2 + c3y

3 + c4y
4, (5.26)

where Te is T3 or T2, and y = Tgal
3 /104 K or Tgal

2 /104 K. The best-fit coefficients are presented

in Table 5.1.

5.4.3 Biases in direct-method metallicity measurements

We use the same method employed above to characterize the bias in the direct-method

oxygen abundance as inferred from global galaxy spectra. Since it is common for only one

auroral line to be measured in a galaxy spectrum, we evaluate the bias in metallicity for

the cases where (1) both Tgal
3 and Tgal

2 are measured directly from the galaxy spectrum, (2)

only Tgal
3 is measured and Tgal

2 is inferred from the T2-T3 relation of equation 5.12, and (3)

only Tgal
2 is measured and Tgal

3 is inferred from the T2-T3 relation of equation 5.12. The bias

in global direct-method metallicity, ∆log(O/H), as a function of direct-method metallicity

inferred from global galaxy spectra is presented in Figure 5.17 for each of these three cases.

The bias is always calculated with respect to the median direct-method metallicity of the

individual H ii region distribution in each mock galaxy. Having determined the biases in both

strong-line ratios and electron temperatures, we can elucidate the origin of direct-method

oxygen abundance biases. Once again, we separately report the results from the hiionly and

SDSSstack models to understand the additional effects that DIG contamination introduces.

The formulae for the calculation of the ionic abundances O+/H and O++/H (equa-

tions 5.13 and 5.14) are functions of both the strong-line ratio of each ion (O2 or O3)

and the corresponding ionic electron temperature (T2 or T3). O+/H has a linear dependence

on O2 and O++/H has a linear dependence on O3 such that a bias in either of these strong-

line ratios will result in an equivalent bias in the corresponding ionic abundance. We plot

the temperature dependence of the ionic abundance formulae at fixed strong-line ratio for a

range of T3 and T2 in Figure 5.18. At high temperature (low metallicity) the temperature
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Figure 5.17: The difference between the global galaxy direct-method metallicity, inferred
from the observed galaxy spectrum, and the median metallicity of the H ii region distribution.
We show the bias in global galaxy metallicity for three cases: both T3 and T2 are measured
from the galaxy spectrum (left panel); only T3 is measured directly and T2 is estimated
using the T2-T3 relation of equation 5.12 (middle panel); and only T2 is measured directly
and T3 is estimated using equation 5.12 (right panel). Lines and shading are the same as in
Figure 5.15. The best-fit fourth-order polynomial coefficients are presented in Table 5.1.

dependence is weak such that even a large bias in electron temperature does not significantly

bias the ionic abundance. The temperature dependence is strong at low temperature (high

metallicity) such that even a moderate bias of ±500 K can change the ionic abundance by

∼ 0.2 dex. How much the bias in a particular ionic abundance affects the total oxygen

abundance depends on the relative population of oxygen in O+ and O++, which is a function

of metallicity.

We first focus on the case where both Tgal
3 and Tgal

2 are measured directly from the

galaxy spectrum. In the low-metallicity limit (12+log(O/H)gal
T2,T3 . 8.0), most of the oxygen

is in O++ such that changes in O+/H will have a negligible effect on the total oxygen

abundance. The global metallicity bias is thus dominated by biases in O3gal and Tgal
3 in

this regime. At low metallicity (high O3N2gal), O3gal is biased high by < +0.05 dex in the

hiionly model, contributing only a small amount to ∆log(O/H)T2,T3. Tgal
3 is biased ∼ 500 K

low at low metallicity in the hiionly model. When combined, these two effects lead to a bias

in the direct-method metallicity of +0.1 dex in the low-metallicity limit from combinations

H ii regions alone. The SDSSstack model has a positive Tgal
3 bias that increases sharply

at the low-metallicity extreme. While higher Tgal
3 will bias the global metallicity low, the
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Figure 5.18: Temperature dependence of the ionic oxygen abundances at fixed strong-line
ratio. The top panel displays the change in O++/H+ with changes in T3 according to
equation 5.14 for a range of T3 as indicated by the solid lines where color corresponds to the
T3 value. The bottom panel shows the same relationship for O+/H+ and T2 according to
equation 5.13. In each panel, the dotted line indicates zero change in the ionic abundance.
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temperature dependence of direct-method metallicity is weakest at high temperature. The

metallicity bias for the SDSSstack model at low metallicity is instead dominated by the

positive bias in O3gal, which reaches +0.3 dex in the low-metallicity limit. The strong-line

bias leads to an overestimate of galaxy direct-method metallicity that grows from +0.1 dex

at 12+log(O/H)gal
T2,T3 = 8.0 to +0.4 dex at 12+log(O/H)gal

T2,T3 = 7.6.

In the high-metallicity limit (12+log(O/H)gal
T2,T3 & 8.5), O+ is the most numerous ionic

form of oxygen and biases in O3gal and Tgal
3 will be subdominant drivers of ∆log(O/H)T2,T3.

In the hiionly model, O2gal is relatively unbiased at all metallicities while Tgal
2 is biased high

by ∼ 250 K at Tgal
2 ∼ 7500 K (high metallicity). While the Tgal

2 bias is not large, the direct-

method metallicity is highly sensitive to temperature changes at low temperature, such that

a bias of only ∼ 250 K in T2 leads to a bias in the direct-method metallicity of −0.2 dex.

When DIG emission is included in the SDSSstack model, O2gal is biased high and Tgal
2 is

biased low, ∆log(O/H)T2,T3 to +0.2 dex at 12+log(O/H)gal
T2,T3 = 9.0. Including DIG emission

leads to significantly different behavior of ∆log(O/H) from the case where emission from H ii

regions alone is considered. Because DIG exhibits higher low-ionization line ratios and lower

T2 than H ii regions, DIG contamination in global galaxy spectra leads to an overestimate

of 12+log(O/H)HII, the median metallicity of the H ii region population.

The cases where only one ionic temperature is measured directly can be understood as

modulations of the case where both Tgal
2 and Tgal

3 are known. Biases from strong-line ratios

will remain the same, while the bias arising from the unknown temperature will differ. We

note that the hiionly bias shows little change when only one ionic temperature is known. This

consistency occurs because H ii regions closely follow the the T2-T3 relation of equation 5.12

from which the unknown temperature is inferred.

The case where only Tgal
3 is measured from the galaxy spectrum is shown in the middle

panel of Figure 5.17. In this case, Tgal
2 is estimated using the T2-T3 relation of equation 5.12.

While H ii regions follow this relation, ionic temperature measurements from global galaxy

spectra show that galaxies do not, instead having lower T2 at fixed T3 than H ii regions.

Assuming that galaxies follow the same ionic temperature relation as H ii regions is a common

assumption in the literature (e.g., Izotov et al., 2006; Berg et al., 2012; Jones et al., 2015). For
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the SDSSstack model, this assumption leads to an overestimate of Tgal
2 by 1, 000− 1, 500 K

when inferred using equation 5.12. This discrepancy has little effect at low metallicity

where O+ is negligible, but leads to a negative bias in oxygen abundance of −0.15 dex at

12+log(O/H)gal
T3 = 8.4− 8.7.

The right panel of Figure 5.17 shows the case where only Tgal
2 is measured directly from

the galaxy spectrum. While this case is less common in the literature for individual galaxies

than the case where only [O iii]λ4363 is detected, stacked spectra of high-metallicity galaxies

often only yield [O ii]λλ7320,7330 detections (Liang et al., 2007; Andrews & Martini, 2013;

Brown et al., 2016; Curti et al., 2017). In this case, Tgal
3 is underestimated by ∼ 2, 000 K at

all values of Tgal
2 when Tgal

3 is inferred from the T2-T3 relation of equation 5.12. This incorrect

Tgal
3 value leads to a large ∆log(O/H)T2 value of +0.3 to +0.5 dex at 12+log(O/H)gal

T2 < 8.0

for the SDSSstack model. Overesimating Tgal
3 by 2, 000 K leads to an overestimate of O++/H

by ∼ +0.6 dex because of the temperature dependence of O++/H at low T3, as shown for

T3=6,000 K in the top panel of Figure 5.18. While O++ is not the main form of oxygen

in this high-metallicity, low-temperature regime, the ∼ +0.6 dex overestimate of O++/H

causes O++/H to contribute strongly enough to affect the total oxygen abundance. Thus,

the global bias in direct-method metallicity is higher at all metallicities when Tgal
2 is known

and Tgal
3 is inferred from an H ii region T2-T3 relation than when both Tgal

2 and Tgal
3 are

measured directly. The SDSSstack model predicts that the additional bias when only Tgal
2

is known compared to the case when both Tgal
2 and Tgal

3 are measured is ∼ 0.15 dex and is

nearly constant with metallicity. This value is in excellent agreement with the observation

of Andrews & Martini (2013) that the metallicities of their M∗-binned stacks were 0.18 dex

higher on average if the metallicity was calculated using Tgal
2 alone instead of both Tgal

2 and

Tgal
3 (see their Figure 6). We note that if a T2-T3 relation fit to galaxy stacks instead of

H ii regions was used to infer the unknown ionic temperature, then the bias when only one

temperature is measured would closely match the bias shown in the left panel of Figure 5.17

where both ionic temperatures are known. The differences between the three panels arise

solely because galaxies do not fall on the H ii region T2-T3 relation.

We fit the direct-method metallicity bias in each of the three ionic temperature cases
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with a fourth-order polynomial:

∆log(O/H) = c0 + c1z + c2z
2 + c3z

3 + c4z
4, (5.27)

where z = 12+log(O/H)gal − 8 for the appropriate electron temperature case (T2 and T3,

T2 only, or T3 only). The best-fit coefficients are presented in Table 5.1. These functions

may be used to correct direct-method metallicities of galaxies with measured auroral lines in

order to obtain a metallicity measurement that is characteristic of the H ii region population.

5.4.4 Corrections for individual galaxies or unrepresentative samples

We have presented best-fit polynomials that allow for the correction of strong-line ratios,

electron temperatures, and direct-method oxygen abundances obtained from global galaxy

spectra to values that are representative of the distribution of H ii regions in each galaxy.

These corrections are based on a model that is matched to the typical z ∼ 0 star-forming

population as represented by stacks of SDSS galaxies from AM13, B16, and C17. The best-fit

polynomials presented above thus provide robust corrections for samples of galaxies that are

also representative of the typical local star-forming population, that is, having fDIG=0.55 on

average. It may be of interest, however, to correct the line ratios, temperatures, and oxygen

abundances of individual galaxies that do not fall on the mean relations, or to provide

corrections for an unrepresentative sample of galaxies, as would be necessary for galaxies

that do not follow the mean M∗-SFR relation when investigating the SFR dependence of the

MZR. We provide a recipe for correcting individual galaxies or unrepresentative samples for

which fDIG=0.55 is not appropriate in Appendix 5.A.1.

5.5 Application to the z ∼ 0 MZR and FMR

In this section, we show examples of how the biases determined from our model framework

can be used to correct local metallicity scaling relations, removing the effects of flux-weighting

and DIG contamination. We apply corrections to the z ∼ 0 direct-method MZR and FMR,
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and investigate the effects of strong-line ratio biases on the MZR when using strong-line

metallicity calibrations. We additionally demonstrate how the expected decrease in fDIG

with increasing SFR can explain the observed trends in strong-line ratio at fixed direct-

method metallicity from Brown et al. (2016) and Cowie et al. (2016).

5.5.1 The z ∼ 0 direct-method MZR

We investigate the effects of the biases in direct-method galaxy metallicity presented in Sec-

tion 5.4.3 on measurements of the local MZR. Using measurements from composite spectra of

local star-forming galaxies in bins of M∗, AM13 presented the local MZR over three orders of

magnitude in M∗ and an order of magnitude in 12+log(O/H). The increase in sensitivity from

stacking enabled AM13 to probe an order of magnitude lower in M∗ (log(M∗/M�) = 7.5)

than most previous MZR studies based on strong-line metallicities (e.g., Tremonti et al.,

2004), and measure direct-method metallicities representative of galaxies with such a wide

dynamic range in properties for the first time.

The direct-method MZR from AM13 stacks is presented in the top panel of Figure 5.19.

We show both the MZR using direct-method metallicities as inferred from the stacked spectra

without correcting for any biases (gray points) and the galaxy metallicities after correcting

for the biases presented in Section 5.4.3 (green points). The original AM13 metallicities

were recalculated using our methodology, which includes updated atomic data. Accordingly,

our AM13 metallicities prior to correction are systematically shifted with respect to those

reported in AM13, yielding ∼ 0.1 dex higher metallicities in the highest mass bins, and

slightly lower metallicities in the lowest mass bins. We followed the methodology of AM13

to estimate 12+log(O/H) for those high-mass stacks that do not have clean detections of

[O iii]λ4363 by adjusting the metallicity as calculated using T2 only by an amount equal to

the median difference between 12+log(O/H)T2,T3 and 12+log(O/H)T2 (see their Section 3.2

and Figure 6). We find this median offset to be −0.24 dex, slightly larger in magnitude

than the offset of −0.18 dex reported in AM13 owing to the different atomic data and

ionic abundance determinations used here. The values of 12+log(O/H)T2 prior this offset
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adjustment for stacks with T2 only are shown as unfilled gray squares. Correcting the stacks

with no T3 measurement yields an uncorrected MZR that shows no obvious break at the

point where [O iii]λ4363 is no longer cleanly detected.

Corrected direct-method metallicites are obtained by applying the best-fit corrections

shown in Figure 5.17. Stacks with measurements of both [O iii]λ4363 and [O ii]λλ7320,7330

are corrected using the 12+log(O/H)T2,T3 fit, while stacks with only [O ii]λλ7320,7330 are

corrected by applying the 12+log(O/H)T2 fit to the uncorrected 12+log(O/H)T2 prior to the

offset adjustment. Our models naturally account for the offset in metallicity when only T2

is measured without the need for an ad hoc adjustment to the normalization as in AM13. It

is important to note that the range of uncorrected galaxy metallicities (12+log(O/H)gal
T2,T3 =

7.8−8.7; 12+log(O/H)gal
T2 = 8.9−9.1) fall within the range of the models and do not fall close

to the lowest or highest model galaxy metallicities where extrapolations are heavily relied

upon. Thus, our choice of extrapolations does not strongly impact our results. The bottom

panel of Figure 5.19 shows the difference between the uncorrected and corrected AM13

metallicities, where the original uncorrected AM13 metallicites have been recalculated with

our updated atomic data.

We fit the uncorrected and corrected direct-method MZRs with the asymptotic logarith-

mic formula of Moustakas et al. (2011), also used by AM13:

12+log(O/H) = 12+log(O/H)asm − log

[
1 +

(
MTO

M∗

)γ]
. (5.28)

This function is a power law of slope γ at low stellar masses, and approaches the asymptotic

metallicity 12+log(O/H)asm at high stellar masses, where the turnover mass MTO controls

the transition point between the two behaviors. The best-fit values for the uncorrected AM13

direct-method MZR are [12+log(O/H)asm,MTO, γ] = [8.87 ± 0.03, 8.99 ± 0.09, 0.67 ± 0.02]

(compare to [8.80, 8.90, 0.64] in AM13), and the fit is shown as a gray line in Figure 5.19.

The best fit to the corrected AM13 direct-method MZR is shown as a green line, with best-fit

parameters [12+log(O/H)asm,MTO, γ] = [8.80± 0.02, 8.98± 0.08, 0.75± 0.03].

We find lower corrected metallicities at all stellar masses compared to the uncorrected
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Figure 5.19: Top: The direct-method MZR for stacks of SDSS star-forming galaxies in bins
of M∗ from AM13. Filled gray squares use uncorrected AM13 metallicities recalculated using
updated atomic data, while filled green squares show the metallicities after correcting for the
effects of flux-weighting and DIG emission. Error bars on the uncorrected points only include
measurement uncertainties, and would thus be identical for the corrected points. Hollow
gray squares present 12+log(O/H)T2 for stacks with only T2 estimates, prior to offsetting
to account for the difference between 12+log(O/H)T2 and 12+log(O/H)T2,T3. The gray
and green lines show the best-fit MZR function of Moustakas et al. (2011) (equation 5.28)
using uncorrected and corrected metallicities, respectively. The corrected MZR displays
a lower normalization and steeper low-mass slope than before correction. Bottom: The
difference between uncorrected and corrected metallicities as a function of M∗. Hollow points
present ∆log(O/H) between uncorrected 12+log(O/H)T2 prior to applying the offset and the
corrected metallicity. The corrections produced by our models naturally account for the offset
between 12+log(O/H)T2 and 12+log(O/H)T2,T3.
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metallicites (reflected in the 0.07 dex lower 12+log(O/H)asm), with the lowest-mass bins

displaying the largest shift. This trend results in a steeper low-mass slope of 0.75 after

correcting for the effects of flux-weighting and DIG contamination, compared to a slope of

0.67 for the uncorrected AM13 MZR. Accurately determining the low-mass slope of the MZR

is of primary importance since it is set by the scaling of outflow efficiency with stellar mass,

as parameterized by the mass loading factor defined as the ratio of outflow rate and SFR,

which in turn reflects the nature of galactic winds (Finlator & Davé, 2008). In particular,

energy-driven galactic winds predict a steeper low-mass slope than momentum-driven winds

(Peeples & Shankar, 2011). The turnover mass identifies the stellar mass at which galactic

winds become inefficient and unable to remove sufficient material in large-scale outflows,

and is unaffected by our corrections. In summary, correcting for flux-weighting and DIG

contamination results in a lower normalization and steeper low-mass slope of the z ∼ 0

direct-method MZR, and these changes have a significance of ∼ 2σ.

5.5.2 Strong-line MZR at z ∼ 0

The direct-method MZR provides a robust measurement of the shape of the z ∼ 0 MZR

since it is constructed using a reliable metallicity determination that can be applied to a large

number of galaxies through the stacking process. Nevertheless, we investigate the effects of

biases in global galaxy line ratios on the MZR as determined using strong-line metallicity

calibrations. Such calibrations have been widely applied in the local universe, and strong-

line calibrations are currently the only method available to determine gas-phase metallicities

of high-redshift galaxies due to the difficulty of detecting faint auroral lines at cosmological

distances. Whenever investigating redshift evolution of the MZR, it is crucial that all samples

being compared at least have metallicities determined using the same calibration to eliminate

known systematic differences between various strong-line calibrations (Kewley & Ellison,

2008). Correcting strong-line MZRs for biases can thus provide more robust determinations

of the evolution of the MZR. However, potential evolution of physical conditions of star-

forming regions with redshift may ultimately require a reevaluation of strong-line calibrations

at high redshift (Steidel et al., 2014; Sanders et al., 2015; Shapley et al., 2015). Even so,
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eliminating observational biases from z ∼ 0 strong-line MZR measurements provides a more

robust baseline relative to which metallicity evolution can be inferred.

We analyze the z ∼ 0 strong-line MZRs using measurements of strong-line ratios from

the AM13 stacks. We investigate the effects of global galaxy strong-line ratio biases on the

MZR using four widely-applied metallicity calibrations: two empirical calibrations (Pettini

& Pagel 2004 N2 and O3N2; PP04N2 and PP04O3N2, respectively) and two theoretical

calibrations (Kewley & Dopita 2002 N2O2 and Tremonti et al. 2004 R23; KD02N2O2 and

T04R23, respectively). The original AM13 strong-line metallicities are calculated using the

dust-corrected line fluxes appropriate to each calibration as reported in AM13. In order to

determine the corrected AM13 strong-line metallicities, we first apply corrections to each

strong-line indicator based on the best-fit polynomials presented in Figure 5.15 and then

estimate strong-line metallicities using each calibration. The individual strong-line ratio

biases in Figure 5.15 may be combined to provide a correction to any strong-line metallicity

indicator. The uncorrected and corrected strong-line MZRs using each of the four calibrations

are presented in the top row of Figure 5.20, while the bias in log(O/H) is shown in the center

row, and the bias in the strong-line ratio is presented in the bottom row. The best-fit

corrected AM13 direct-method MZR is shown for comparison.

There is a large spread in the normalization of the MZR when using different strong-line

calibrations, as first pointed out by Kewley & Ellison (2008). Empirical calibrations based

on H ii region samples with auroral-line measurements (PP04N2, PP04O3N2) yield metal-

licities that are ∼ 0.3 dex lower than those obtained from theoretical calibrations based on

photoionization models (KD02N2O2, T04R23). It is unsurprising that the empirical cali-

brations produce metallicities that most closely match the direct-method AM13 MZR, since

the calibration dataset is dominated by objects with direct-method metallicities. Correcting

for flux-weighting and DIG effects does not reduce the offset between empirical and theo-

retical calibrations, but instead increases the magnitude of the disagreement by shifting the

KD02N2O2 and T04R23 MZRs towards higher metallicity at fixed M∗. That the conflict

between theoretical and empirical calibrations remains suggests that the disagreement be-

tween MZRs based on theoretical and empirical calibrations is not a result of observational
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Figure 5.20: The MZR based on strong-line metallicities for the M∗ stacks of AM13 is
displayed in the top row. We show results for four commonly-used strong-line indicators:
the empirical N2 and O3N2 calibrations of Pettini & Pagel (2004), the theoretical N2O2
calibration of Kewley & Dopita (2002), and the theoretical R23 calibration of Tremonti
et al. (2004). In each panel, filled gray squares use the uncorrected strong-line ratio to infer
the metallicity, while filled green squares utilize the strong-line ratio after correcting for
flux-weighting effects and DIG emission. For reference, the corrected direct-method MZR
best-fit function from Section 5.5.1 is shown as a dashed black line. The middle row displays
the difference ∆log(O/H) between uncorrected and corrected metallicity, while the bottom
row presents the difference ∆R between the uncorrected and corrected strong-line ratio. The
bias in strong-line metallicity, primarily driven by DIG contamination, can exceed 0.1 dex.
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biases in global galaxy spectra. Instead, the problem appears to be a manifestation of a

long-standing disagreement in normalization of the metallicity scale between direct-method

and theoretical strong-line calibrations observed for extragalactic H ii regions (Kennicutt

et al., 2003).

It is unclear which method provides a metallicity scale closer to the truth since there

are potential systematic issues on both sides. Empirical direct-method calibrations may be

biased towards lower metallicities due to the presence of temperature gradients and inho-

mogeneities within the ionized gas (Stasińska, 2005; Bresolin, 2007), although this problem

primarily affects high-metallicity, low-temperature H ii regions. Direct-method metallici-

ties may indeed have a normalization bias, but have been shown to tightly correlate with

metallicities determined from oxygen recombination lines with a slope of unity (Blanc et al.,

2015) and an offset of ∼ −0.2 dex. For photoionization models, it is difficult to determine

the proper combination of input parameters and physical conditions that produce realistic

H ii regions because of degeneracies among parameters. Additionally, observed nearby H ii

regions often have filamentary gas structures and cluster stars distributed throughout the

ionized gas (e.g., 30 Dor; Pellegrini et al., 2011), a very different geometry from the ionizing

point source and uniform-density sphere or slab of gas utilized in most photoionization codes

(Kewley & Dopita, 2002; Gutkin et al., 2016).

All strong-line MZRs display a high-mass flattening, although this is more apparent

with some calibrations than others. In general, the turnover mass is higher than that mea-

sured with the direct-method. The PP04N2 and PP04O3N2 turnover masses do not change

significantly once the galaxy metallicities are corrected for flux-weighting effects and DIG

contamination. In contrast, the KD02N2O2 and T04R23 MZRs have turnover masses that

are shifted lower when using corrected metallicities, bringing the turnover mass into better

agreement with that of the direct-method MZR.

AM13 found that various strong-line calibrations produce MZRs that have low-mass

slopes much shallower than that of the direct-method MZR. We also find that all strong-line

MZRs using uncorrected metallicities have low-mass slopes close to γ ∼ 0.3−0.4, significantly

shallower than the slope of 0.75 for the direct-method MZR. For all strong-line MZRs except
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PP04O3N2, correcting for flux-weighting effects and DIG emission yields steeper low-mass

slopes. The KD02N2O2 and T04R23 slopes appear to be close to that of the direct-method

MZR after correction, relieving some tension between the theoretical strong-line and direct-

method MZR shapes.

In summary, after correction for flux-weighting effects and DIG contamination in global

galaxy line ratios, theoretical strong-line calibrations appear to match the direct-method

MZR low-mass slope and turnover mass, but retain a large offset in normalization. Em-

pirical strong-line calibrations provide a much closer match in normalization, but display

higher turnover mass and shallower low-mass slope than those measured with the direct-

method. Tensions between empirical and theoeretical strong-line metallicities remain even

after correcting for contamination from DIG emission.

5.5.3 The direct-method z ∼ 0 FMR

The FMR as determined using direct-method metallicities will also be subject to biases from

flux-weighting effects and DIG emission. We investigate the effects of flux-weighting and DIG

contamination on the FMR using the M∗-SFR stacks of AM13. We recalculate the direct-

method metallicities of the AM13 M∗-SFR stacks using the methodology in Section 5.2.3 that

includes updated atomic data. In order to reproduce the results of AM13 using new atomic

data, we calculate the original metallicities for those stacks with only T2 measurements

by subtracting the median difference between 12+log(O/H)T2 and 12+log(O/H)T2,T3 from

12+log(O/H)T2 for those stacks with measurements of both temperatures in the same SFR

bin. This process yields the uncorrected AM13 FMR, shown in the left panel of Figure 5.21

as filled squares color-coded by SFR. The hollow squares show 12+log(O/H)T2 for bins with

T2 only prior to the application of the offset.

We correct the AM13 metallicities of each M∗-SFR bin for the effects of flux-weighting

and DIG contamination. The strength of the SFR dependence of the MZR may change after

correcting for metallicity biases since fDIG decreases as SFR increases at fixed M∗. Because

fDIG depends on SFR, we cannot use the SDSSstack model with fDIG=0.55 to correct the
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metallicities in each M∗-SFR bin, but must instead use a different fDIG for each M∗-SFR

bin. Accordingly, from the strong-line comparison sample that is selected following AM13,

we select the subset of galaxies in a particular M∗-SFR bin and determine the median fDIG

using the method outlined in Section 5.3.1. We then produce a model for each M∗-SFR bin

with the inferred fDIG, while all other input parameters are the same as for the SDSSstack

model. Using these new models, we fit the metallicity biases using equation 5.27 and apply

these new fits to correct the direct-method metallicity of each M∗-SFR bin.

The corrected direct-method FMR for AM13 M∗-SFR stacks is presented in the right

panel of Figure 5.21. The difference between the uncorrected and corrected log(O/H) for

each bin is presented in the bottom-right panel, where the hollow triangles show ∆log(O/H)

between the corrected value and the uncorrected 12+log(O/H)T2 before applying the offset.

SFR dependence is still clearly present in the corrected direct-method FMR with higher-

SFR galaxies having lower metallicities at fixed M∗, in agreement with other observations

of the SFR dependence of the local MZR (Mannucci et al., 2010; Lara-López et al., 2010;

Andrews & Martini, 2013). However, the SFR dependence is weaker after correcting for

biases in the metallicity estimates. At fixed M∗, ∆log(O/H) correlates with SFR such that

galaxies with lower SFR have larger positive biases, while galaxies with high SFR have

smaller positive or sometimes slight negative biases. This effect weakens the strength of

the SFR dependence, occurring because DIG contamination causes galaxies to appear more

metal rich when direct-method metallicities are employed due to increased low-ionization

line strength and decreased T2. This bias is strongest in low-SFR galaxies in which DIG

emission begins to dominate the line fluxes, leading to large corrections at low-SFR and

smaller corrections as SFR increases.

Mannucci et al. (2010) parameterized the SFR dependence with a planar projection using

the parameter µα that is a linear combination of M∗ and SFR:

µα = log(M∗/M�)− α× log(SFR/M� yr−1). (5.29)

We evaluate the SFR strength of the direct-method FMR based on uncorrected and corrected
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Figure 5.21: The direct-method FMR for M∗-SFR stacks from AM13, color-coded by SFR.
Metallicities in the left panel have not been corrected for the effects of flux-weighting or
DIG contamination. Filled squares denote points using the uncorrected AM13 metallicities,
while hollow squares show 12+log(O/H)T2 assuming the T2-T3 relation of equation 5.12 for
those stacks with T2 estimates but no T3 estimates. In the right panel, metallicities have
been corrected for flux-weighting effects and DIG contamination. The mean uncertainty in
metallicity for each SFR bin is displayed in the upper left corner. Filled triangles in the bot-
tom-right panel show the difference between the uncorrected and corrected direct-method
metallicities, where hollow symbols show the difference between uncorrected 12+log(O/H)T2

and corrected 12+log(O/H) for those bins with T2 only. After correction, the SFR depen-
dence in the FMR is weaker since there is a positive correlation between ∆log(O/H) and
SFR at most stellar masses.
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metallicities by finding the value of α that minimizes the scatter around a linear fit in each

case. We find that the uncorrected AM13 metallicities yield α = 0.70 ± 0.015 (compare to

α = 0.66 reported in AM13), while the SFR dependence is slightly weaker after correcting

the metallicities, with α = 0.63 ± 0.016. The best-fit projections of the uncorrected and

corrected direct-method FMRs are presented in the top and bottom panels of Figure 5.22.

The smaller value of α after correcting the metallicities confirms that DIG contamination

leads to an overestimation of the strength of the SFR dependence. However, this small

decrease in α does not bring estimates using the direct-method into agreement with those

made using strong-line metallicities. Investigations using strong-line indicators find much

weaker SFR dependence ranging from α = 0.19 (Yates et al., 2012) to α = 0.32 (Mannucci

et al., 2010).

5.5.4 B16 and Cowie et al. 2016 results are primarily caused by DIG contami-

nation

B16 estimated direct-method metallicites of stacks of SDSS galaxies in bins of M∗ and

distance from the z ∼ 0 M∗-SSFR relation (∆SSFR), and showed that empirical strong-line

metallicity calibrations have a systematic dependence on ∆SSFR. In particular, these authors

found that galaxies with higher ∆SSFR display systematically higher N2, lower O3N2, and

higher N2O2 values at fixed direct-method metallicity. B16 provided new calibrations that

include a ∆SSFR term to account for this variation. Cowie et al. (2016) found similar

results based on individual z ∼ 0 SDSS galaxies with auroral-line detections, instead using

Hβ luminosity as the secondary parameter. These authors found that, at fixed direct-method

metallicity, galaxies with higher Hβ luminosity displayed higher N2, N2O2, and N2S2. Cowie

et al. (2016) provided new strong-line calibrations including an additional Hβ luminosity

term, and interpreted the trends as an increase in both N/O and ionization parameter as

SFR increases. Since SSFR and Hβ luminosity are strongly correlated, it appears that the

two studies observed the same phenomenon using different parameterizations.

In Figure 5.23, we show direct-method metallicity as a function of the strong-line ratios
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Figure 5.22: The planar projection of the FMR for AM13 M∗-SFR stacks. We use the FMR

parameterization of (Mannucci et al., 2010), and show the FMR projection using uncorrected (top)

and corrected (bottom) direct-method metallicities. In each panel, the black line shows the best-fit

linear relation around which the scatter is minimized for the best-fit value of α. The value of the

parameter α that minimizes the scatter around the plane was found to be α = 0.70 ± 0.015 when

using uncorrected metallicities and α = 0.63± 0.016 after correction. Correcting for flux-weighting

effects and DIG contamination slightly decreases the strength of the SFR dependence of the FMR.

Error bars in the upper left corner show the mean uncertainty in 12+log(O/H) for each SFR bin.
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N2a, O3N2, N2O2, and N2S2. We plot the points from the M∗-∆SSFR stacks of B16, color-

coded by ∆log(SSFR). We recalculate uncorrected B16 direct-method metallicities using our

methodology and updated atomic data presented in Section 5.2.3. Following AM13 and B16,

we estimate the uncorrected metallicities of stacks for which only T2 was measured by ad-

justing 12+log(O/H)T2 by the median offset between 12+log(O/H)T2 and 12+log(O/H)T2,T3

for those stacks with both T2 and T3 measurements in the same ∆SSFR bin. There are

no stacks in the ∆log(SSFR) = −0.25 bin with T3 estimates, thus the offset for T2-only

metallicities cannot be determined in the same way for this bin. B16 did not apply any

offset to the metallicities of stacks in this lowest-∆SSFR bin, instead adopting the value of

12+log(O/H)T2 assuming the T2-T3 relation followed by H ii regions. To place the metallic-

ities in the ∆log(SSFR) = −0.25 bin onto the same scale as those of the other bins, we apply

the offset for the closest ∆SSFR bin (∆log(SSFR) = 0.25) to 12+log(O/H)T2. This solution

is robust because, while the offset increases with decreasing ∆SSFR, the rate of change of the

offset size with ∆SSFR decreases with decreasing ∆SSFR. The two bins closest in ∆SSFR

to the ∆log(SSFR) = −0.25 bin have the smallest difference in offset of only 0.026 dex, so

this solution should yield the uncorrected metallicities of the ∆log(SSFR) = −0.25 stacks

within . 0.02 dex. It is important to note that these metallicities and strong-line ratios are

inferred directly from the observed line fluxes of each stack, and have not been corrected for

any biases.

We expect fDIG to correlate with ∆SSFR since ΣHα, from which fDIG is estimated, cor-

relates strongly with SFR and SSFR, but does not show a strong dependence on M∗. It

is therefore expected that fDIG will change significantly across samples that vary greatly in

SSFR and SFR, as in B16 and Cowie et al. (2016). If fDIG changes significantly between bins

of ∆SSFR or Hβ luminosity, then the bias arising from DIG contamination will also vary

systematically between such bins. We investigate the connection between DIG emission and

the B16 and Cowie et al. (2016) results by determining the median fDIG for subsets of the B16

sample. We begin with the SDSS strong-line comparison sample of individual galaxies that

is selected in a nearly identical manner to the samples of AM13 and B16. We divide the full

sample into subsamples in 0.5 dex-wide bins of ∆log(SSFR) using the parameterization of the
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Figure 5.23: Global galaxy direct-method metallicity as a function of observed strong-line
ratios for the M∗-∆SSFR stacks of B16. Filled circles denote data from B16 color-coded
by ∆log(SSFR), where the metallicities have been recalculated using updated atomic data.
Metallicities and line ratios have not been corrected for flux-weighting effects or DIG con-
tamination. Predicted global galaxy metallicity and uncorrected line ratios from models
matched in fDIG to each ∆SSFR bin are shown as solid lines of the corresponding color.
Error bars in the upper left corner display the mean uncertainty in 12+log(O/H) for each
∆log(SSFR) bin.

mean z ∼ 0 M∗-SSFR relation from B16. For each subsample, we determine ΣHα and fDIG

for the individual galaxies and use the distribution of fDIG values to infer the median fDIG fol-

lowing the methods described in Section 5.3.1. We find the median fDIG for bins centered on

∆ log(SSFR/yr−1) = [−0.25, 0.25, 0.75, 1.25, 1.75] to be fmed
DIG = [0.59, 0.53, 0.40, 0.28, 0.17].

We create a set of five models that have all model parameters set to the same values as

for the SDSSstack model except for fDIG, which is set to the fmed
DIG value for each ∆SSFR

bin. In Figure 5.23, we plot the predicted global galaxy strong-line ratios and uncorrected

direct-method metallicities for the models matched to each ∆SSFR bin. The values plotted

for the models are the predicted observed values as would be inferred from global galaxy

spectra before correcting for any biases.

For each line ratio, we find that the predicted global galaxy line ratios and uncorrected

metallicites from the models are in excellent agreement with the observations of B16, al-

though the models somewhat underpredict the deviation in N2O2 and N2S2 that is observed

in the highest ∆SSFR bins. This disagreement at high ∆SSFR may indicate that the fDIG-

ΣHα relation of equation 5.24 overpredicts fDIG at high ΣHα and may require some revision.
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Figure 5.24: Corrected direct-method metallicity as a function of corrected strong-line ratios
for the M∗-∆SSFR stacks of B16. The effects of flux-weighting and DIG emission have been
corrected for using the models shown in Figure 5.23. Correcting for DIG contamination
reduces the scatter and systematic dependence on ∆log(SSFR) in these relations. Mean
uncertainties on the metallicity for each ∆SSFR bin are shown in the upper left corner.

Additionally, lines of constant fDIG in the models match lines of constant ∆SSFR in the B16

stacks. It is therefore plausible that the systematic trends observed in B16 and Cowie et al.

(2016) can be explained by variation of fDIG with ∆SSFR and Hβ luminosity. Following

Sections 5.4.1 and 5.4.3, we fit the strong-line ratio and direct-method metallicity biases us-

ing equations 5.25 and 5.27, respectively, for each of the models matched to the B16 ∆SSFR

bins. These best-fit polynomials are then used to correct the strong-line ratios and direct-

method metallicites of the points in each B16 ∆SSFR bin for flux-weighting effects and DIG

contamination. Figure 5.24 shows the corrected direct-method metallicities as a function

of corrected strong-line ratios for the B16 M∗-SSFR stacks. The dependence on ∆SSFR of

each strong-line ratio at fixed metallicity has decreased or disappeared once biases in both

properties are accounted for. This resolution is most apparent in N2O2 and N2S2, which

displayed the strongest ∆SSFR dependence prior to correction because DIG contamination

affects O2 and S2 more strongly than O3 or N2.

We conclude that the majority of the systematic offsets as a function of ∆SSFR and Hβ

luminosity observed by B16 and Cowie et al. (2016) are a result of the decreasing importance

of DIG emission as star formation intensity increases. Offsets in strong-line ratios at fixed

direct-method metallicity occur because both the strong-line ratio and the direct-method
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metallicity are biased, predominantly due to DIG contamination. The spread in line ratio at

fixed metallicity is largest at high metallicities (12+log(O/H) > 8.3), where singly-ionized

oxygen is the dominant ionic species, because DIG contamination strongly affects O2, T2,

and, consequently, the O+/H estimate. After accounting for fDIG variation as a function of

∆SSFR, any remaining systematic offset as a function of ∆SSFR is small and does not require

large systematic changes in the physical conditions of the H ii region gas to explain. Since

the B16 results appear to be equivalent to those of Cowie et al. (2016), a large systematic

increase in N/O and ionization parameter with increasing SFR is not needed to explain the

shift in strong-line ratios at fixed direct-method metallicity observed by Cowie et al. (2016).

5.5.5 Correcting the Curti et al. (2017) empirical calibrations

C17 recently used stacks of SDSS star-forming galaxies in bins of O3 and O2 to construct

a set of fully-empirical strong-line calibrations for a range of commonly applied line ratios

using direct-method metallicities. Utilizing a fully-empirical calibration dataset with a large

dynamic range in metallicity improves upon past metallicity calibrations based upon galaxy

spectra, which required the use of photoionization models at high metallicities where auro-

ral lines are not detected for individual SDSS galaxies (Maiolino et al., 2008). While the

C17 calibrations can be used over a wider range of metallicities than any other empirical

calibration to date, both the direct-method metallicities and strong-line ratios used in the

calibrations are subject to biases from flux-weighting effects and DIG contamination as de-

scribed in this work. In order to use the C17 calibrations to estimate the characteristic

metallicity of the star-forming regions in galaxies by removing DIG contamination or flux-

weighted combination effects, we recommend first using the observed uncorrected galaxy line

ratios to determine the uncorrected metallicity, then correcting the metallicity inferred from

the C17 calibrations using the fit to the bias in 12+log(O/H)T2,T3 (left panel of Figure 5.17).

The best-fit coefficients are given in Table 5.1. This method will yield robust corrected

metallicities that are representative of the distribution of H ii region metallicities galaxies.
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5.6 Implications for high-redshift studies

The MZR is known to evolve with redshift such that galaxies have lower metallicities at

fixed stellar mass as redshift increases (e.g., Erb et al., 2006; Maiolino et al., 2008; Steidel

et al., 2014; Troncoso et al., 2014; Sanders et al., 2015; Onodera et al., 2016). High-redshift

metallicity studies have relied nearly uniformly on strong-line calibrations to estimate metal-

licity because of the difficulty of detecting faint auroral lines at z > 1. We have shown how

contamination from DIG emission can affect strong-line ratios and thus impact strong-line

metallicity estimates. Correcting for these biases can lead to significant changes in the in-

ferred shape of the local MZR. It is of interest to consider what effects DIG contamination

might have on the interpretation of high-redshift strong-line ratios.

High redshift galaxies have both smaller size (van der Wel et al., 2014) and higher SFR

(Whitaker et al., 2014; Shivaei et al., 2015) at fixed M∗than z ∼ 0 galaxies on average.

Thus, typical ΣHα values are much higher at high redshift than for local galaxies, with

typical z ∼ 2 galaxies having ΣHα as high as local starburst galaxies. If the relationship

between ΣHα and fDIG in equation 5.24 holds in the same form at high redshifts, then DIG

emission should only account for a small fraction (∼ 0 − 20%) of line emission in high-

redshift star-forming galaxies. Based on the observations and simple model of Oey et al.

(2007), we expect that DIG emission becomes increasingly less important with increasing

redshift. Accordingly, correction of high-redshift galaxy line ratios should be performed using

models that have fDIG=0, such as the hiionly model. Additionally, the high SSFR of high-

redshift galaxies and accompanying strong feedback may efficiently mix metals into the ISM

such that the width of the H ii region metallicity distribution is small. Such a scenario can

explain the flat metallicity gradients observed in some high-redshift galaxies (Jones et al.,

2013; Leethochawalit et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2017; Ma et al., 2017), and is similar to the

inferred reason behind flatter gradients in lower mass local galaxies (Ho et al., 2015). If

efficient metal distribution is a common feature at high redshift, then an appropriate model

should also have smaller σT than the SDSSstack model.

If DIG emission is negligible at high redshift, it carries implications for the interpretation
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of the evolution of strong-line ratios. Galaxies at z ∼ 1− 2 display systematically different

emission-line ratios from those typically observed in local galaxies, including an offset towards

higher [O iii]/Hβ and/or [N ii]/Hα in the O3N2 diagram (Shapley et al., 2005; Liu et al.,

2008; Kewley et al., 2013b; Steidel et al., 2014; Shapley et al., 2015) and higher O3 and

[O iii]/[O ii] values at fixed M∗ than those observed in the local universe (Nakajima &

Ouchi, 2014; Onodera et al., 2016; Sanders et al., 2016b). Such evolution in galaxy strong-

line ratios may imply that local strong-line metallicity calibrations do not produce reliable

metallicity estimates for high-redshift galaxies. By comparing the positions of high-redshift

galaxies to those of local galaxies in diagnostic emission line diagrams, such evolution in

strong-line ratios has been explained with evolving physical conditions of the ionized gas in

H ii regions, including gas density, ionization parameter, N/O abundance ratio, and shape of

the ionizing spectrum. These interpretations have assumed that all of the emission line flux

from both z ∼ 0 and high-redshift galaxies originates from H ii regions. If DIG emission is

negligible in high-redshift star-forming galaxies, then the amount of inferred evolution in gas

physical conditions such as the ionization parameter or hardness of the ionizing spectrum

is likely overestimated because DIG emission tends to shift z ∼ 0 global galaxy line ratios

towards lower-excitation states compared to their constituent H ii regions. It would then

be more appropriate to compare high-redshift strong-line ratios to those of individual H ii

regions instead of SDSS global galaxy spectra, or else first correct SDSS line ratios using the

best-fit functions in Figure 5.15 before inferring evolution of H ii region physical conditions.

Such corrections are most important in line-ratio spaces that are significantly affected by

DIG emission, such as the O3S2 and [O iii]/[O ii] vs. M∗ diagrams. Evolution in some

ionized gas physical properties is still clearly required because DIG contamination (or lack

thereof) cannot drive an offset in the O3N2 diagram (see Figure 5.4) for example.

Revealing the true DIG contribution to global galaxy line fluxes in high-redshift galaxies

requires high-spatial-resolution emission-line maps to disentangle H ii and DIG regions and

determine their relative importance. The SDSS-IV MaNGA IFU survey has shown that

line ratio maps from such a dataset can efficiently identify H ii and DIG regions based on

systematic changes in strong-line ratios as a function of Hα surface brightness (Zhang et al.,
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2017). Similar high-redshift datasets should be able to identify significant DIG emission if

the spatial resolution is sufficient to begin to resolve H ii regions (. 1 kpc). Such maps

have been obtained for a small number of gravitationally-lensed objects (e.g., Jones et al.,

2010; Yuan et al., 2011; Leethochawalit et al., 2016), but understanding the typical DIG

contribution at high redshift necessitates larger samples spanning a wide range of galaxy

properties. Confirming the nature of DIG emission at high-redshift is crucial for properly

interpreting the evolution in galaxy strong-line ratios.

5.7 Summary and conclusions

We have presented a set of empirically-motivated models that treat galaxies as a collection of

multiple line-emitting regions with different physical properties. In addition to line emission

from classical H ii regions, these models incorporate DIG emission based on observed DIG

strong-line ratio excitation sequences for the first time. We present the first measurement of

DIG region excitation sequences over a range of excitation levels using data from the SDSS-

IV MaNGA IFU survey (Zhang et al., 2017). Our model framework tracks contributions from

DIG and H ii regions to both strong and auroral optical emission lines. Previous models

of galaxy line emission have treated galaxies as single H ii regions with effective physical

properties. Such descriptions of galaxy line emission are not sufficient to simultaneously

match strong and auroral emission line properties in all line-ratio diagrams simulaneously.

Including multiple H ii regions with a range of excitation levels is required to reproduce

the offset of global galaxy spectra in the T2-T3 diagram (Figures 5.11 and 5.14; Pilyugin

et al., 2010, 2012a; Andrews & Martini, 2013). Furthermore, inclusion of DIG emission is

necessary to properly reproduce galaxy excitation sequences in strong-line ratio diagrams,

as evidenced by the distinct excitation sequences of H ii regions, SDSS galaxies, and DIG

regions in the O3N2, O3S2, and O3O2 diagrams (Figure 5.4).

We constructed the SDSSstack model in which DIG emission contributes 55% of the total

Balmer emission, which provides a good description of typical z ∼ 0 star-forming galaxies

as represented by stacks of SDSS galaxies from Andrews & Martini (2013), Brown et al.
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(2016), and Curti et al. (2017). We find that the ionic temperature T2 of DIG regions must

be ∼ 15% lower than T2 of H ii regions at fixed metallicity to match the strong-line ratios

of SDSS stacks at fixed T2. This result may indicate that DIG region electron temperature

systematically deviates from the electron temperature of associated H ii regions, but may

also represent a systematic effect in the process of combining line emission from multiple

regions to form a global galaxy spectrum. Observations of auroral lines from DIG regions

are needed to investigate this effect. When following this assumption about DIG T2, the

SDSSstack model is in excellent agreement with SDSS stacks simultaneously in diagrams

involving strong-line ratios, electron temperatures, and direct-method oxygen abundances.

We used the SDSSstack model to characterize biases in strong-line ratios, electron tem-

peratures, and direct-method oxygen abundances as inferred from global galaxy spectra.

Contamination of the global galaxy spectrum by DIG emission is the primary driver of

biases in the SDSSstack model. DIG contamination tends to inflate the strength of low-

ionization lines and lower the ionic temperature T2, making global galaxy spectra appear

more metal-rich than is true of the metallicity distribution of star-forming regions within

each galaxy. We quantified biases in these properties as the difference between the value

inferred from a global galaxy spectrum and the median value of the H ii region distribution

of that property within each galaxy. We provided polynomial fits to the bias in each property

(Table 5.1) that can be subtracted from global galaxy values to correct for the effects of flux-

weighting and DIG contamination. The corrections presented in Section 5.4 are appropriate

for samples of galaxies that are representative of the local star-forming population. A recipe

for correcting individual galaxies or unrepresentative samples is given in Appendix 5.A.1 in

which the SDSSstack model is generalized to have any value of fDIG.

We applied these corrections to investigate observational biases in the z ∼ 0 MZR and

FMR. Nearly all metallicity calibrations are based on H ii regions, including the direct-

method and both empirical and theoretical strong-line metallicity calibrations. It is thus

imperative that emission-line ratios of global galaxy spectra are corrected to be representa-

tive of the underlying H ii region distribution before using calibrations based on H ii regions

to estimate metallicity. After correcting for flux-weighting effects and DIG contamination,
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we found that the z ∼ 0 direct-method MZR has ∼ 0.1 dex lower normalization and a

slightly steeper low-mass slope (γ = 0.75) compared to the uncorrected MZR (γ = 0.67).

These changes in the MZR shape have a significance of 2σ. The direct-method FMR displays

slightly weaker SFR dependence after correction since DIG tends to make low-SFR galaxies

appear more metal-rich, artificially strengthening the trend with SFR. We also investigated

the effects of DIG contamination and flux-weighting on the local MZR as determined using

multiple strong-line calibrations. DIG contamination can substantially affect the inferred

shape of the MZR, flattening the low-mass slope and changing the normalization of theo-

retical calibrations in particular. Future studies of metallicity scaling relations can use the

corrections given in this work to obtain robust galaxy metallicity estimates that are placed

on a scale that can be compared directly to gas-phase metallicities reported by chemical

evolution models.

We showed that the systematic trends in strong-line ratios at fixed direct-method metal-

licity with SSFR and Hβ luminosity observed by Brown et al. (2016) and Cowie et al. (2016)

can be explained almost entirely by a decreasing fDIG with increasing SSFR. The importance

of DIG is naturally expected to decrease with increasing star-formation intensity as classical

H ii regions occupy a larger volume of the ionized ISM and dominated line emission (Oey

et al., 2007). This result demonstrates the importance in correcting for DIG contamination

before inferring correlations of H ii region physical properties with galaxy properties.

Our results have implications for the inferred evolution of H ii region physical properties

with redshift. If the trend between fDIG and ΣHα holds out to high redshifts, we expect

that DIG emission is negligible in typical high-redshift galaxies that are more highly star-

forming (Whitaker et al., 2014) and more compact (van der Wel et al., 2014) than their z ∼ 0

counterparts at fixed M∗. Inferring evolution in H ii region properties by comparing positions

of high-redshift galaxies to those of global galaxy spectra in strong-line ratio diagrams will

likely overestimate the magnitude of evolution in, e.g., metallicity and ionization parameter.

DIG contamination increases low-ionization line ratios in local star-forming galaxies, making

them appear to have a lower level of excitation than the ionized gas in their constituent H ii

regions. Such an effect can artificially augment the offset between z ∼ 0 and z > 1 star-
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forming regions in strong-line ratio diagrams, leading to incorrect assumptions about the

evolution of ionized gas properties. A more robust comparison can be achieved by correcting

z ∼ 0 global galaxy observations for DIG contamination prior to comparing to high-redshift

samples.

We stress that, in cases where it is desirable to measure properties that are characteristic

of the H ii regions within galaxies, deriving properties directly from observed line ratios of

global galaxy spectra will not yield the desired result, but instead will be systematically

biased. This is true of any dataset where the spectroscopic aperture (e.g., fiber, slit, etc.)

contains light from multiple H ii regions and the diffuse gas that exists between H ii re-

gions. Models of galaxy line-emission must incorporate both multiple emitting regions with

a spread in properties and DIG emission in order to accurately match the emission-line prop-

erties of real galaxies. The increasing number of spatially-resolved spectroscopic surveys of

local galaxies (e.g., MaNGA, SAMI, CALIFA) will allow for an accurate determination of

the strong-line properties of DIG regions. Observational constraints are still needed on the

auroral-line properties and electron temperatures of diffuse gas. We encourage future stud-

ies modeling the line emission of star-forming galaxies to avoid treating galaxies as single

emitting regions with a set of effective properties, and instead design models that reflect the

substructure and diversity observed in the ISM of real galaxies.

5.A Appendix

5.A.1 A recipe for correcting individual galaxies or unrepresentative samples

In Section 5.4, we presented polynomial functions that represent the median bias in strong-

line ratios, electron temperatures, and direct-method metallicities when these properties are

inferred directly from global galaxy spectra. However, the SDSSstack model with fDIG=0.55,

upon which the corrections in Section 5.4 are based, is only appropriate to apply to a sample

of galaxies that is representative of the typical z ∼ 0 star-forming population or to individual

galaxies that fall near the mean relations. In this appendix, we present generalized results
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for a set of models in which fDIG is varied from 0.0 (equivalent to the hiionly model) to 0.8,

and supply a recipe to follow when applying these generalized results.

The relative contribution of DIG to Balmer emission, fDIG, is inferred using ΣHα and

equation 5.24. Thus, the inferred fDIG depends on the star formation properties of the

galaxy, since ΣHα will increase with increasing SFR. If a galaxy falls near the mean z ∼ 0

M∗-SFR relation, or if the mean of a sample of galaxies lies near the mean local relation,

then the corrections given in Section 5.4 may be applied. However, it is often of interest

to study unrepresentative or extreme objects. For example, the sample of individual z ∼ 0

SDSS galaxies with auroral-line detections have higher SFR at fixed M∗ than is typical of the

local star-forming population, and thus requires a lower median fDIG value as demonstrated

in Section 5.3.2. Investigating SFR dependence of local scaling relations requires dividing

the local galaxy population into subsamples that are unrepresentative by construction, as

in studies of the z ∼ 0 FMR (Mannucci et al., 2010; Lara-López et al., 2010; Andrews &

Martini, 2013). Extreme local galaxies are also of interest because they may provide local

analogs of the ISM conditions in high-redshift galaxies (e.g., Brown et al., 2014; Bian et al.,

2016). We therefore provide results for models spanning a wide range in fDIG so that flux-

weighting effects and DIG contamination may be corrected for in individual galaxies and

samples with a wide range in SFR and SSFR.

Following the methodology presented in Section 5.2.5, we create five models with the

same input parameters as for the SDSSstack model (NHII=25, σT=0.07 dex, fDIG=0.55),

except we vary the value of fDIG from 0.0 to 0.8 in increments of 0.2. For this set of models,

the bias in properties inferred from global galaxy spectra relative to the median properties

of the distribution of H ii regions in each galaxy is shown in Figure 5.25 for strong-line

ratios, Figure 5.26 for electron temperatures, and Figure 5.27 for direct-method oxygen

abundances. As before, we display the bias in direct-method oxygen abundance for three

scenarios in which (1) both T3 and T2 are estimated directly from the galaxy spectrum, (2)

only T3 is known and T2 is estimated from equation 5.12, and (3) only T2 is known and T3

is estimated from equation 5.12. For each model, we fit the bias in each property with the

fourth-order polynomials of equations 5.25-5.27. The best-fit coefficients for the strong-line
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bias are presented in Table 5.2, while the best-fit coefficients for the electron temperature

and direct-method oxygen abundance biases are given in Tables 5.3 and 5.4, respectively.

We recommend using the following procedure to apply corrections to individual galaxies

or samples that are unrepresentative of the z ∼ 0 star-forming population. First, estimate

fDIG for each galaxy or the median fDIG of the sample using ΣHα and equation 5.24. Identify

the models presented in this appendix that bracket this fDIG value. Interpolate between the

best-fit polynomials of these bracketing models to obtain corrections for strong-line ratios,

electron temperatures, or direct-method metallicities appropriate for the galaxy or sample

of galaxies. Subtract the interpolated correction values for a given property from the values

of that property as inferred from the global galaxy spectrum in order to correct for flux-

weighting effects and DIG contamination. This procedure should yield robust corrections to

individual galaxies or samples of galaxies that do not follow the mean local M∗-SFR relation.

When inferring metallicities from strong-line calibrations, we recommend first correcting the

simple strong-line ratios O3, O2, N2, and S2, then constructing the corrected metallicity

indicator (e.g., R23, O3N2) from these corrected simple ratios before using strong-line cali-

brations (empirical or theoretical) based on H ii regions to estimate metallicity.

5.A.2 How do changes in σT affect predicted line ratios and electron tempera-

tures?

In our models of z ∼ 0 galaxies, we assume that T2 of DIG regions is 15% lower than T2 of H ii

regions at fixed metallicity. This assumption was motivated by offsets between observations

of z ∼ 0 galaxies and the fDIG=0.55 model in the strong-line ratio vs. T2 diagrams (Fig. 5.10)

when we assumed that DIG and H ii region T2 were the same at fixed metallicity. Our

assumption regarding lower DIG T2 additionally brought the magnitude of the predicted

offset between H ii regions and z ∼ 0 galaxies in the T2-T3 diagram into agreement with

observations (Fig. 5.11). Given that there are no direct observational constraints of the

electron temperature of DIG other than along one line-of-sight in the Milky Way (Reynolds

et al., 2001), and the ionizing spectrum and gas physical conditions differ for DIG and H ii
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Figure 5.25: The difference between the global galaxy line ratio and median line ratio of the
H ii region distribution, ∆X, as a function of O3N2gal for the strong-line ratios X=O3, O2,
N2, and S2. Solid lines show the running median of 2500 mock galaxy realizations in bins of
O3N2gal for models with fDIG=0.0 to 0.8. In each panel, the dashed lines display the best-fit
fourth-order polynomial to the bias in the global galaxy line ratio, ∆X, for the model of the
corresponding color. The best-fit coefficients are presented in Table 5.2.
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Figure 5.26: The difference between the electron temperature inferred from the global galaxy
spectrum and the median electron temperature of the H ii region distribution as a function
of electron temperature. Results for T3 are shown in the top panel, while the bias in T2 is
presented in the bottom panel, for models with DIG contribution ranging from fDIG=0.0 to
0.8. Best-fit fourth-order polynomials for each model are presented as dashed lines of the
corresponding color. The best-fit coefficients are given in Table 5.3.
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Table 5.2: Global galaxy bias coefficients for strong-line ratios (equation 5.25)

∆O3

fDIG c0 c1 c2 c3 c4

0.0 0.113 -0.0816 -0.0299 0.0341 -0.00443

0.2 0.124 -0.115 -0.0417 0.0663 -0.00948

0.4 0.134 -0.175 -0.0571 0.145 -0.0343

0.6 0.133 -0.211 -0.0364 0.167 -0.0437

0.8 0.139 -0.188 -0.0769 0.150 -0.0241

∆O2

fDIG c0 c1 c2 c3 c4

0.0 0.00828 -0.0132 0.0112 -0.00632 0.00377

0.2 0.0950 0.0472 -0.0756 -0.0115 0.0176

0.4 0.169 0.0591 -0.134 0.0308 0.00655

0.6 0.223 0.0989 -0.183 0.0288 0.0132

0.8 0.291 0.143 -0.269 0.0413 0.0211

∆N2

fDIG c0 c1 c2 c3 c4

0.0 0.00307 0.0145 0.0295 0.00878 -0.00786

0.2 0.0115 0.0180 0.0113 0.0102 -0.000491

0.4 0.0204 -0.00620 0.00106 0.0503 -0.0128

0.6 0.0280 -0.0123 -0.0147 0.0618 -0.0120

0.8 0.0376 -0.00259 -0.0388 0.0565 -0.002357

∆S2

fDIG c0 c1 c2 c3 c4

0.0 0.0105 -0.000192 -0.0110 -0.00180 0.00586

0.2 0.142 0.0960 -0.112 -0.0343 0.0313

0.4 0.240 0.125 -0.166 -0.00721 0.0235

0.6 0.318 0.166 -0.219 -0.00621 0.0289

0.8 0.397 0.223 -0.287 -0.0283 0.0479
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Figure 5.27: The difference between the global galaxy direct-method metallicity, inferred
from the observed galaxy spectrum, and the median metallicity of the H ii region distribution
for models with fDIG=0.0 to 0.8. We show the bias in global galaxy metallicity for three cases:
both T3 and T2 are measured from the galaxy spectrum (left panel); only T3 is measured
directly and T2 is estimated using the T2-T3 relation of equation 5.12 (middle panel); and
only T2 is measured directly and T3 is estimated using equation 5.12 (right panel). Dashed
lines show the best-fit fourth-order polynomials for the model with the corresponding color.
The best-fit coefficients are presented in Table 5.4.

Table 5.3: Global galaxy bias coefficients for electron temperatures (equation 5.26)

∆T3

fDIG c0 c1 c2 c3 c4

0.0 407.9 -4,953 16,610 -15,140 4,031

0.2 -2,444 7,038 -1,307 -3,995 1,623

0.4 -1,949 5,794 -795.2 -3,512 1,394

0.6 -2,796 9,447 -6,403 120.1 580.6

0.8 854.9 -3,791 9,842 -7,991 2,005

∆T2

fDIG c0 c1 c2 c3 c4

0.0 14,810 -63,090 99,850 -68,230 16,690

0.2 28,460 -114,500 169,400 -109,900 25,970

0.4 25,560 -103,700 154,300 -101,800 24,640

0.6 18,980 -76,430 112,600 -75,170 18,620

0.8 13,370 -54,490 80,700 -55,920 14,550
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Table 5.4: Global galaxy bias coefficients for direct-method oxygen abundances (equa-
tion 5.27)

∆log(O/H) (T3 and T2)a

fDIG c0 c1 c2 c3 c4

0.0 -0.0382 -0.402 -0.0948 0.381 0.123

0.2 0.0150 -0.299 0.408 0.100 -0.565

0.4 0.0776 -0.320 0.472 0.0335 -0.201

0.6 0.121 -0.327 0.847 -0.692 0.257

0.8 0.178 -0.431 1.26 -1.10 0.358

∆log(O/H) (T3 only)b

fDIG c0 c1 c2 c3 c4

0.0 -0.0825 -0.550 -0.241 0.662 0.514

0.2 -0.0604 -0.473 0.0717 0.192 -0.0671

0.4 -0.0424 -0.518 0.320 0.202 -0.164

0.6 -0.0287 -0.545 0.586 -0.211 0.310

0.8 -0.0177 -0.617 1.13 -0.650 0.0385

∆log(O/H) (T2 only)c

fDIG c0 c1 c2 c3 c4

0.0 0.0152 -0.341 -0.0727 0.306 -0.0113

0.2 0.129 -0.346 0.266 0.283 -0.346

0.4 0.246 -0.387 0.364 0.00148 -0.0165

0.6 0.352 -0.590 0.999 -0.662 0.203

0.8 0.485 -0.813 1.44 -1.08 0.347

(a) The direct-method 12+log(O/H) case where both T3 and T2 are directly determined from the
galaxy spectrum.

(b) The case where only T3 is estimated directly, while T2 is inferred using equation 5.12.
(c) The case where only T2 is estimated directly, while T3 is inferred using equation 5.12.
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regions, our assumption regarding DIG T2 is not unreasonable. Nevertheless, it is worthwhile

to consider whether the T2 discrepancies can be resolved under a different set of assumptions.

The adopted value of the width of the input H ii region T3 distribution, σT, can sig-

nificantly affect the electron temperatures inferred from mock global galaxy spectra. This

effect has been demonstrated by Pilyugin et al. (2012b), who were able to reproduce the

offset between H ii regions and z ∼ 0 galaxies in the T2-T3 diagram by modeling galaxies as

ensembles of H ii regions with a range of metallicities (equivalent to a range of T3). These

authors found that the magnitude of the T2-T3 offset increased as the range of metallicities

of the combined H ii regions increased. In our model framework, a wider range in metallicity

is equivalent to increasing the value of σT. We adopted a value of σT=0.07 dex based on

the observed T3 distributions of H ii regions in nearby spiral galaxies (Berg et al., 2015;

Croxall et al., 2015, 2016). The results of Pilyugin et al. (2012b) suggest that adopting a

larger value of σT could potentially resolve the discrepancy between models and observations

in the T2-T3 diagram without assuming different H ii and DIG T2 at fixed metallicity. We

investigate the effects of adopting different values of σT on the predicted strong-line ratios

and electron temperatures in order to determine whether different values of σT offer a viable

solution to the discrepancies present in diagrams involving T2.

We produce a set of models that have the same input parameters except for σT, which

is varied. We consider five values of the width of the log-normal T3 distribution: σT=[0.04,

0.07, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2]. Other parameters are set to the values adopted in our fiducial models

(NHII = 25, fDIG=0.55, log(Tcent/K) = 3.7 to 4.3). In these models, we do not assume a

lower DIG T2 at fixed metallicity, but instead assume that T2 of H ii and DIG regions is

equal at fixed metallicity.

The models with varied σT are shown in the T2-T3 diagram in Figure 5.28. When working

under the assumption that H ii region and DIG T2 are equal at fixed metallicity, σT≈0.15 dex

is required to match z ∼ 0 observations in the T2-T3 diagram. This value of σT is roughly

twice the value observed for H ii region distributions in local spiral galaxies (Berg et al.,

2015; Croxall et al., 2015, 2016). We show predictions from the same set of models in the

strong-line ratio O3N2, O3S2, and O3O2 diagrams in Figure 5.29. Increasing σT results in
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Figure 5.28: The global galaxy ionic temperature diagram of Tgal
2 vs. Tgal

3 , including models
for which only σT is varied. The solid colored lines show predictions of models with fDIG=0.55
and different values of σT, under the assumption that DIG and H ii region T2 is the same
at fixed metallicity. The dashed black line shows the H ii region T2-T3 relation of Campbell
et al. (1986) given in equation 5.12. The colored points indicate stacks of z ∼ 0 SDSS
galaxies with auroral-line measurements.

lower [S ii]/Hα and [O ii]/Hβ at fixed [O iii]/Hβ. Changes to the global galaxy strong-line

excitation sequences come about because increasing the range of H ii region T3 also increases

the range of H ii and DIG region strong-line ratios (Fig. 5.2). Combining light from H ii and

DIG regions with a wider range of strong-line ratios results in different average excitation

sequences because the relation between each strong-line ratio and T3 is different.

The σT=0.15 model significantly underpredicts [S ii]/Hα and [O ii]/Hβ at fixed [O iii]/Hβ

for z ∼ 0 galaxies. While this discrepancy could potentially be resolved by adopting both a

larger σT and larger fDIG, reconciling the σT=0.15 model with observations in the O3S2 and

O3O2 diagrams would require fDIG&0.8. Such a high fraction of Balmer emission originating

from DIG is in conflict with narrowband Hα studies of nearby galaxies which place the DIG

fraction at 30− 60% (Zurita et al., 2000; Oey et al., 2007). While adopting a larger σT than

our fiducial value of 0.07 dex can reproduce the T2-T3 offset without additional assumptions

regarding DIG T2, this assumption also results in strong-line ratios that disagree signifi-
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Figure 5.29: The O3N2 (left), O3S2 (middle), and O3O2 (right) strong-line ratio diagrams
for stacks of SDSS galaxies and models with varying σT. Colored lines and points are the
same as in Figure 5.28.

cantly with observations of galaxies. We conclude that our assumed value of σT=0.07 dex

is reasonable alongside the assumption that DIG T2 is lower than that of H ii regions at

fixed metallicity. Increasing the adopted values of σT and fDIG while assuming equal DIG

and H ii region T2 at fixed metallicity cannot provide a solution to the T2 discrepancies in

Figures 5.10 and 5.11.
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CHAPTER 6

The MOSDEF Survey: A Stellar Mass-SFR-Metallicity

Relation Exists at z ∼ 2.3

6.1 Introduction

The formation and growth of the dark matter structure of the universe is now well-understood

because of the relatively simple associated physics and the success of cosmological N-body

simulations (e.g., Springel et al., 2005). In contrast, the physics governing the formation

and growth of the baryonic content of galaxies that inhabit dark matter haloes is more

complex. Thus, the buildup of the gaseous and stellar content of galaxies is still not fully

understood. The chemical enrichment of the interstellar medium (ISM) and its scaling

with galaxy properties provides a sensitive probe of the key processes governing galaxy

growth, including accretion of pristine and recycled gas from the intergalactic medium (IGM)

and circum-galactic medium (CGM), processing of that gas through star formation, and

feedback from massive stars, supernovae, and AGN that can heat gas and drive outflows.

The connection between ISM abundance and baryon cycling leads to a tight correlation

between the stellar masses (M∗) and gas-phase oxygen abundances (12+log(O/H) or Z) of

star-forming galaxies in the local universe, known as the mass-metallicity relation (MZR;

e.g., Tremonti et al., 2004; Kewley & Ellison, 2008; Andrews & Martini, 2013). The MZR

has been shown to exist out to z ∼ 3.5, but evolves with redshift such that metallicity at

fixed M∗ decreases with increasing redshift (e.g., Erb et al., 2006; Maiolino et al., 2008;

Troncoso et al., 2014; Sanders et al., 2015; Onodera et al., 2016).

In addition to a fundamental scaling between stellar mass and metallicity, a secondary

dependence of the z ∼ 0 MZR on star-formation rate (SFR) has been observed (e.g., Ellison
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et al., 2008; Mannucci et al., 2010; Lara-López et al., 2010; Yates et al., 2012; Andrews &

Martini, 2013). The existence of a secondary SFR dependence was first reported by Ellison

et al. (2008) as a separation in theM∗-Z plane as a function of specific SFR (sSFR=SFR/M∗).

Subsequently, Mannucci et al. (2010) and Lara-López et al. (2010) independently reported

a relation among M∗, metallicity, and SFR for z ∼ 0 galaxies and found that the intrinsic

scatter around the M∗-SFR-Z relation is smaller than that of the MZR. The M∗-SFR-Z

relation is such that at fixed M∗, galaxies with higher SFRs have lower metallicities. This

relation has been interpreted through a theoretical picture in which the accretion of pristine

or low-metallicity gas from the IGM increases the SFR while diluting the metallicity of the

ISM. At the same time, metallicity increases as the gas reservoir is used up in galaxies for

which this reservoir is not being replenished. Mannucci et al. (2010) further claim that

galaxies up to z ∼ 2.5 lie on the same M∗-SFR-Z relation as z ∼ 0 galaxies, which led

these authors to conclude that the M∗-SFR-Z relation is redshift invariant at z < 2.5. This

non-evolving M∗-SFR-Z relation is known as the “fundamental metallicity relation” (FMR).

In the context of the FMR, the observed evolution of the MZR with redshift is tied to the

evolution of the SFR-M∗ relation: at earlier epochs, galaxies have higher SFR at fixed M∗

on average, corresponding to a lower metallicity. The evolution of SFR at fixed M∗ with

redshift is also tied to an evolution toward higher gas fraction at earlier times (Reddy et al.,

2012; Tacconi et al., 2013).

A M∗-SFR-Z relation is a fundamental feature of galaxy chemical evolution models,

including the equilibrium model in which the accretion rate is equal to the sum of the SFR

and outflow rates (Finlator & Davé, 2008; Davé et al., 2012), and the gas-regulator model in

which the mass of the gas reservoir regulates the SFR that in turn determines the outflow

rate (Lilly et al., 2013). The relationships between inflow rate, outflow rate, and SFR have

a similar form at all redshifts in these models. As such, the theoretical framework through

which we understand galaxy growth predicts the existence of both the MZR and a M∗-SFR-Z

relation at high redshifts.

When investigating the evolution of the M∗-SFR-Z relation with redshift, there are two

questions that must be addressed. First, do high-redshift galaxies fall on the locally-defined
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FMR such that theM∗-SFR-Z relation is redshift invariant? Second, do high-redshift galaxies

show evidence for the existence of a M∗-SFR-Z relation independent of the z ∼ 0 data?

It is of interest to confirm SFR dependence of the MZR at high redshifts, in addition to

understanding the relation between high-redshift galaxies and the z ∼ 0 M∗-SFR-Z relation.

If the metallicities of high-redshift galaxies do not vary with SFR at fixed M∗, then this

conflict with current theoretical predictions must be understood in order to obtain a more

complete picture of galaxy evolution.

There have been many recent studies investigating both of the aforementioned questions

at z > 1, but no concensus has been reached about the existence of a high-redshift M∗-SFR-

Z relation and its possible redshift invariance. Several studies have claimed that galaxies

at z ∼ 1 − 3 are consistent with the z ∼ 0 M∗-SFR-Z relation, suggesting the existence of

a redshift invariant M∗-SFR-Z relation (Christensen et al., 2012; Wuyts et al., 2012, 2016;

Belli et al., 2013; Henry et al., 2013; Stott et al., 2013; Maier et al., 2014; Yabe et al., 2015;

Hunt et al., 2016). Many other studies have demonstrated that galaxies at the same redshifts

do not follow the predictions of the z ∼ 0 FMR, suggesting an evolving M∗-SFR-Z relation

(Cullen et al., 2014; Yabe et al., 2014; Zahid et al., 2014b; Wuyts et al., 2014; Sanders et al.,

2015; Salim et al., 2015; Grasshorn Gebhardt et al., 2016; Kashino et al., 2017). The majority

of the literature investigating whether a non-evolving M∗-SFR-Z relation exists compare the

predictions of a parameterization of the z ∼ 0 M∗-SFR-Z relation to high-redshift data, and

thus often rely on an extrapolation of the z ∼ 0 relation into a SFR regime that few if any

galaxies in the z ∼ 0 samples occupy. Sanders et al. (2015) and Salim et al. (2015) showed

the advantages of instead performing direct, non-parametric comparisons of z ∼ 0 and high-

redshift galaxies at fixed M∗, avoiding the uncertainty associated with extrapolations. Both

studies found that z ∼ 2.3 galaxies have lower metallicities than z ∼ 0 galaxies at fixed

M∗ and SFR. It is worth noting that potential redshift evolution of the relations between

strong-line ratios and metallicity due to evolving gas physical conditions may systematically

bias comparisons of metallicity over wide redshift ranges and must be carefully considered

when investigating the validity of the FMR (Steidel et al., 2014, 2016; Shapley et al., 2015;

Sanders et al., 2016b).
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The question of whether the MZR has a secondary SFR dependence at z > 1 is naturally

more difficult to address because it requires detection of a weak secondary effect within the

high-redshift sample. Several works have searched for a high-redshift M∗-SFR-Z relation

and failed to detect any significant SFR dependence within the uncertainties (Wuyts et al.,

2012, 2014, 2016; Steidel et al., 2014; Yabe et al., 2014, 2015; Sanders et al., 2015; Grasshorn

Gebhardt et al., 2016). While these studies did not observe significant secondary SFR

dependence, it is not ruled out due to the expected subtlety of the effect. The predicted

metallicity difference at fixed M∗ over the range of SFR probed by such studies is small

(. 0.1 dex), and thus requires either high-precision measurements or large sample sizes to

detect.

A handful of studies have claimed to detect a M∗-SFR-Z relation at high redshifts. Salim

et al. (2015) perform a non-parametric comparison between z ∼ 0 galaxies and a sample of

∼ 130 z ∼ 2.3 star-forming galaxies. By comparing metallicity as a function of offset from

the z ∼ 0 M∗-sSFR relation, these authors claim to resolve secondary SFR dependence at

fixed M∗, albeit with very large scatter and low significance. Kacprzak et al. (2016) divided a

sample of 117 z ∼ 2.3 star-forming galaxies at the median SFR, and by fitting linear relations

to the subsamples found that galaxies with lower SFRs tend to have higher metallicities at

log(M∗/M�) < 10.0. These authors additionally claim that the slope of the z ∼ 2.3 MZR

changes with SFR. However, roughly half of the low-SFR subsample have only upper limits

on the metallicity, and the low- and high-SFR subsamples overlap in a narrow M∗ range

where limits are also present, making it difficult to interpret the significance of these results.

Recently, Kashino et al. (2017) found some evidence for a M∗-SFR-Z relation at z ∼ 1.6

among individual galaxies with metallicity estimates based on [N ii]λ6584/Hα, but do not

observe the same trends in stacks including non-detections. The authors conclude that the

exclusion of galaxies with non-detections of [N ii] may introduce a bias that falsely makes

a M∗-SFR-Z relation appear. Zahid et al. (2014b) presented a detection of the z ∼ 1.6

M∗-SFR-Z relation, finding a coherent systematic shift in the MZR in three M∗ bins when

dividing their sample of 168 z ∼ 1.6 galaxies at the median SFR.

To date, studies of the high-redshift M∗-SFR-Z have either been based on large samples
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(& 100) with low S/N individual measurements, or small samples with moderate S/N mea-

surements. Previous studies have also largely relied on a single metallicity indicator (most

often [N ii]λ6584/Hα or R23=([O iii]λλ4959,5007+[O ii]λλ3726,3729)/Hβ), which makes it

difficult to ascertain the accuracy of results given the potential redshift evolution of various

strong-line metallicity calibrations. Whether or not a M∗-SFR-Z relation exists at z > 1

remains an open question as evidenced by the disagreement in the literature. A clear con-

firmation of such a relation is needed to test the applicability of current galaxy chemical

evolution models over cosmic time.

In this chapter, we present a study of the z ∼ 2.3 M∗-SFR-Z relation using data from

the MOSFIRE Deep Evolution Field (MOSDEF) survey (Kriek et al., 2015). We present the

first analysis of the high-redshift M∗-SFR-Z relation that is based upon multiple metallicity-

sensitive emission-line ratios, in combination with robust dust-corrected SFRs from mea-

surements of Hα and Hβ. The simultaneous use of multiple metallicity indicators allows

us to evaluate whether evolution of metallicity calibrations could falsely introduce apparent

SFR dependence and therefore provides a more robust test of the high-redshift M∗-SFR-Z

relation than previous studies. This chapter is organized as follows. We describe the ob-

servations, measurements, sample selection, and stacking methodology that we employ in

Section 6.2. In Section 6.3, we search for a M∗-SFR-Z relation at z ∼ 2.3 and perform a

direct comparison to z ∼ 0 galaxies to investigate the redshift evolution of the M∗-SFR-Z

relation. We discuss our results and consider the effect of potential biases in Section 6.4, and

summarize in Section 6.5. Throughout this chapter, we adopt the following abbrevations for

emission-line ratios:

O3 = [O iii]λ5007/Hβ , (6.1)

N2 = [N ii]λ6584/Hα , (6.2)

O3N2 = O3/N2 , (6.3)

N2O2 = [N ii]λ6584/[O ii]λλ3726, 3729 , (6.4)

O32 = [O iii]λ5007/[O ii]λλ3726, 3729 , (6.5)
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R23 = ([O iii]λλ4959, 5007 + [O ii]λλ3726, 3729)/Hβ . (6.6)

We use the term “metallicity” to refer to the gas-phase oxygen abundance (12+log(O/H))

unless otherwise specified. Emission-line wavelengths are given in air. We assume a ΛCDM

cosmology with H0 = 70 km s−1 Mpc−1, Ωm = 0.3, and ΩΛ = 0.7.

6.2 Observations, Data, and Measurements

6.2.1 The MOSDEF survey

The MOSDEF survey was a 4-year program in which we utilized the Multi-Object Spec-

trometer For Infra-Red Exploration (MOSFIRE; McLean et al., 2012) on the 10 m Keck I

telescope to obtain near-infrared (rest-frame optical) spectra of galaxies at 1.4 ≤ z ≤ 3.8

(Kriek et al., 2015). Galaxies were targeted in three redshift ranges such that strong optical

emission lines fall in near-infrared windows of atmospheric transmission: 1.37 ≤ z ≤ 1.70,

2.09 ≤ z ≤ 2.61, and 2.95 ≤ z ≤ 3.80. In this study, we focus on the middle redshift range at

z ∼ 2.3. Targets were selected from the photometric catalogs of the 3D-HST survey (Bram-

mer et al., 2012a; Skelton et al., 2014; Momcheva et al., 2016) based on their redshifts and

observed H-band (rest-frame optical) magnitudes. Spectroscopic or HST grism redshifts

were used when available; otherwise photometric redshifts were utilized for selection. For

the z ∼ 2.3 redshift bin, galaxies were targeted down to a fixed H-band AB magnitude of

H = 24.5 as measured from HST /WFC3 F160W imaging. This targeting scheme effectively

selects galaxies down to a rough stellar mass limit of log(M∗/M�) ∼ 9.0, although the sample

is not complete below log(M∗/M�) ∼ 9.5 (see Shivaei et al., 2015). At 2.09 ≤ z ≤ 2.61,

[O ii]λλ3726,3729 falls in the J band; Hβ and [O iii]λλ4959,5007 fall in the H band; and Hα,

[N ii]λλ6548,6584 and [S ii]λλ6716,6731 fall in the K band. Observations were completed

in 2016 May, with the full survey having targeted ∼ 1500 galaxies and measured robust red-

shifts for ∼ 1300 galaxies, with ∼ 700 at z ∼ 2.3 and ∼ 300 at z ∼ 1.5 and 3.4, respectively.

Full technical details of the MOSDEF survey observing strategy and data reduction can be

found in Kriek et al. (2015).
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6.2.2 Measurements and derived quantities

6.2.2.1 Stellar mass

MOSDEF targets have photometric coverage spanning the observed optical to mid-infrared

(Spitzer/IRAC), from which stellar masses can be robustly determined. Stellar masses were

estimated by fitting the broad- and medium-band photometry from the 3D-HST photometric

catalogs (Skelton et al., 2014; Momcheva et al., 2016) using the SED fitting code FAST (Kriek

et al., 2009) with the flexible stellar population synthesis models of Conroy et al. (2009).

A Chabrier (2003) initial mass function (IMF), the Calzetti et al. (2000) dust reddening

curve, solar metallicity, and constant star-formation histories were assumed. Photometric

bands containing significant contamination from high equivalent width emission lines (Hα

in K band and [O iii]+Hβ in H band) were excluded when fitting the SED. Uncertainties

on the stellar masses were estimated by perturbing the input photometry according to the

uncertainties and refitting 500 times.

6.2.2.2 Emission-line fluxes and redshift

Emission-line fluxes were determined by fitting Gaussian profiles to the 1D science spectra

where spectral emission features of interest are expected. Uncertainties on the emission-line

fluxes were taken to be the 68th-percentile width of the distribution of line fluxes obtained

by perturbing the spectrum according to the error spectrum and remeasuring the line fluxes

1000 times (Reddy et al., 2015). After fitting and subtracting a linear continuum, all lines

were fit by single Gaussian profiles except for [N ii]λλ6548,6584+Hα and [O ii]λλ3726,3729,

which were respectively fit by triple and double Gaussians simultaneously. In the case of

[O ii], the width of each component of the doublet was required to be identical. Redshifts

were measured from the line with the highest S/N ratio for each object, most often Hα or

[O iii]λ5007, and its width was used to constrain the width of weaker emission lines. Prior to

the measurement of line fluxes, science spectra were corrected for slit losses on an object-by-

object basis, as described in Kriek et al. (2015). Hydrogen Balmer line fluxes were corrected

for underlying stellar Balmer absorption by estimating the absorption flux from the best-fit
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SED template, since the stellar continuum is not significantly detected for typical MOSDEF

targets (Reddy et al., 2015). The Balmer absorption corrections were typically ∼ 1% for Hα

and ∼ 10% for Hβ.

6.2.2.3 Reddening correction and star-formation rate

SFRs were estimated using dust-corrected Hα luminosities by applying the calibration of Hao

et al. (2011), an update to the Kennicutt (1998) calibration, converted to a Chabrier (2003)

IMF. Reddening corrections were applied by estimating E(B-V)gas from the Balmer decre-

ment (Hα/Hβ) assuming an intrinsic ratio of 2.86 and the Cardelli et al. (1989) Milky Way

extinction curve. Emission-line ratios involving lines significantly separated in wavelength

were calculated using reddening-corrected line fluxes (N2O2, O32, R23), while uncorrected

line fluxes were used otherwise (O3N2, N2, O3). Uncertainties on both SFRs and reddening-

corrected line ratios include the uncertainty in E(B-V)gas in addition to the measurement

uncertainties of the line fluxes, and SFR uncertainties include an additional 16% uncertainty

added in quadrature to account for uncertainty in the slit loss corrections (Kriek et al.,

2015). With the assumption that the source size is not a strong function of wavelength, the

additional uncertainty associated with slit loss corrections does not affect the uncertainty of

ratios of emission lines in the same filter, and does not significantly increase the uncertainty

of line ratios with lines in multiple filters.

6.2.3 Sample selection

6.2.3.1 MOSDEF z ∼ 2.3 sample

We selected a sample of star-forming galaxies from the full MOSDEF data set with which

we can investigate the existence of a M∗-SFR-Z relation at z ∼ 2.3. We required a secure

redshift determination at 2.0 ≤ z ≤ 2.7, log(M∗/M�) ≥ 9.0, and a detection of both Hα and

Hβ at signal-to-noise ratio S/N≥3 so that robust estimates of the reddening-corrected SFR

may be obtained. The stellar mass cut removed six objects with lower stellar masses than

the MOSDEF targeting scheme was designed to select. Four of these objects were not main
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targets but were instead serendipitously detected. Both the number of objects targeted and

spectroscopic success rate drops precipitously below log(M∗/M�) = 9.0 (Kriek et al., 2015).

We rejected objects identified as AGN by their X-ray or infrared properties (Coil et al.,

2015; Azadi et al., 2017), and additionally removed objects with [N ii]λ6584/Hα > 0.5 when

[N ii]λ6584 is detected at S/N≥3, which are not likely to be dominated by star formation.

We additionally rejected objects with significant sky-line contamination of Hα or Hβ such

that the line flux is unreliable. The requirement that Hβ is cleanly detected at S/N≥3

was the most restrictive of these cuts, removing 45% of 462 galaxies that satisfy all other

criteria. We discuss potential biases introduced by the Hβ detection requirement below.

This selection yielded a sample of 260 galaxies at zmed = 2.29 with stellar masses spanning

the range log(M∗/M�) = 9.0−11.4 and SFRs ranging from 1.4 to 260 M� yr−1. The median

stellar mass and SFR of the sample is log(M∗/M�) = 9.92 and 22 M� yr−1, respectively.

The redshift distribution, and the SFR and specific SFR (sSFR=SFR/M∗) as a function

of stellar mass, of the z ∼ 2.3 sample are shown in Figure 6.1. Galaxies in this sample

scatter about the mean SFR-M∗ relation at z ∼ 2.0− 2.5, with the mean properties falling

on the relations seen in past studies (e.g., Whitaker et al., 2012; Speagle et al., 2014; Shivaei

et al., 2015). At log(M∗/M�) < 9.5, galaxies below the mean SFR-M∗ relation begin to

fall below the MOSDEF Hβ detection threshold at z ∼ 2.3 (Kriek et al., 2015). Shivaei

et al. (2015) showed that excluding objects with Hβ non-detections did not significantly

bias a smaller sample of MOSDEF star-forming galaxies at log(M∗/M�) > 9.5. Galaxies

for which Hα is detected but Hβ is not detected, shown as SFR and sSFR lower limits in

Figure 6.1 due to a lack of constraints on reddening, are distributed relatively uniformly

with M∗. Above log(M∗/M�)=9.5, most limits lie well above the Hβ detection threshold at

z ∼ 2.3, suggesting that most of the Hβ non-detections are due to sky-line contamination.

Since sky-line contamination is essentially a uniform redshift selection that does not correlate

with other galaxy properties, excluding these Hβ non-detections does not bias our sample

(see Section 6.3.2 for additional discussion of Hβ selection effects). Shivaei et al. (2015) also

demonstrated that below log(M∗/M�) = 9.5, MOSDEF samples may be incomplete due to a

bias against young objects with small Balmer and 4000 Å breaks for which the photometric
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Figure 6.1: Sample properties of the z ∼ 2.3 star-forming galaxy sample from the MOSDEF
survey. Left: Redshift distribution of the z ∼ 2.3 sample with Hα and Hβ detections,
where the dashed vertical line displays the median redshift of zmed = 2.29. Middle: The
SFR-M∗ relation for the z ∼ 2.3 sample. Galaxies at z ∼ 2.3 with detections of both Hα
and Hβ are shown as blue circles with error bars. Black squares display the median M∗
and SFR of z ∼ 2.3 galaxies with Hα and Hβ detections in four bins of M∗ over the range
9.0 < log(M∗/M�) < 10.5. The best-fit linear relation to the M∗ bins is displayed as a red
dashed line, with best-fit coefficients given in Table 6.2. The purple line is the SFR-M∗
relation at 1.4 < z < 2.6 from Shivaei et al. (2015). Black arrows show 3σ lower limits on
SFR and sSFR for galaxies with detected Hα but Hβ non-detections. The 3σ Hβ detection
threshold at z ∼ 2.3 for MOSDEF observations is indicated by the dot-dashed line, scaled
from the 5σ value in Kriek et al. (2015). Green squares denote the M∗-binned stacks of
z ∼ 0 SDSS star-forming galaxies from Andrews & Martini (2013). Right: The M∗-sSFR
relation for the z ∼ 2.3 sample, with symbols and lines the same as in the middle panel.

redshifts used in our target selection may be inaccurate. This incompleteness does not

significantly affect our results because the majority of our sample lies above log(M∗/M�) =

9.5. The results of our analysis do not significantly change if we restrict the sample to

log(M∗/M�) > 9.5.

We also investigated whether spectroscopic incompleteness biases our sample. Of ∼ 700

galaxies targeted at 2.0 ≤ z ≤ 2.7 in the MOSDEF survey, 93 failed to produce spectroscopic

redshifts. Half of these (45/93) are quiescent galaxies based on their rest-frame UV J colors

and thus do not affect our sample of star-forming galaxies. Red star-forming galaxies at

z ∼ 2.3 failed to yield redshifts 15% of the time, while redshifts were not measured for

only 6% of blue star-forming galaxies. These statistics agree with what Kriek et al. (2015)

reported based on one-third of the full MOSDEF data set. The spectroscopic failures do not

occupy any region of UV J color space in which there are no objects with measured redshifts.
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Our sample is thus slightly biased against red star-forming galaxies. However, our sample is

dominated by blue star-forming galaxies (>85%) such that the bias against red star-forming

galaxies has minimal impact on our results.

6.2.3.2 SDSS z ∼ 0 comparison sample

We compare the high-redshift sample to z ∼ 0 star-forming galaxies using measurements

from the composite spectra of Andrews & Martini (2013, hereafter AM13). These authors

selected a sample of 208,529 star-forming galaxies at 〈z〉 = 0.078 from the SDSS (York et al.,

2000) Data Release 7 (Abazajian et al., 2009) MPA-JHU catalog,11, which includes derived

stellar masses (Kauffmann et al., 2003b) and aperture-corrected SFR estimates based on

emission lines (Brinchmann et al., 2004; Salim et al., 2007). The spectra of these galaxies

were stacked in 0.1 dex wide bins in M∗ alone, as well as 0.1×0.1 dex bins in both M∗ and

SFR. The M∗ and SFR assigned to each stack was taken to be the median stellar mass

and median SFR of the individual galaxies in each bin. We restricted the AM13 stacks to

9.0 < log(M∗/M�) < 11.0 in order to match the stellar mass range in which the majority

of the z ∼ 2.3 sample falls. We utilize the AM13 M∗-only stacks to determine the mean

z ∼ 0 relations between M∗, SFR, sSFR, and emission-line ratios, and investigate the scatter

about these mean relations using the M∗-SFR stacks. The z ∼ 0 comparison sample has the

same set of emission lines measured as the z ∼ 2.3 sample and SFR measurements based on

optical emission lines. This similarity allows us to estimate metallicities in the same way as

for the z ∼ 2.3 sample, and perform a direct comparison of line ratios and metallicities at

fixed M∗ and SFR.

6.2.4 Metallicities

The MOSDEF data set crucially provides coverage of several strong rest-optical emission

features, allowing us to measure multiple metallicity indicators widely applied in the local

universe. We utilize multiple emission-line ratios to estimate metallicity in this analysis,

11Available at http://www.mpa-garching.mpg.de/SDSS/DR7/.
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including N2, O3N2, N2O2, and O32. We do not utilize R23 to estimate metallicity for

reasons described below, but retain the use of this metallicity-sensitive line ratio empirically,

along with O3.

For N2 and O3N2, we use the empirically calibrated relations of Pettini & Pagel (2004)

based on individual z ∼ 0 H ii regions:

12 + log (O/H) = 8.90 + 0.57× log(N2), (6.7)

and

12 + log (O/H) = 8.73− 0.32× log(O3N2). (6.8)

The intrinsic uncertainties associated with these calibrations are 0.14 and 0.18 dex for N2

and O3N2, respectively. The N2 calibration is valid over the range −2.5 < log(N2) < −0.3,

while the O3N2 calibration is applicable for log(O3N2) . 2.0. All of the z ∼ 0 sample and

the entire high-redshift MOSDEF sample except for six galaxies fall within these bounds.

Brown et al. (2016) provided a calibration of galaxy metallicity as a function of N2O2

and offset from the mean z ∼ 0 sSFR-M∗ sequence (∆log(sSFR)):

12 + log (O/H) = 9.20 + 0.54× log(N2O2)− 0.36×∆log(sSFR). (6.9)

The ∆log(sSFR) term was included because these authors found that N2O2 systematically

increases at fixed direct-method metallicity as ∆log(sSFR) increases. Sanders et al. (2017)

demonstrated that the separation of galaxies of different ∆log(sSFR) in the N2O2-metallicity

plane is a result of contamination of the integrated emission-line fluxes from diffuse ionized

gas (DIG), which more strongly affects galaxies with lower ∆log(sSFR). After correcting the

Brown et al. (2016) strong-line ratios and direct-method metallicities for DIG contamination,

the dependence on ∆log(sSFR) disappears and the galaxies are shifted onto the H ii region

metallicity scale. To estimate metallicities from N2O2, we perform a linear fit to the corrected
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Brown et al. (2016) datapoints from Sanders et al. (2017), obtaining the following expression:

12 + log (O/H) = 8.94 + 0.73× log(N2O2). (6.10)

The intrinsic scatter around this relation is 0.2 dex, and the calibration is valid over the

range −1.3 < log(N2O2) < 0.0. The entire z ∼ 0 comparison sample falls in this range.

Only 10 galaxies in the z ∼ 2.3 sample have log(N2O2) < −1.3, while the remainder fall in

the range over which the calibration is valid.

We utilize the O32 calibration of Jones et al. (2015):

12 + log (O/H) = 8.3439− 0.4640× log(O32). (6.11)

The intrinsic calibration uncertainty is 0.11 dex. This relation was calibrated using a sample

of 113 z ∼ 0 star-forming galaxies with metallicity estimates based on electron temperatures,

and no evolution in this calibration is seen out to z ∼ 0.8 (Jones et al., 2015). The calibrating

data set only covers the range 0.0 . log(O32) . 1.0, with the majority of the data set lying

at 0.0 < log(O32) < 0.5. While 91 galaxies in the z ∼ 2.3 sample and all of the local

comparison sample has log(O32)<0.0, other empirical and theoretical calibrations do not

show significant changes to the slope of O32 calibrations below log(O32)=0.0 (Maiolino

et al., 2008; Curti et al., 2017). We therefore apply the Jones et al. (2015) O32 calibration

to galaxies with −1.0 < log(O32) < 1.0 while noting that a systematic bias in metallicity

estimates from this calibration may be introduced at log(O32)<0.0.

While R23 is commonly employed as a metallicity indicator in the local universe, we

do not estimate metallicity from R23. R23 is double-valued as a function of metallicity,

with the turnover occurring at 8.0 . 12 + log(O/H) . 8.4 and 0.7 . log(R23) . 1.0 (e.g.,

McGaugh, 1991; Kewley & Dopita, 2002; Pilyugin & Thuan, 2005). The majority of our

z ∼ 2.3 sample lies in this region of parameter space, where small observational uncertainties

lead to large uncertainties in metallicity and assigning an object to the upper or lower R23

branch is non-trivial. Breaking the upper and lower branch degeneracy is usually achieved
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using N2 or N2O2 in combination with R23 (e.g., Kewley & Dopita, 2002). Star-forming

galaxies at z ∼ 2.3 display significant offsets from the z ∼ 0 population in strong-line ratio

diagrams involving lines of nitrogen (Masters et al., 2014; Steidel et al., 2014; Shapley et al.,

2015; Sanders et al., 2016b), however, suggesting that the criterion for upper or lower R23

branch assignment based on N2 or N2O2 evolves with redshift. Due to these uncertainties

in R23-based metallicities for the high-redshift sample, we do not convert R23 values to

metallicities but instead utilize R23 in an empirical sense only.

While all 260 individual galaxies in the z ∼ 2.3 sample have detections of Hα and Hβ,

some do not have S/N≥3 for [N ii]λ6584, [O ii]λλ3726,3729, and/or [O iii]λ5007. The sample

contains 143 N2 detections, 126 O3N2 detections, 118 N2O2 detections, 169 O32 and R23

detections, and 223 O3 detections. Each of the detected line-ratio subsets has median stellar

mass in the range 9.9 < log(M∗/M�) < 10.1 and median SFR within 22 < SFR/M� yr−1 <

32. We incorporate information from galaxies with metal line non-detections using a stacking

analysis as described below.

6.2.5 Correcting for diffuse ionized gas contamination

As mentioned previously, DIG is a significant contaminant of global galaxy spectra at z ∼ 0

and introduces systematic biases in galaxy emission-line ratios and metallicity estimates

(Sanders et al., 2017). In order to obtain accurate metallicities from strong-line calibrations,

both the measured line ratios and the metallicity calibrations must be free of the effects of

DIG contamination. Relations calibrated using individual H ii regions such as the Pettini &

Pagel (2004) N2 and O3N2 calibrations are free from this issue. We have explicitly corrected

the z ∼ 0 sample of Brown et al. (2016) to the H ii region metallicity scale. While the

calibrating data set of the Jones et al. (2015) O32 relation has not been corrected, we do

not expect a high level of DIG contamination in this case. The galaxies selected by Jones

et al. (2015) are highly star-forming and have high sSFR and large Hα surface brightness.

Oey et al. (2007) found that the importance of DIG to total galaxy emission decreases with

increasing Hα surface brightness, such that DIG emission is negligible in starburst galaxies.
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Using the calibration from Sanders et al. (2017) based on the Oey et al. (2007) data set, we

estimate that the fraction of total Balmer emission originating from DIG (fDIG) is . 30% for

the galaxies in the Jones et al. (2015) sample based on their Hα surface brightnesses. This

result suggests that H ii region emission dominates the Jones et al. (2015) calibrating sample

and the correction for DIG contamination would be minor compared to what is required for

typical z ∼ 0 galaxies with fDIG≈55% (Sanders et al., 2017).

We corrected the z ∼ 0 comparison sample for DIG contamination using the results of

Sanders et al. (2017), which are based upon empirical models treating galaxies as ensembles

of H ii and DIG regions. These models also correct for flux-weighting biases present in

integrated galaxy measurements because the line-emitting regions falling in the spectroscopic

aperture have a range of metallicites. The AM13 M∗ stacks were corrected using the z ∼ 0

model with fDIG=0.55. For the AM13 SFR-M∗ bins, Sanders et al. (2017) determined

the median Hα surface brightness in each bin and constructed a model matched to the

corresponding fDIG, since the relative importance of DIG varies with SFR. These corrections

allow us to obtain more robust metallicity estimates for the z ∼ 0 comparison sample by

using the corrected line ratios with the metallicity calibrations described above.

There are currently no observational constraints on the importance of DIG at high red-

shifts. However, if high-redshift galaxies follow a similar relation between fDIG and Hα

surface brightness as local galaxies, the high SFRs and compact sizes of high-redshift galax-

ies suggest that DIG emission is negligible at z ∼ 2.3. We operate under this assumption,

although high-resolution spatially resolved emission-line observations of high-redshift galax-

ies are ultimately required to reveal the role of DIG in the early universe. In addition to

compact sizes and high SFRs, galaxies have much larger gas fractions at fixed M∗ at z ∼ 2

than at z ∼ 0 (Tacconi et al., 2013), and likely display differences in the distribution and

importance of different ISM phases. In light of such differences, the assumption that the

relation between fDIG and Hα surface brightness does not change with redshift may need to

be revisited.
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6.2.6 Stacking methodology

We selected a subset of the sample of 260 z ∼ 2.3 star-forming galaxies with which we

perform a stacking analysis. For this stacking subsample, we additionally required that the

spectrum of each object had wavelength coverage of [O ii]λλ3726,3729, Hβ, [O iii]λ5007, Hα,

and [N ii]λ6584, and that the stellar mass fell in the range 9.0 ≤ log(M∗/M�) ≤ 10.5. The

wavelength coverage criterion allows for the measurement of all emission-line ratios of interest

in this study from the stacked spectra. The stellar mass criterion is designed to only stack

over the mass range in which the MOSDEF z ∼ 2.3 star-forming sample is not obviously

incomplete based on target selection and/or spectroscopic success rate. Kriek et al. (2015)

showed that both the number of galaxies targeted and the spectroscopic success rate sharply

decrease at log(M∗/M�) < 9.0 using data from the first 2 years of the MOSDEF survey.

Such behavior is expected because of the target selection down to fixed H-band magnitude

and the inherent faintness of low-mass targets. A drop in the spectroscopic success rate at

log(M∗/M�) > 10.5 was also identified and found to be partially caused by a significantly

lower success rate for red star-forming and quiescent galaxies compared to blue star-forming

galaxies (Kriek et al., 2015). We have confirmed these trends in success rate with the full

MOSDEF z ∼ 2.3 sample. Applying the above criteria yields a stacking subsample of 195

galaxies at zmed = 2.29 with median stellar mass log(M∗/M�) = 9.89 and median SFR of

18 M� yr−1. The stacking subsample has slightly lower median stellar mass and SFR than

the larger z ∼ 2.3 sample it was selected from, primarily because of the upper stellar mass

cut.

We used two different binning methods for this analysis. We binned in stellar mass

in order to determine mean z ∼ 2.3 line-ratio and metallicity relations as a function of

stellar mass. Galaxies were stacked in four stellar mass bins selected such that an equal

number of galaxies fell in each bin (48-49 galaxies per bin). We refer to the stacks binned

in stellar mass only as the “M∗ stacks.” We also binned in both stellar mass and offset

from the mean z ∼ 2.3 sSFR-M∗ relation (∆log(sSFR)) in order to assess the presence of

a M∗-SFR-Z relation at z ∼ 2.3 and its evolution from z ∼ 0. We found that dividing the
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stacking sample at ∆log(sSFR/yr−1) = ±0.2 splits the sample into three roughly equal parts,

with 68 galaxies in the highly star-forming subsample with ∆log(sSFR) > 0.2, 67 galaxies

falling within 0.2 dex of the mean relation, and 60 galaxies with ∆log(sSFR) < −0.2. Since

these bins were selected with respect to the mean z ∼ 2.3 sSFR-M∗ relation, the stellar

mass distribution in each bin is similar except for the ∆log(sSFR) < −0.2 bin, in which

objects with log(M∗/M�) . 9.5 fall below the MOSDEF Hβ detection limit at z ∼ 2.3.

The ∆log(sSFR) < −0.2 bin is thus biased toward higher M∗. After dividing the sample in

∆log(sSFR), galaxies in each ∆log(sSFR) bin were stacked in two stellar mass bins divided

at the median stellar mass, yielding a total of 6 M∗-∆log(sSFR) bins. We refer to the stacks

binned in both M∗ and ∆log(sSFR) as the “M∗-∆sSFR stacks.”

We produced composite spectra by first shifting each spectrum into the rest frame and

converting from flux density to luminosity density using the spectroscopic redshift. Since

some of the line ratios of interest require reddening correction, we corrected each individual

spectrum for reddening by applying a reddening correction to the luminosity density at each

wavelength element based on the Balmer decrement (Hα/Hβ) of each galaxy, assuming the

Cardelli et al. (1989) extinction curve. This process effectively only corrects the nebular

lines, since the continuum is not significantly detected for individual galaxies in our stacking

sample. Each reddening-corrected spectrum was then normalized by the dust-corrected Hα

luminosity. Spectra were interpolated onto a wavelength grid with spacing equal to the

wavelength sampling at the median redshift of the sample, equal to 0.40 Å in J band, 0.50 Å

in H band, and 0.66 Å in K band. Normalized composite spectra were created by taking the

median value of the normalized spectra at each wavelength increment, and multiplying by

the median dust-corrected Hα luminosity to produce the final composite spectrum in units

of luminosity density.

Emission-line luminosities were measured from stacked spectra by fitting a flat continuum

to regions around emission features and Gaussian profiles to the emission lines following the

fitting methodology for individual spectra. Uncertainties on emission-line fluxes were esti-

mated using a Monte Carlo technique in which we perturbed the stellar masses according to

the uncertainties and divided the perturbed sample into the same stellar mass bins as be-
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fore, bootstrap resampled each bin to account for sample variance, perturbed the individual

spectra according to the error spectra, perturbed the individual E(B-V)gas values and ap-

plied them to correct the individual spectra for reddening, stacked according to the method

described above, and remeasured the emission-line luminosities. This process was repeated

100 times, and the uncertainties on line luminosities were obtained from the 68th-percentile

width of the distribution of remeasured line luminosities. The median Balmer absorption

luminosity of the individual galaxies in each bin was utilized to apply Balmer absorption

corrections to the stacked Hα and Hβ luminosities.

Emission-line ratios and uncertainties were calculated using the line luminosities and un-

certainties measured from the stacked spectra. We found that the stacking method described

above robustly reproduces line ratios characteristic of the individual galaxies in a stack by

comparing the stacked line ratios to median line ratios of individual galaxies with significant

detections of all of the emission lines of interest. Stellar mass and SFR were assigned to each

stack using the median M∗ and median SFR of the individual galaxies in each bin. Uncer-

tainties on the median M∗ and SFR were estimated using the distribution of median values

produced by the Monte Carlo simulations. The median M∗ and SFR of galaxies in each bin

and measured line ratios of the M∗ and M∗-∆sSFR stacks are presented in Table 6.1.

6.3 Results

A sensitive test of secondary dependences in the MZR is to look for correlations between

deviations from the mean MZR and deviations from mean relations of other galaxy properties

as a function of stellar mass, such as SFR, or H i and H2 gas fraction. In particular,

a signature of a M∗-SFR-Z relation is an anticorrelation between residuals about the mean

MZR (∆log(O/H)) and residuals about the mean sSFR-M∗ relation (∆log(sSFR)). We search

for this signature of a M∗-SFR-Z relation at z ∼ 2.3. We first fit the mean sSFR-M∗ relation,

as well as the mean relations between M∗ and the emission-line ratios O3N2, N2, N2O2, O32,

O3, and R23. We additionally fit the mean MZR based on metallicities determined using

each of the line ratios O3N2, N2, N2O2, and O32. We then examine the relationship between
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the residuals in line ratios (and the corresponding metallicity values) and sSFR relative to

the mean relations. A similar method was employed by Salim et al. (2015) and Kashino

et al. (2017).

While we use sSFR residuals in order to make a comparison to the simulation predictions

of Davé et al. (2017), we note that using residuals around the mean SFR-M∗ relation would

give the same result since an offset of a galaxy above or below the mean SFR-M∗ relation in

log(SFR) is equal to the offset of that galaxy from the mean sSFR-M∗ relation in log(sSFR).

Accordingly, the slope of the ∆log(O/H) vs. ∆log(sSFR) relation provides a direct probe of

the dependence of O/H on SFR at fixed M∗.

6.3.1 Mean z ∼ 2.3 relations

The M∗ stacks are shown in the SFR-M∗ and sSFR-M∗ planes in Figure 6.1. We determine

the mean z ∼ 2.3 sSFR-M∗ relation by fitting a linear function to the M∗ stacks in the

sSFR-M∗ plane. The best-fit coefficients are listed in Table 6.2. We determine the residuals

about the mean M∗-sSFR relation by subtracting this mean relation from the sSFR estimate

for each galaxy in the z ∼ 2.3 sample. In Figure 6.1, we compare our mean relation to that

obtained by Shivaei et al. (2015) using the first 2 years of MOSDEF data. The two relations

are generally consistent, although we find a slightly higher normalization, likely due in part

to different SED fitting assumptions and the resulting stellar masses. We note that the

MOSDEF z ∼ 2.3 Hβ detection limit biases the SFR in the lowest-mass bin high, and thus

the fit we derive here may be steeper in the sSFR-M∗ plane and shallower in the SFR-M∗

plane than the true mean relation of the z ∼ 2.3 star-forming population. However, our

results do not change significantly if we instead fit mean relations excluding the lowest-mass

bin. Incompleteness in the lowest-mass bin due to the Hβ detection limit thus does not affect

our conclusions.

In Figure 6.2, we present the excitation- and metallicity-sensitive line ratios O3N2, N2,

N2O2, and O32 vs. M∗. The line ratios O3N2 and O32 are sensitive to the ionization

parameter, containing both a high and low ionization energy ionic species. N2 is also sensitive
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Table 6.2: Best-fit linear coefficients to z ∼ 2.3 galaxy properties as a function of stellar mass.

property slope intercept

star formationa

SFR 0.67 −5.33

sSFR −0.33 −5.33

line ratiosa

O3N2 −0.94 10.72

N2 0.59 −6.82

N2O2 0.41 −5.03

O32 −0.56 5.51

O3 −0.34 3.90

R23 −0.12 2.03

12+log(O/H)b

O3N2 0.30 5.30

N2 0.34 5.01

N2O2 0.30 5.27

O32 0.26 5.79

(a) Coefficients for log(X) = m× log(M∗/M�) + b, where X is the appropriate galaxy property,
m is the slope, and b is the intercept.

(b) Coefficients for 12 + log(O/H) = m× log(M∗/M�) + b, where m is the slope, b is the
intercept, and 12+log(O/H) is determined using the corresponding line ratio.

to changes in ionization parameter, as well as the nitrogen abundance (N/H), such that

higher ionization parameter and lower N/H lead to lower N2. In contrast, N2O2 is primarily

sensitive to changes in the N/O abundance ratio (Kewley & Dopita, 2002). We observe

a clear progression toward higher ionization parameter and lower N/O and N/H at fixed

stellar mass from z ∼ 0 to z ∼ 2.3. These results are in agreement with what has been

found for other samples at z > 2 (e.g., Erb et al., 2006; Steidel et al., 2014; Shapley et al.,

2015; Holden et al., 2016). While recent results for high-redshift samples have suggested

the possibility of redshift evolution of physical conditions such as the ionizing spectrum,

ionization parameter, or N/O at fixed O/H (e.g., Kewley et al., 2013b; Masters et al., 2014,

2016; Steidel et al., 2014, 2016; Shapley et al., 2015; Sanders et al., 2016b; Strom et al.,

2017), the observation of both higher ionization parameter and lower nitrogen abundance

at fixed M∗ is difficult to explain without chemical evolution (i.e., lower O/H at fixed M∗
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with increasing redshift) playing a major role. We determine the mean relation between

these strong-line ratios and M∗ by fitting linear functions to the M∗ stacks, and present the

best-fit coefficients in Table 6.2.

All four line ratios indirectly trace oxygen abundance, since ionization parameter is tightly

anticorrelated with metallicity (Dopita et al., 2006a,b; Pérez-Montero, 2014; Sánchez et al.,

2015), while N/O and N/H are correlated with metallicity due to the secondary produc-

tion channel of nitrogen (Kewley & Dopita, 2002; Pettini & Pagel, 2004; Pérez-Montero &

Contini, 2009). The observation of such correlations in the local universe has led to the

construction of metallicity calibrations based on these strong-line ratios. The translation

of the strong-line ratios O3N2, N2, N2O2, and O32 into metallicity is shown by the right

set of y-axes in Figure 6.2. All four panels are matched to the same range in metallicity

(7.7<12+log(O/H)<8.9). Under the assumption that metallicity calibrations do not strongly

evolve with redshift, the presence of higher excitation and lower N/O at z ∼ 2.3 corresponds

to lower metallicity at fixed M∗ compared to z ∼ 0. We find that z ∼ 2.3 galaxies are

offset toward lower metallicities at fixed M∗by 0.37, 0.25, 0.46, and 0.25 dex on average for

metallicities based on O3N2, N2, N2O2, and O32, respectively. The best-fit linear MZR for

these indicators can be found by passing the line-ratio vs. M∗ fits through the metallicity

calibrations (equations 6.7, 6.8, 6.10, and 6.11). We list the best-fit coefficients for the MZR

in Table 6.2, and calculate O/H residuals relative to these best-fit linear relations.

The ability of such locally calibrated relations to accurately estimate nebular metallicities

in high-redshift galaxies has been called into question by recent studies (e.g., Steidel et al.,

2014; Sanders et al., 2015; Shapley et al., 2015; Steidel et al., 2016; Strom et al., 2017). We

note here that the method we employ to search for a M∗-SFR-Z relation at z ∼ 2 using

residuals around mean relations is immune to changes in the normalizations of metallicity

calibrations since we are looking at relative differences in metallicity, but would be affected

by changes in the slopes. The interpretation of our results could also be affected by changes

in ionized gas physical conditions that correlate with sSFR at fixed M∗. We discuss these

potential systematic effects on our results in Section 6.4.1.
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Figure 6.2: The emission-line ratios O3N2, N2, N2O2, and O32 vs. M∗ for the z ∼ 2.3 and z ∼ 0

comparison samples. The left y-axis displays the emission-line ratio values, while the right y-axis

displays the translation into metallicity according to equations 6.7, 6.8, 6.11, and 6.10. All y-axes

are oriented such that metallicity increases upwards, and span the same range in metallicity. The

z ∼ 2.3 galaxies with SFR measurements are shown as blue circles when all of the required emission

lines are detected for each line ratio, while black arrows display 3σ limits when one or more of the

required lines is not detected. Stacks of both detections and non-detections in bins of M∗ are

indicated by black squares. The red dashed line is the best-fit linear relation to the stacks in each

panel, with the best-fit parameters given in Table 6.2. Gray squares show the z ∼ 0 M∗ stacks of

Andrews & Martini (2013) prior to correction for DIG contamination, while green squares show the

same stacks after correcting for contamination from DIG using the models of Sanders et al. (2017).
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6.3.2 Is there SFR dependence of the z ∼ 2.3 MZR?

As previously mentioned, while it is of interest to determine whether or not z ∼ 0 and

high-redshift galaxies lie on the same M∗-SFR-Z relation (i.e., the FMR holds out to high

redshifts), it is more fundamental to establish whether the metallicities of high-redshift

galaxies display a secondary dependence on SFR at fixed M∗. The existence of a high-

redshift M∗-SFR-Z relation is a prerequisite for interpreting the position of high-redshift

galaxies relative to the FMR observed at z ∼ 0. We look for a M∗-SFR-Z relation at z ∼ 2.3

by searching for correlated scatter around the MZR and M∗-sSFR relation.

In the left column of Figure 6.3, we show the z ∼ 2.3 residuals around the mean M∗

relations for the line ratios O3N2, N2, and N2O2, and the corresponding O/H residuals, all

as a function of residuals around the z ∼ 2.3 mean M∗-sSFR relation. We show both z ∼ 2.3

individual galaxies and the M∗-∆sSFR stacks, the latter color-coded by stellar mass. There

is a clear trend among both the stacks and individual galaxies such that the sSFR residuals

correlate with O3N2 residuals and anticorrelate with residuals in N2 and N2O2. These

trends are as expected in the presence of a M∗-SFR-Z relation, given that O3N2 decreases

with increasing metallicity while N2 and N2O2 increase. Furthermore, the correlations are

statistically significant based on Spearman correlation tests. The correlation coefficients and

p-values are shown in Table 6.3. The corresponding trends in ∆log(O/H) are similar for all

three metallicity indicators: ∆log(O/H) decreases with increasing ∆log(sSFR). This trend

in the residuals demonstrates that z ∼ 2.3 galaxies with higher SFR have lower O/H at fixed

stellar mass, confirming the existence of a M∗-SFR-Z relation at z ∼ 2.3. This is the first

time that such a relation has been clearly demonstrated to exist at this redshift.

We quantify the strength of the z ∼ 2.3 M∗-SFR-Z relation by fitting linear relations to

the median ∆log(O/H) in bins of ∆log(sSFR). The best-fit lines are shown in the middle

column of Figure 6.3, and the best-fit slopes are given in Table 6.3. These slopes are incon-

sistent with a flat relation (i.e., no dependence of O/H on SFR at fixed M∗) at 3− 4σ. The

M∗-∆sSFR stacks fall on the same relations as the medians of the individual z ∼ 2.3 galax-

ies. The high-mass M∗-∆sSFR stacks most clearly follow the same relation as the medians
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Figure 6.3: Deviation plots comparing the residuals around mean line ratio and metallicity
vs. M∗ relations (∆log(line ratio) and ∆log(O/H)) to residuals around the mean M∗-sSFR
relation (∆log(sSFR/yr−1)). The top, middle, and bottom rows display residuals for line
ratio and metallicities based upon O3N2, N2, and N2O2, respectively. In each panel, the
left vertical axis shows the scale of the residuals in each line ratio, while the right vertical
axis displays the scale of the corresponding residuals in metallicity. The z ∼ 2.3 sample is
shown in the left column, while the right column presents residuals for the z ∼ 0 M∗-SFR
stacks of Andrews & Martini (2013), color-coded by M∗. In the left column, blue circles
denote individual z ∼ 2.3 galaxies, red squares show medians in bins of ∆log(sSFR/yr−1),
and colored stars display the z ∼ 2.3 M∗-∆sSFR stacks, color-coded by M∗. The solid black
line shows the best fit to the z ∼ 2.3 medians, with best-fit slope given in Table 6.3. The
prediction from the cosmological simulations of Davé et al. (2017) is presented as the black
long-dashed line.
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Table 6.3: Best-fit slopes and correlation tests of ∆log(O/H) vs. ∆log(sSFR/yr−1), where O/H is

estimated using the indicated strong-line ratio.

line ratio slope ra
s p-valueb

O3N2 −0.14± 0.034 0.48 1.5× 10−8

N2 −0.11± 0.037 −0.32 8.6× 10−5

N2O2 −0.27± 0.067 −0.54 3.2× 10−10

O32 −0.037± 0.022 0.14 0.07

(a) Spearmen correlation coefficient.
(b) Probability of the sample being drawn from an uncorrelated distribution.

of the individual points, while the low-mass M∗-∆sSFR stacks are noisier but all fall within

1σ of the best-fit relations. The position of the stacks relative to the individual detections

suggests that galaxies with non-detections in these emission-line ratios lie on the same anti-

correlations. We conclude that requiring line-ratio detections in the individual galaxies does

not significantly bias these results.

The right column of Figure 6.3 displays the line-ratio and O/H residuals as a function

of ∆log(sSFR) for the z ∼ 0 M∗-SFR stacks, color-coded by M∗. In each panel, we include

the best-fit line to the z ∼ 2.3 sample for comparison. The z ∼ 0 stacks show similar

trends at log(M∗/M�) . 10.0, but display the well-known decrease in the strength and

disappearance of the SFR dependence at high stellar masses (Mannucci et al., 2010; Yates

et al., 2012; Salim et al., 2014), as evidenced by the tendency of high-mass stacks to lie closer

to ∆log(O/H) = 0 at fixed ∆log(sSFR/yr−1). A weakening of the z ∼ 0 sSFR dependence at

∆log(sSFR/yr−1) < 0 is also apparent in all three indicators, as pointed out by Salim et al.

(2014). There is no evidence for such a flattening of the M∗-SFR-Z relation at high masses or

∆log(sSFR/yr−1) < 0 among the z ∼ 2.3 M∗-∆sSFR stacks. However, we note that the mass

range in which the z ∼ 0 sample displays little to no SFR dependence (log(M∗/M�) & 10.5)

lies above the mass range probed by the z ∼ 2.3 sample.

We show the line-ratio and MZR residual plots for O32 in Figure 6.4. There is no clear

trend toward lower metallicity with increasing ∆log(sSFR) among the z ∼ 2.3 galaxies

when utilizing the O32 indicator. There is no statistically significant correlation present

(Table 6.3). In contrast, a clear M∗-SFR-Z relation is present at z ∼ 0 for O32. We discuss
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Figure 6.4: Deviation plots for O32 and metallicity estimated using O32, with points and lines
the same as in Figure 6.3. In each panel, the left vertical axis shows the scale of the residuals
in each line ratio, while the right vertical axis displays the scale of the corresponding residuals
in metallicity. The best-fit slope for the z ∼ 2.3 ∆log(O/H) (O32) vs. ∆log(sSFR/yr−1)
relation is presented in Table 6.3.

the lack of SFR dependence at z ∼ 2.3 for the O32 MZR in Section 6.4.3.

The strong-line ratio O3 is sensitive to both ionization parameter and metallicity. As

such, trends indicative of a M∗-SFR-Z relation should be present in the O3 residuals as well.

We show O3 as a function of M∗ in the left panel of Figure 6.5. The best-fit coefficients are

given in Table 6.2. The right panel of Figure 6.5 displays the O3 residuals as a function of

sSFR residuals for individual z ∼ 2.3 galaxies and the M∗-∆sSFR stacks. A clear correlation

is present, with Spearman correlation coefficient rs = 0.47 and probability of being drawn

from an uncorrelated distribution of 1.6 × 10−13. The correlation between ∆log(O3) and

∆log(sSFR) is consistent with a decrease in metallicity (increase in O3) as sSFR increases

at fixed M∗. This result agrees with what is found using O3N2, N2, and N2O2.

The strong-line ratio R23 as a function ofM∗ and the ∆log(R23) vs. ∆log(sSFR) deviation

plot are presented in Figure 6.6. R23 is primarily sensitive to O/H because it is a ratio of

both low and high ionization state oxygen lines to a hydrogen Balmer line, but has significant

ionization parameter dependence as well (Kewley & Dopita, 2002). R23 is not a strong

function of M∗ for the z ∼ 2.3 sample, which is anticipated since the R23 values lie close
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Figure 6.5: Left: The line ratio O3 as a function of M∗ for the z ∼ 2.3 and z ∼ 0 samples,
with points and lines the same as in Figure 6.2. Right: The deviation plot of ∆log(O3)
vs. ∆log(sSFR/yr−1) for z ∼ 2.3 galaxies, with points the same as in the middle column of
Figure 6.3.
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Figure 6.6: Left: The line ratio R23 as a function of M∗ for the z ∼ 2.3 and z ∼ 0 samples,
with points and lines the same as in Figure 6.2. Right: The deviation plot of ∆log(R23)
vs. ∆log(sSFR/yr−1) for z ∼ 2.3 galaxies, with points the same as in the middle column of
Figure 6.3.
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to the turnover regime in the R23-O/H relation, as described in Section 6.2.4. However,

R23 does increase slightly with decreasing M∗, suggesting that our sample mostly lies on

the upper metal-rich R23 branch where R23 increases with decreasing O/H. In this case, a

positive correlation between ∆log(R23) vs. ∆log(sSFR) is expected if a M∗-SFR-Z relation

is present. This positive correlation is observed in the right panel of Fig. 6.6 with high

statistical significance (rs = 0.60, p-value = 7.3 × 10−18), in agreement with the trends

observed using O3N2, N2, N2O2, and O3.

One important question is whether the SFR dependence we find in the z ∼ 2.3 MZR

is a result of selection effects. We investigated the effect of requiring Hβ S/N≥3 on these

results by repeating the analysis to search for a M∗-SFR-Z relation at z ∼ 2.3 without this

requirement. Because we cannot reliably correct for reddening without detections of both

Hβ and Hα, we utilized SFRs estimated from FAST SED fitting instead of dust-corrected

Hα luminosities. Furthermore, this test could only be performed for the portions of the

analysis that involve line ratios that do not require reddening correction (i.e., O3, N2, and

O3N2). We found similar results based on these line ratios, although the trends were some-

what weaker for a few reasons. First, there is significant scatter in the correlation between

SFR(SED) and SFR(Hα) (Reddy et al., 2015). Second, SFR(Hα) traces star formation on

<10 Myr timescales while SFR(SED) probes longer timescales of ∼100 Myr. It is thus ex-

pected that signatures of a M∗-SFR-Z relation are weaker when relying on SFR(SED) since

the M∗-SFR-Z relation is thought to be driven by a reaction of SFR and metallicity on short

timescales to recent accretion of metal-poor gas (Mannucci et al., 2010; Davé et al., 2012).

Finally, a smaller dynamic range of SFR at fixed M∗ is probed in this test because M∗ and

SFR(SED) are not independent of one another, both being estimated by FAST SED fitting.

This covariance artificially tightens the M∗-(s)SFR relation, making it more difficult to re-

solve SFR dependence of metallicity at fixed M∗. Because our results persist when utilizing

SFR(SED) without the Hβ detection criterion, we conclude that requiring Hβ S/N≥3 does

not strongly bias our results.
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6.3.3 Do z ∼ 2.3 galaxies lie on the z ∼ 0 FMR?

Having established the existence of a M∗-SFR-Z relation for z ∼ 2.3 star-forming galaxies,

we next address the question of whether or not these galaxies lie on the z ∼ 0 M∗-SFR-Z

relation. In other words, we test whether or a FMR exists that extends out to z ∼ 2.3. Many

studies have attempted to address this question by extrapolating parameterizations of the

z ∼ 0 FMR (e.g., Mannucci et al., 2010; Lara-López et al., 2010) to the high-SFR and high-

sSFR regime occupied by high-redshift galaxies (e.g., Wuyts et al., 2012, 2014; Christensen

et al., 2012; Belli et al., 2013; Henry et al., 2013; Cullen et al., 2014; Yabe et al., 2014; Zahid

et al., 2014b; Kashino et al., 2017). Such extrapolations may not be representative of the

true z ∼ 0 M∗-SFR-Z relation because a parametric form must be assumed that may not

represent the underlying physical relation, and the small fraction of z ∼ 0 objects with SFRs

similar to those of high-redshift galaxies will not carry much weight toward the fit, allowing

the possibility of a poor fit in the high-SFR regime. Recent studies have shown the benefit

of performing non-parametric comparisons instead, relying on the small number of z ∼ 0

objects with extreme SFRs to directly compare at fixed M∗ and SFR (Sanders et al., 2015;

Salim et al., 2015; Ly et al., 2016).

We directly compare the position of the z ∼ 2.3 M∗-∆sSFR stacks and the z ∼ 0 M∗-SFR

stacks in the mass-metallicity plane in Figure 6.7, with metallicities based on the O3N2, N2,

and N2O2 indicators. Both high- and low-redshift stacks are color-coded by SFR on the

same scale so that a direct comparison of metallicity at fixed M∗ and SFR is possible. The

highest-SFR z ∼ 2.3 stack, with log(M∗/M�) = 10.2 and log(SFR/M� yr−1) ≈ 2.0, does not

have any local analogue in the AM13 M∗-SFR sample. However, all other z ∼ 2.3 stacks

have analogous z ∼ 0 counterparts matched in M∗ and SFR. In the O3N2, N2, and N2O2

M∗-Z planes, z ∼ 2.3 galaxies display metallicities that are systematically lower than their

z ∼ 0 counterparts by ∼ 0.1 dex at fixed M∗ and SFR. This offset is consistent across a

range of M∗ and ∆log(sSFR) using three different metallicity indicators. We found a similar

offset using only O3N2 and N2 with a smaller z ∼ 2.3 MOSDEF sample in Sanders et al.

(2015). We conclude that there is not a FMR that can simultaneously match the properties
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Figure 6.7: The mass-metallicity relation based on O3N2 (left), N2 (middle), and N2O2
(right) for z ∼ 0 and z ∼ 2.3 stacks, color-coded by SFR. Colored squares indicate the z ∼ 0
M∗-SFR stacks of Andrews & Martini (2013). Colored stars with error bars show the z ∼ 2.3
M∗-∆sSFR stacks. Both samples are color-coded by SFR on the same scale. The red dashed
line denotes the best-fit z ∼ 2.3 MZR for each line ratio, given in Table 6.2.

of star-forming galaxies from z ∼ 0 out to z ∼ 2.3.

We note that the presence of a z ∼ 2.3 M∗-SFR-Z relation can be seen in Figure 6.7 in the

M∗-∆sSFR stacks, with the lowest-SFR bins at a given M∗ falling above the mean z ∼ 2.3

relation and the highest-SFR bins falling below. This trend is most evident in the O3N2 and

N2O2 mass-metallicity planes (Fig. 6.7) for the z ∼ 2.3 stacks with log(M∗/M�) = 10.0−10.3,

as shown by a progression from higher to lower O/H as SFR increases, and the symbol color

changes from blue to purple to pink. The presence of such SFR gradients perpendicular to

the mean z ∼ 2.3 MZR is a manifestation of the sSFR dependence shown in Figure 6.3.

We directly compare the strong-line ratios O3, O32, and R23 at fixed M∗and SFR for

z ∼ 0 and z ∼ 2.3 stacks in Figure 6.8. The z ∼ 2.3 stacks display higher O3 and R23

than z ∼ 0 stacks at fixed M∗ and SFR, suggesting higher excitation and lower metallicity

at fixed M∗ and SFR at z ∼ 2.3. This result is consistent with what was found using O3N2,

N2, and N2O2. The z ∼ 2.3 M∗-∆sSFR stacks also display separation perpendicular to the

mean O3-M∗ and R23-M∗ relations as a function of SFR, consistent with the existence of

a M∗-SFR-Z relation at z ∼ 2.3. The O32 values of the z ∼ 2.3 stacks are not obviously

offset from the z ∼ 0 stacks matched in M∗ and SFR. Once again, results based upon O32

are inconsistent with those from O3N2, N2, N2O2, O3, and R23. We discuss the differences

in results based on O32 in Section 6.4.3.
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Figure 6.8: The line ratios O3 (left), O32 (middle), and R23 (right) as a function of M∗.
Points and lines are the same as in Figure 6.7.

6.4 Discussion

6.4.1 Potential evolution in metallicity calibrations and ionized gas physical

conditions

We have clearly demonstrated the existence of a M∗-SFR-Z relation at z ∼ 2.3 based on

multiple emission-line ratios (O3N2, N2, N2O2, O3, and R23) and metallicities inferred

using z ∼ 0 calibrations. We furthermore showed that z ∼ 2.3 galaxies are offset ∼ 0.1 dex

lower in metallicity from z ∼ 0 galaxies at fixed M∗ and SFR, arguing against the existence

of a redshift invariant M∗-SFR-Z relation. We now consider whether the appearance of a M∗-

SFR-Z relation at z ∼ 2.3 and its evolution with respect to z ∼ 0 could be produced by other

effects in the absence of metallicity variations. Recent work has suggested that the physical

conditions of ionized gas in star-forming regions evolve with redshift (e.g., Steidel et al.,

2014, 2016; Shapley et al., 2015; Sanders et al., 2016b; Strom et al., 2017; Kashino et al.,

2017). The physical conditions of interest are the ionization parameter, N/O abundance

ratio, electron density, and the shape of the ionizing spectrum. Changes in these properties

lead to changes in emission-line ratios at fixed nebular oxygen abundance (Kewley et al.,

2013b). The ionization parameter, N/O ratio, and shape of the ionizing spectrum must

be considered at fixed metallicity because of correlations between these properties and the

nebular and stellar metallicity.

The only evolving physical condition for which there is a consensus is the electron density.
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The typical electron density in star-forming regions increases with redshift, and is an order

of magnitude higher at z ∼ 2 compared to z ∼ 0 (e.g., Steidel et al., 2014; Sanders et al.,

2016b; Kashino et al., 2017). The typical densities at z ∼ 0 and z ∼ 2.3 (25 and 250 cm−3,

respectively) are both well below the density where strong-line ratios become strongly af-

fected (∼1000 cm−3; Steidel et al., 2014). Thus, evolution in electron density has a negligible

impact on our results.

There is not a consensus about the evolution (or lack thereof) of N/O, ionization param-

eter, and hardness of the ionizing spectrum at fixed metallicity. While this ambiguity makes

it difficult to assess the impact of such evolution on metallicity studies, the MOSDEF sample

crucially provides access to multiple strong-line ratios, enabling us to determine if evolution

in a particular property leads to false conclusions. It has been suggested that high-redshift

galaxies have elevated N/O at fixed O/H compared to z ∼ 0 galaxies, explaining observed

evolution in line-ratio diagrams involving nitrogen (Masters et al., 2014; Steidel et al., 2014;

Shapley et al., 2015; Sanders et al., 2016b). The elevated N/O could be caused by an unusu-

ally high occurrence rate of Wolf-Rayet stars (Masters et al., 2014) or a dilution of O/H by

pristine gas inflows while N/O remains roughly constant (Köppen & Hensler, 2005; Amoŕın

et al., 2010; Sanders et al., 2016b). Other studies have argued for a harder ionizing spectrum

at fixed nebular abundance in high-redshift star-forming regions (Steidel et al., 2016; Strom

et al., 2017). Some have also suggested a higher ionization parameter at fixed metallicity

as sSFR increases, leading to an elevated ionization parameter in high-redshift galaxies due

to their larger sSFR than z ∼ 0 galaxies on average (Kewley et al., 2013b,a, 2015, 2016;

Kashino et al., 2017). In what follows, we consider the possible effects of these proposed

scenarios on our results.

6.4.1.1 Nitrogen-to-oxygen ratio

We observe the z ∼ 2.3 M∗-SFR-Z relation using the O3N2, N2, and N2O2 metallicity

indicators (Fig. 6.3), all of which involve nitrogen. Even if high-redshift galaxies have elevated

N/O at fixed O/H, such an effect could only lead to a false inference of a M∗-SFR-Z relation
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at z ∼ 2.3 if N/O depends on SFR and sSFR at fixed M∗. We observe higher O3N2, lower

N2, and lower N2O2 with increasing sSFR at fixed M∗. For these trends to be introduced

by variations in nitrogen abundance in the absence of metallicity variation, N/O would have

to decrease with increasing sSFR at fixed O/H. Such a relation between N/O and sSFR at

fixed O/H is inconsistent with the Wolf-Rayet scenario because it requires that high-sSFR

environments underproduce Wolf-Rayet stars and thus have lower N/O values at fixed O/H.

In contrast, evolutionary scenario proposed by Masters et al. (2014) predicts that high-sSFR

environments overproduce Wolf-Rayet stars, leading to elevated N/O at fixed O/H in high-

redshift galaxies. Accordingly, this scenario cannot reproduce our results on the M∗-SFR-Z

relation involving N-based indicators.

In addition to a z ∼ 2.3 M∗-SFR-Z relation, we found that z ∼ 2.3 galaxies are offset

∼ 0.1 dex lower in metallicity at fixed M∗ and SFR compared to the z ∼ 0 sample (Fig. 6.7).

If N/O is higher at fixed O/H at high redshifts, then high-redshift metallicities based on

O3N2, N2, and N2O2 would be overestimated. Consequently, the ∼ 0.1 dex metallicity

offset would be underestimated and our conclusion that the M∗-SFR-Z relation evolves with

redshift from z ∼ 0 to z ∼ 2.3 still holds, as argued in Sanders et al. (2015). At fixed M∗,

we observe an offset toward lower N2 and N2O2, and higher O3N2, for the z ∼ 2.3 sample.

For this offset to be the product of N/O evolution at fixed O/H, high-redshift galaxies would

need to have lower N/O at fixed O/H compared to z ∼ 0. Such a scenario would shift high-

redshift galaxies toward lower N2 at fixed O/H. In fact, high-redshift galaxies are observed to

be offset significantly higher N2 at fixed O3 compared to the z ∼ 0 star-forming population

in the N2 vs. O3 diagram (e.g., Shapley et al., 2005, 2015; Steidel et al., 2014; Sanders et al.,

2016b; Strom et al., 2017). It is thus implausible that evolution toward lower N/O at fixed

O/H drives the redshift evolution of O3N2, N2, and N2O2 at fixed M∗ and SFR.

It is important to note that both the z ∼ 2.3 M∗-SFR-Z relation and the offset to-

ward lower O/H at fixed M∗ and SFR compared to z ∼ 0 are also observed using O3 and

R23, which have no dependence on variations in N/O at fixed O/H (Figs. 6.5, 6.7 and 6.8,

left and right panels). Simultaneously obtaining consistent results in N-based and O-based

metallicity-sensitive line ratios strongly suggests that possible evolution in N/O at fixed O/H
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does not lead us to false conclusions regarding the z ∼ 2.3 M∗-SFR-Z relation, demonstrating

the power of using multiple line ratios to study the evolution of metallicity scaling relations.

6.4.1.2 Ionization parameter and hardness of the ionizing spectrum

Steidel et al. (2016) suggested that the ionizing spectrum is harder at fixed nebular metallicity

at high redshifts because of low Fe/O (and therefore low Fe/H at fixed O/H) driven by the

young ages of high-redshift stellar populations (see also Strom et al., 2017). This deficiency

of Fe relative to O is thought to be a result of the time-delayed nature of Fe enrichment from

Type Ia supernovae compared to the prompt enrichment of O from Type II supernovae.

In a harder ionizing spectrum, the increased abundance of high-energy ultraviolet photons

relative to those at lower energy leads to larger fractions of ions in high ionization states (i.e.,

[O iii]) relative to low-ionization states (i.e., [O ii]). Thus a harder ionizing spectrum at fixed

metallicity would result in higher excitation-sensitive line ratios at fixed O/H, including O3

and O3N2. The scenario in which the ionization parameter is higher at fixed O/H due to

higher sSFR or more concentrated star-formation at high-redshift similarly predicts higher

O3 and O3N2 at fixed O/H (Kewley et al., 2013b, 2016; Kashino et al., 2017). However, the

two scenarios predict different changes in N2, with a harder ionizing spectrum increasing N2

at fixed O/H, while a higher ionization parameter decreases N2 at fixed O/H.

In the scenario proposed by Steidel et al. (2016), galaxies with the highest sSFR should

also have the youngest stellar populations in which Fe/H is lowest. This low Fe abundance in

turn produces a harder ionizing spectrum at fixed O/H, such that the highest-sSFR galaxies

should have the hardest ionizing spectra at fixed M∗. If this scenario holds, then it could

introduce the observed trends in ∆log(O3) and ∆log(O3N2) as a function of ∆log(sSFR)

in the absence of a M∗-SFR-Z relation. However, if a harder ionizing spectrum at fixed

oxygen abundance is present, then N2 should increase with increasing sSFR at fixed M∗.

We observe the opposite trend. Additionally, this scenario predicts that z ∼ 2.3 galaxies

should have higher O3N2, O3, and N2 than z ∼ 0 galaxies at fixed O/H. We observe higher

O3N2 and O3, but lower N2 at z ∼ 2.3 compared to z ∼ 0 galaxies at fixed M∗ and SFR.
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Therefore, a harder ionizing spectrum at fixed metallicity driven by Fe/O variations cannot

simultaneously reproduce the observed trends in O3N2, O3, and N2, and if present would

not lead us to falsely infer the presence of both a z ∼ 2.3 M∗-SFR-Z relation and an evolving

M∗-SFR-Z relation.

Since the evolving ionization parameter scenario suggests that ionization parameter in-

creases at fixed O/H with increasing sSFR, it is straighforward to understand how the trends

of ∆log(O3), ∆log(O3N2), and ∆log(N2) vs. ∆log(sSFR) could appear in the absence of

metallicity variation. A higher ionization parameter at fixed O/H at high redshift could also

introduce the offsets observed in O3N2, N2, and O3 between z ∼ 0 and z ∼ 2.3 galaxies at

fixed M∗ and SFR. It is thus possible that an increase in ionization parameter at fixed O/H

that is dependent on sSFR could reproduce the observed trends in O3N2, N2, and O3 at

z ∼ 2.3.

However, N2O2 would not be significantly affected by changes in the ionization parameter,

since it is a ratio of collisionally excited lines of two low-ionization species with similar

ionization energies (Kewley & Dopita, 2002). The observation of the z ∼ 2.3 M∗-SFR-Z

relation and the metallicity offset between z ∼ 0 and z ∼ 2.3 galaxies at fixed M∗ and

SFR based on N2O2 suggests that the trends in O3, O3N2, and N2 are not purely driven

by changes in ionization parameter at fixed metallicity. We conclude that our evidence for

the existence of a z ∼ 2.3 M∗-SFR-Z relation is not introduced by changes in ionization

parameter at fixed O/H as a function of sSFR, and that the inferred evolution of the M∗-

SFR-Z relation from z ∼ 0 to z ∼ 2.3 is also not a consequence of such evolution.

Collectively, our analyses of potential biases introduced by evolving N/O, ionization

parameter, and ionizing spectrum at fixed metallicity suggest that the observed trends in

O3N2, N2, N2O2, and O3 are primarily driven by metallicity variations, and that the z ∼ 2.3

M∗-SFR-Z relation and evolution in O/H at fixed M∗ and SFR are real. We note that

the above discussion does not preclude evolution in gas physical conditions with redshift,

but instead shows that the examined evolutionary scenarios cannot simultaneously produce

our results over the range of emission-line ratios used here in the absence of metallicity

variation. We have considered evolution in each property separately, but it may be the
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case that a combination of the proposed evolutionary scenarios is required to explain high-

redshift observations (e.g., both a harder ionizing spectrum and higher N/O at fixed O/H).

In that case, a more careful analysis accounting for the magnitude of shifts in line ratios

from changes in each property would be needed. However, our results are consistent with a

change in metallicity with SFR at fixed M∗ being the primary driver of the observed trends

in O3, O3N2, N2, and N2O2. Evolution in other gas properties likely has a secondary effect

on the strength of these trends.

6.4.2 Implications of the evolution of the M∗-SFR-Z relation

The existence of a M∗-SFR-Z relation at z ∼ 2.3 confirms that the current theoretical

framework for galaxy growth through the interplay of inflows, outflows, and star formation

is applicable at high redshifts. A M∗-SFR-Z relation is predicted to exist at high redshifts

in analytical chemical evolution models (Finlator & Davé, 2008; Davé et al., 2012; Lilly

et al., 2013) as well as cosmological hydrodynamical simulations including chemical evolution

(Ma et al., 2016; Davé et al., 2017; De Rossi et al., 2017). There are both observational

evidence and theoretical predictions that the M∗-SFR-Z relation is a manifestation of a

more fundamental relation with gas mass, where the SFR is modulated by the amount of

gas in a galaxy (Hughes et al., 2013; Bothwell et al., 2013, 2016a,b; Zahid et al., 2014a; Ma

et al., 2016; Davé et al., 2017). Confirmation of a M∗-SFR-Z relation at z ∼ 2.3 suggests that

galaxy chemical evolution is linked to gas content at high redshifts as well. The increasing

number of observations of the cold gas content of high-redshift galaxies (e.g., Tacconi et al.,

2013) will allow for investigations of the relation between M∗, SFR, Z, and gas fraction at

high redshifts.

By comparing residuals in metallicity and sSFR around the MZR and mean M∗-sSFR

relation, we have quantified the strength of the SFR dependence of the M∗-SFR-Z relation

at both z ∼ 0 and z ∼ 2.3. Current cosmological hydrodynamical simulations predict that

the strength of the SFR dependence does not change with redshift (Davé et al., 2017; De

Rossi et al., 2017). Using the mufasa simulations (Davé et al., 2016), Davé et al. (2017)
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predicted the slope of the ∆log(O/H) vs. ∆log(sSFR) relation, finding the preferred slope

to be −0.16 and independent of redshift. We have quantified this measure of the M∗-SFR-Z

relation for our z ∼ 2.3 sample, providing best-fit slopes based on the O3N2, N2, and N2O2

metallicity indicators in Table 6.3.

We compare our observed z ∼ 2.3 ∆log(O/H) vs. ∆log(sSFR) relations to the prediction

of Davé et al. (2017) in the middle column of Figure 6.3, and perform the same comparison

for the z ∼ 0 sample in the right column. In each panel, the solid black line is the best-

fit z ∼ 2.3 relation and the dashed black line shows the prediction of Davé et al. (2017).

We find weaker SFR dependence at z ∼ 2.3 than predicted by Davé et al. (2017) based on

O3N2 and N2, and stronger SFR dependence when using N2O2 to estimate metallicites. The

O3N2, N2, and N2O2 best-fit slopes all agree with the Davé et al. (2017) prediction within

2σ. Taking the uncertainty-weighted average of the three z ∼ 2.3 slopes yields a slope of

−0.14± 0.022, which is within 1σ of a slope of −0.16. Our results are thus consistent with

the predictions of the mufasa simulations, although both the measurement and systematic

uncertainties remain large.

The SFR dependence of the z ∼ 2.3 sample displays a similar strength to that of z ∼ 0

galaxies with log(M∗/M�) < 10.0 and ∆log(sSFR/yr−1) > 0 when using the N2 and N2O2

indicators (Fig. 6.3). When using the O3N2 indicator, the z ∼ 0 relation appears to be

somewhat stronger than at z ∼ 2.3. Overall, the observations do not suggest large changes

in the strength of the SFR dependence of metallicity at fixed M∗ and SFR over the past

10.5 Gyr. We caution that a detailed comparison of the strength of the z ∼ 0 and z ∼ 2.3

M∗-SFR-Z relation requires a more complete understanding of the redshift evolution of gas

physical conditions and the corresponding effects on metallicity indicators. Recalibration

of strong-line ratio metallicity relations at high redshift using electron-temperature-based

direct metallicities provides a promising avenue to eliminate these systematics (e.g., Jones

et al., 2015; Sanders et al., 2016a).

The ∼ 0.1 dex offset toward lower metallicity at fixed M∗ and SFR observed from z ∼ 0

to z ∼ 2.3 demonstrates that the M∗-SFR-Z relation is not redshift invariant. While this

shift in metallicity is fairly small, a systematic offset is observed across more than an order
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of magnitude in M∗ and SFR using four different metallicity-sensitive line ratios (O3N2, N2,

N2O2, and O3). Observing the evolution of the M∗-SFR-Z relation in multiple line ratios

simultaneously allowed us to show that this metallicity offset cannot be a false inference due

to potential evolution of metallicity calibrations with redshift.

In Sanders et al. (2015), we found a similar evolution in O/H at fixed M∗ and SFR, and

speculated that such an offset could be introduced if the inflow rate exceeded the sum of the

SFR and outflow rate such that the gas reservoir grows faster than it can be processed via

star formation. While such a gas-accumulation phase is predicted to exist, both models and

observations suggest that it should only occur at z > 4 (Davé et al., 2012; Papovich et al.,

2011). This phase can be made to reach z ∼ 2 in models with no outflows (Davé et al.,

2012), which are clearly unphysical given the observational constraints on the occurrence of

galactic winds at high redshifts (e.g., Steidel et al., 2010). It is thus unlikely that we are

observing the buildup of galaxy gas reservoirs.

If the most fundamental relation is between M∗, metallicity, and gas content and that

relation is redshift invariant, then an evolving M∗-SFR-Z relation would be indicative of an

evolving relation between SFR and gas mass. If a non-evolving relation between M∗, gas

fraction, and metallicity exists, then galaxies at z ∼ 0 and z ∼ 2.3 have the same gas mass at

fixed M∗ and metallicity. The observed trend of decreasing metallicity at fixed M∗ and SFR

with increasing redshift could then be understood as decreasing SFR at fixed M∗ and gas

fraction (i.e., lower star-formation efficiency). However, an inferred decrease in z ∼ 2 star-

formation efficiency at fixed M∗ is in conflict with the interpretation of recent observations

of cold gas in high-redshift galaxies. Scoville et al. (2016, 2017) found that, at fixed M∗ star-

formation efficiency per unit ISM gas mass increases with increasing redshift using ALMA

observations of luminous star-forming galaxies at z ∼ 1 − 6. Furthermore, molecular gas

depletion timescales of galaxies on the mean M∗-SFR relation are shorter at z ∼ 1− 3 than

at z ∼ 0 (Tacconi et al., 2013; Genzel et al., 2015), suggesting an increase in star-formation

efficiency with redshift. Reconciling these observations with the observed evolution of the

M∗-SFR-Z relation requires an evolving relationship among M∗, gas fraction, and metallicity

such that metallicity decreases at fixed M∗ and gas fraction with increasing redshift. Since
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a decreasing star-formation efficiency with increasing redshift at fixed M∗ conflicts with

observational constraints, we must investigate other drivers of M∗-SFR-Z evolution.

The cause of an evolving M∗-SFR-Z relation can also be understood through analytical

chemical evolution models. The gas-regulator model of Lilly et al. (2013) allows for an

evolving M∗-SFR-Z relation if the gas consumption timescale and/or the mass-loading factor

(η=outflow rate/SFR) at fixed M∗ change with redshift. In this context, an evolving relation

toward lower metallicity at fixed M∗ and SFR with increasing redshift suggests that, at fixed

M∗, either the gas consumption timescale is longer (i.e., star-formation efficiency is lower) at

higher redshifts or η is higher at earlier times. The equilibrium model of Davé et al. (2012)

similarly predicts lower O/H at fixed M∗ and SFR at high redshifts if η increases at fixed

M∗ with increasing redshift. Although a lower star-formation efficiency at higher redshift

appears to be in conflict with the observations detailed above, a larger typical high-redshift

mass-loading factor is at least broadly consistent with observational constraints over a wide

range of M∗ and redshift (e.g., Pettini et al., 2002; Rupke et al., 2005; Weiner et al., 2009;

Steidel et al., 2010; Heckman et al., 2015; Chisholm et al., 2017). We do note, however, that

estimates of η carry large systematic uncertainties.

In both the equilibrium model of Davé et al. (2012) and the gas-regulator model of Lilly

et al. (2013), the ISM metallicity at fixed M∗ and SFR decreases if the metallicity of the

inflowing gas decreases. Although accreted gas is relatively unenriched compared to the

ISM, it is not metal-free. Numerical simulations have shown that accreted gas is a mix of

relatively pristine gas from the IGM and enriched gas that was ejected in past outflows (e.g.,

Oppenheimer et al., 2010; Segers et al., 2016; Anglés-Alcázar et al., 2017). Recycled gas

can even become the dominant source of fuel for star formation at z < 1 (Oppenheimer

et al., 2010). Thus evolution toward lower metallicity at fixed M∗ and SFR at z ∼ 2.3 could

also be explained by a decrease in the metallicity of infalling gas at high redshift caused by

a lower importance of recycled gas accretion relative to pristine accretion from the IGM.

Numerical simulations agree with this scenario. Indeed, in the models of Davé et al. (2011),

an increase in the metallicity of infalling gas relative to that of the ISM was the primary

driver of the increase in metallicity at fixed M∗ with decreasing redshift. Anglés-Alcázar et al.
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(2017) found that the relative importance of recycled gas to total accretion increases with

decreasing redshift in the FIRE zoom-in simulations and additionally suggest that transfer of

metals between galaxies via galactic winds occurs at z = 0, further increasing the metallicity

of infalling gas at z ∼ 0 compared to that at z ∼ 2.

We conclude that the offset toward lower O/H at fixed M∗ and SFR with increasing

redshift is most likely caused by an increase in the mass-loading factor at fixed M∗ from

z ∼ 0 to z ∼ 2 and a decrease in the metallicity of infalling gas due to a higher relative

importance of pristine accretion from the IGM at z ∼ 2.

6.4.3 The inconsistency of results based on O32

While results based on O3N2, N2, N2O2, O3, and R23 are all consistent with respect to

both the existence of a z ∼ 2.3 M∗-SFR-Z relation and the ∼ 0.1 dex offset toward lower

metallicity at fixed M∗ and SFR, performing the same analysis using O32 yields different

results. The ∆log(O32) vs. ∆log(sSFR) diagram shows no evidence for SFR dependence of

O/H at fixed M∗ (Fig. 6.4). Furthermore, there is little if any evolution in O32 at fixed M∗

and SFR from z ∼ 0 to z ∼ 2.3 (Fig. 6.8, middle panel). The disagreement between results

based on O32 compared to those based on the other line ratios requires closer examination.

Since the emission lines in O32 are widely separated in wavelength, it is natural to

suspect that incorrect reddening corrections may give rise to discrepant results based on

O32. If there are large galaxy-to-galaxy deviations from the assumed Cardelli et al. (1989)

attenuation curve, a trend in O32 with SFR at fixed M∗ could be washed out. However,

systematic effects associated with galaxy-to-galaxy variations in the attenuation curve do

not appear to have a significant effect on the O32 results, since we see strong trends in N2O2

and R23 (which also require a reddening correction) with SFR at fixed M∗.

SFR dependence of O32 at fixed M∗ could also be hidden if our assumed dust-correction

recipe overestimates E(B-V)gas for galaxies lying above the mean z ∼ 2.3 SFR-M∗ relation

and/or underestimates E(B-V)gas in the opposite regime. In this case, O32 values at low

∆log(sSFR) would be overestimated while the opposite would occur at high ∆log(sSFR),
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masking the presence of a M∗-SFR-Z relation. Interestingly, such a scenario would steepen

∆log(R23) vs. ∆log(sSFR) and ∆log(N2O2) vs. ∆log(sSFR) beyond what is expected based

on the M∗-SFR-Z relation because R23 increases and N2O2 decreases with increasing SFR at

fixed M∗ (Figs. 6.3 and 6.6). Indeed, we find that the slope of ∆log(O/H) vs. ∆log(sSFR) is

steepest when metallicities are based on N2O2, and that ∆log(R23) vs. ∆log(sSFR) displays

the strongest correlation of all line ratios considered here. It is therefore possible that our

dust-correction recipe leads to either underestimated E(B-V)gas for z ∼ 2.3 galaxies below the

SFR-M∗ relation, overestimated E(B-V)gas for objects above the SFR-M∗ relation, or both.

If true, a bias in E(B-V)gas dependent on SFR suggests that the nebular attenuation curve

systematically changes with SFR at fixed M∗ at z ∼ 2.3. Studies of the stellar continuum

attenuation curve and the differential reddening between the continuum and nebular emission

lines at high redshifts have similarly suggested a systematic dependence of the shape of the

attenuation curve on SFR and sSFR (Kriek & Conroy, 2013; Price et al., 2014; Reddy et al.,

2015). We note that the resulting bias would affect the measured strength of the SFR

dependence of O/H at fixed M∗ using O3N2, N2, and O3 as well, since biases in E(B-V)gas

will change ∆log(sSFR).

Biases in reddening corrections may also explain why no evolution in O32 at fixed M∗

and SFR is observed from z ∼ 0 to z ∼ 2.3. If E(B-V)gas is systematically overestimated

in the z ∼ 2.3 sample, then the high-redshift O32 values would be underestimated and fall

closer to the z ∼ 0 galaxies, reducing any offset present. If this is the case, then the offset

in O/H at fixed M∗ and SFR based on N2O2 is overestimated. In Figure 6.7, the metallicity

offset at fixed M∗ and SFR based on N2O2 is larger than what is found using O3N2 and N2,

consistent with an overestimate of the reddening correction at z ∼ 2.3. It is thus plausible

that biases in the dust-correction can explain the discrepant O32 results.

Unlike O3, O3N2, N2, N2O2, and R23, O32 directly probes the ionization parameter

and is only sensitive to metallicity because of the anticorrelation between ionization param-

eter and metallicity. This anticorrelation arises because gas-phase metallicity and stellar

metallicity are correlated, giving rise to harder ionizing spectra and, consequently, higher

ionization parameters in lower metallicity star-forming regions (Dopita et al., 2006a,b). The
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O32 results could be explained if ionization parameter does not depend on metallicity at

z ∼ 2.3. However, such a scenario would weaken trends in O3N2 and O3, both of which

are strongly sensitive to ionization parameter in addition to metallicity. We observe clear

trends in O3N2 and O3 as a function of SFR at fixed M∗. Furthermore, O32 is clearly still

related to metallicity given that O32 is anticorrelated with stellar mass, and a similar MZR

is obtained when using O32 compared to those based on O3N2, N2, and N2O2 (Fig. 6.2).

We conclude that ionization parameter and metallicity are still anticorrelated at z ∼ 2.3,

though not necessarily in the same form as at z ∼ 0.

Another possibility is that the scatter in the ionization parameter vs. metallicity relation

is significantly larger at high redshifts than at z ∼ 0. If this is the case, additional scatter

would be introduced in the relationship between O32 and metallicity, potentially washing out

trends in O32 with SFR at fixed M∗. This scenario can be tested by measuring the scatter

in O32 at fixed metallicity at z ∼ 2.3, where metallicity is based on temperature-sensitive

auroral-line measurements, but a data set on which to perform such an analysis does not yet

exist.

Based on the information currently available, biases arising from the reddening correction

are the most likely explanation of the discrepant O32 results. These biases are such that

E(B-V)gas is systematically overestimated at z ∼ 2.3, and the magnitude of this overestimate

increases with increasing SFR at fixed M∗.

6.5 Summary and conclusions

We have investigated the relationship between M∗, SFR, and gas-phase oxygen abundance

at high redshifts using a large, representative sample of z ∼ 2.3 star-forming galaxies from

the MOSDEF survey. The MOSDEF data set allows us to study this relation using multiple

metallicity- and excitation-sensitive line ratios (O3N2, N2, N2O2, O32, O3, R23), and derive

robust dust-corrected SFRs based on Hα luminosity. We searched for the presence of a M∗-

SFR-Z relation at z ∼ 2.3 by looking for correlations between the scatter around the MZR

and the mean z ∼ 2.3 M∗-sSFR relation. We additionally performed a direct comparison of
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stacks of z ∼ 2.3 and z ∼ 0 galaxies matched in M∗ and SFR to determine whether or not

the M∗-SFR-Z relation evolves with redshift. Our main results are summarized below.

We presented the detection of a M∗-SFR-Z relation at z ∼ 2.3 based on metallicities

estimated using three different emission-line ratios (O3N2, N2, and N2O2). While it is non-

trivial to estimate metallicity using O3 and R23 due to a double-valued nature, results based

on observed O3 and R23 are consistent. This study uniquely performed an analysis of the M∗-

SFR-Z relation using multiple emission lines simultaneously, which allowed us to rule out the

possibility of evolving physical conditions in high-redshift star-forming regions introducing

the observed trends in the absence of a M∗-SFR-Z relation. Our results cannot be reproduced

by the proposed redshift evolution of electron density, N/O, ionization parameter, or shape of

the ionizing spectrum at fixed metallicity in the absence of metallicity variations. However,

our analysis does not confirm or rule out the presence of any of the proposed evolutionary

scenarios in our high-redshift sample. We find that the SFR dependence of the observed

z ∼ 2.3 M∗-SFR-Z relation is similar in strength to the predictions from the recent mufasa

cosmological hydrodynamical simulations of Davé et al. (2017).

We show strong evidence that the M∗-SFR-Z relation is not redshift invariant, but evolves

with redshift such that z ∼ 2.3 galaxies have ∼ 0.1 dex lower metallicity than z ∼ 0 galaxies

at fixed M∗ and SFR. Our results are consistent between five different line ratios (O3N2, N2,

N2O2, O3, and R23). These results argue against the existence of a non-evolving M∗-SFR-

Z relation (Mannucci et al., 2010). The evolving M∗-SFR-Z relation suggests an evolving

relation between M∗, gas fraction, and metallicity based on observations implying higher

star-formation efficiency and lower molecular gas depletion times at high redshifts (Tacconi

et al., 2013; Genzel et al., 2015; Scoville et al., 2016, 2017). Furthermore, we found that

the trend toward lower O/H at fixed M∗ and SFR is likely driven by an increase in the

mass-loading factor and a decrease in the metallicity of infalling gas with redshift at fixed

M∗. The latter suggests that accretion of recycled gas is less important relative to accretion

of pristine gas from the IGM at z ∼ 2 than at z ∼ 0.

Despite observing consistent trends using O3N2, N2, N2O2, O3, and R23, we found that

results based upon O32 do not display the presence of a M∗-SFR-Z relation or significant
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redshift evolution in metallicity at fixed M∗ and SFR. Given the agreement of results based

on all other line ratios, we conclude that systematic effects must bias the observed trends in

O32. A comparison of results based on O32, N2O2, and R23 (all of which require reddening

corrections) suggests that E(B-V)gas is overestimated at z ∼ 2.3 when E(B-V)gas is deter-

mined using Hα/Hβ and the Cardelli et al. (1989) Milky Way extinction curve, and that the

magnitude of this overestimate increases with increasing SFR at fixed M∗. Reevaluation of

the nebular attenuation curve may be required at high redshifts.

The existence of a M∗-SFR-Z relation at z ∼ 2.3 confirms that the theoretical framework

through which we view galaxy evolution is applicable at high redshifts. Interplay among

gas inflows, the gas reservoir, star formation, feedback, and gas outflows have shaped the

growth history of the baryonic content of galaxies since at least z ∼ 2.3. This analysis

shows the promise of statistical high-redshift samples to make higher-order tests of cosmo-

logical hydrodynamical simulations including chemical evolution. Our ability to utilize rich

high-redshift spectroscopic data sets such as the MOSDEF data set to the fullest requires

a complete understanding of the evolution of physical conditions in star-forming regions

and metallicity calibrations with redshift. Until such understanding is attained, detailed

quantitative comparisons of high-redshift data and chemical evolution models will neces-

sarily need caveats. New observational facilities on the horizon such as the James Webb

Space Telescope (JWST) and Thirty Meter Telescope (TMT) will obtain large samples of

temperature-sensitive auroral-line measurements for high-redshift galaxies that will revolu-

tionize the determination of metallicities at high redshifts.
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CHAPTER 7

Summary and Closing Remarks

7.1 Summary

In this dissertation, I have presented five studies focused on characterizing the physical

conditions in star-forming galaxies throughout cosmic history with the goal of obtaining

robust galaxy metallicity measurements. This work has improved the characterization of

metallicity scaling relations at z ∼ 2, yielding new insights into the nature of gas flows and

galaxy growth, and additionally addressed a number of systematic biases affecting metallicity

measurements at z ∼ 0 and z & 2. The main results and conclusions from each investigation

are summarized below.

In Chapter 2, I presented results on the z ∼ 2.3 mass-metallicity relation using early

observations from the MOSDEF survey. I used an initial sample of 87 star-forming galaxies

with spectroscopic coverage of Hβ, [O iii]λ5007, Hα, and [N ii]λ6584 rest-frame optical

emission lines, finding a positive correlation between stellar mass and metallicity among

individual z ∼ 2.3 galaxies using both the N2 and O3N2 metallicity indicators. Results

based on composite spectra of galaxies in bins of stellar mass were consistent, displaying a

monotonic increase in metallicity with increasing stellar mass offset∼ 0.15−0.3 dex below the

local MZR. When the sample was divided at the median SFR, significant SFR dependence

of the z ∼ 2.3 MZR was not observed among either individual galaxies or composite spectra.

I furthermore found that z ∼ 2.3 galaxies have metallicities ∼ 0.1 dex lower at a given stellar

mass and SFR than is observed locally. This offset suggests that high-redshift galaxies do

not fall on the local “fundamental metallicity relation” among stellar mass, metallicity, and

SFR, and may provide evidence of a phase of galaxy growth in which the gas reservoir is
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built up due to inflow rates that are higher than star-formation and outflow rates. However,

robust conclusions regarding the gas-phase oxygen abundances of high-redshift galaxies await

a systematic reappraisal of the application of locally calibrated metallicity indicators at high

redshift.

I investigated the electron density and ionization state of star-forming regions in z ∼ 2.3

galaxies in Chapter 3. From measurements of the [O ii]λλ3726,3729 and [S ii]λλ6716,6731

doublets, I found a median electron density of ∼ 250 cm−3 at z ∼ 2.3, an increase of an order

of magnitude compared to measurements of galaxies at z ∼ 0. While z ∼ 2.3 galaxies are

offset towards significantly higher O32 values relative to local galaxies at fixed stellar mass,

the high-redshift sample follows a similar distribution to the low-metallicity tail of the local

distribution in the O32 vs. R23 and O3N2 diagrams. Based on these results, I proposed that

z ∼ 2.3 star-forming galaxies have the same ionization parameter as local galaxies at fixed

metallicity. In combination with simple photoionization models, the position of local and

z ∼ 2.3 galaxies in excitation diagrams suggests that there is no significant change in the

hardness of the ionizing spectrum at fixed metallicity from z ∼ 0 to z ∼ 2.3. Star-forming

galaxies at z ∼ 2.3 show no offset compared to low-metallicity local galaxies in emission line

ratio diagrams involving only lines of hydrogen, oxygen, and sulfur, but display a systematic

offset in diagrams involving [N ii]λ6584. These results suggest that the offset of z ∼ 2.3

galaxies from the local star-forming sequence in the [N ii] BPT diagram is primarily driven

by elevated N/O at fixed O/H compared to local galaxies. The local gas-phase and stellar

metallicity appears to set the ionization state of star-forming regions at both z ∼ 0 and

z ∼ 2.

In Chapter 4, I presented measurements of the electron-temperature based oxygen abun-

dance for a highly star-forming galaxy at z = 3.08. This is the highest redshift at which

[O iii]λ4363 has been detected, and the first time that this line has been measured at z > 2.

The galaxy, COSMOS-1908, is a low-mass (109.3 M�), highly star-forming (∼ 50 M� yr−1)

system that hosts a young stellar population (∼ 160 Myr). Based on the derived elec-

tron temperature, COSMOS-1908 has an oxygen abundance of 12+log(O/H)= 8.00+0.13
−0.14

(20% solar metallicity). An investigation of the physical conditions of the ionized gas in
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COSMOS-1908 showed that this galaxy has a high ionization parameter, little nebular red-

dening (E(B − V )gas < 0.14), and a high electron density (ne ∼ 500 cm−3). I compared the

ratios of strong oxygen, neon, and hydrogen lines to the direct-method oxygen abundance

for COSMOS-1908 and additional star-forming galaxies at z = 0 − 1.8 with [O iii]λ4363

measurements, and demonstrated that galaxies at z ∼ 1 − 3 follow the same strong-line

correlations as galaxies in the local universe. This agreement suggests that the relationship

between ionization parameter and O/H is similar for z ∼ 0 and high-redshift galaxies. These

results imply that metallicity calibrations based on lines of oxygen, neon, and hydrogen do

not strongly evolve with redshift and can reliably estimate abundances out to z ∼ 3, paving

the way for robust measurements of the evolution of the mass-metallicity relation to high

redshift.

Obtaining unbiased global galaxy gas-phase oxygen abundances requires proper treat-

ment of the various line-emitting sources within spectroscopic apertures. In Chapter 5, I

described a model framework that treats galaxies as ensembles of H ii and diffuse ionized

gas regions of varying metallicities. These models are based upon empirical relations between

line ratios and electron temperature for H ii regions, and DIG strong-line ratio relations from

SDSS-IV MaNGA IFU data. Flux-weighting effects and DIG contamination can significantly

affect properties inferred from global galaxy spectra, biasing metallicity estimates by more

than 0.3 dex in some cases. I used observationally-motivated inputs to construct a model

matched to typical local star-forming galaxies, and quantify the biases in strong-line ratios,

electron temperatures, and direct-method metallicities as inferred from global galaxy spectra

relative to the median values of the H ii region distributions in each galaxy. A generalized

set of models and a correction recipe that can be applied to individual galaxies or galaxy

samples in atypical regions of parameter space is provided. These models were used to

correct for the effects of flux-weighting and DIG contamination in the local direct-method

mass-metallicity and fundamental metallicity relations, and in the mass-metallicity relation

based on strong-line metallicities. Future photoionization models of galaxy line emission

need to include DIG emission and represent galaxies as ensembles of emitting regions with

varying metallicity, instead of as single H ii regions with effective properties, in order to
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obtain unbiased estimates of key underlying physical properties.

In Chapter 6, I investigated the nature of the relation among stellar mass, star-formation

rate, and gas-phase metallicity (the M∗-SFR-Z relation) at high redshifts using a sample of

260 star-forming galaxies at z ∼ 2.3 from the MOSDEF survey. I presented an analysis of

the high-redshift M∗-SFR-Z relation based on several emission-line ratios for the first time.

I showed that a M∗-SFR-Z relation clearly exists at z ∼ 2.3. The strength of this relation is

similar to predictions from cosmological hydrodynamical simulations. A direct comparison

of stacks of z ∼ 0 and z ∼ 2.3 galaxies demonstrates that z ∼ 2.3 galaxies have ∼ 0.1 dex

lower metallicity at fixed M∗ and SFR. In the context of chemical evolution models, this

evolution of the M∗-SFR-Z relation suggests an increase with redshift of the mass-loading

factor at fixed M∗, as well as a decrease in the metallicity of infalling gas that is likely due to a

lower importance of gas recycling relative to accretion from the intergalactic medium at high

redshifts. Performing this analysis simultaneously with multiple metallicity-sensitive line

ratios allows us to rule out the evolution in physical conditions (e.g., N/O ratio, ionization

parameter, and hardness of the ionizing spectrum) at fixed metallicity as the source of the

observed trends with redshift and with SFR at fixed M∗ at z ∼ 2.3. While this study

highlights the promise of performing high-order tests of chemical evolution models at high

redshifts, detailed quantitative comparisons ultimately await a full understanding of the

evolution of metallicity calibrations with redshift.

7.2 Ongiong and future work

In combination, the studies presented in this dissertation represent a step forward in our

understanding of the chemical evolution of galaxies, collectively improving constraints on

the physical conditions in star-forming regions in the early universe and highlighting several

important systematic biases affecting metallicity measurements at low and high redshifts.

There are many avenues for further investigation to address remaining systematic metallicity

biases, improve measurements of metallicity scaling relations, and expand the investigation of

metallicity scaling relations at high-redshift beyond dependence on M∗ and SFR. I describe
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ongoing efforts to expand upon the work presented herein and discuss the future outlook

with the advent of new observational facilities below.

In Chapter 3, I concluded that the lack of an offset between z ∼ 0 and z ∼ 2.3 galaxies in

diagrams involving lines of sulfur and oxygen pointed to evolution of N/O at fixed metallicity

while ionization parameter and the ionizing spectrum did not significantly evolve. Since DIG

emission strongly affects [S ii] and [O ii] in z ∼ 0 galaxy spectra (Chapter 5), the comparison

between z ∼ 0 and z ∼ 2 was biased such that there likely is a high-redshift offset in line-

ratio diagrams involving [S ii] and [O ii]. Results from Chapter 3 regarding evolution of the

ionization state and shape of the ionizing spectrum at fixed metallicity must be revisited

accordingly.

The impact of DIG emission on high-redshift metallicity estimates is not yet constrained.

In the local universe, the relative importance of DIG emission decreases with increasing

concentration of star formation such that DIG emission is negligible in starburst galaxies

(Oey et al., 2007; Zhang et al., 2017). Assuming similar behavior at high redshifts, it is

expected that DIG is not an important emission component in z > 1 galaxies because

of their high SFRs and small sizes (Sanders et al., 2017). However, the presence of DIG

emission or lack thereof at high redshift is yet to be tested observationally, requiring high-

resolution spatially-resolved spectroscopy to separate and identify H ii and DIG-dominated

regions. I am currently leading the analysis in an observing program obtaining spatially-

resolved emission-line maps of bright MOSDEF targets using adaptive optics and the OSIRIS

integral field spectrograph on the Keck I telescope. These maps will be used to estimate

the importance of DIG in typical z ∼ 2 galaxies, and will allow us to search for additional

non-stellar sources of line emission such as low-luminosity AGN and shocked gas.

Results presented in Chapter 6 confirmed that the M∗-SFR-Z relation evolves with red-

shift, as hinted at in Chapter 2. Furthermore, the analysis in Chapter 6 showed that the

z ∼ 2.3 MZR does indeed have a dependence on SFR that was not seen in Chapter 2 due

to a smaller sample and less sensitive methodology. At z ∼ 0, the M∗-SFR-Z relation has

been shown to be a manifestation of a more fundamental relation beween M∗, metallicity,

and cold gas content (Bothwell et al., 2013; Zahid et al., 2014a; Bothwell et al., 2016b,a).
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Numerical simulations likewise suggest that dependence on molecular gas fraction (fH2) is

more fundamental than on SFR (Ma et al., 2016; Davé et al., 2017). Given our recent detec-

tion of the z ∼ 2.3 M∗-SFR-Z relation, it is of interest to test whether a M∗-fH2-Z relation

exists at high redshifts as well. While samples of galaxies at z > 1 with measurements of

molecular gas content are approaching statistical sizes, very few high-redshift galaxies have

both metallicity and molecular gas measurements (e.g., Tacconi et al., 2013). Along with

MOSDEF collaborators, I have led a recently-submitted ALMA proposal to obtain measure-

ments of CO emission to estimate moloecular gas masses and fH2 for z ∼ 2.3 star-forming

galaxies with metallicity estimates. These proposed data will enable the first search for a

relation among M∗, metallicity, and fH2 at high redshifts, providing new insights into baryon

cycling in the early universe.

The temperature-based metallicity derived from auroral [O iii]λ4363 for a galaxy at

z ∼ 3 (Chapter 4) was the first robust metallicity measurement at z > 2 independent of

z ∼ 0 strong-line metallicity calibraitons. While a single measurement is insufficient to

revise metallicity calibrations at high redshifts, it shows the promise of using auroral line

measurements to construct new metallicity calibrations based solely on high-redshift samples

instead of relying on z ∼ 0 calibration samples. Analysis is ongoing on three additional

MOSDEF galaxies with detections of [O iii]λ4363, and spectra of many galaxies can be

stacked to obtain an average electron temperature for the MOSDEF sample. However, a

robust recalibration of strong-line metallicity relations at high redshifts requires at least

tens of individual objects with auroral-line measurements spanning an interesting dynamic

range in metallicity. We have proposed to obtain deeper spectroscopic observations of several

MOSDEF targets that should yield auroral-line detections with increased integration times.

These data will bring the number of z > 2 galaxies with temperature-based metallicities to

∼ 10, enabling a preliminary assessment of the applicability of z ∼ 0 metallicity calibrations

at high redshifts.

Currently, auroral-line detections can only be obtained for low-metallicity, high-SFR ob-

jects that are unrepresentative of the typical high-redshift star-forming population. Produc-

ing high-redshift metallicity calibrations with comparable accuracy to z ∼ 0 calibrations will
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ultimately require hundreds of auroral-line measurements for typical galaxies at z > 2. Ob-

taining such a sample with current ground-based facilities would be prohibilitively expensive

due to the sensitivity of current-generation near-infrared spectrographs, and is additionally

made difficult by the limited range of redshifts at which the auroral and strong emission-lines

of interest fall within windows of atmospheric transmission. Observational facilities coming

online over the next decade will be able to measure auroral-line strengths for large samples

of galaxies at z > 2 over a wider range in metallicity and SFR than is currently possible.

Instruments on the Thirty Meter Telescope (TMT) will achieve spectroscopic sensitivity an

order of magnitude larger than that of Keck/MOSFIRE. TMT is expected to have first light

in 2027. In the near-term future, the launch of the James Webb Space Telescope (JWST) in

2020 will usher in an era of unprecedented spectroscopic exploration in the infrared. Spec-

troscopic instruments onboard JWST will deliver the first large samples of galaxies with

auroral-line measurements at high redshifts, revolutionizing our understanding of the metal

content of galaxies at z > 2 and providing a clear picture of galaxy formation and growth in

the early universe.
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